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Preface
This volume gathers the papers presented at the Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and
Events 2018 Workshop (DCASE2018), Woking, Surrey, UK during 19-20 November 2018.
The DCASE 2018 Workshop was the third  workshop on Detection and Classification of  Acoustic
Scenes  and  Events,  organized  again  in  conjunction  with  the  DCASE  Challenge.  The  aim  of  the
workshop was to bring together researchers from many different universities and companies with
interest in the topic, and provide the opportunity for scientific exchange of ideas and opinions.
The DCASE 2018 Workshop was organized by the Centre for Vision, Speech and Signal Processing
(CVSSP) of the University of Surrey. The associated DCASE 2018 Challenge tasks were organized by
researchers at a range of international institutions, including Tampere University of Technology (Task
1: Acoustic scene classification); Universitat Pompeu Fabra and Google, Inc (Task 2: General-purpose
audio  tagging  of  Freesound  content  with  AudioSet  labels);  Queen  Mary  University  of  London,
University of Toulon, University of  Crete and University of Salford (Task 3: Bird audio detection);
University  of  Lorraine,  Johannes  Kepler  University,  Inria  Nancy  Grand-Est  and  Carnegie  Mellon
University (Task 4: Large-scale weakly labeled semi-supervised sound event detection in domestic
environments); and KU Leuven (Task 5: Monitoring of domestic activities based on multi-channel
acoustics).
For this edition of the DCASE 2018 Workshop, 59 full papers were submitted, each reviewed by at
least three members of our Technical Program Committee. From these, 44 papers were accepted, 14
for oral presentation and 30 for poster presentation.
The Organizing Committee was also pleased to invite leading experts for keynote addresses:
• Hervé Glotin (Université de Toulon, CNRS, LIS, France)
• Hanna Lukashevich (Fraunhofer Institute for Digital Media Technology, Germany)
The success of the DCASE 2018 Workshop was the result of the hard work of many people whom we
wish to warmly thank here. We wish to thank all the authors and keynote speakers, as well as all the
members of the TPC, without whom this edition of the DCASE 2018 Workshop would not exist. We
also wish to thank the organizers and participants of the DCASE Challenge tasks.
This edition of the workshop was supported by sponsorship from Adobe, Audio Analytic, Cochlear.ai,
Google, Huawei and Sound Intelligence. We wish to thank them warmly for their valuable support to
this workshop and the expanding topic area.
Mark D. Plumbley
Christian Kroos
Juan P. Bello
Gaël Richard
Daniel P. W. Ellis
Annamaria Mesaros
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A MULTI-DEVICE DATASET FOR URBAN ACOUSTIC SCENE CLASSIFICATION
Annamaria Mesaros, Toni Heittola, Tuomas Virtanen∗
Tampere University of Technology, Laboratory of Signal Processing, Tampere, Finland
{annamaria.mesaros, toni.heittola, tuomas.virtanen}@tut.fi
ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the acoustic scene classification task of
DCASE 2018 Challenge and the TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018
dataset provided for the task, and evaluates the performance of a
baseline system in the task. As in previous years of the challenge,
the task is defined for classification of short audio samples into one
of predefined acoustic scene classes, using a supervised, closed-
set classification setup. The newly recorded TUT Urban Acoustic
Scenes 2018 dataset consists of ten different acoustic scenes and
was recorded in six large European cities, therefore it has a higher
acoustic variability than the previous datasets used for this task, and
in addition to high-quality binaural recordings, it also includes data
recorded with mobile devices. We also present the baseline system
consisting of a convolutional neural network and its performance in
the subtasks using the recommended cross-validation setup.
Index Terms— Acoustic scene classification, DCASE chal-
lenge, public datasets, multi-device data
1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic Scene Classification is a regular task in the Detection and
Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) challenge
series, being present in each of its editions up until now. The stan-
dard setup of the task as a basic multiclass classification problem
makes the task easily approachable also for the beginner in this field,
resulting in large number of participants in the previous DCASE
challenges. In the first three editions of the challenge, the acoustic
scene classification task has received the highest number of submis-
sions among the available tasks, with 17 submissions in 2013 [1],
48 submissions in 2016 [2], and 97 submissions in 2017 [3].
Each consecutive edition of the challenge has brought a new
and larger dataset than previous edition, facilitating use of recent
machine learning techniques using deep neural networks that rely
on large amounts of data for training. In 2013, the acoustic scene
classification task used a development dataset consisting of 10
acoustic scenes each with 10 examples of 30 s, and an evaluation
dataset of the same size [1, 4]. In 2016, 15 scene classes were used,
each with 78 examples of of 30 s in the development set, and 26
examples per class in the evaluation set [2]. This dataset offered
higher acoustic variability than before through its higher number of
classes, recording locations and amount of data, and it was the first
suitable for use of deep learning methods.
In DCASE 2017, the acoustic scene classification task was
made more difficult by using 10 s audio segments, by re-segmenting
the complete data available in 2016 (both development and evalua-
tion sets), having 312 segments of 10 s per scene class. A new eval-
uation dataset was recorded in similar locations approximately one
∗This work has received funding from the European Research Council
under the ERC Grant Agreement 637422 EVERYSOUND.
year later than the development data, containing 108 segments of
10 s per class. The temporal gap between the recordings created an
unexpected mismatch in acoustic conditions, causing a significant
drop in performance in all systems between development and eval-
uation sets [3]. Outside of DCASE challenge, there are only few
other publicly available datasets for acoustic scene classification,
notably the LITIS dataset [5], containing 19 classes and having ap-
proximately 25 hours of audio, recorded using a mobile phone; the
Defreville-Aucouturier environmental audio dataset [6] with 4 main
classes (11 detailed classes) and approximately 4 hours of audio;
and the UEA Environmental noise datasets [7] with 10 classes and
approximately 4 hours of audio in 2 series recorded with different
devices. Of these, only the LITIS dataset has an adequate size for
modern machine learning methods.
DCASE 2018 challenge introduces a new dataset for acoustic
scene classification, having a number of ten classes and 24 hours of
high-quality audio. It has smaller number of classes than data from
previous challenges, but it is much larger in size and acoustic vari-
ability, having been recorded in multiple cities across Europe. This
is the largest freely available dataset to date, comparable in size to
the LITIS dataset, but it is the only one having recordings in multi-
ple countries, while all other publicly available datasets (within and
outside of DCASE) are recorded within a single country or city.
At the same time, parallel recordings performed with differ-
ent devices provide additional variability in the channel proper-
ties, allowing an additional subtask for studying the classification
problem in mismatched conditions. All previous public evaluations
have been done in matched conditions, with a single device used
for recording all data, including evaluation data, but in actual us-
age scenarios of the methods, channel mismatch could be encoun-
tered through device mismatch or difference in recording condi-
tions. Other publicly available datasets contain audio recorded with
only one type of device, with small exceptions (e.g. [7]) that do not
permit a large-scale study of mismatched devices. A mismatch usu-
ally causes a large drop in performance of machine learning based
systems, as noticed in DCASE 2017, therefore this new dataset al-
lows development of techniques that can cope with the mismatch.
This paper presents the subtasks and dataset used for Task 1
in DCASE 2018. Section 2 presents the data recording procedure.
Section 3 introduces the task definition and specific details on the
subtasks, while Section 4 gives details on the experimental setup,
including database statistics for each subtask. Section 5 presents
the baseline system architecture and the results obtained on the pro-
vided experimental setup, and Section 6 presents conclusions and
future work.
2. DATA RECORDING PROCEDURE
The TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018 dataset was collected dur-
ing February-March 2018, containing recordings of ten acoustic
scenes, recorded in six large European cities: Barcelona, Helsinki,
9
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London, Paris, Stockholm, and Vienna. Acoustic scenes included
are: airport, shopping mall (indoor), metro station (platform, un-
derground), pedestrian street, public square, street (medium level
of traffic), traveling by tram, bus and metro (underground), and ur-
ban park. Each scene class was defined beforehand, and suitable
locations were selected based on the description.
For each city and each scene class, multiple different locations
were used to record audio, i.e. different streets, different metro sta-
tions, etc. For each such location there are 5-6 minutes of audio,
recorded in 2-3 sessions of few minutes each, with a small tem-
poral gap between them. The original recordings were split into
segments with a length of 10 seconds that are provided in individ-
ual files. Recording locations are numbered and used to identify all
audio material from the same location when partitioning the dataset
for training and testing. The information available in the dataset
consists of: acoustic scene class, city, and recording location IDs.
Recordings were made using four devices that captured audio
simultaneously. The main recording device consists in a Soundman
OKM II Klassik/studio A3, electret binaural in-ear microphone and
a Zoom F8 audio recorder using 48 kHz sampling rate and 24 bit
resolution. The microphones were worn in the ears, therefore the
recorded audio mimics the sound that reaches the human auditory
system of the person wearing the equipment. This equipment is
further referred to as device A.
At the same time, the audio was captured using three other mo-
bile devices (e.g. smartphones, cameras), resulting in audio record-
ings of different quality. We further refer to these devices as B,
C, and D. All simultaneous recordings are time synchronized using
Panako acoustic fingerprinting system [8]. The used mobile devices
are the following: device B is a Samsung Galaxy S7, device C is
IPhone SE, and device D is a GoPro Hero5 Session. During record-
ing, the Samsung phone was handheld at torso height, the IPhone
was worn in a sleeve attached to the strap of a backpack, while the
GoPro was mounted on the other strap. The mobile phones recorded
single channel audio with a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz, while
the audio recorded by the GoPro is originally stereo, compressed,
sampled at 48 kHz.
Two different versions of the dataset were provided for system
development, namely TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018, contain-
ing only material recorded with device A, and TUT Urban Acoustic
Scenes 2018 Mobile, containing material recorded with devices A,
B and C. All datasets are freely available. 1 2
3. TASK DEFINITION
Acoustic scene classification is defined as labeling one audio sam-
ple as belonging to one of predefined classes associated to acoustic
scenes. There are labeled example training data available for all the
classes, and therefore the task is an example of a supervised classi-
fication problem, having a closed set of categories, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. In the DCASE 2018 acoustic scene classification task there
are three subtasks, offering more variety and degree of difficulty for
the task, and at the same time extending the basic task towards real-
life applications where there may be mismatch between training and
evaluation data recording devices, or there may be different sources
of training data available.
1TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1228142, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1293883
2TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018 Mobile:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1228235, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1293901
Figure 1: Acoustic scene classification example
Subtask A: Acoustic Scene Classification is the typical acoustic
scene classification task as encountered previously, where all data,
both development and evaluation, are recorded with a high quality
device. In this subtask there is no mismatch in recording conditions
besides the natural variation of weather, people at the scene, etc,
which are not under control of the recorder, but are natural manifes-
tations of the recorded scenes.
Subtask B: Acoustic Scene Classification with mismatched
recording devices illustrates the problem of creating a system that
could be used with multiple devices that record audio of varying
quality. In this subtask there is mismatch in audio channels between
the development and evaluation sets, which must be accounted for
in the system: the training data was recorded with a device provid-
ing high-quality audio, while the evaluation data was recorded with
multiple devices, resulting therefore in mismatched audio channel.
Some amount of parallel data, which was recorded simultaneously
with three devices, was also available for training.
Subtask C breaks away from the previous challenge rules
against external data sources and allows use of external data and
transfer learning to solve the problem provided in subtask A. In
subtasks A and B all the participants have the same data available
for system development, putting all participants to an equal starting
point. In subtask C, systems may be relying on various sources of
data, in any form, to study the possible improvement provided by
using more data. As a rule for the challenge, the participants were
required to use only external datasets that are publicly available for
free, and they were also required to inform the organizers about the
external data sources for maintaining a list of such resources on the
challenge website.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup is similar for the three subtasks, with the
same basic classification problem framed in different ways. In sub-
task A, only data from device A (high-quality audio) is used, while
for subtask B, some data from devices B and C is available as paral-
lel recordings. Subtask C allows the use of external data and trans-
fer learning, but does not provide any additional data, only indicates
some sources of data that could be used. For each subtask, a devel-
opment set was provided, together with a training/test partitioning
for system development. Participants were required to report per-
formance of their system using this train/test setup in order to allow
comparison of systems on the development set.
The total amount of recorded audio was partitioned into devel-
opment and evaluation subsets, each containing data from all cities
and all acoustic scenes. The development dataset was published
when opening the task, provided with full metadata information.
The evaluation dataset was published as audio only; the metadata of
10
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Development dataset
Subtask
A
Subtask
B
Evaluation dataset
train set test set
6122 2518
540
540 180
Device A Device B Device C Device D
6122 2518
3600
3600
3600
3600
180 1080
1080
1440
720
Figure 2: Development and evaluation data amounts.
this part is kept secret, and the evaluation of systems is performed
by the task organizers, based on the predicted scene labels that par-
ticipants have to submit when participating the challenge.
4.1. Development datasets
TUTUrban Acoustic Scenes 2018 development dataset consists of
recordings from all six cities, having 864 segments for each acoustic
scene (144 minutes of audio). The total size of the dataset is 8640
segments of 10 seconds length, i.e. 24 hours of audio. The dataset is
further partitioned into training and test subsets such that the train-
ing subset contains audio from approximately 70% of recording lo-
cations of each city and each class. Of the total 8640 segments,
6122 segments were included in the training subset and 2518 seg-
ments in the test subset. More details on the number of segments
from each location are provided in the documentation of the dataset.
TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes Mobile 2018 development
dataset contains the same recordings as TUT Urban Acoustic
Scenes 2018 and, in addition, two hours of parallel data recorded
with devices B and C. Therefore the dataset contains 2 hours of
data recorded with all three devices (A, B and C). The amount of
data is as follows:
• Device A: 24 hours (8640 segments, 864 segments per scene)
• Device B: 2 hours (720 segments, 72 segments per scene)
• Device C: 2 hours (720 segments, 72 segments per scene)
In this dataset, the data from device A which is originally binaural,
was resampled to 44.1 kHz and averaged into a single channel, to
align with the properties of the data recorded with devices B and C.
The dataset contains in total 28 hours of audio.
The training/test partitioning was done same as for TUT Urban
Acoustic Scenes 2018, with approximately 70% of recording loca-
tions for each city and each scene class included to the training sub-
set, considering only device A. The training subset contains 6122
segments from device A, 540 segments from device B, and 540 seg-
ments from device C. The test subset contains 2518 segments from
device A, 180 segments from device B, and 180 segments from de-
vice C. The data partitioning is illustrated in Fig. 2.
4.2. Evaluation datasets
TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018 evaluation dataset contains au-
dio examples from locations different that the ones in the devel-
opment dataset. The dataset contains 3600 segments, therefore 10
hours of audio material, all recorded with device A. In the DCASE
CNN #1
CNN #2
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Log mel-band energies
- 2D Convolutional layer (ﬁlters: 32, kernel size: 7)
- Batch normalization
- ReLu activation
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Figure 3: Baseline system architecture.
Challenge, systems will be ranked based on classification accuracy
for the evaluation dataset, calculated as class-wise average. The
dataset is balanced at class level, having a number of 360 segments
per scene, being as balanced as possible at city level too, with 72
segments per scene per city when possible. There are only few
exceptions, notably Barcelona airport being available only in the
development set.
TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes Mobile 2018 evaluation dataset
contains 42 hours of data, recorded with all four devices. The data
recorded with device A was resampled and converted to single chan-
nel, just as in the development dataset. The dataset contains 3600
segments of parallel data from devices A, B and C, 360 segments
of non-parallel data each from devices B and C, and 1440 segments
from device D. To create more diversity and prevent guessing of
device specific segments, there are an additional 720 non-parallel
segments from devices A, B and C, whose sole purpose is to create
a non-balanced set, i.e. these segments will not be evaluated.
Ranking of the systems will be done based on classification ac-
curacy only on audio recorded with devices B and C. Data from
device A will be used for comparison with subtask A performance,
while data from device D, which was not encountered at all in train-
ing, will be used to analyze performance on completely unseen de-
vices. No information about device identity was provided with the
segments, in order to force generalization and avoid tuning the sys-
tems towards the specific devices.
5. BASELINE SYSTEM RESULTS
The baseline system implements a convolutional neural network-
based approach (CNN). The architecture of the network is based
on one top ranked submission from DCASE 2016 [9], with added
batch normalization and changes to layer sizes. This approach aims
to implement a popular solution based on previous challenges, and
to offer a satisfactory performance for the task.
For each 10-second audio file, log mel-band energies were first
extracted in 40 bands using an analysis frame of 40 ms with a 50%
hop size. The neural network consists of two CNN layers and one
fully connected layer, and uses an input of size 40x500, equivalent
11
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Table 1: Baseline system results for acoustic scene classification, subtasks A and B in DCASE 2018 challenge. In subtask B, ranking is done
by average performance on data from devices B and C. Device ID is indicated per column for subtask B.
Subtask A
Acoustic Scene Dev set Eval set
Airport 72.9 55.3
Bus 62.9 66.1
Metro 51.2 60.8
Metro station 55.4 52.8
Park 79.1 79.4
Public square 40.4 33.9
Shopping mall 49.6 64.2
Street, pedestrian 50.0 55.3
Street, traffic 80.5 81.9
Tram 55.1 60.0
Average 59.7 61.0
(±0.7)
Subtask B
Development set Evaluation set
B C avg (B,C) A B C avg (B,C) A D
68.9 76.1 72.5 73.4 65.8 59.4 62.6 66.8 1.4
70.6 86.1 78.3 56.7 50.5 69.5 60.0 76.1 19.4
23.9 17.2 20.6 46.6 50.2 40.4 45.3 61.9 54.2
33.8 31.7 32.8 52.9 37.4 44.9 41.2 58.0 65.3
67.2 51.1 59.2 80.8 58.6 63.0 60.8 82.9 6.9
22.8 26.7 24.7 37.9 17.0 16.5 16.7 24.3 0.7
58.3 63.9 61.1 46.4 49.2 55.4 52.3 62.2 78.5
16.7 25.0 20.8 55.5 35.8 27.3 31.5 53.8 0.0
69.4 63.3 66.4 82.5 69.2 69.9 69.5 83.1 25.7
18.9 20.6 19.7 56.5 41.3 30.9 47.6 63.6 22.9
45.1 46.2 45.6 58.9 47.5 47.7 47.6 63.6 27.5
(±3.6) (±4.2) (±3.6) (±0.8)
airport bus metro met stn park pub sq mall st ped st trf tram
airport
bus
metro
met stn
park
pub sq
mall
st ped
st trf
tram
55 24 14
66 12 16
12 61 12
13 53 12
79 14
11 34 33 13
21 64
21 55
82
19 11 60
Figure 4: Confusion matrix for subtask A. Evaluation set
to the full length of the segment to be classified. The network was
trained using Adam optimizer [10] with a learning rate of 0.001.
The system architecture is presented in Fig. 3, including details
of each layer. The model selection was done using a validation
set consisting of approximately 30% of the original training data,
selected such that training and validation sets do not have segments
from the same location, and both sets have data from each city. The
model performance was evaluated on the validation set after each
epoch, and the best performing model was selected.
Table 1 presents the baseline system results for subtasks A and
B, both on development set and evaluation sets. In the development
stage, the system was trained and tested 10 times using the provided
training/test split to account for the effect of random weight initial-
ization in training; the mean and standard deviation of individual
performance from these 10 independent trials is presented in the
table as development set performance. On subtask A, system per-
formance on the development set is 59.7%, with class-wise results
varying from 40.4% to 80.5%. The system generalizes rather well,
having a performance of 61% on the evaluation set. By comparing
system performance on individual scene classes, we note that most
scenes have very similar performance for the two sets - bus, metro
station,park street with traffic. The most difficult class to recognize
is public square, with the lowest performance in development set
and even lower (33.9) in evaluation set, while the best performance
of over 80% is obtained for the street with traffic scene. The confu-
sion matrix is presented in Fig. 4.
For subtask B, the system was trained using only the audio
material from device A (6122 segments of high-quality audio) to
highlight the problem of mismatched recording devices. No addi-
tional techniques for dealing with the mismatch was used, in or-
der to avoid influencing the challenge participants in their choice
of method. Test subset results are presented separately for each de-
vice (2518 segments from device A, 180 segments from device B,
180 segments from device C); average of devices B and C is high-
lighted, as this is the official ranking measure in the challenge. Here
too the system was trained and tested 10 times using the provided
training/test split.
System performance on data from device A, same as its training
data, is 58.9%, comparable with the performance in subtask A. On
devices B and C, the system performs similarly, with an over 10%
gap to device A, clearly showing the device mismatch. The system
has a similar behavior on the evaluation set, with a performance of
63.6% for device A and 47.6% average on devices B and C, a sign
of good generalization and consistent behavior. Performance on
device D is very low, with a very large gap even to devices B and C.
The one important characteristic of device D is that it provides audio
in compressed format, which may be the cause of such extreme
mismatch.
Class-wise performance is mostly similar between development
and evaluation sets for all devices, with the performance gap still
present between devices even when the development and evaluation
performance for same device is significantly different: for example
metro with 20% (devices B,C) and 46% (device A) in development,
increasing to 45% and 61%, respectively, in evaluation set.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The acoustic scene classification within DCASE 2018 challenge
offers participants three interesting subtasks, each with own re-
search question. In subtask A, the same classification problem is
approached for a dataset with a much larger size and acoustic vari-
ability than before, subtask B calls for solutions to the device mis-
match problem, while subtask C allows use of external resources
such as data and transfer learning for increasing classification per-
formance. The datasets are freely available and not limited for use
within the challenge, and will be extended in the future to include
more cities and possibly other acoustic scene classes, to further in-
crease task complexity through acoustic variability and allow other
challenging research questions, such as training with unbalanced
data, or open set classification.
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ABSTRACT
Assessing properties about specific sound sources is important to
characterize better the perception of urban sound environments. In
order to produce perceptually motivated noise maps, we argue that
it is possible to consider the data produced by acoustic sensor net-
works to gather information about sources of interest and predict
their perceptual attributes.
To validate this important assumption, this paper reports on a
perceptual test on simulated sound scenes for which both percep-
tual and acoustic source properties are known. Results show that it
is indeed feasible to predict perceptual source-specific quantities of
interest from recordings, leading to the introduction of two predic-
tors of perceptual judgments from acoustic data. The use of those
predictors in the new task of automatic soundscape characterization
is finally discussed.
Index Terms— Soundscape, urban acoustic monitoring, event
detection
1. INTRODUCTION
The ongoing urbanization process has led to an increase in sound
quality concerns. In urban areas the noise has been linked to several
health issues including sleep-related troubles as well as heart dis-
ease rates, and is a major cause for city dwellers’ annoyance in cer-
tain areas. In this context, the 2002/49/CE European directive [1]
requires that large cities maintain noise maps to facilitate the de-
velopment of noise reducing plans. These noise maps are mainly
based on predictive maps generated using propagation and emis-
sion acoustic models. The studies are also 1) often limited to traffic
and other transportation sources, and 2) no fusions of simulations
with physical measurements are used. Furthermore, the models de-
pend on data that may be at times or in certain locations unavailable
or incomplete. The advent of the internet of things (IoT) presents
an opportunity for the development of large, scalable networks of
acoustic sensors [2, 3]. The ”characterization of urban sound envi-
ronments” (CENSE) project [4] aims at implementing such a net-
work to produce perceptually motivated noise maps.
The ISO 12913-1 [5] standard gives the following definition of
soundscape: ”the acoustic environment as perceived and understood
and/or experienced by people and/or society, in context”. The as-
sessment of subjective descriptors [6, 7, 8] such as the liveliness or
calmness is thus necessary to evaluate the quality of urban scenes.
The relevant attributes describing the appreciation of soundscapes
can be mapped in perceptual spaces [9, 10]. The set of considered
attributes is reduced to a few dimensions which are used as a basis
for perceptual experiments. Specifically, the dimension of pleas-
antness is increasingly associated with soundscape quality in recent
works [11, 12, 13, 14]. Soundscape perception is highly dependent
on the composition of the scene [15, 16]. Indeed, each sound source
yields a different perceptual response. For example, soundscape
pleasantness is likely to be improved by birdsongs and deteriorated
by mechanical noises.
Acoustic monitoring applications typically rely on the measure-
ment of energetic (sound levels, eg. LAeq) and psychoacoustic
(eg. Zwicker’s loudness N ) indicators. These global quantities de-
scribe the overall activity, with percentile values linked to event or
background assessment. However they do not differentiate sound
sources and are thus not sufficient to a perceptual characterization
of soundscapes. Additional information about the taxonomic clas-
sification of active sources and their distribution in time is needed.
Several sets of relevant indicators have been studied [17, 18, 19] to
better account for the specificities of each scene and their source
composition.
The use of large-scale sensor networks yields a problematic for
the extraction of content-related quantities of interest from impor-
tant amounts of data. Despite a growing interest in the community,
machine learning models - to the best of our knowledge - were not
yet specifically targeted to the prediction of source-specific percep-
tual parameters in complex urban environments. Most event detec-
tion applications focus on obtaining a precise annotation of source
activity, within usual ranges of tens of milliseconds. The estimation
of sound levels involves entirely different models through source
separation and regression [20] and longer time scales.
We believe that the use of machine listening techniques could
greatly benefit the automatic assessment of urban soundscape qual-
ity using sensor networks. The aim of this paper is to 1) bring some
context of soundscape characterization, and 2) report on a percep-
tual experiment performed in order to study which features shall be
brought by automatic event detection systems in order to gather rel-
evant information for the task of characterize perceptual attributes
of the soundscape.
2. SOUNDSCAPE CHARACTERIZATION
Urban soundscape monitoring has only scarcely been studied by the
machine listening community[21]. This work aims at contributing
to this task by focusing on pleasantness as it is the most recurrent
descriptor of urban soundscape quality, though similar studies could
be led for other notions such as liveliness.
Several perceptual experiments on the urban soundscape qual-
ity have indeed proposed a model of pleasantness from other per-
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Figure 1: The three suggested levels of metrics to predict sound-
scape pleasantness. (a) Traffic (T), voice (V) and bird (B) events
are detected and their sound level roughly estimated. (b) The per-
ceptual time of presence for each source is computed on one-minute
frames, resulting in a pleasantness value (c).
ceptual parameters [22, 9, 14, 13]. In all cases, a good approxima-
tion of pleasantness can be obtained by linear combination of both
overall and source-specific parameters evaluated on discrete scales.
Global parameters consider the sound scene in its entirety for which
the overall loudness is commonly used. The parameters used for the
assessment of source-wise contributions include 1) the sound level
where each source is considered separately, 2) the emergence or
dominance relating to the influence of the source in the global mix,
or 3) the time of presence, that is the ratio of time where the source
s is heard in a given scene. The notion of time of presence is of par-
ticularly interest as it hints at the possibility of automatic prediction
through event detection systems. The corresponding model is:
P = aL+
∑
s
bsTs,p + c (1)
where P is the scene’s pleasantness, L is the perceived overall level
and Ts,p is the perceived time of presence for source s. These pa-
rameters are evaluated on discrete scales through perceptual tests.
The coefficients a, bs and c are usually found via multiple linear
regression and thus differ in each study. Furthermore, three princi-
pal source categories are usually identified: mechanical, human and
nature. Mechanical sounds are mainly composed of traffic and are
mostly found to have a negative impact on soundscape pleasantness,
whereas nature sources such as bird activity or water sounds have
a positive influence and human sounds (voices) can yield mixed ef-
fects.
Assuming this perceptual model, the prediction of pleasantness
can be assimilated as that of perceived times of presence of sources.
Three levels of metrics are thus identified. First, the physical level
Figure 1(a) is evaluated on the presence and emergence of the three
identified sound sources: traffic (T), voice (V) and birds (B). The
second level Figure 1(b) is the perceived time of presence for each
source represented as a scalar in the 0-1 range. The third level Fig-
ure 1(c) is the estimate of pleasantness, also represented as a 0-1
scalar. Both the perceptual levels of metrics are only relevant on
longer time scales, about one minute being a usual value in existing
experiments.
The transition model between the perceived time of presence
per source and pleasantness has already been proposed. However no
previous work exists that uses detection models for the estimation of
source-specific subjective parameters. The feasibility of assessing
source perception from the postulated metrics at the physical level
shall be verified as a first step prior to building the full estimation
model.
3. FROM PHYSICAL TO PERCEPTUAL TIME OF
PRESENCE OF SOURCES
We thus conduct a perceptual experiment to validate this key step
of the estimation procedure. We wish to study the relation between
extracted source-dependent physical indicators to their perceptual
equivalents, then validate the relevance of the first level of metrics
introduced in the previous section.
3.1. Perceptual Test
For this test, a set of sound scenes recorded in the 13th district of
Paris as part of the GRAFIC project [14] is used as reference. Some
artificial scenes with equivalent event sequencing are also used for
which the acoustic properties of each active source can be computed
precisely.
Of the 19 different recording locations, 9 are selected to rep-
resent diverse compositional properties: park (P3, P9), quiet street
(P5, P11, P13, P17), noisy street (P2, P6) and very noisy street
(P16). Corresponding artificial scenes are simulated following the
method described in [23]. Simulations are obtained using the sim-
Scene software [24]. To do so, the recordings are first annotated
by identifying active background and event sources. Background
sounds are present throughout the whole scene and are character-
ized by an absolute level parameter. Conversely, events are local-
ized occurrences that are defined by their onset and duration as well
as an event-to-background ratio (EBR). The sound scenes are simu-
lated from these annotations and a database of extracts for isolated
sources obtained on freesound.org, see [23] for more details. This
ensures that ground truth source-specific presence and sound level
can be computed. One minute of audio is extracted for each scene
such as no single event overwhelms the rest of the excerpt.
During the test, the order of appearance is as follows: the orig-
inal recorded scenes from locations P3 and P16 representing quiet
and very noisy environments are always presented first to help par-
ticipants use the full range of the scale during the test. The 9 sim-
ulated sounds are then presented in random order to limit order bi-
ases over the participants population. For each scene, 14 criteria
are evaluated on a 0-10 scale by the subject. These parameters are
displayed in French, but translated in English in this paper for the
sake of clarity. The first four questions cover global perceptual pa-
rameters:
1. Noisy - Quiet: Overall perceived loudness (OL),
2. Boring, uninteresting - Stimulating, interesting: Interest (I),
3. Inert, amorphous - Lively, eventful: Liveliness (L),
4. Agitated, chaotic - Calm, peaceful: Calmness (C).
Source-specific perceived time of presence (scale Never - Contin-
uously) and sound level (scale Very low - Very high) are also eval-
uated. The considered sources are traffic (T), birds (B), horns and
sirens (H), human voice (V) and footsteps (F). The perceived time
of presence and level for source s are respectively noted Ts,p and
Ls,p in the remainder of this paper.
Participants can only listen to each scene once and must answer
all questions before proceeding to the next scene. All subjects used
the same hardware desktop configuration, sound card and software,
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Figure 2: Principal component analysis (first two components) of
the four general perceptual parameters at the scene level (n=9). The
observed space is distorted although comparable that of previous
works in the literature.
as well as Beyerdynamics DT-990 headphones in a quiet environ-
ment. The same output volume on headphones was set by the ex-
perimenter for all scenes and participants. The resulting playback
sound level ranged from approximately 50 dB to 78 dB over the
corpus. 30 subjects took the test in 3 sessions, all reported normal
hearing conditions.
3.2. Perceptual space
An outlier detection procedure is applied on the 270 resulting as-
sessments (30 subjects, 9 scenes). An assessment is rejected when
its distance from the mean is higher than 3 standard deviations at the
question level, that is for each parameter of each scene. The results
from two participants with more than 10% assessments considered
as outliers are removed from the study.
The perceptual space produced by the test is first compared to
previous studies in the literature. This is to ensure that relevant con-
clusions can be made on further analysis. Figure 2 shows the stan-
dardized principal component analysis (PCA) of the average values
of the four general questions at the scene level (n=9). The first two
components respectively explain 52.3% and 30.5% of the global
variance. It is found that liveliness (L) correlates poorly with calm-
ness (C), while interest (I) is between the two. These results can be
compared to previous studies on similar soundscape qualities pa-
rameters [9, 10, 25], where interest and calmness were established
as almost independent. The scale of liveliness was in both cases
correlated similarly with the two others. However, just as the prin-
cipal components space is slightly distorted in [25] due to the study
being focused on park environments. The correspondence between
these results on global perceptual parameters and those of the liter-
ature allows us to think that perceptual data on sources are relevant
for this study.
3.3. Proposed indicators
As discussed in Section 2 several models have been established to
assess pleasantness as a function of global and source-specific pa-
rameters. The main objective of this work is to link physical indi-
cators to perceptual source-specific parameters to ultimately predict
pleasantness from acoustical data without perceptual assessments.
Thus, physical indicators are computed from the audio tracks ob-
tained during scene simulation. To evaluate the overall loudness of
the scene, three measurements are chosen in accordance to previous
studies [11, 13, 14]:
• L50: Z-weighted (no weighting over the observed frequency
range) sound level exceeded 50% of the time in dB,
• LA50: A-weighted sound level exceeded 50% of the time in
dBA,
• L50 for the 1kHz band only.
Source-specific indicators are also computed: the time of pres-
ence and an emergence estimation metric (resp. Ts and Ls for
source s), obtained by subtracting the global L90 (Z-weighted level
exceeded 90% of the time), found to represent well background ac-
tivity, to the L10 of each source. Sound levels are computed with
the Matlab ITA toolbox [26] in the 20 Hz-20 kHz range.
In the considered scenes, background sources are always ac-
tive. The measurement of time of presence is thus limited to sound
events which leads to relatively poor representation of the scene per-
ception. Furthermore, the ground truth indicators are computed for
each source separately and do not consider the potential impact of
other sources active at the same time. Two additional indicators are
thus designed regarding these considerations.
The first proposed indicator Ts(α) is a time of presence metric
relying on the emergence of each sound source relative to the others.
Sound levels (dB) are computed for audio frames of 125 ms. This
duration is approximately that of the shortest event found during an-
notation and corresponds to the ”fast” measurements used in acous-
tical monitoring applications. The emergence, i.e. difference ∆s(t)
of sound levels between the studied source (Ls(t)) and the back-
ground constituted of all others (Lb(t)) is computed. The source is
then considered present on a given time frame if the emergence is
greater than a threshold value α. A time of presence measurement
is obtained by averaging over time:
Ts(α) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
1∆s(t)>α (2)
whereNt is the total number of 125 ms analysis frames in the scene.
The optimal threshold α is optimized via grid search to maximize
the resulting correlation with the 45 average perceptual time of pres-
ence assessments. An optimal value of α = −31dB for the con-
sidered corpus is found. As the sound levels of tested scenes range
from 50 dB to 78 dB (cf. Section 3.1), only sources with very low
sound level on the whole spectrum are considered not heard.
However, the masking of a sound by another does not depend
only on the emergence over the whole frequency spectrum. The
spectral distribution is important, the level comparison shall thus be
made around the characteristic frequency components of a source.
A second indicator Ts(α, β), based on a spectral decomposition is
thus proposed. Third-octave bands sound levels are computed on
125 ms frames and the emergence of a source compared to the back-
ground is defined as
∆s(t, f) = Ls(t, f)− Lb(t, f) (3)
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Table 1: Pearson correlation coefficients between perceptual parameters and physical indicators at the scene level (n=9). *: p < 0.05, **:
p < 0.01, non-significant correlations (p > 0.05) are noted NS.
Phys./Perc. OL I L C LT,p TT,p LB,p TB,p LH,p TH,p LV,p TV,p LF,p TF,p
L50,1kHz 0.93** NS NS -0.92** 0.75* 0.7* NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
L50 0.98** NS 0.73* -0.97** 0.72* NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
LA50 0.96** NS 0.73* -0.94** NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
TT NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
LT NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
TB NS 0.67* NS NS 0.71* 0.75* NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
LB NS 0.93** NS NS -0.84** -0.83** 0.91** 0.82** NS NS NS NS NS NS
TH NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.84** NS NS NS NS
LH NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.98** 0.78* NS NS NS NS
TV NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
LV NS NS 0.81** NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.84** 0.88** NS NS
TF NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.9** 0.68*
LF NS NS -0.72* NS NS NS NS NS NS NS -0.69* -0.78* 0.92** NS
TT (α) NS -0.81** NS NS 0.90** 0.94** NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
TT (α, β) NS -0.80** NS NS 0.88** 0.92** NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
TB(α) NS 0.88** NS NS NS NS 0.95** 0.97** NS NS NS NS NS NS
TB(α, β) NS 0.88** NS NS NS NS 0.95** 0.97** NS NS NS NS NS NS
TH(α) NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.83** NS NS NS NS
TH(α, β) NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.73* 0.88** NS NS NS NS
TV (α) NS NS 0.82** NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.79* 0.83** NS NS
TV (α, β) NS NS 0.82** NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.75* 0.79* NS NS
TF (α) NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS -0.71* 0.87** NS
TF (α, β) NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.90** 0.70*
Similarly to the first metric Ts(α, β) then relies on simple thresh-
olds applied on the emergence, first in frequency then in time. Its
expression is as follows:
Ts(α, β) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
1
[∑Nf
f=1 ∆s(t, f)1∆s(t,f)>α∑Nf
f=1 1∆s(t,f)>α
> β
]
(4)
where Nf is the number of third-octave bands. Here the emergence
threshold α is applied to each frequency band of the signal at a
given time frame. To determine if the source is heard in the frame
a second threshold β is then used on the mean emergence of the
source on emergent bands. Again, optimal values for parameters
αopt = −6dB and βopt = −5dB are found via grid search on the
experiment corpus as no other subset of scenes with both physical
and perceptual data is available. This set of values is more plausi-
ble physically, as it indicates that a source is considered heard if its
sound level is at most 5 dB lower than that of other sources overlap-
ping in time and frequency.
Table 1 shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between
the computed indicators and assessed parameters at the sound scene
level (n=9). The three globally computed sound levels L50, LA50
and L50,1kHz represent well the perceived overall loudness of the
scene and can be used directly for pleasantness prediction. Ground
truth emergences also correlate with the evaluated sound level pa-
rameters for all sources but traffic. The perceived time of presence
is however represented poorly by its corresponding ground truth es-
timation in common background sources: traffic, birds and human
voices. Traffic, specifically, is almost always present throughout a
scene in real life conditions. Its ground truth activity thus does not
vary significantly across the considered corpus, although high vari-
ations in perceptual assessments indicate that it may not be heard
at all time. The two proposed indicators successfully account for
this effect for background sources while yielding similar correla-
tions for horns and footsteps. Furthermore, these parameters are
more discriminative for traffic and birds. This confirms the need
of an emergence-based time of presence indicator to successfully
represent heard sources in the scene’s mix.
For all sources the perceived time of presence and sound level
are highly correlated (r > 0.8, p < 0.01). This is not the case
for the corresponding acoustic indicators, indicating information re-
dundancy between these two quantities at the perceptual level. As a
result one of the two quantities is often omitted in proposed pleas-
antness models.
4. CONCLUSION
A pilot experiment was performed to assess the relevance of pre-
dicting perceptual parameters from acoustic indicators in simulated
scenes for soundscape quality assessment. The ground truth time
of presence of sources is found not sufficient to fully characterize
soundscape perception. Some sources can be active but not heard
in the mix, especially background sounds such as traffic. This illus-
trates the need to design a masking model-based metric to determine
each source’s perceptual importance in complex soundscapes. The
proposed indicator Ts(α, β), while relying on a basic emergence
model due to the small amount of available data, can be directly
linked to source-specific perceptual quantities. Predicting the aver-
age pleasantness of a soundscape can thus be achieved by estimating
the source activity and emergence indicators proposed in Section 2.
Precision requirements of the postulated physical metrics are
also obtained. 125 ms or longer time scales used for the computa-
tion of all indicators in the presented experiment allow the design of
perceptually relevant indicators. A binary masking model is shown
in this study to improve parameter prediction. The estimation of
source-wise emergence as a classification process (e.g. 4 classes
from Not heard at all to Dominant) as opposed to continuous re-
gression is thus sufficient for the application needs.
Future work will 1) consider a refined perceptual experiment
with a richer soundscape corpus in order to achieve a stronger vali-
dation and model design including comparison with state-of-the-art
masking models and 2) formulate a complete experimental protocol
dedicated to the soundscape characterization task.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents DCASE 2018 task 4. The task evaluates sys-
tems for the large-scale detection of sound events using weakly la-
beled data (without time boundaries). The target of the systems is to
provide not only the event class but also the event time boundaries
given that multiple events can be present in an audio recording. An-
other challenge of the task is to explore the possibility to exploit
a large amount of unbalanced and unlabeled training data together
with a small weakly labeled training set to improve system perfor-
mance. The data are Youtube video excerpts from domestic context
which have many applications such as ambient assisted living. The
domain was chosen due to the scientific challenges (wide variety of
sounds, time-localized events. . . ) and potential applications.
Index Terms— Sound event detection, Large scale, Weakly la-
beled data, Semi-supervised learning
1. INTRODUCTION
We are constantly surrounded by sounds and we rely heavily on
these sounds to obtain important information about what is happen-
ing around us. Ambient sound analysis aims at automatically ex-
tracting information from these sounds. It encompasses disciplines
such as sound scene classification (in which context does this hap-
pen?), sound event detection and classification (SED) (what hap-
pens during this recording?) [1]. It has been attracting a continu-
ously growing attention during the past years as it can have a great
impact in many applications including smart cities, autonomous
cars or ambient assisted living.
In this task, we focus on SED with time boundaries in domestic
applications. The system then has to detect when an sound event oc-
curs and what is the class of the event (as opposed to audio tagging
where only the presence of a sound event is important regardless of
when it happened). Current systems heavily rely on a supervised
training phase and usually require a large set of sound recordings
labeled in terms of event with time boundaries. Obtaining such an-
notations is tedious and it is hardly feasible to gather a sufficient
amount of data to train state-of-the-art systems that are often rely-
ing on complex deep network architectures [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
We propose to follow-up on DCASE2017 task 4 [7] and inves-
tigate the scenario where a large scale corpus is available but only a
small amount of the data is labeled. We propose to use a subset of
the Audioset corpus [8] targeting classes of sound events related to
∗This work has been funded by the French region Grand-Est.
†This work has been funded by the Austrian Ministries BMVIT and
BMWFW, and the Province of Upper Austria, via the COMET Center
SCCH.
domestic applications. The labels are provided at clip level (an event
is present or not within a sound clip) but without the time bound-
aries (weak labels, that can also be refereed to as tags) in order to
further decrease the annotation time. These constraints indeed cor-
respond to constraints faced in many real applications where the
budget allocated to annotation is limited.
In order to fully exploit this dataset, the proposed systems will
have to tackle two different problems. The first problem is re-
lated to the exploitation of the unlabeled part of the dataset ei-
ther in unsupervised approaches [9, 10] or together with the la-
beled subset in semi-supervised approaches [11, 12, 13]. The sec-
ond problem is related to the detection of the time boundaries and
how to train a system that can detect these boundaries from weakly
labeled data [14, 15]. Currently, most of the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches rely mainly on smoothing techniques to ensure time con-
sistency [6, 16, 17] which is not sufficient to estimate the time
boundaries accurately. The evaluation metric chosen is penalizing
these boundary estimation errors heavily in order to emphasize this
latter aspect.
This manuscript describes DCASE2018 task 4 and is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents the dataset used in task 4. The task
evaluation procedure is described in Section 3. The baseline system
is described and evaluated in Section 4. Conclusions and perspec-
tives are presented in Section 5
2. AUDIO DATASET
The task employs a subset of Audioset [8]. Audioset consists of
an expanding ontology of 632 classes of sound events and a collec-
tion of 2 million human-labeled 10-seconds sound clips (less than
21% are shorter than 10 seconds) drawn from 2 million YouTube
videos. The ontology is specified as a hierarchical graph of event
categories, covering a wide range of human and animal sounds, mu-
sical instruments and genres, and common everyday environmental
sounds.
Audioset provides labels at clip level (without time boundaries
for the events) also known as weak labels. Audio clips are col-
lected from Youtube videos uploaded by independent users so the
number of clips per class varies dramatically and the dataset is not
balanced1. Google researchers conducted a quality assessment task
where experts were exposed to 10 randomly selected clips for each
class of sound events. In most of the cases not all the clips con-
tains the event related to the given label. More information about
the initial annotation process can be found in Gemmeke et al. [8].
1see also https://research.google.com/Audioset/
/dataset/index.html
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Class
Count Event duration (in s)
Training Test Test
clips clips events mean median
Alarm/bell/ringing 205 45 112 1.53 0.58
Blender 134 30 40 5.35 4.59
Cat 173 32 97 0.81 0.71
Dishes 184 35 122 0.56 0.42
Dog 214 29 127 1.03 0.66
Electric shaver/toothbrush 103 25 28 7.41 8.78
Frying 171 24 24 9.34 10.00
Running water 343 63 76 5.61 5.53
Speech 550 105 261 1.51 1.20
Vacuum cleaner 167 35 36 8.66 9.99
Total 2244 288 906 2.41 1.03
Table 1: Class-wise statistics
Number of classes 1 2 3 and more
Clip proportion 62.36% 32.89% 4.75%
Table 2: Proportion of clips with multiple classes of sound events
(training set)
We will focus on a subset of Audioset that consists of 10 classes
of sound events (Table 1). The development set provided for task 4
is split into a training set and a test set2.
2.1. Training set
In order to reflect what could possibly happen in a real-world sce-
nario, we provide 3 different splits of training data in task 4 training
set: a labeled training set, an unlabeled in domain training set and
an unlabeled out of domain training set (clips that do not contains
the classes listed in Table 1, see also below).
2.1.1. Labeled training set
This set contains 1,578 clips (2,244 class occurrences) for which
weak labels provided in Audioset have been verified and corrected
by human annotators (classes that were not present in the audio clip
were removed and missing classes were addedp). The weak labels
are provided in a tab-separated csv file under the following format:
[filename (str)][tab][class label (str)]
The first column is the name of the sound clip downloaded from
YouTube composed of the YouTube ID of the video and the time
boundaries of the 10-seconds audio clip extracted from the video.
The last column corresponds to the sound events that are present in
the clip, each separated by a semi-colon.
The amount of clips per class of sound events is presented in
Table 1 and the number of classes observed per clip is presented
in Table 2. One-third of the clips in this set contain at least two
different classes of sound events.
2.1.2. Unlabeled in domain training set
This set contains 14,412 clips. The clips are selected such that the
distribution per class of sound event (based on Audioset labels) is
close to the distribution in the labeled set. Note however that given
2The annotations files and the script to download the au-
dio files is available on the git repository for task 4 https:
//github.com/DCASE-REPO/dcase2018_baseline/tree/
master/task4/dataset
Number of events 1 2 3 and more
Time proportion 86.86% 10.40% 2.74%
Clip proportion 33.68% 17.71% 48.61%
Table 3: Proportion of overlapping events (test set)
the uncertainty on Audioset labels this distribution might not be ex-
actly similar. Audioset labels have not been verified for this subset
and should not be used during the systems development.
2.1.3. Unlabeled out of domain training set
This set is composed of 39,999 clips extracted from classes of sound
events that are not considered in the task. Note that these clips are
chosen based on the original Audioset labels that might be noisy.
Additionally, as the speech class is present in about half of the
clips in Audioset, the unlabeled out of domain set also contains al-
most 20000 clips with speech. This was the only way to have a
set which is somehow representative of Audioset. Indeed, discard-
ing speech would have also meant discarding many other classes
of sound events and the variability of the set would have been pe-
nalized. Audioset labels have not been verified for this subset and
should not be used during the systems development.
2.2. Test set
The test set is designed such that the distribution in term of clips per
class of sound event is similar to that of the weakly labeled training
set. The size of the test set is such that it represents about 20%
of the size of the weakly labeled training set, it contains 288 clips
(906 events). The test set is annotated with strong labels, with time
boundaries (obtained by human annotators).
The minimum length for an event is 250 ms. The minimum
duration of the pause between two events from the same class is
150 ms. When the silence between two consecutive events from the
same class was less than 150 ms the events have been merged to a
single event. The strong labels are provided in a tab-separated csv
file under the following format:
[filename (str)][tab][onset (float)][tab][offset
(float)][tab][class label (str)]
The first column, is the name of the audio file downloaded from
YouTube, the second column is the onset time in seconds, the third
column is the offset time in seconds and the last column corresponds
to the class of the sound event.
The amount of events per class is presented in Table 1. This
table also presents the mean and median duration of the events for
each class. From these durations it is possible to categorize the
events into three classes: short events (Alarm, cat, dishes, dog and
speech), events with variable duration (blender and running water)
and long events that span almost over the whole clip (electric shaver,
frying and vacuum cleaner). This classification is confirmed by the
observation of the duration distribution presented on Figure 1.
One of the focus of this task is the development of approaches
that can provide fine time-level segmentation while learning on
weakly labeled data. The observation of the event duration distri-
bution confirms that in order to perform well it is essential to de-
sign approaches that are efficient at detecting both short events and
events that have a longer duration.
Table 3 presents the time proportion of overlapping events in
the test set. With overlapping events occurring about 12% of the
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Figure 1: Duration distribution by class of sound events.
time it is important to design approaches that are able to detect and
properly classify the overlapping events. However, this proportion
is lower than the proportion of the clips containing multiple sound
events (about 64%). This tends to confirm that being able to dis-
criminate between events that occur at different times within the
clip is of a high importance as well. This aspect reinforces the fo-
cus on efficient time segmentation.
2.3. Evaluation set
The evaluation set contains 880 10-seconds audio clips. The pro-
cess to select the clips was similar to the process applied to select
clips in the training set and the test set, in order to obtain a set with
comparable classes distribution. Labels with time boundaries (ob-
tained by human annotators) will be released after the DCASE 2018
challenge is concluded.
3. TASK DESCRIPTION
The task consists of detecting sound events within web videos using
weakly labeled training data. The detection within a 10-seconds clip
should be performed with start and end timestamps. Task rules are
detailed on the challenge webpage3.
3.1. Task evaluation
Submissions will be evaluated with event-based measures for which
the system output is compared to the reference labels event by
event [18]. True positives are the occurrences when an event present
in the system output corresponds to an event in the reference annota-
tions. The correspondence between event boundaries are estimated
3http://dcase.community/challenge2018/
with a 200ms collar tolerance on onsets and a tolerance on offsets
that is the maximum of 200ms and 20% of the event length. False
positives are obtained when an event is present in the system output
but not in the reference annotations (or not within the tolerance on
the onset or the offset). False negatives are obtained when an event
is present in the reference annotations but not in the system output
(or not within the tolerance).
Submissions will be ranked according to the event-based F1-
score. The F1-score is first computed class-wise over the whole
evaluation set:
F1c =
2TPc
2TPc + FPc + FNc
, (1)
where TPc, FPc and FNc are the number of true positives, false
positives and false negative for class of sound event c over the whole
evaluation set, respectively.
The final score is the F1-score average over class regardless of
the number of events per class (macro-average):
F1macro =
∑
c∈C F1c
nC
, (2)
where C is the classes ensemble and nC the number of classes.
Evaluation is done using sed eval toolbox [18]. The choice of
the macro averaging allows for according the same importance to
each class of sound event in an unbalanced scenario as in task 4.
4. BASELINE
4.1. System description
The baseline system is based on convolutional recurrent neural net-
works (CRNN). The signals are sampled at 44.1 kHz and 64 log
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Figure 2: Baseline system description
mel-band magnitudes are extracted from 40 ms frames with 50%
overlap. Using these features, we train a first CRNN with three
convolution layers (64 filters (3x3), max pooling (4) along the fre-
quency axis and 30% dropout), one recurrent layer (64 Gated Re-
current Units with 30% dropout on the input), a dense layer (10
units sigmoid activation) and global average pooling across frames
(Figure 2).
The system is trained for 100 epochs (early stopping after 15
epochs patience) on weak labels (‘train/weak‘, 1,578 clips). 20%
of this set is used for validation. This model is trained at clip
level, the annotations only indicate if the event is present or not
during the clip. The inputs are 500 frames long for a single output
frame. This first model is used to predict labels of unlabeled files
(‘train/unlabel in domain‘, 14,412 clips).
A second model based on the same architecture (Figure 2)
is trained on predictions of the first model on the unlabeled sub-
set (‘train/unlabel in domain‘). The files with manual annotations
(‘train/weak‘) are used for the validation of the model. The main
difference with the first pass model is that the output dense layer
is time-distributed in order to be able to predict events at the frame
level. The inputs are 500 frames long, each of them labeled identi-
cally following clip labels. The model outputs a decision for each of
these 500 frames. Median filtering over 51 frames (≈ 1 s) is applied
to the output of the network, in order to obtain the events onset and
offset for each file. The full process is described in Algorithm 1.
4.2. System performance
The F1-score performance of the baseline system after the first pass
(training on ‘train/weak‘ data) and after the second pass (training
on ‘train/unlabel in domain‘ with labels obtained with the first pass
system) are presented in Table 4. The second pass improves per-
formance compared to the first pass in macro-average and for all
classes expect for ‘Dishes‘. Therefore, the baseline system takes
advantage of the unlabeled data even though this could probably be
done more efficiently by the systems submitted to the task.
The F1-score is close to zero for all the short event classes. It
Algorithm 1 Script description
1: procedure DOWNLOAD THE DATA (ONLY THE FIRST TIME)
2: end procedure
3: procedure FIRST PASS (at clip level)
4: Train a CRNN on weakly labeled data (‘train/weak‘)
. 20% of data used for validation
5: Predict class for unlabeled data (‘train/unlabel in domain‘)
6: end procedure
7: procedure SECOND PASS (at frame level)
8: Train a CRNN on labels predicted for the unlabeled data
during the first pass (‘train/unlabel in domain‘)
. weak data (‘train/weak‘) is used for validation
. Labels are used at frames level. If a class is present in
the clip, all frames contain the label.
9: Predict strong test labels (‘test/‘)
. Predict an event with an onset and an offset
10: end procedure
11: procedure EVALUATION (event based)
12: Evaluate the prediction on the test set with respect to man-
ual annotations
13: end procedure
Class 1st pass 2nd pass
Alarm/bell/ringing 3.2% 3.9%
Blender 10.1% 15.4%
Cat 0.0% 0.0%
Dishes 1.9% 0.0%
Dog 0.0% 0.0%
Electric shaver/toothbrush 18.2% 32.4%
Frying 9.4% 31.0%
Running water 7.6% 11.4%
Speech 0.0% 0.0%
Vacuum cleaner 24.8% 46.5%
Macro average 7.51% 14.06%
Table 4: Event based F1-scores
is slightly higher for event with variable duration (running water
and blender) and performs the best for the long event class. This
tends to indicate that the baseline performs very poorly in time-
segmentation which is one of the focus of this task. Errors in
segmentation are heavily penalized by the metric as they result in
both a false positive and a false negative. Therefore, in order to
improve performance, submitted systems should propose efficient
time-segmentation approaches.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents DCASE 2018 task 4 on large-scale weakly la-
beled semi-supervised SED in domestic environments. The goal
is to exploit a small dataset of weakly labeled sound clips (without
time boundaries) together with a larger unlabeled dataset to perform
SED (with time boundaries). This indeed corresponds to a realistic
scenario as obtaining time coded annotations is time consuming and
is generally considered as one of the principal bottlenecks in train-
ing SED systems. The design of the dataset with a wide variability
in event lengths and the choice of a metric that is heavily penalizing
segmentation errors put a strong focus on the problem of localizing
the events in time.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we presented a neural network system for DCASE
2018 task 2, general purpose audio tagging. We fine-tuned the
Google AudioSet feature generation model with different settings
for the given 41 classes on top of a fully connected layer with 100
units. Then we used the fine-tuned models to generate 128 dimen-
sional features for each 0.960s audio. We tried different neural net-
work structures including LSTM and multi-level attention models.
In our experiments, the multi-level attention model has shown its
superiority over others. Truncating the silence parts, repeating and
splitting the audio into the fixed length, pitch shifting augmentation,
and mixup techniques are all used in our experiments. The proposed
system achieved a result with MAP@3 score at 0.936, which out-
performs the baseline result of 0.704 and achieves top 8% in the
public leaderboard.
Index Terms— audio tagging, AudioSet, multi-level attention
model
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound contains various information that could indicate the sound
sources, surrounding environment, music genres, possible dangers
or even the emotions of the speakers. Thus sound plays a crucial
part in our daily communication and interaction with the world.
Teaching machines to listen, such as recognizing the sound events,
would benefit humans in many ways. Relevant applications include
public surveillance, sound print, auditory medical information mon-
itoring and multimedia content analysis.
General purpose audio tagging is a task that infers descriptive
labeling from these sounds such as musical instruments, domes-
tic animals, and human activities. Recognizing and labelling these
sound events with appropriate tags can provide a powerful tool to
categorize the extensively large amount of audio data from the in-
ternet. With the labels, the content providers can give better ser-
vices such as providing audio descriptions for visually or hearing
impaired people, and providing powerful searching tools for the
people working in the entertainment industries.
The traditional methods for doing the audio classification and
audio tagging are adapted from speech recognition such as the Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) features and simple Gaus-
sian mixture model (GMM) classifiers [1]. Recently, deep neural
networks have proven its great usefulness in feature engineering,
This work was supported by the Kone foundation, and the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme via the project
MeMAD (GA780069). Computational resources were provided by the
Aalto Science-IT project.
classification, detection, and audio synthesis. Almost all the sub-
missions in DCASE 2017 [2] used some forms of neural networks
such as long short-term memory units (LSTM) and convolutional
neural networks (CNN). Thus deep learning is our main research
approach for this task. Google has created a dataset called Au-
dioSet with a structured hierarchical ontology [3], which provides
the proper way to annotate the sounds. Instead of releasing the orig-
inal audio files, each sample from the AudioSet is represented by
10 instances of 128 dimensional features. Google also provides a
pre-trained model to generate the 128 features for 0.960 seconds
audio. Kong et al. proposed a single-level attention model on this
dataset, which outperformed the Google’ baseline [4]. Later, Yu et
al. proposed a multi-level attention model as an extension to previ-
ous single-level attention models, the results outperformed both the
single-level attention model and the baseline [5].
Thus we came up with the idea to fine-tune the feature genera-
tion model first for the 41 classes of this DCASE task, and then try
the multi-level attention model on the generated compact features.
We aimed at proving the usability of these compact features and
the superiority of multi-level attention model. We also incorporated
pitch shifting augmentation and mixup techniques.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
methods on how to fine-tune the existing CNN model for the given
41 classes. Section 3 describes the design of our proposed system.
The experimental results and conclusions can be seen in section 4
and 5 respectively.
2. FINE-TUNED VGGISH MODEL
2.1. Structure
VGGNet [6] with deep CNN structures has worked greatly well in
image classification. Since the spectral representation of an audio
signal can be used directly as an image, this deep CNN structure is
also a promising techniques in many machine listening tasks, such
as audio tagging, audio event detection and acoustics scene classi-
fication. VGGish model [7] is a variant of the VGG model with
minor modifications. Table 1 shows the detailed structure of the
modified version. Google trained this model on the YouTube-100M
dataset with a total of 100 million videos. The training set contains
70 million videos and they were further split into non-overlapping
960 ms audio frames. Log-mel spectrograms were then computed
as 96×64 images for the input of the VGGish model. The evalua-
tion results of VGGish model showed its great usability in the audio
domain.
The pre-trained VGGish model can act as a feature extractor.
The provided 128 embedding features for 0.960 seconds are very
compact, high level and semantically meaningful as well. These
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Table 1: VGGish model structure. The kernel size for CNN is (3,
3) and the kernel size for pooling is (2, 2). The activation function
is ’relu’ for all the layers.
layers filters@size layers filters@size
1. input 1@96×64 9. conv 512@12×8
2. conv 64@96×64 10. conv 512@12×8
3. pooling 64@48×32 11. pooling 512@6×4
4. conv 128@48×32 12. flatten 12288
5. pooling 128@24×16 13. fc 4096
6. conv 256@24×16 14. fc 4096
7. conv 256@24×16 15. fc 128
8. pooling 256@12×8 16. ... ...
compact features can then be fed into a shallower model for clas-
sification. VGGish model can also become part of a larger model
where more layers are added upon the model, which makes it pos-
sible to adapt and fine-tune this model for different datasets.
2.2. Balanced and Unbalanced Fine-tuning
The original VGGish model is trained for a multi-label classifica-
tion task with the Google AudioSet ontology [3], which has 632
classes in a hierarchy tree structure. This challenge is a multi-class
classification task, which means there is only one correct label for a
sample. The 41 classes for this task all belongs to the AudioSet on-
tology. The training data is provided by FreeSound Dataset (FSD)
[8]. The dataset has in total 9473 training files with the smallest
class having only 94 training samples and the biggest class having
300 training samples. The average length of the audio files is 6.7
seconds. The more detailed description of the task setup, dataset
and baseline can be seen in [9]. We added one hidden layer with
100 units after the VGGish model, and the final classification layer
has 41 units with softmax activations.
To fine-tune the VGGish model, we must divide the data into a
training part and a validation part. The validation loss is then used
as the stopping criterion in case of overfitting. Firstly, we used the
first 8000 audio files as training data and the remaining 1473 audio
files as validation data. To fully use the data, we then used the last
8000 audio files as training data and the first 1473 audio files as
validation data. Thus for one balancing technique we would get
two models, one of which is fine-tuned on the first 8000 audio files
and the other is fine-tuned on the last 8000 audio files.
Mini-batch balancing is a technique which assigns equal num-
ber of training samples for each class in each mini-batch. It has
been proven useful on AudioSet to deal with the unbalanced dataset
[4]. For the balanced fine-tuning, we followed the mini-batch bal-
ancing method by choosing an audio sample from each class for
every training batch. However, it is not perfect balancing since au-
dio samples may contain different number of 0.960 seconds length
segments. In total, there would be 41 audio files, around 280 log-
mel spectrograms, for each training batch. On the other hand, we
also fine-tuned a unbalanced model by randomly choose 41 audio
files in each batch for comparison. So we got 4 models in total.
The fine-tuned model are used as the feature extractors for the
audio. Each audio file is firstly split into several non-overlapping
0.960 seconds segments. And for each segment, the log-mel spec-
trogram with dimension 96× 64 is computed, then the spectrogram
is fed into the fine-tuned model to get the 128 dimensional features.
3. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1. Preprocessing
The provided audio files are provided as PCM 16 bits, 44.1 kHz,
mono format. However, the original quality might be quite dif-
ferent since they are uploaded by users all around the world. For
preprocessing, we trimmed the silence parts only in the beginning
and the end to avoid the influence of these irrelevant silence parts.
We used the librosa1 toolbox for the trimming here. The normal-
izing and pitch shifting mentioned in the following section are also
implemented using this toolbox. The silence parts that are in the
middle might contain important dynamic information for classifi-
cation. We then normalized the amplitude of the audio files to [-1,
1]. The trimmed and normalized audio files are then split into non-
overlapping 0.960 seconds segments. For each segment the log-mel
spectrogram with size 96× 64 is computed with 25ms window size
and 10ms hop size. The 96 represent the frame size and 64 repre-
sents the number of frequency bands. The spectrograms are then
fed into the fine-tuned VGGish model for features extraction.
3.2. Data Augmentation
The data is unbalanced where only around half of the classes have
300 audios. The imbalance problem could make the model empha-
size more on the classes with more training samples and neglect to
learn from the classes with less samples. To deal with this problem,
we used the pitch shifting, repeat and split strategies for augmenta-
tion.
For the implementations of pitch shifting, we randomly choose
an integer number between (-12, 12) for each audio file, and then
shift the correspond number of semitones to create the new file. The
shifting does not affect much on the melodic or stable classes, since
the maximum shift is only one octave. For the noise-like classes
such as ’fireworks’ and ’fart’, the perception is still relatively okay
even for those with maximum amount of shift.
Some of our models used fixed length audio as input, but the
audio files have variable length. To fully use the full length of the
audio, we split them into several fixed length audios as input, which
also gave us more training data. For the audio files that are shorter,
we repeat them and concatenate them together to the fixed length.
3.3. Mixup
Mixup means training the neural networks using the convex com-
binations from pairs of examples and their labels. It helps the neu-
ral network to emphasize the linear combination between the train-
ing samples, which can improve the generalization ability, reduce
memorization of the corrupted labels, increase the robustness to ad-
versarial examples [10]. The training data provided by the orga-
nizer has another label representing if the audio is manually verified.
Thus trying this method can help reduce the effect of the potential
corrupted or misclassified audio in the unverified audios. Besides,
this will also allow the model learn to distinguish between classes.
The following equation [10] explains how the algorithms works:
x˜ = λxi + (1− λ)xj
y˜ = λyi + (1− λ)yj
λ ∼ Beta(α, α)
α ∈ (0,∞)
(1)
1https://github.com/librosa/librosa
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Figure 1: Attention model for Audio Set [4]
The (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) are two training and label pairs, which are
randomly sampled form the training data. λ is drawn from a Beta
distribution and lies in the region [0,1]. The experiments in the work
[10] shows that increasing the α would increase the training error
on real data and minimize the generalization gap. They also found
that α ∈ [0.1, 0.4] would give an improved performance and large
α will leads to underfitting.
3.4. Multi-level Attention Model
The dynamic changes are crucial in audio tagging challenges. Only
considering the frequency structure might be useful for the recogni-
tion of the melodic instruments, but for the tags such as ’gunshort’,
and ’knock’, the temporal changes are much more important. An
attention model, which assign different weights for the instances
in a time series, is a good strategy for considering the dynamics
of sound. An attention model structure [4] presented for the Au-
dioSet can be seen in Fig. 1. Bn represents an audio file with
10 instances x1 ∼ x10, fk(xn) represents the classification results
for class K. The weights for each instance are firstly computed as
vk(x1) ∼ vk(x10) and then normalized to pnk(x1) ∼ pnk(x10)
so that
∑10
i pnk(xi) = 1. Finally, multiplying the weights with
the relevant prediction results and summing them together gives the
final prediction for class K.
Combining the features from different levels and different time-
scale can provide more accurate descriptions. A CNN-based ar-
chitecture [11] has shown great performance for music tagging
by aggregating the multi-level and multi-scale features. Concate-
nated features extracted from different levels of CNN has also been
proven useful in computer vision tasks [12]. Inspired by the works
[4] [5] on Google Audio Set, we decided to choose a similar multi-
level attention structure for audio. We did not try multi-scale meth-
ods because the fine-tuned VGGish models can only generate fea-
tures for the 0.960 seconds fixed length audio. We prepared each
training sample as 6 concatenated segments, each segment contains
0.960 seconds audio. Then the 6 × 128 dimensional features ex-
tracted using the fine-tuned VGGish model are fed into the neural
network for training.
Fig. 2 shows the model structure. Each of the 6 instances are
fed into a fully connected neural networks with 3 layers. Different
color boxes represent the different levels features, and the features
from the same level are then fed into an attention model, shown in
Fig. 1, to get the predictions. We then concatenated all three pre-
dictions from different levels and forward them into the final classi-
fication layer with the softmax activation to get the 41 probabilities
for the 41 classes.
Figure 2: Model Structure for Multi-level Attention model
3.5. Evaluation Metric
The evaluation uses the Mean Average Precision @ 3 (MAP@3)2.
The detailed implementation and explanation can be seen in the link
provided in the footnote. Simply speaking, up to three predictions
can be given even though there is only one correct label. The order
of the predictions matters in this setting. If the correct label is pre-
dicted in the 1st position among those three predictions, the system
would get a score 1. 2nd position would get a score 1/2, 3rd posi-
tion would get a score 1/3. If there is no correct answer in the three
predictions, the score would be zero. The average of the scores for
all the testing samples would be the final evaluation score. How-
ever, the public leaderboard only has the score for around 19% of
the testing data. So the scores in this paper are all evaluated upon
2https://github.com/benhamner/Metrics/blob/
master/Python/ml_metrics/average_precision.py
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Table 2: The one second DNN evaluation results on different fine-
tuned VGGish models
Feature Extractor MAP@3
Baseline 0.704
Original VGGish 0.606
Balanced First Part 0.870
Balanced Last Part 0.864
Balanced All 0.891
Unbalanced First Part 0.858
Unbalanced Last Part 0.872
Unbalanced All 0.892
Ensemble All 0.903
Table 3: Evaluation results on different model structures and hyper-
parameters.
Index Model Structure MAP@3
A 1-Segment Multi-level 0.903
B LSTM 0.914
C 6-Segment Multi-level Attention 0.925
D C + Pitch shifting Augmentation 0.930
E D + Mixup (α = 0.1) 0.930
F D + Mixup (α = 0.2) 0.936
G D + Mixup (α = 0.4) 0.931
H D + Mixup (α = 1.0) 0.930
those 19% and the final results might be different.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Different fine-tuned VGGish models
Firstly, we tested the performance of different fine-tuned VGGish
models on a simpler model structure. In this experiment, we built a
simple 3-layer fully connected neural networks with each layer con-
taining 600 units. The classification results from each layer are con-
catenated together as input to the final layer. The activation func-
tion is ’relu’ for all the layers, except that the classification layers
use ’softmax’ activation function. Batch normalization and dropout
with ratio 0.4 are used after each middle layer. The input is the 128
dimensional features for 0.960 seconds. For evaluation on files with
different length, we took the average results as the score. As can be
seen from Table 2, all of the fine-tuned models outperform the orig-
inal VGGish model. ’Balanced first part’ means the feature extrac-
tor is trained using mini-batch balancing on the first 8000 training
samples and validated on the remaining ones. ’Balanced last part’
means the feature extractor is trained using mini-batch balancing
on the last 8000 training samples and validated on the remaining
ones. ’Balanced all’ means taking the geometric means of the re-
sults from the ’Balanced first part’ and ’Balanced last part’. ’Un-
balanced’ means the model is trained without mini-batch balancing.
The remaining names can be interpreted in similar way. There is no
clear difference between the models trained with mini-batch balanc-
ing and those without. However, using geometric mean results of
all 4 models will give the best results.
Table 4: Evaluation results on different number of segments multi-
level attention models
Number of Segments 1 2 4 6
MAP@3 0.917 0.919 0.931 0.936
Number of Segments 8 10 Ensemble All
MAP@3 0.929 0.931 0.931
4.2. Different neural network structures and hyper parameters
Section 4.1 has shown that utilizing the results from all 4 fine-tuned
models would give the best results. Thus for each model structure
in this section, we also used the same strategy. The results for dif-
ferent model structures and different random mix factors α can be
seen in Table 3. Model A has the same setting as the best results
from Table 2. Model B uses one LSTM layer with 600 hidden units
upon the original variable length input. Model C has the same 6-
segment multi-level attention structures shown in Section 3.4, other
parameter are same as A. Model D is based on model C with pitch
shifting augmentation. Model E, F, G, H are based on D with dif-
ferent mixup factors.
From the comparison between model A, B, C, LSTM is better
than the 1-segment multi-level model. The 6-segment multi-level
attention model performs the best. Thus temporal information plays
an important role in recognition, and multi-level attention model
has better ability to model the temporal information than LSTM in
our settings. Using the pitch shifting augmentation to generate a
relevantly more balanced training data also improves the results a
little bit. The comparison between model E, F, G, H shows mixup
with the α = 0.2 has the best performance among these 4 choices.
However, since the difference among C-H is quite small, further
significance test might still be needed.
4.3. Different number of segments
We also tried the multi-level attention model with different num-
ber of segments as input. Other training settings, such as the pitch
shifting augmentation and mixup, are the same as the best results in
Table 3. Results can be seen in Table 4. For the ensemble results,
we took the geometric mean of all the results. We can see that the 6-
segment model has the best performance and the ensemble does not
improve the overall score. The reason might be that these models
are not diverse enough.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we tried different fine-tuning methods on the AudioSet
VGGish model for generating 128 features for 0.960s audio. The
results show that the combination of the 4 models trained with dif-
ferent train-validation splitting and balanced/unbalanced techniques
would give the best results. We also implemented different neural
network structures for comparison and found that multi-level atten-
tion model performs the best among all. This shows the importance
of modeling the temporal information. The 6-segment multi-level
attention model with pitch shifting augmentation and mixup method
using α = 0.2 has the best MAP@3 at 0.936 in public leaderboard.
Further research might include more thorough fine-tuning, building
own CNN model for feature generation, utilizing multi-scale fea-
tures along with multi-level features for the attention model.
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ABSTRACT 
Convolutional neural networks(CNNs) has shown tremendous 
ability in many classification problems,  because it could im-
prove classification performance by extracting abstract features. 
In this paper, we use CNNs to calculate features layer by layer. 
With the layers deepen, the extracted features become more 
abstract, but the shallow features are also very useful for classi-
fication. So we propose a method that fuses features of different 
layers(it’s called multi-scale features), which can improve per-
formance of acoustic scene classification. In our method, the 
logMel features of audio signal are used as the input of CNNs. 
In order to reduce the parameters’ number, we use Xception as 
the foundation network, which is a CNNs with depthwise sepa-
rable convolution operation (a depthwise convolution followed 
by a pointwise convolution). And we modify Xception to fuse 
multi-scale features. We also introduce the focal loss, to further 
improve classification performance. This method can achieve 
commendable result, whether the audio recordings are collected 
by same device(subtask A) or  by different devices (subtask B).  
Index Terms— Multi-scale features, acoustic scene 
classification, convolutional neural network, Xception, 
logMel features  
1. INTRODUCTION 
Acoustic scene classification is a very complex problem which 
aim is to recognize the surrounding environment using acoustic 
signals. It has been used in many filed, such as context-aware 
services [1], surveillance [2] and robotic navigation [3]. Acoustic 
scene classification is so important that it has been attracting the 
attention of researchers in machine learning communities. The 
consecutive editions of the IEEE AASP Challenges Detection 
and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events(DCASE) [4] 
release the open and established datasets, and provide the scenar-
io to evaluate and benchmark different approaches for acoustic 
scene classification and acoustic event detection, which makes 
the research of acoustic scene classification develop at full speed. 
Nowadays, many methods have been applied to acoustic scene  
classification, such as signal processing and machine learning, 
including dictionary learning [5], matrix factorization [6][7], 
wavelet filterbanks [8], and recently popular deep learning, such 
as CNN [9], Gated Recurrent Neural Networks(GRNN) [10]. 
The general framework for acoustic scene classification 
usually contains two steps. Fist obtain 2D time-frequency repre-
sentation of data, and extracting relevant features. Second em-
ploy these features to achieve classification. And the most com-
monly used in acoustic scene classification is the Mel  Frequency  
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [3] and logMel features [18]. Dif-
ferent from a short-time Fourier transform(STFT), the constant Q 
transformation (CQT) provides a frequency analysis on a log-
scale which makes it more adapted to sound and music represen-
tations, so the spectrum based on the CQT is also used in acous-
tic scene classification [19]. After computing the 2D time-
frequency representation, some methods have investigated many 
features that are typically used in computer vision such as histo-
gram of gradients (HOG) [19] and local binary pattern (LBP) 
[20]. Recently, some researchers have proposed  feature learning, 
and learning features from spectrograms can provide representa-
tions that are adapted to the data while addressing the general 
lack of flexibility of hand-crafted features [6][7]. 
More recently, methods based on Deep Neural Networks 
(DNNs) have achieved good performance for acoustic scene 
classification. In [9], the authors presented a CNNs architecture 
with localized (small) kernels for environmental sound classifica-
tion, and proposed data augmentation to overcome the problem 
of data scarcity. In [21], authors presented a distributed sensor 
server system for acoustic scene classification in urban environ-
ment based on CNNs. To exploit sequential correlation and local 
spectrum-temporal information, some researchers combined the 
long short term memory units (LSTM) and CNNs in parallel as 
lower networks [22]. 
In this paper, we present a new acoustic scene classification 
method. We fuse the multi-scale features to improve performance 
of acoustic scene classification. In order to reduce the number of 
parameters, we use Xception as the foundation network [11], 
which is convolutional neural network entirely based  on depth-
wise separable convolution layers, and the Xception architecture 
is a linear stack of depthwise separable convolution layers with 
residual connections [11]. We modify the Xception architecture, 
via taking the output of  last three blocks, and global pooling the 
output of each block. Then concatenate them together to achieve 
multi-scale feature fusion. The output of each block characterize 
different features, and the deeper blocks have more abstract fea-
tures. Considering that features of each block have effect on the 
acoustic scene  classification, we fuse the output of these block, 
and use multi-scale features to improve classification perfor-
mance. We also introduce the focal loss [13] to further improve 
classification performance. Our method can achieve good results 
on subtask A and subtask B.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pre-
sents modified Xception for acoustic scene classification, and 
describe how to perform multi-scale feature fusion. Section 3 
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discusses our experiments and results. Section 4 concludes our 
work. 
2. PROPOSED METHOD 
This section introduces the proposed multi-scale features fusion, 
modified Xception and focal loss of multi-class classification. 
2.1. Multi-scale features 
CNNs have powerful feature extraction capabilities, which real-
izes feature extraction and dimensionality reduction through 
operations such as convolution and pooling. The previous classi-
fication methods only used the last feature map, the feature map 
followed by some fully-connected layers(FC),  the FC not only 
has a large amount of parameters, but also has a large amount of 
calculation. So at present, the most common methods usually 
perform global pooling on the last feature map, and then use the 
softmax layer to achieve classification [12][15].  
In image classification, using the last feature map’s infor-
mation only, can achieve great performance. But in our case, its 
performance is not satisfactory. In the field of object detection, 
some researchers have used multi-scale feature maps to improve 
detection performance[16]. Inspired by this idea, we use multi-
scale features to improve classification performance. The differ-
ent feature maps contain different information, these information 
is helpful for improving the classification performance.  In Fig. 1, 
we illustrated how to fuse the multi-scale features. We use the 
last three feature maps, and perform global pooling on the fea-
tures, then concatenate them for fusion. 
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Figure 1: Illustrate how to fuse the multi-scale features 
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Figure 2: A block of depthwise separable convolution 
2.2. Modified Xception 
Xception is a convolutional neural network architecture entirely 
based on depthwise separable convolution layers[12]. In depth-
wise separable convolution, the convolution operation is split 
into multiple steps, as shown in Fig. 2. To better illustrate the 
depthwise separable convolution, we suppose that is a 3×3 size 
convolutional  layer  with a 16 channels input  and a 32 chann- 
els output. The general convolution uses 32 convolution  kernels 
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Figure 3: Overview of the modified Xception 
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convolving with input data, in which 3×3×16 parameters are 
needed for each convolution kernel. And the output is only one 
channel. Then 32 convolution kernels need a total of (3×3×16) 
×32 = 4068 parameters. 
Depthwise separable convolution is split two steps. First, 
depthwise convolution, which is a spatial convolution performed 
independently over each channel of one input, 16 convolution 
kernels (1 channel) of 3×3 size are convoluted with  16 channels 
input data respectively. Second, pointwise convolution, which is 
a 1x1 (16 channels) convolution, projecting the 32 channels out-
put by the depthwise convolution onto a new channel space. 
These two steps need 3×3×16+(1×1×16) ×32 = 656 parameters, 
which has less amount of parameters than ordinary convolution. 
And depthwise separable convolutions are usually implemented 
without non-linearities activation function. 
A complete description of the specifications of the network 
is given in Fig. 3. The Xception architecture has 36 convolution-
al layers forming the feature extraction base of the network. The 
36 convolutional layers are structured into 14 modules, all of 
which have linear residual connections around them, except for 
the first and last modules. We extract the feature maps of the 
32nd, 34th, and 36th layers, and perform global pooling on fea-
tures maps respectively, then concatenate the outputs of global 
pooling. We fuse the features through FC layer and use softmax 
layer to perform classification. 
2.3. Focal loss  
For multi-class classification task, Cross-Entropy (CE) is gener-
ally used as the loss function: 
0
( , ) log( )
c
j j
j
CE p y y p

   (1) 
where, p is the model’s estimated probability, y is ground-truth 
class label(one-hot vector), j represents the j -th class. In this 
paper, we use loss function of acoustic scene classification that 
is based on CE: 
0 1
1
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j j
i j
l p y y p
n

 
    (2) 
where, iy represents the label of i -th sample. ip represents the 
predicted label of  i -th sample, j represents the j -th class.  
 is a small positive number to prevent the occurrence of 0 in 
the logarithmic function. 
During the training process, we found, some samples are 
hard to recognition. These samples would affect the prediction 
performance of our model. Therefore, we introduce the focal 
loss [13], the original focal loss start from the CE loss for binary 
classification. In this paper, we need a multi-class classification 
loss function, therefore we modify the focal loss. First, we define 
the probability itp  that the i -th sample is predicted correctly: 
( ) *
t
i i T ip y p  (3) 
where, ( )i Ty represents the transpose of the i -th sample’s label, 
ip represent the predicted label of  i -th sample, * is vector mul-
tiplication. The finally loss function are as follows: 
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
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The modified focal loss, can solve the problem of hard recogni-
tion samples, and we only need to select the appropriate hyper 
parameter  . Known by definition of the focal loss, for hard to 
recognize sample, its probability i
tp  is close to 0, and the 
(1 + )itp
 is large. For easy to recognize sample, its probabil-
ity i
tp  is close to 1, (1 + )
i
tp
  is small, so it can down-weight 
loss of easy sample and up-weight loss of hard sample. It focus 
training on hard sample. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL 
3.1. Experimental Setting 
We perform experiments on the dataset of DCASE2018 Task1 
Subtask A and Subtask B, which consists of 10 scenes, airport, 
shopping mall, metro station, street pedestrian, public square, 
street traffic, tram, bus, metro and park. We use test set and train 
set divided by DCASE2018 committee.  
Log-scaled mel-spectrogram are used as the input represen-
tation of the network. To compute it, the 2-channel wav of sub-
task A are down mixed to mono, and the wav of subtask B are 
mono. And STFT is applied using Hamming windows of 4096 
samples with 75% overlap. After calculating its power, a mel 
filter bank is applied consisting of 128 bands. Then we use a 
filter bank with triangular filters in the frequency domain pre-
senting a peak value of one. Finally, the resulting mel energy 
values are logarithmically scaled. Resulting log-scaled mel-
spectrograms are normalized to zero mean and unit standard 
deviation for the training set. 
The network training was performed by optimizing the focal 
loss and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with Nesterov mo-
mentum. In the focal loss, =3  for subtask A, and =1 for sub-
task B,  is the optimal values selected by hyper-parameter 
search. The initial learning rate, and mini-batch size were set to 
0.1, and 128, respectively, and use automatic attenuation of 
learning rate. We train network on dataset for 100 epochs, if the 
performance of the model is improved after training one epoch, 
the weight of the model is saved, if the performance of model is 
not improved after continuous 5 epochs, the learning  rate is 
multiplied by 0.1, and if the performance of model is not im-
proved after continuous 15 epochs, we stop training model. 
3.2. Comparison with baselines 
Our first experiment compares our method to baseline, the base-
line system implements a CNNs based approach, where 40 log 
mel-band energies are first extracted for each 10-second signal, 
and a network consisting of two CNNs layers and one fully con-
nected layer is trained to assign scene labels to the audio signals 
[17]. we perform experiments on development datasets of sub-
task A and subtask B. 
Table 2 presents the results of our proposed method and 
baseline system. Compared with the baseline system, our pro-
posed method achieves a relative improvement of more than 20%, 
on subtask A and subtask B. 
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Table 1: Comparing performances of baseline and our method on 
the subtask A and subtask B. 
Scene 
Accuracy(%) 
Baseline Our method 
Subtask A Subtask B Subtask A Subtask B 
Airport 72.9 73.3 77.3 78.1 
Bus 62.9 59.4 84.4 88.7 
Metro 51.2 43.3 79.3 72.4 
Metro 
station 
55.4 50.4 86.8 87.8 
Park 79.1 78.1 86.9 91.0 
Public 
square 
40.4 36.2 51.2 53.1 
Shopping 
mall 
49.6 48.2 88.7 79.7 
Street, 
pedestrian 
50.0 51.1 76.7 62.9 
Street, 
traffic 
80.5 80.5 91.2 87.5 
Tram 55.1 51.9 75.0 74.6 
Average 59.7 57.2 79.8 77.6 
Table 2: Analyzing the effects of multi-scale features on the sub-
task A and subtask B, w/o means not using multi-scale features, 
and with means using multi-scale features. In this experiment we 
don’t use the focal loss. 
Scene 
Accuracy(%) 
w/o multi-scale features with multi-scale features 
Subtask A Subtask B Subtask A Subtask B 
Airport 78.5 76.4 77.1 77.8 
Bus 88.4 81.7 84.9 89.0 
Metro 74.3 73.7 78.9 71.2 
Metro 
station 
85.7 85.1 87.1 87.8 
Park 88.8 90.7 86.7 91.2 
Public 
square 
53.7 48.0 47.3 49.8 
Shopping 
mall 
72.7 75.6 88.6 79.2 
Street, 
pedestrian 
65.2 63.3 75.4 61.4 
Street, 
traffic 
86.6 86.2 92.3 87.6 
Tram 74.1 73.1 74.2 74.3 
Average 76.8 75.3 79.3 76.9 
3.3. On the effect of multi-scale features 
Our second experiment analyze the effect of multi-scale features 
on performance. In this experiment, we don’t use focal loss, and 
perform it on development datasets of subtask A and subtask B. 
Table 2 presents the results of our proposed method with 
multi-scale features and without multi-scale features.  On subtask 
A, the method with multi-scale features achieves 2.5% relative 
improvement compared with the method without multi-scale 
features, and on subtask B, the improvement is 1.6%. It can been 
seen that fusion of multi-scale features can improve performance. 
3.4. On the effect of focal loss 
Our third experiment analyze the effect of focal loss, In this ex-
periment, we use multi-scale features. And perform this experi-
ment on development datasets of subtask A and subtask B. 
Table 2 presents the results of our proposed method with 
focal loss and without focal loss. The focal loss could solve the 
problem that some samples are difficult to recognize, the method 
with focal loss achieves 0.6% improvement on subtask A, and 
0.7% improvement on subtask B. 
Through these experiments, we can draw conclusions, our 
method can achieve great classification performance on subtask 
A and subtask B. 
Table 3: Analyzing the effects of the focal loss on the subtask A 
and subtask B, w/o means not using focal loss, and with means 
using focal loss. In this experiment, we use multi-scale features. 
Scene 
Accuracy(%) 
w/o focal loss with focal loss 
Subtask A Subtask B Subtask A Subtask B 
Airport 77.1 77.8 77.3 78.1 
Bus 84.9 89.0 84.4 88.7 
Metro 78.9 71.2 79.3 72.4 
Metro 
station 
87.1 87.8 86.8 87.8 
Park 86.7 91.2 86.9 91.0 
Public 
square 
47.3 49.8 51.2 53.1 
Shopping 
mall 
88.6 79.2 88.7 79.7 
Street, 
pedestrian 
75.4 61.4 76.7 62.9 
Street, 
traffic 
92.3 87.6 91.2 87.5 
Tram 74.2 74.3 75.0 74.6 
Average 79.3 76.9 79.8 77.6 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose an acoustic scene classification meth-
od which uses multi-scale features fusion. We use Xception as 
the foundation network, in order to fuse features, we modify the 
Xception. This method can achieve great classification perfor-
mance on subtask A and subtask B. In order to further improve 
performance, we introduce focal loss of multi-class classification. 
Although our method is still satisfactory, its biggest problem is 
the existence of overfitting, and if there are more data to train 
our model, we would get better performance. 
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) ensem-
bles for acoustic scene classification of tasks 1A and 1B of the
DCASE 2018 challenge. We introduce a nearest neighbor filter ap-
plied on spectrograms, which allows to emphasize and smooth sim-
ilar patterns of sound events in a scene. We also propose a variety
of CNN models for single-input (SI) and multi-input (MI) channels
and three different methods for building a network ensemble. The
experimental results show that for task 1A the combination of the
MI-CNN structures using both of log-mel features and their near-
est neighbor filtering is slightly more effective than the single-input
channel CNN models using log-mel features only. This statement
is opposite for task 1B. In addition, the ensemble methods improve
the accuracy of the system significantly, the best ensemble method
is ensemble selection, which achieves 69.3% for task 1A and 63.6%
for task 1B. This improves the baseline system by 8.9% and 14.4%
for task 1A and 1B, respectively.
Index Terms— DCASE 2018, acoustic scene classification,
convolution neural network, nearest neighbor filter.
1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic scene classification (ASC) is defined as recognition of the
environment based on the acoustic scene which is assumed to be a
valid characterization of a location or situation. Furthermore, it is
assumed to be distinguishable from other scenes based on its acous-
tic properties [1]. Sound events are introduced as important descrip-
tors for an acoustic scene [2], however,the sound events are complex
and can have a high degree of overlap. In real environments, sounds
are unstructured and often unpredictable in its occurrence [3] caus-
ing more challenges for ASC compared to speech and music signal
processing. However, the motivation for recent research on ASC is
in designing a system that is able to capture and exploit the specific
properties of a given audio scene. These algorithms are embedded
in commercial smart devices with microphones to recognize acous-
tic contextual information.
Up to now, the basic framework of ASC includes feature extrac-
tion and classification that have been the crucial stages contributing
to the effectiveness of an ASC algorithm. The most popular fea-
tures applied in the ASC are representations of mel-frequency scales
such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and log-mel
energies [4], [5]. According to [6], the main reason for their suc-
cess is that they provide a reasonably good representation of the
∗Thanks to Vietnamese - Austrian Government Scholarship for funding.
†Thanks to Austrian Science Fund.
spectral properties of the signal. Furthermore, a reasonably high
inter-class variability allows for class discrimination. Beside that,
these features can be used as basis for higher level features. For
example, Recurrent Quantification Analysis (RQA) and I-vectors
are features obtained from MFCCs by applying recurrent quantifi-
cation analysis [7] and joint factor analysis (JFA) [4]; Histogram
of Gradient (HOG), Linear Binary Pattern (LBP) are well-known
image processing techniques that were also used for feature extrac-
tion based on various types of spectrograms and MFCCs [8], [9],
[10]. Moreover, in order to better cover the characteristics of envi-
ronmental sounds, low level features such as zero-crossing, spectral
centroid, bandwidth, energy have been combined with high level
features such as Label Tree Embeding (LTE) [11], [12].
For classification, conventional classifiers such as Gaussian
Markov Models (GMMs), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs) and Neural Networks (NNs) were
applied in almost all submitted reports in DCASE 2013, where no
algorithms involving Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) had been used
[6]. In DCASE 2016, beside conventional classification methods,
many participants applied DNNs such as Convolution Neural Net-
works (CNNs), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) or combina-
tions of DNNs and GMMs, and HMMs [13], [14] or combinations
of CNNs and RNNs [15]. In DCASE 2017 and recent works, deep
learning has been even more effective [16], [17], e.g. Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) have been the most successful sys-
tem for ASC in DCASE 2017. They have been combined with
SVMs for classification [5].
This paper introduces an ASC system which is applied for task
1A and task 1B of the DCASE 2018 challenge. In order to extract
more information of the acoustic scene, we use 128 log-mel en-
ergies of the spectrogram and additionally apply nearest neighbor
filtering (NNF)[18]. Both types of features are considered in the
CNNs. All features are preprocessed by splitting the acoustic scene
into chunks of 1s. Finally, ensemble methods are applied to com-
bine several features and CNN settings to provide a vote for the 10s
data chunks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 explains details of the proposed system. Section 3 discuss the
experiments and results. Finally, conclusion is provided in Section
4.
2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is illustrated in Fig.1. The system is composed
of 3 stages. First, the audio signal is converted to various time-
frequency representations in 1s chunks. These features are then fed
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Figure 1: Proposed System
to the CNNs for training the models. Finally, probability outputs of
10 1s chunks of the CNN ensembles are used to produce the scene
labels.
2.1. Audio Preprocessing
First, 128 bin mel-energies of the audio input are extracted. Ac-
cording to [16], it is important to keep a sufficient number of bins
for representing the spectral characteristics while greatly reducing
the feature dimensions. Window size for short-time Fourier trans-
form is selected as 40ms and 20ms for hop size. We keep the sam-
pling rating 48kHz for task 1A and 44.1 kHz for task 1B. In order to
generate additional features for MI-CNNs, the mel-spectrogram is
processed by a nearest neighbor filter [18]. Both the energies of the
spectrogram and the filtered spectrogram are converted into loga-
rithmic scale and are normalized by subtracting the mean value and
dividing by the standard deviation. The normalization step is deter-
mined feature-wise on the training set and parameters obtained are
used to scale both training set and test set. The 10s audio files are
processed in 1s audio chunks without overlap and fed to the CNN
model as samples.
2.2. Nearest Neighbor Filter
Environmental sounds are often unstructured, neither predictable
repetitions nor harmonic sounds [3] that are compounded by sound
events and by overlapping of sound events. These sound events
could be periodic or randomly repeating sounds such as sounds of a
siren, horn of vehicles, sounds of opening and closing metro doors
at metro stations etc. Therefore, it is useful for an ASC system to
generate features which emphasize the appearance of similar pat-
terns of a sound event in an acoustic scene.
In our ASC system, we use nearest neighbor filters based on Re-
peating Pattern Extraction Technique (REPET) [18] for cases where
repetitions happen intermittently or without a fixed period. The fea-
tures are processed from spectrograms as follows:
1. Compute a similarity matrix from the frames of spectrogram
using a similarity measure such as cosine, euclidean, L1, L2
or manhattan distance.
2. Identify the most similar frames in the spectrogram by using
the similarity matrix.
3. Assign the median value of the identified frames for each
frequency band to generate the filtered spectrogram.
Empirically, we observed that the euclidean distance is better
than cosine distance and the number of nearest-neighbors for each
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Fully connected layer (512)
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Global average pooling Global average pooling
Convolutional block Convolutional block
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Figure 2: MI-CNN with single and double convolutional blocks
sample is set to 5.1
2.3. Multi-input Convolution Neural Network
MI-CNNs have been used for ASC with different input features or
structures of each branch of the CNN architecture. For example, in
[20], authors used their CNN model as a “parallel” CNN architec-
ture with different filter sizes and max-pooling sizes. In [15], they
used a combination of Long Short Term Memories (LSTMs) and
CNNs as a feature extraction step for each branch of their model. In
addition, according to [16], their CNN model used left-right (LR),
L+R and L-R (MS), or harmonic-percussive source separation pairs
as different input sources.
Our MI-CNN is inspired by these works. We feed 128 log-mel
energies to one input branch of the CNN and their nearest neighbor
filtered version to another one with the same CNN structure. Sub-
sequently, we concatenate both branches before the fully-connected
layer. Because the size of each sample is small i.e. 128 bins x 50
frames, 1x1 zero-padding is added to each convolution step in order
to ensure that the whole data is processed. We proposed to use either
a single convolutional block or a double convolutional blocks. A
convolutional block consists of zero-padding, batch normalization
and convolution layers, in which Rectifier Linear Units (ReLUs)
are used as activation function. The single/ double convolutional
block is followed by a max-pooling layer and a dropout layer for
the purpose of reducing dimensionality of the convolutional output
and to ease the computation for upper layers as well as to reduce
over-fitting in the training phase. Specifically, the last convolution
blocks of the input branches are followed by global average pooling
(GAP) instead of max-pooling and dropout.
CNNs have been considered as an extractor of high-level fea-
tures and different structures of CNNs learn different high-level fea-
tures. In this research, we create a diversity of CNN structures by
adjusting the depth of the CNNs as well as the structure of convolu-
tional blocks through various number of single convolutional blocks
and double convolutional blocks. Beside that, the diversity of CNN
structures is enriched by using single-input channel (SI) CNNs, i.e.,
using only one input branch. The structures of the MI-CNN using
single and double convolutional blocks are shown in Fig. 2.
1The processing is done by using Librosa toolbox https://
librosa.github.io/librosa
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Figure 3: Architecture of CNN ensemble.
Empirically, we select the number of filters of the convolutional
layers for the CNNs including 2, 3 and 4 single or double convolu-
tional blocks at 32 - 256, 32 - 64 - 256 and 32 - 64 - 128 - 256, re-
spectively. Both convolutional layers of each double convolutional
block have the same number of filters. The number of parameters of
the proposed CNN models are shown in Table 1 and they are same
for both tasks.2
2.4. Convolutional Neural Network Ensemble
Ensembles of CNNs combine the output probabilities of CNNs in
order to improve performance [21]. The CNNs in the ensemble are
trained individually and then their outputs are combined by majority
voting, averaging, weighed averaging or model selection with and
without replacement [22].
We compared performance of three ensemble methods named
average ensemble (AE), weighted averaging ensemble (WE) and
ensemble selection with replacement (ES). Basically, the similarity
of these ensemble methods is that the output probabilities from all
CNNs are averaged before making predictions. However, they are
different in determining the contribution levels of each model to the
ensemble using weights. Fig.3 shows the general architecture of the
ensemble. Average ensemble is a simple ensemble where the out-
put probabilities from all CNNs are equally weighted and averaged.
The constraint of the weights is to be equal for all CNNs and sum
to one. Weighted averaging ensemble and ensemble selection are
more complex. Weighted averaging ensemble determines the opti-
mal weights by minimization of the cross-entropy loss of ground-
truth labels and estimated labels with constraints of the weights to
sum to one. Ensemble selection with replacement [22] is an itera-
tive method that allows models to be added to an ensemble multiple
times such that the performance of the combination is maximized.
The model weights are equivalent to the number of times of the
model has been selected divided by the total number of models in
the ensemble.
We use the test data to determine the optimal weights for WE
and ES. Sequential Least Squares Programming (SLSQP) is used
for optimization of WE. For ES, we start with the best model among
12 candidate models in the ensemble before greedy step-wise selec-
tion of 200 iterations is performed. The number of selections of
each model in the proposed ensemble ES is listed in Table 1 for
task 1A and task 1B. There is a significant difference between the
weight values of WE and ES. These weights are used for evaluation.
2The CNNs are implemented on Keras https://github.com/
keras-team/keras
Table 1: Number of parameters of the proposed models and number
of times the models have been selected by ensemble selection in
task 1A and 1B.
Algorithms Parameters Task1A Task 1B
SI s 2cnn D 211718 1 14
SI s 3cnn D 304010 8 9
SI s 4cnn D 525350 1 21
SI db 2cnn D 811770 33 51
SI db 3cnn D 941074 3 45
SI db 4cnn D 1310042 4 13
MI s 2cnn D 417794 48 21
MI s 3cnn D 602378 0 4
MI s 4cnn D 1045058 3 10
MI db 2cnn D 1617898 28 3
MI db 3cnn D 1876506 6 10
MI db 4cnn D 2614442 66 0
Sum 12278040 201 201
In addition, we try majority voting (MV) in which the output
probabilities of every 1s chunk is binarized to “0” and “1” with the
global threshold at 0.5. Majority voting determines the class which
occurs most often among 10 1s chunks of an audio file. For average
voting (AV) we use the argmax on the mean of the probabilities
over 10 s. The experimental results show that AV nearly always
outperforms MV.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Data
The audio dataset for the ASC task of DCASE 2018 includes two
different versions, TUT Urban Acoustic Scene 2018 and TUT Ur-
ban Acoustic Scene 2018 Mobile recorded in six European cities
for 10 scenes. The former dataset is used for task 1A where the
development and evaluation data are recorded by the same device.
While the later one is used for task 1B in which the development
set is comprised of task 1A dataset resampled and averaged into a
single channel and a small amount of data is recorded by other de-
vices. The original recordings were split into 10-second segments
that are provided in the individual files.
The task 1A dataset includes 8640 segments with 6122 seg-
ments for training and 2518 segments for testing. The task 1B train-
ing subset contains 6122 segments from device A, 540 segments
from device B, and 540 segments from device C. The test subset
contains 2518 segments from device A, 180 segments from device
B, and 180 segments from device C.
3.2. Setup
The validation set accounts for approximately 30% of the original
training data. We use a balancing mode for separation such that
there are no segments from the same location and city in both train-
ing and validation data sets. Acoustic features are log mel-band
energies of 128 frequency bands and their nearest neighbor filtered
version with 40 ms analysis frame and 50% hop size. The network
training is carried out by optimizing the categorical cross-entropy
and the Adam optimizer at learning rate of 0.001 is used. We use
Glorot uniform data to initialize the network weights. The number
of epochs and batch size was 500 and 16, respectively, and data is
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Table 2: Accuracy of the proposed models and of the ensemble
methods using majority voting and average voting with and without
dropout.
Algorithms 1A MV 1A AV 1B MV 1B AV
Baseline 59.7± 0.7 - 45.6± 3.6 -
SI s 2cnn NoD 61.1 62.3 54.2 56.1
SI s 3cnn NoD 64.3 65.0 56.9 57.5
SI s 4cnn NoD 63.9 64.7 53.1 54.4
SI db 2cnn NoD 63.6 64.4 57.5 58.9
SI db 3cnn NoD 63.0 64.1 59.2 60.6
SI db 4cnn NoD 64.3 65.3 51.4 53.6
MI s 2cnn NoD 61.0 62.1 51.1 52.2
MI s 3cnn NoD 64.5 64.4 54.2 55.3
MI s 4cnn NoD 62.7 63.4 54.2 54.7
MI db 2cnn NoD 66.3 66.8 53.6 55.6
MI db 3cnn NoD 63.6 64.0 57.5 56.4
MI db 4cnn NoD 63.1 63.2 52.8 52.5
AE NoD 62.7 66.8 54.4 62.2
WE NoD 63.4 66.9 54.2 62.5
ES NoD 63.8 68.5 52.5 63.1
SI s 2cnn D 62.7 63.5 57.8 57.8
SI s 3cnn D 65.4 65.6 58.1 58.3
SI s 4cnn D 63.1 62.9 54.7 55.8
SI db 2cnn D 64.3 64.5 60.3 62.2
SI db 3cnn D 64.9 65.2 54.4 55.8
SI db 4cnn D 64.3 64.6 53.1 54.4
MI s 2cnn D 63.8 64.4 54.2 56.9
MI s 3cnn D 63.9 64.4 52.8 53.9
MI s 4cnn D 61.9 62.6 56.7 56.4
MI db 2cnn D 63.5 64.0 55.0 54.4
MI db 3cnn D 64.3 64.3 55.3 56.1
MI db 4cnn D 65.2 65.8 52.5 53.1
AE D 63.5 67.4 53.9 61.4
WE D 65.3 68.3 54.2 61.7
ES D 65.5 69.3 56.7 63.6
shuffled between epochs. Model performance is evaluated on the
validation set after each epoch and the selected model is the best
performing one on the validation set.3
3.3. Performance on the test set
Table 2 presents the accuracy of task 1A and task 1B for the dif-
ferent SI-CNNs (SI ) and MI-CNNs (MI ) using majority voting
( MV) and average voting ( AV). The CNNs consists of various
numbers of single convolutional blocks ( s) or double convolutional
blocks ( db) as well as dropout layers ( D) and no dropout layers
( NoD). The performances of different ensemble methods of the 12
models are also presented. For determining the weights of ES and
WE the labels of the test set are used.
According to the results of Table 2, we can see that systems us-
ing the average voting method almost always performs better com-
pared to majority voting. Results of average ensemble (AE ) and
weighted average ensemble (WE ) are nearly the same and lower
than of ensemble selection (ES ). Furthermore, dropout slightly
3Thanks to the DCASE organizers for providing the baseline system
source code and the DCASE-UTIL toolbox https://github.com/
DCASE-REPO
Table 3: Class-wise accuracy of submissions on the test set for task
1A and 1B.
Algorithms 1A ES D 1B ES D
Airport 75.8 58.3
Bus 73.1 80.6
Metro 57.9 41.7
Metro station 76.1 61.1
Park 83.9 91.7
Public square 58.3 55.6
Shopping mall 41.9 75.0
Street pedestrian 57.5 50.0
Street traffic 88.6 83.3
Tram 80.1 38.9
Average 69.3 63.6
improves the performances.
CNN models using double convolutional blocks ( db) are not
always better than CNNs using single convolutional blocks ( s).
Most of the ( db) CNN models get higher accuracy compared to
the ( s) CNN models for task 1B while most of performances of the
( s) CNN models are better than that of the ( db) CNN models for
task 1A.
Moreover, Table 2 shows that NNF features are not really helpul
for individual MI CNN models since most of individual MI CNNs
get lower accuracy than individual SI CNN models for both tasks.
However, they are useful for our ensemble system. Particularly,
we can see from Table 1, MI CNNs using NNF features contribute
about three quater among all model components to build the ensem-
ble (ES ) for task 1A but they accupy approximately one quater of
the model components of the ensemble (ES ) for task 1B. Feature
characteristics that are extracted from different devices’ recording
files of task 1B dataset are more complex than that of task 1A. So
complicated models i.e., the (MI db) CNNs tend to overfit for task
1B.
The differrent submissions for task 1A and task 1B are
1A ES D and 1B ES D that use average voting of ensemble selec-
tions with dropout . Class-wise accuracy of both are represented in
table 2.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed ensembles of 12 CNN structures in order
to enhance the classification accuracy for task 1A and task 1B of
DCASE 2018 challenge. We also introduce nearest neighbor filter-
ing for MI-CNN structures, which emphasizes the sound events in
a scene. Although the new features are not really strong for indi-
vidual MI-CNNs, our proposed ensemble system significantly im-
proves over the baseline system for all datasets and achieved 69.3%
and 69.0% for task 1A and 1B on the evaluation set, respectively.
The proposed system was ranked first for task 1B of the DCASE
2018 challenge.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) model based on
an attention pooling method to classify ten different acoustic scenes,
participating in the acoustic scene classification task of the IEEE
AASP Challenge on Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes
and Events (DCASE 2018), which includes data from one device
(subtask A) and data from three different devices (subtask B). The
log mel spectrogram images of the audio waves are first forwarded
to convolutional layers, and then fed into an attention pooling layer
to reduce the feature dimension and achieve classification. From
attention perspective, we build a weighted evaluation of the features,
instead of simple max pooling or average pooling. On the official
development set of the challenge, the best accuracy of subtask A is
72.6 %, which is an improvement of 12.9 % when compared with the
official baseline (p < .001 in a one-tailed z-test). For subtask B, the
best result of our attention-based CNN is a significant improvement
of the baseline as well, in which the accuracies are 71.8 %, 58.3 %,
and 58.3 % for the three devices A to C (p < .001 for device A,
p < .01 for device B, and p < .05 for device C).
Index Terms— Acoustic Scene Classification, Convolutional
Neural Network, Attention Pooling, Log Mel Spectrogram
1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic scene classification, as a subfield of computational auditory
scene analysis (CASA) [1], aims at enabling devices to recognise
the acoustic environment. It has been successfully employed in a
series of applications, including intelligent wearable interfaces [2, 3],
smartphone navigation systems [4], context-aware computation [5],
and many more. In the field of machine learning, a number of models
have been applied in the past ‘detection and classification of acous-
tic scenes and events’ (DCASE) challenges, such as support vector
machines [6, 7], hidden markov models [8], autoencoders [9], and
convolutional neural networks (CNN) [10, 11]. In the acoustic scene
classification task of the IEEE AASP Challenge in this year [12],
researchers are provided with the opportunity to investigate training
a robust model on a dataset from multiple recording devices. The
acoustic scene classification task in this challenge includes two sub-
tasks with different data sources – one is based on single recording
device, and the other is based on three devices. The dataset has been
divided into a ‘development set’ with a training/test partitioning, and
a non-public evaluation set. Both of the subtasks require participants
to classify the acoustic data into ten classes of scenes.
In recent years, time-frequency transformation images have
shown their superiority in improving the performance in the acoustic
scene classification task [13]. Different kinds of time-frequency
transformation images have been applied for feature extraction,
such as Constant-Q-Transform (CQT) spectrogram [13], Short-
Time Fourier Transformation (STFT)-based spectrogram [9], scalo-
gram [10], and log mel spectrogram [14]. In this paper, we use a log
mel spectrogram image representation as it performed excellent in
the acoustic scene classification task of DCASE 2017 [15].
With log mel spectrogram images, we construct an end-to-end
CNN model for classification. A number of CNNs have been pre-
sented successfully in image processing, particularly in the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [16]. Compared with
the dataset with around several hundreds of thousands samples in
that challenge, the dataset in DCASE challenge contains less than
ten thousands of audio waves for training. In this regard, CNNs
with relatively more shallow layers than the CNNs for ImageNet, are
utilised in our work, including AlexNet and VGG with four convolu-
tional layers. In addition, a CNN topology with different structure
and kernel size is designed to improve the performance.
To avoid over fitting caused by the large size of the feature maps
that are obtained after the convolutional layers in the CNN, pooling
usually serves to compute features by reducing the feature dimension.
Max pooling and average pooling are the most frequently employed
pooling models to obtain smaller feature dimension. Max pooling is
achieved through extracting the largest value inside a filter as param-
eters of the max pooling layer [17, 18], and average pooling aims
at obtaining the average value of a filter as its parameter [19]. Un-
fortunately, both of these pooling models cannot utilise each feature
reasonably according to its contribution. Max pooling ignores other
potentially helpful features besides the feature with the maximum
value; average pooling treats each feature equally, easily leading to
some suboptimal results because of the interference from useless
features. To solve this problem, an attention model, attempting to
compute the contribution of each feature, was proposed and utilised
in many applications, including natural language processing [20],
visual question answering [21], and even audio classification [22].
The two main contributions of our paper for acoustic scene
classification are as follows. The first is that we design an end-to-end
CNN to train the model, and compare it with the state-of-the-art CNN
models. Second, we propose an attention-based CNN by weighting
the contribution of each feature and explaining this model from a
probability perspective in multiple instance learning [23].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2,
we describe the proposed approach, the pipeline of which is shown in
Figure 1, the database description, experimental set up, and results,
are presented in Section 3; finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.
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Input matrix Xi Convolutional layer
    output Ri
Attention matrix Ai
Classification matrix Ci
Probability matrix Pi
Ci.Pi label yi
Conv
Figure 1: The framework of our proposed attention pooling system. First, the output of the convolutional layers Ri is obtained through the
convolutional layers when Xi is the input matrix. The attention matrix Ai and the classification matrix Ci with the class number of the
channels are then generated from Ri. Further, the probability Pi calculated from Ai multiplies with Ci for an element-wise product Ci · Pi.
The prediction yi is finally obtained by summing up of Ci · Pi.
Table 1: Configurations of the convolutional neural networks. Con-
volutional layers are denoted as ‘the number of convolution layers
× conv(receptive field size – number of channels)’ with the stride
‘s(stride size)’.
AlexNet VGG-4 our CNN
Input: image Xi (1×m× n)
1×conv11-64; s1 1×conv3-64; s1 1×conv5-64; s2
Maxpooling Maxpooling
1×conv5-192; s1 1×conv3-128; s1 1×conv5-128; s2
Maxpooling Maxpooling
1×conv3-384; s1 1×conv3-256; s1 1×conv5-256; s2
2×conv3-256; s1 1×conv3-512; s1 1×conv5-512; s2
Maxpooling Maxpooling
Output: Ri (c×m′ × n′)
2. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our proposed neural network in two
subsections. The first is dedicated to the convolutional neural net-
work, and then the pooling models following classification will be
introduced.
2.1. Convolutional Neural Networks
Given the successful application of image-based neural networks
for acoustic scene classification tasks in [10, 24], we employ three
end-to-end CNN topologies in this work, including ‘AlexNet’ [25],
‘VGG-4’ [26], and ‘our CNN’ with a different structure from the
former two CNNs, as shown in Table 1.
The log mel spectrogram images with one channel are first
extracted from audio waves and are fed into the CNN model. The
i− th image Xi, i = 1, ..., N with size of 1×m× n, in which N
is the number of images, could generate an output Ri, i = 1, ..., N
with size of c ×m′ × n′ by the convolutional layers of the CNN,
where c means the number of channels. In Table 1, the AlexNet
model uses the same parameters as the original AlexNet [25]. The
conventional VGG structures [26] are not used in our work, since the
DCASE dataset is much smaller than the ImageNet database [27].
Thereby, we design a VGG-4 with four convolutional layers and
using the same kernel size of three with the typical VGG model
for each layer. Additionally, a CNN without max pooling during
convolution, but with a stride with size of 2, is designed to weaken
the effect of max pooling, and with a kernel size inbetween AlexNet
and VGG-4 to explore the effect of the kernel size in order to reach
a better performance.
Please note that the rectified linear unit activation function
‘ReLU’ is applied for each convolutional layer. Different from the
typical AlexNet or VGG, batch normalisation is employed for all con-
volutional layers in our work, as this can accelerate deep networks
and improve the performance of CNNs [28, 29].
The output of the convolutional layers Ri has the size of c ×
m′ × n′, which is not appropriate for classification of ten classes
as demanded in our case due to its large size (2 000 for AlexNet,
and at least 400 000 for VGG-4 and our CNN). Therefore, a pooling
mechanism is employed to reduce the feature dimension in the next
subsection.
2.2. Pooling Mechanism
The output Ri of each spectrogram image by the CNN, which could
be viewed as a bag of instances, contains c feature maps with m′
feature vectors at n′ time steps. The matrix with size of (m′, n′)
is an instance in a bag. Based on multi-instance learning [30, 23],
we consider that the classification model is given a number of pairs
{(Ri, yi)}, i = 1, ..., N . For the matrix Ri, its correspondent label
is yi ∈ {0, 1}L, where L is the number of the scene classes. To
achieve the classification, it is necessary to reduce the dimension of
Ri from three to single channel dimension. In this subsection, two
traditional pooling methods, max pooling and average pooling, and
our proposed attention pooling will be introduced.
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2.2.1. Max Pooling
On the assumption that the maximum classification value of each
instance is the prediction of a bag [31], the max pooling model is
described as
R∗i = max
1<q<n′
max
1<p<m′
Ri, (1)
where R∗i is a feature vector prepared to classify the labels by linear
transformation. Max pooling has been widely applied in CNNs for
image classification and performs well [27], but sometimes unsat-
isfactory as it loses the time and location information when only
choosing the maximum value at the dimensions of the time steps and
feature vectors.
2.2.2. Average Pooling
Based on the collective assumption in [32], we assume that all in-
stances contribute equally for the prediction in a bag. Accordingly,
the definition of average pooling is
R∗i =
1
m′n′
∑
1<q<n′
∑
1<p<m′
Ri. (2)
As average pooling weights the contribution of each instance equally,
unfortunately, it is possible that it diminishes the effect of some
important features and augments some noisy features, leading to
potentially imperfect prediction results.
2.2.3. Attention Pooling
As mentioned, both the max and average pooling models cannot
calculate fairly according to the contribution of each instance. There-
fore, computing the contributions of instances in a bag, which aims
to obtain the weight of each instance, is a challenging task. To solve
this problem, an attention-based pooling model is proposed for the
aimed at acoustic scene classification task, as shown in Figure 1.
As to the matrix Ri, we feed Ri twice into two parallel 1-by-1
convolution layers with the channel number of L and a kernel size
of 1, to reduce the dimension of the feature maps to prepare for
classification. Both convolutional layers are followed by activations,
including sigmoid activation for the attention matrix Ai, and ‘log
softmax’ for the classification matrix Ci. Therefore, two matrices
Ai and Ci with size (L,m′, n′) are obtained. To compute the contri-
bution of each instance, in other words the contributions of elements
in each feature map, the probability matrix Pi is defined as
Pi = Ai/
∑
1<q<n′
∑
1<p<m′
Ai. (3)
With the probability matrix Pi, which holds the weight of each
element of Ci, the prediction yi is
yi =
∑
1<q<n′
∑
1<p<m′
Ci · Pi. (4)
Finally, the predicted label is obtained as the summing up of the
element wise product of Ci and Pi.
Attention pooling is capable to overcome the disadvantage of
max pooling and average pooling, weighting the contribution for
each instance through a 1-by-1 convolutional layer. As shown in
Figure 2, attention pooling can give weights for instances according
to their contributions, thereby achieving more optimal prediction
results.
airport bus metro metro station park
public sq. shopping street ped. street tr. tram
Figure 2: Heat maps of each scene class computed by the matrix
Pi in our attention-based CNN. The heat map in this figure is the
transpose matrix of Pi with a size of (20, 4) for a better display. The
horizontal axis represents the time steps, and the vertical axis the
feature vectors.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Database
Our proposed approach is evaluated on the development dataset of
the acoustic scene classification task in DCASE 2018 [12]. The
dataset was recorded in various scene environments, and several
locations for each scene. Each original recording with a length of 5-
6 minutes was segmented into clips of 10 seconds. The sampling rate
is set to 44.1 kHz in our work. The dataset contains 10 scene classes,
including airport, shopping mall, metro station, street pedestrian,
public square, street traffic, tram, bus, metro, and park. The task
consists of two subtasks according to different recording devices,
which comprise Soundman OKM II Klassik/studio A3, an electret
binaural microphone, and a Zoom F8 (referred to device A), and two
customer devices, e. g. smartphones, cameras, (referred to device B
and C), thereby two sub-datasets are provided:
1) TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018, was recorded by device A
with 8 640 segments in total.
2) TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018 Mobile, contains record-
ings from devices A, B, and C. In this dataset, the recordings are
made up of 8 640 audio files from device A, and 720 audio files by
device B and C in parallel.
3.2. Experimental Setup
The log mel spectrogram images are firstly extracted from each audio
wave, with a Hamming window size of 2 048, overlap of 672, and
64 mel bands. Therefore, a feature map with a size of (320, 64) is
generated for each audio file. The features are then fed into CNNs as
mentioned in Section 2, using the ‘Adam’ optimiser with a learning
rate of 0.001. The CNNs are optimised during 3000 maximum
iteration steps, which are empirically set. As the accuracy on test
set floats in a small interval after convergence, the iteration step
corresponding to the highest accuracy during all iterations is chosen
as the step where the training is stopped. The CNN architectures are
implemented using Pytorch1.
3.3. Results and Discussion
The results evaluated on the development set are shown in Table 2.
We can see that, nearly all of our pooling models achieve improve-
ments compared to the official baseline system. The attention pool-
ing model performs better than max and average pooling models
at AlexNet and our CNN. However, the attention pooling model at
1https://pytorch.org/
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices of device A in subtask A and device B and C in subtask B by the best model. Our proposed CNN with attention
pooling is the best model for both subtask A (SUBA) and subtask B (SUBB).
Table 2: Performance comparison of the baseline and CNN topolo-
gies of AlexNet, VGG-4, and our CNN, with three pooling models
– max, average, and attention, evaluated on the official develop-
ment set of Subtask A (SUBA) and Subtask B (SUBB). The dataset
recorded by device A is employed for the evaluation of Subtask A,
and the datasets from device A, B, and C are used for Subtask B.
(B,C) stands for the mean evaluation result of device B and C. The
experimental results are evaluated by accuracy [%].
SUBA SUBB
NN Pooling A A B C (B,C)
Baseline 59.7 58.9 45.1 46.2 45.6
AlexNet max 67.2 62.2 51.7 54.4 53.1
AlexNet average 64.3 60.8 51.1 52.2 51.7
AlexNet attention 67.2 64.2 53.3 46.7 50.0
VGG-4 max 68.7 66.8 53.9 56.1 55.0
VGG-4 average 63.7 63.2 52.8 48.9 50.8
VGG-4 attention 67.6 64.6 50.6 46.1 48.3
our CNN max 68.1 68.7 58.3 55.6 56.9
our CNN average 68.1 67.3 59.4 56.1 57.8
our CNN attention 72.6 71.8 58.3 58.3 58.3
VGG-4 yields to max pooling, the possible reason might be that the
larger number of hyper parameters in VGG-4 with attention pooling
brings on over fitting. As to the different CNN models, the best
results are obtained by our CNN, which means that CNNs with a
kernel size of five and no max pooling among convolutional layers
appear more suited for this acoustic scene classification task. Our
CNN with attention model achieves accuracy of 72.6 % for subtask
A, which is a significant improvement over the baseline (p < .001
in a one-tailed z-test). In addition, our CNN achieves accuracies of
71.8 %, 58.3 %, and 58.3 % for device A, B, C in subtask B (in a
one-tailed z-test, p < .001 for device A , p < .01 for device B, and
p < .05 for device C).
The CNN model performs better at subtask A than at subtask
B, perhaps because multiple data recording devices were employed
for subtask B. The average accuracy of device A is higher than of
device B and C in subtask B, which is considered to be caused by
the unbalance of data among the three devices; in other words, the
dataset contains more data from device A than from device B and C.
To investigate our CNN model, a performance comparison of accu-
racy for each scene class of our best result is presented in Figure 3.
Our CNN is optimal for some classes like park, metro station, and
street traffic, but it is less able to recognise some classes such as
public square and bus. It is possible that this lower performance is
caused by background noise in these classes.
To sum up, our proposed CNNs with an attention model appear
helpful to improve the performance over other pooling models for
acoustic scene classification tasks.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We proposed an attention-based convolutional neural network for
acoustic scene classification by building an attention model at the de-
cision level for classification. Based on the official development
set of the acoustic scene classification task of the IEEE AASP
Challenge on Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and
Events (DCASE 2018), our CNN gave better performance than other
state-of-the-art CNN models and the proposed attention pooling
model performed better than max pooling and average pooling, and
achieved a significant improvement of the official baseline at subtask
A (p < .001 in a one-tailed z-test) and subtask B (in a one-tailed
z-test, p < .001 for device A , p < .01 for device B, and p < .05
for device C).
In future works, we will investigate the attention model at the
feature level in order to analysis the contributions of feature maps in
each convolutional layer. Further, transfer learning will be consid-
ered for subtask B, for training a robust model on the dataset from
multiple recording sources.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an audio tagging system that participated in
Task 2 “General-purpose audio tagging of Freesound content with
AudioSet labels” of the “Detection and Classification of Acoustic
Scenes and Events (DCASE)” Challenge 2018. The system is an
ensemble consisting of five convolutional neural networks based on
Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients, Perceptual Linear Prediction
features, Mel-spectrograms and the raw audio data. For ensem-
bling all models, score-based fusion via Logistic Regression is per-
formed with another neural network. In experimental evaluations,
it is shown that ensembling the models significantly improves upon
the performances obtained with the individual models. As a final
result, the system achieved a Mean Average Precision with Cutoff 3
of 0.9414 on the private leaderboard of the challenge.
Index Terms— audio tagging, acoustic event classification,
convolutional neural network, score-based fusion
1. INTRODUCTION
In past years, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) or variants
thereof have taken over almost any area related to image classifica-
tion and computer vision in general. As audio data can easily be
converted into images by computing their spectrogram, they have
also become popular for acoustic event detection and classification
[1, 2, 3]. Moreover, CNNs trained on spectrograms are reported
to outperform classical approaches as for example Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) [4]. In this work, an ensemble of CNNs for the
purpose of acoustic event classification is presented. The ensemble
consists of five different CNNs trained on multiple features derived
from the acoustic data and another neural network used for fusing
the scores. More concretely, Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs) [5], Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) features [6], Mel-
spectrograms and the raw data are used as features.
The presented system participated in Task 2 “General-purpose
audio tagging of Freesound content with AudioSet labels” of
the “Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events
(DCASE)” challenge 2018. The audio dataset being used consists
of a subset of the Freesound dataset (FSD) [7] which has been
taken from the online database Freesound [8]. All files in FSD
have been uploaded and tagged by many different users. A map-
ping from these tags to AudioSet [9] categories has been manually
designed and all samples have been automatically annotated. After
that, the annotations of some files have been manually verified al-
though there are some cases where the annotators could not agree
on a label.
As a result, the part of the dataset used for training consists of
9473 files belonging to one of 41 categories. The distribution is not
Raw audio data Preprocessing
PLP
MFCC
Mel-
spectrogram
Mel-
spectrogram
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
Fusion
Network
Figure 1: Structure of the audio tagging system
uniform but ranges from 94 to 300 samples per category. In ad-
dition to that, the length of the audio files is between 300 ms and
30 s. Only 3710 samples are manually verified and for each file
it is known if this is the case or not. According to the organizers
of the challenge, at least two thirds of the non-verified samples are
estimated to be labeled correctly for each category. The test set
consists of 1600 manually verified samples and 7800 non-verified
samples referred to as padding files. Furthermore, 301 files have
been used as validation data for the public leaderboard and 1299
files have been used for the final evaluation of the challenge (pri-
vate leaderboard). The padding files have not been used for any
evaluation and were simply kept as test data to prevent participants
from cheating. For a more detailed description of the challenge and
dataset the reader is referred to [10].
This paper is organized as follows. First, the global structure of
the audio tagging system is presented. Then, all five CNNs based
on all features including their hyperparameters as well as the Fusion
Network are described. After that, experimental results are given in
order to compare the performance of the CNNs and to show that
creating an ensemble of them is highly beneficial.
2. STRUCTURE OF THE AUDIO TAGGING SYSTEM
An overview of the audio tagging system’s structure is depicted in
Fig. 1. The system is an ensemble consisting of five different CNNs
trained on PLP features, MFCCs, Mel-spectrograms and the raw
audio data. In the following, we will refer to all of them as features.
First, the audio data has been preprocessed with Librosa [11]. All
files have been downsampled from 44100 Hz to 24000 Hz and were
normalized with respect to the maximum norm. Any part of the files
that is 50 db below peak power is considered as silence and has been
removed. After these steps, all features have been extracted with
Librosa except the PLP features which were computed via Sidekit
[12]. We used a dimension of size 22 for the PLP features, one of
size 64 for the MFCC features and one of size 96 as well as 128 for
the Mel-spectrograms.
Since CNNs need input data of fixed size and the audio files
vary greatly in length, we partitioned the sequence of features into
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overlapping windows of length 500 with an overlap of 50 (ordered
with respect to time). To enforce a more different behavior of both
CNNs trained on Mel-spectrograms, a window size of 200 with
overlap 20 has been used for the 128 dimensional features instead.
Much larger windows of length 48000 (i.e. clips of 2 seconds) with
an overlap of 4800 have been used for the raw data. In case that
any of the feature windows was too short, the window has been
repeated until the desired length was reached. Later, the geomet-
ric mean of the scores obtained with all windows belonging to the
same file has been taken as the final score for that file. Note that a
similar windowing approach is also used for the baseline system of
the challenge presented in [10].
The output scores of all CNNs obtained with the validation data
are fused with a neural network. It basically applies Logistic Re-
gression (see [13]) with only a single parameter per model and one
global bias. Thus, the final scores, used for identifying the classes
by returning the argument of the maximum score, are computed as a
weighted linear combination of all models’ scores. This has the ad-
vantage that better performing models have a higher influence than
weaker ones and usually leads to a better performance than taking
the mean (see [14]). A weighted geometric mean of the probabilities
corresponds to a weighted sum (i.e. a standard linear transformation
of a neural network) in log-space. Therefore, we converted all soft-
max probabilities to log-space before applying the neural network
as this improved the overall performance of the system. Addition-
ally, we standardized the scores of each model i.e. we subtracted
the mean and divided by the standard deviation of all scores.
All hyperparameters involved have been tuned using Stratified
5-Fold Cross Validation as implemented in Scikit-learn [15]. After
training all models on the five data splits, also five ensembles were
obtained and each of them has been applied to the test dataset in-
stead of retraining each model on the full training dataset. Hence,
the full ensemble consists of 25 submodels. To have a single fi-
nal output, we simply took the geometric mean of the fused out-
put probabilities obtained by evaluating the five model ensemble
with the test dataset. By doing so, the whole training dataset has
been used while also having the possibility to monitor the sys-
tem’s performance using the validation data. Thus, we could apply
Early Stopping when training each CNN by monitoring the vali-
dation loss. Furthermore, the scores obtained with the validation
data could be used to train the neural networks used for fusing the
scores which would not have been possible otherwise. As a result,
a slightly better performance was reached.
3. NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
All CNNs and the Fusion Network have been implemented using
Keras [16] with Tensorflow [17]. Their structures are depicted in
Tab. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 which can be found in the appendix. To be
able to compare the complexities of all models, we included their
total number of parameters in Tab. 7.
As stated in [2, 18], data augmentation is of great help in or-
der to have a well performing system. Therefore, Mix-up [19] with
α = 1, Cutout [20], Dropout [21] and vertical shifts up to 60% of
the total width have been applied randomly in each batch. When
using the Mel-spectrogram based CNNs, we also used feature-wise
centering as well as featurewise normalization of the standard de-
viation. All CNNs have been trained for 800 epochs with a batch
size of 64 by minimizing the Categorical Crossentropy. To speed
up the training process, Adam [22] with a learning rate of 0.001
and weight decay of 0.0001 as well as Batch-Normalization [23]
have been used. Due to the non-uniform distribution of training
samples per class, we used balanced class weights during training
to put more emphasis on the classes having fewer samples as imple-
mented in Scikit-learn (which is loosely following [24]).
As noted above, many labels are not guaranteed to be correct
due to the automatic labeling procedure. To compensate for this,
Label Smoothing [25] has been applied. This means that categorical
labels are altered by reducing the single 1 to 1−αnv and replacing
all zeros with αnv
N−1 where αnv ∈ [0, 1] and N ∈ N denotes the
number of classes. According to the organizers of the challenge,
at least two thirds of the non-verified labels are correct. Because
of that, a value of αnv = 0.3 has been used for all non-verified
samples. As the annotators could not agree on a label for some of
the files and thus at least some labels are probably wrong, we used
a value of αv = 0.05 for the manually verified data. In addition
to that, sounds recorded in realistic environments, naturally, contain
more than one class although the organizers of the challenge tried to
prevent this. For example, a barking dog could have been recorded
outside in the streets where buses or other vehicles are also present
or a snare drum, base drum and hi-hat are played together in one
recording of a drummer. Thus, it is not preferable that the system
tries to make a hard prediction per file which is another reason to
include Label Smoothing and Mix-up.
For the Fusion Network slightly different parameters and no
data augmentation techniques have been used. It has been trained
for 1000 epochs with a batch size equal to the size of the full dataset
(i.e. with the exact gradient) using Adam with a learning rate of
0.01. Instead of Label Smoothing and Weight Decay, L2 Regu-
larization with a penalty of 0.0005 has been applied. When using
batch normalization, it was important to disable the additional beta
and gamma parameters in Keras. Otherwise, there is an additional
linear transformation with independent weights for each class and
each model. This gives the Fusion Network too much power and
the generalization to unseen test data is much worse.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The mean Average Precisions with Cutoff 3 (mAP@3s) [8], we ob-
tained in the challenge, can be found in Fig. 2 and have been de-
picted for each model individually. They relate to the dataset used
for the public leaderboard and the private leaderboard, which cor-
respond to the final challenge results, as well as our own five vali-
dation splits of the training dataset. To make it more clear, since all
five validation sets of the splits together result in the whole training
set again, each mAP@3 is based on all 9473 training files. Note
that the data split used for the public leaderboard only consists of
301 files and thus is a less accurate estimate of the true mAP@3.
As expected, the obtained mAP@3s are much higher when only
evaluating with the manually verified data but still using the non-
verified samples for training. Thus, the assumption that the weakly-
labeled files are by far not optimally labeled seems to be true. Since
complete the test set is manually verified, the results of the chal-
lenge are closer to the presented mAP@3s of the manually verified
subset than to the full validation set. It is also clear that the per-
formance obtained with the validation data is a bit too optimistic
because all parameters have been adapted to these data splits. The
CNNs trained on Mel-spectrograms perform better than the ones
trained on PLP and MFCC features which both result in similar
mAP@3s. In addition to that, the CNN trained on the raw data per-
formed worst but still reasonably well. Interestingly, a relatively
small number of model parameters seems to be sufficient since both
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Figure 2: Mean Average Precision with Cutoff 3 obtained with the
CNNs and the ensemble.
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Figure 3: Mean Average Precision with Cutoff 3 per class obtained
with all test files used for the public and private leaderboard.
Mel-spectrogram based CNNs performed equally well although one
has about five times as many parameters as the other (see Tab. 7).
Furthermore, it can be seen that the ensemble of all CNNs has a sig-
nificantly higher mAP@3 than all of its components alone across all
datasets. Hence, each of them has a slightly different view on the
data providing additional information. In conclusion, building an
ensemble of CNNs based on all the features is highly beneficial.
But compared to the baseline system which yields an mAP@3 of
0.6945 on the private leaderboard and of 0.7049 on the public one,
even the individual CNNs perform much better.
Next, the mAP@3s have been evaluated for each class individu-
ally to see which classes are easily identified and which ones are not.
See Fig. 3, for a visualization. The mAP@3s for most classes are
decent and ten classes are even identified without any errors. How-
ever, there are some classes whose mAP@3s are much lower than
those of the other classes. The worst performing class is “Squeak”
which has an mAP@3 of 0.511. A reason may be that squeaks are
diversely sounding depending on the objects causing them. Look-
ing at the confusion matrix (see Fig. 4), it can be seen that squeaks
are fairly often confused with many other classes which supports
this assumption. Additionally, there are also classes which are al-
most exclusively confused with each other as for example “Chime”
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix obtained with all test files used for the
public and private leaderboard.
and “Glockenspiel”. Both have a relatively low mAP@3 of approx-
imately 0.85. From a human’s perspective it seems to be reasonable
to confuse them as they are mostly perceived as similarly sounding.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, an audio tagging system consisting of five CNNs and
a neural network for fusing their scores has been presented and de-
scribed. In the experimental evaluations conducted for Task 2 of
the DCASE Challenge 2018, it has been shown that ensembling all
models significantly improves upon the performances of each indi-
vidual model. Furthermore, we examined the performance per class
and were able to identify classes which are very easy to classify and
some that are difficult to classify leading to more insights about the
dataset used in this challenge.
An improvement of the presented audio tagging system could
be achieved by using additional data augmentation techniques.
Some techniques to be named are Pitch-Shifting, Time-Stretching,
class conditional data augmentation as suggested in [18] or Equal-
ized Mixture Data Augmentation [2] which is an extension of Mix-
up. Another possibility is to make use of Transfer Learning and
replace some models of the ensemble with pretrained deep neural
networks as for example VGG or ResNet (as done in [3]). This
will probably improve the performances of the individual models
and thus also the capabilities of the whole audio tagging system.
Last but not least, another improvement may be accomplished by
designing custom features or classifiers (e.g. other CNNs) for dif-
ferentiating among those classes which are hard to tell apart and add
them to the ensemble.
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Table 1: Architecture of the PLP based CNN.
Layer Output Shape #Parameters
Input (22, 500) 0
Convolution (kernel size: 5x5, strides: 2x3, ReLU) (11, 167, 64) 1,664
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2, strides: 1x2) (10, 83, 64) 0
Batch Normalization (10, 83, 64) 256
Convolution (kernel size: 5x5, ReLU) (10, 83, 128) 204,928
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2, strides: 1x2) (9, 41, 128) 0
Batch Normalization (9, 41, 128) 512
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (9, 41, 192) 221,376
Batch Normalization (9, 41, 192) 768
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (9, 41, 256) 442,624
Batch Normalization (9, 41, 256) 1,024
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (9, 41, 256) 262,400
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2, strides: 1x2) (8, 20, 256) 0
Batch Normalization (8, 20, 256) 1,024
Flatten 40,960 0
Dropout (0.5) 40,960 0
Dense (ReLU) 256 10,486,016
Batch Normalization 256 1,024
Dropout (0.5) 256 0
Dense (ReLU) 128 32,896
Batch Normalization 128 512
Dense (Softmax) 41 5,289
Table 2: Architecture of the MFCC based CNN.
Layer Output Shape #Parameters
Input (64, 500) 0
Convolution (kernel size: 5x5, strides: 2x3, ReLU) (32, 167, 64) 1,664
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2, strides: 1x2) (31, 83, 64) 0
Batch Normalization (31, 83, 64) 256
Convolution (kernel size: 5x5, ReLU) (31, 83, 128) 204,928
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2, strides: 1x2) (30, 41, 128) 0
Batch Normalization (30, 41, 128) 512
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (30, 41, 192) 221,376
Batch Normalization (30, 41, 192) 768
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (30, 41, 256) 442,624
Batch Normalization (30, 41, 256) 1,024
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (30, 41, 256) 262,400
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2, strides: 1x2) (29, 20, 256) 0
Batch Normalization (29, 20, 256) 1,024
Flatten 148,480 0
Dropout (0.5) 148,480 0
Dense (ReLU) 256 38,011,136
Batch Normalization 256 1,024
Dropout (0.5) 256 0
Dense (ReLU) 128 32,896
Batch Normalization 128 512
Dense (Softmax) 41 5,289
Table 3: Architecture of the Mel Spectrogram based CNN.
Layer Output Shape #Parameters
Input (96, 500) 0
Convolution (kernel size: 5x5, strides: 2x3, ReLU) (48, 167, 64) 1,664
Max-Pooling (pool size: 3x3, strides: 1x2) (46, 83, 64) 0
Batch Normalization (46, 83, 64) 256
Convolution (kernel size: 5x5, ReLU) (46, 83, 128) 204,928
Max-Pooling (pool size: 3x3, strides: 2x2) (22, 41, 128) 0
Batch Normalization (22, 41, 128) 512
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (22, 41, 192) 221,376
Batch Normalization (22, 41, 192) 768
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (22, 41, 256) 442,624
Batch Normalization (22, 41, 256) 1,024
Convolution (kernel size: 2x2, ReLU) (22, 41, 256) 262,400
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2) (11, 20, 256) 0
Batch Normalization (11, 20, 256) 1,024
Flatten 56,320 0
Dropout (0.5) 56,320 0
Dense (ReLU) 256 14,418,176
Batch Normalization 256 1,024
Dropout (0.5) 256 0
Dense (ReLU) 128 32,896
Batch Normalization 128 512
Dense (Softmax) 41 5,289
Table 4: Architecture of the Mel Spectrogram based CNN.
Layer Output Shape #Parameters
Input (128, 200) 0
Convolution (kernel size: 5x5, strides: 2x3, ReLU) (64, 67, 64) 1,664
Max-Pooling (pool size: 3x3, strides: 1x2) (62, 33, 64) 0
Batch Normalization (62, 33, 64) 256
Convolution (kernel size: 5x5, ReLU) (62, 33, 128) 204,928
Max-Pooling (pool size: 3x3, strides: 2x2) (30, 16, 128) 0
Batch Normalization (30, 16, 128) 512
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (30, 16, 192) 221,376
Batch Normalization (30, 16, 192) 768
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (30, 16, 256) 442,624
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2) (15, 8, 256) 0
Batch Normalization (15, 8, 256) 1,024
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (15, 8, 256) 590,080
Max-Pooling (pool size: 2x2) (7, 4, 256) 0
Batch Normalization (7, 4, 256) 1,024
Convolution (kernel size: 3x3, ReLU) (7, 4, 512) 1,180,160
Batch Normalization (7, 4, 512) 2,048
Global Average Pooling 512 0
Dropout (0.5) 56,320 0
Dense (ReLU) 256 131,328
Batch Normalization 256 1,024
Dropout (0.5) 256 0
Dense (ReLU) 128 32,896
Batch Normalization 128 512
Dense (Softmax) 41 5,289
Table 5: Architecture of the raw data based CNN.
Layer Output Shape #Parameters
Input 48000 0
Convolution (kernel size: 31, strides: 4, ReLU) (12000, 64) 2,048
Batch Normalization (12000, 64) 256
Max-Pooling (pool size: 16) (750, 64) 0
Dropout (0.2) (750, 64) 0
Convolution (kernel size: 15, strides: 2, ReLU) (375, 128) 123,008
Batch Normalization (375, 128) 512
Max-Pooling (pool size: 4) (93, 128) 0
Dropout (0.2) (93, 128) 0
Convolution (kernel size: 8, ReLU) (93, 192) 196,800
Batch Normalization (93, 192) 768
Dropout (0.2) (93, 192) 0
Convolution (kernel size: 4, ReLU) (93, 256) 196,864
Batch Normalization (93, 256) 1,024
Global Average Pooling 256 0
Dropout (0.5) 256 0
Dense (ReLU) 256 65,792
Batch Normalization 256 1,024
Dropout (0.5) 256 0
Dense (ReLU) 128 32,896
Batch Normalization 128 512
Dense (Softmax) 41 5,289
Table 6: Architecture of the Fusion Network.
Layer Output Shape #Parameters
Input 205 0
Batch Normalization 205 410
Fusion Layer (Softmax) 41 6
Table 7: Total number of parameters of each neural network.
Model Input size Total #Parameters
MFCC based CNN (64, 500) 39,184,873
PLP based CNN (22, 500) 11,659,753
Mel-spectrogram based CNN (96, 500) 15,591,913
Mel-spectrogram based CNN (128, 200) 2,817,513
raw data based CNN 48000 624,745
Fusion Network 205 416
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ABSTRACT
General-purpose audio tagging is a newly proposed task in DCASE
2018, which can provide insight towards broadly-applicable sound
event classifiers. In this paper, two systems (named as 1D-ConvNet
and 2D-ConvNet in this paper) with small kernel sizes, multiple
functional modules, deeper CNN (convolutional neural networks)
are developed to improve performance in this task. In detail, differ-
ent audio features are used, i.e. raw waveforms are for 1D-ConvNet,
while frequency domain features, such as mfcc, log-mel spectro-
gram, multi-resolution log-mel spectrogram and spectrogram, are
utilized as the 2D-ConvNet input. Using DCASE 2018 Challenge
task 2 dataset to train and evaluate, the best single model with 1D-
ConvNet and 2D-ConvNet are chosen, whose kaggle public leader-
board score are 0.877 and 0.961 respectively. In addition, a better
ensemble rank averaging prediction get a score 0.967 on the public
leaderboard, ranking 5/558, while score 0.942 on the private leader-
board ranking 11/558.
Index Terms— DCASE 2018, Audio tagging, Convolutional
neural networks, 1D-ConvNet, 2D-ConvNet, Model ensemble
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, computer vision techniques such as object detec-
tion and segment, are applied in monitoring, surveillance and au-
tonomous driving. In the process of these techniques’ performance
improved from laboratory to applications, development of neural
network architectures played an important role. Along with the ap-
pearance of LeNet [1], Alexnet [2], VGG Net[3], GoogLeNet (In-
ception V1 and following V3, V4) [4, 5, 6], Deep Residual Net
[7], Squeeze-and excitation networks [8], neural networks become
much deeper, together with the ingenious modules such an incep-
tion modules, factorizing convolutions, residual blocks and so on.
Similar to vision, audio also takes lots of unique information,
which can help people recognize their surroundings together with
vision or tactile information. However, corresponding techniques
such as sound event detection and specific sound extraction have
not been brought to general applications.
Sound event detection is a system to automatically detect and
classify emergency sound events. In 1st DCASE challenge (D-
CASE 2013, IEEE AASP Challenge: Detection and Classification
of Acoustic Scenes and Events), sound event detection was first-
ly focused together with audio scene classification [9]. Then in
DCASE 2016 challenge, audio tagging was introduced as a new
task. Audio tagging aims at putting one or several sound events
tags on a sound clip, like “domestic”, “musical instruments”, “ani-
mals”, “human sounds”, “speech”. This task can provide insight to
http://www.kuaiyu.com/en, the leading enterprise in audio security
monitoring industry in China.
broadly-applicable sound event classifiers, with increasing amoun-
t of sound event categories. And it can be applied in areas such
as audio surveillance [10], information retrieval [11], automatic de-
scription of multimedia.
Since 2013, the algorithms on audio tagging and sound event
detection have been mainly shifted from traditional classifier ap-
proaches (mfcc-gmm, HMM: hidden Markov model, NMF: non-
negative matrix factorization, random forests) [9, 12] to deep learn-
ing methods such as DNN [13, 14, 15], CNN [16, 17], RNN [18].
As to audio features, many frequency domain features such as
mfcc (mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients) [15], mel-spectrogram
[13] and spectrogram [19] have been used in similar tasks. More-
over, raw waveform is also applied as the input to classifiers in some
recent work about acoustic scene recognition and speech recogni-
tion [19, 20, 21].
However, there is no universally accepted conclusion about
which neural network and audio feature are best. In this audio tag-
ging task, inspired by the process of neural network evolutions in
computer vision, we applied two deeper convolutional neural net-
works (1D-ConvNet with raw waveforms as input, 2D-ConvNet
with frequency domain features as input) to improve the perfor-
mance. Several techniques which work well in computer vision are
applied effectively in this audio tagging task:
• The neural network architectures are much deeper (1D-
ConvNet 18 layers, 2D-ConvNet 32 layers), with inception
modules, factorizing convolutions, residual blocks applied,
which lead to much better performance;
• For 2D-ConvNet, different frequency domain audio features
are compared with the same model, including mfcc, log-mel
spectrogram, multi-resolution log-mel spectrogram and spec-
trogram;
• Data augmentation methods such as mixup, random erase are
used, which are effective to overcome overfitting;
• Model ensemble techniques are used, predictions of 1D-
ConvNet and 2D-ConvNet are combined with rank averaging
method. More model ensemble techniques like stacking should
be tested in future;
• Training and validation based on DCASE 2018 task 2 dataset
verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the features, data augmentation methods, architectures and
parameters of these two neural networks. Section 3 shows the ex-
periment setup and performances with DCASE 2018 task2 dataset.
Submissions and conclusions are presented in Section 4.
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2. METHODS
The architectures of two neural networks, 1D-ConvNet and 2D-
ConvNet, are shown in Table. 1 and 2. For 1D-ConvNet, raw wave-
forms with normalization are set as input directly. While for 2D-
ConvNet, the features including mfcc, log-mel spectrogram, multi-
resolution log-mel spectrogram, spectrogram are extracted from
raw waveforms. The output of the neural network is the proba-
bilities of 41 classes, between 0 and 1, with sum as 1. Details about
feature extraction, data augmentation and neural networks are de-
scribed then.
2.1. Features and data augmentation
For 1D-ConvNet, the raw time-domain waveforms are directly used
as input at 44100 Hz. The original data length of train and test sam-
ples are range from 300 ms to 30 s. To get input for 1D-ConvNet,
waveforms of a few seconds are randomly (with random offset) ex-
tracted from the raw waveforms. The length of extracted waveforms
are set as 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s, to compare the performances in this task.
It should be noticed that longer extracted waveforms would lead to
more computationally expensive resources.
For 2D-ConvNet, we study the performances of different fre-
quency domain features. The features selected are mfcc, log-mel
spectrogram, multi-resolution log-mel spectrogram [22] and spec-
trogram. The basic parameters are same: sample frequency 44100
Hz, window size 2048 samples (46.44 ms), hop size 512 samples
(11.61 ms) with pre-fft Hamming window. As it demonstrated
above, same length of waveforms are randomly extracted from raw
data firstly, transformed to T frames. For four different features,
other parameters are list below:
mfcc:
Number of mfccs 40, feature size T × 40.
log-mel spectrogram:
Number of mel filters 128, feature size T × 128.
multi-resolution log-mel spectrogram:
It’s concluded that log mel-band energy extracted in multi-
resolution windows give considerable improvement [22]. We wish
to examine its effect with deeper CNN, so the window sizes are
2048, 8192 and 16384 samples, with feature size T × (128 ∗ 3)
shown as Fig. 1
Figure 1: Example of multi-resolution log-mel spectrogram feature.
spectrogram:
Number of frequency bins is 513, feature size T × 513.
Data augmentation methods such as mixup [23] and random
erasing [24], are applied to the frequency domain features, which
help eliminating overfitting effectively. Preprocessing methods like
silence trim are also examined, which did not show improvement of
performance.
2.2. Neural networks
1D-ConvNet (parameters: 2,099,801)
Input: 44100·t 1D time-domain waveform
conv1d, kernel 80, stride 4, 48
max pool, 4, stride 4[
conv1d, kernel 3, stride 1, 48
conv1d, kernel 3, stride 1, 48
]
× 2
max pool, 4, stride 4[
conv1d, kernel 3, stride 1, 96
conv1d, kernel 3, stride 1, 96
]
× 2
max pool, 4, stride 4[
conv1d, kernel 3, stride 1, 192
conv1d, kernel 3, stride 1, 192
]
× 2
max pool, 4, stride 4[
conv1d, kernel 3, stride 1, 384
conv1d, kernel 3, stride 1, 384
]
× 2
Global average pooling (output: 41)
Softmax
Table 1: Architectures of 1D-ConvNet with time-domain waveform
inputs [21]. [...] × k denotes the k stacked layers. Double layers
in a bracket denotes a residual block [7]. Convolutional layers are
followed with BN and ReLU, which are not shown in the table.
1D-ConvNet takes time-domain waveforms as input, which are
represented as a long 1D vector. The neural network is same as
that in the paper [21], details are shown as Table. 1. For t sec-
onds long waveforms, the input layer is a 44100·t 1D vector. To
build this deep CNN, small kernel sizes are used for convolutional
layers. Basic modules like batch normalization, rectified linear u-
nits are applied following each convolutional layer. Network depth
is very important to get better accuracy. However, with the depth
of network increasing, accuracy can get saturated and degrade. To
construct effective deeper network, residual blocks can help a lot
[7]. In 1D-ConvNet, two convolutional layers in a bracket denotes
a residual block.
2D-ConvNet (parameters: 7,664,969)
Input: 299× 299× 3 frequency-domain features
conv2d, kernel 3× 3, stride 2, 32
conv2d, kernel 3× 3, stride 1, 32
conv2d, kernel 3× 3, stride 1, 64
max pool, 3, stride 2
[inception block A as Fig. 2(a)]× 3
[inception block B as Fig. 2(b)]× 1
[inception block C as Fig. 2(c)]× 3
Global average pooling
Dense 1024 (output: 41)
Softmax
Table 2: Architectures of 2D-ConvNet network for frequency-
domain features. [...] × k denotes the k stacked layers. Details
of inception blocks can be seen in Fig. 2. Convolutional layers are
followed with BN and ReLU, which are not shown in the table.
For 2D-ConvNet, frequency domain audio features are used as
input. As Sec. 2.1 described, the features’ size can be T × 40,
T × 128, T × (128 ∗ 3) or T × 513. Here, T is set as 299, about
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(a) Inception block A.
(b) Inception block B.
(c) Inception block C.
Figure 2: Details of inception blocks.
3.5 s. To match the neural network, features are resized to the shape
(299, 299, 3). The input size is 3 channel, when we accidentally
use 3 channel input, the score increased a lot than that of 1 channel
input. The may because 3 channel neural network has better ability
to represent. As it concluded in [5], inception modules can widen
the network with multiple sizes of kernel in the same layer and fac-
torizing convolutions decrease parameters a lot. They are applied in
2D-ConvNet, played an important role in the improvement of per-
formance. Details are shown in Table. 2.
3. SETUP AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
3.1. Dataset and evaluation metric
DCASE 2018 task 2 dataset is used to train and evaluate above two
neural networks. Categories of sound event include musical instru-
ments, human sounds, domestic sounds, animals. Recording sce-
narios and techniques can be very different as sounds are uploaded
by users all around the world. The labeling of the samples is a map-
ping from Freesound tags to AudioSet Ontology categories, which
may not so match with the content of samples [25, 26]. The train set
includes 9473 samples while the number of audio samples per cat-
egory ranges from 94 to 300. 3710 of 9473 annotations of samples
is manually verified while the others are not. The test set includes
9400 samples, with about 1.6k manually-verified annotations with
a similar category distribution, used for evaluating the system.
We tried to do manually-verify to the rest of train set, and used
verified labels to train 2D-ConvNet. However, the score decrease
from above 0.95 to below 0.70, which shows a much worse perfor-
mance. So for the final submissions, the original training labels are
used. When doing the manually verify, we found several tips that
make this task difficult:
• Some categories are really hard to classify even by people, for
example (Chime, Cowbell, Glockenspiel) or (Flute, Clarinet);
• With below 300 samples, some categories can be fully repre-
sentative, e.g. most samples of ‘Laugher’ is a ‘evil’ type in
train set;
• Some samples can be with multi-label.
To evaluate each developed system, predictions should be up-
loaded to kaggle platform and are evaluated with the Mean Aver-
age Precision @ 3 metric. The kaggle platform can give a public
leaderboard score with approximately 19% of the test data (about
300 samples). The final results are based on the rest 81%. We
ever worried about that if public and private test data are indepen-
dent identically distributed, while public test data have about 300
samples of 41 categories. The final leaderboard shows that most
participants’ predictions are overfitting.
3.2. Baseline
The baseline method is provided, giving a sense of performance
possible with the above dataset. The baseline system implements
a CNN classifier, with frames of log-mel spectrogram as input fea-
tures. The window fft size is 25 ms and hop size is 10 ms. The
feature size is (25, 64, 1), following with three convolutional and
pooling layers. Details can be found in the paper [26]. The kaggle
leaderboard score can be 0.704 with 5 epochs, while we trained for
more epochs, it can reach 0.798.
3.3. Parameter setup
The parameters of training with 1D-ConvNet and 2D-ConvNet are
set as below.
For 1D-ConvNet, the loss function is a categorical cross entropy
with predicted values (0∼1) and correct values (0 or 1). Adam is
used as optimizer and the size of a mini-batch is set to 128. The
learning rate is initially set as 1e-3. It decays when the validation
accuracy does not increase for last 3 epochs with factor 0.5, while
the minimum learning rate is 1e-6. Training is stopped early when
validation accuracy has stopped increasing for 10 epochs. The mod-
el weights with highest validation accuracy will be saved for follow-
ing predictions. For the single model, 5-fold cross validation is used
to tune the parameters. 5 prediction files for test set are generated
and used to do model ensemble.
For 2D-ConvNet, the loss function is same as above. Adam is
used as optimizer and the size of a mini-batch is set to 16. The
learning rate is initially set as 1e-3. It decays when the validation
accuracy does not increase for last 4 epochs with a factor 0.5, while
the minimum learning rate is 1e-6. Training is stopped early when
a validation accuracy has stopped increasing for 24 epochs. The
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model weights with hight validation accuracy will be stored for fol-
lowing predictions. For the single model, 7-fold cross validation is
used to tune the parameters. 7 prediction files for test set are gener-
ated and used to do model ensemble.
3.4. Results and discussion
For 1D-ConvNet, 2 s, 3 s, 4 s, 5 s length of waveforms are extracted
randomly as input. The validation accuracy (average of 5-fold CV),
score and early stopping epoch numbers are listed in Table 3. As the
Table shows, length of input affects little while longer waveforms
as train input lead to bit better performances. For the final model
ensemble, ensemble predictions with waveforms of 3 s get a higher
score.
data length val acc LB score stopping epoch
2 s 0.7031 0.870 58
3 s 0.7142 0.873 83
4 s 0.7205 0.869 59
5 s 0.7252 0.877 72
Table 3: Results of 1D-ConvNet with different time length input.
Different audio features are compared preliminarily with the
same neural network, 2D-ConvNet. As shown in Table. 4, mod-
el trained with log-mel spectrogram and multi-resolution log-mel
spectrogram get higher validation accuracy. So we use log-mel
spectrogram as features for the final model ensemble. The high-
est public leaderboard score attained by 2D-ConvNet with log-mel
spectrogram is 0.961, whose private score is 0.938.
feature val acc
mfcc 0.7834
log-mel spectrogram 0.8662
multi-resolution log-mel spectrogram 0.8647
spectrogram 0.7878
Table 4: Results of 2D-ConvNet with different audio features.
Model ensemble is a very effective technique to increase accu-
racy on machine learning tasks. A good ensemble contains high per-
forming models which are less correlated. Model ensemble method-
s include rank ensemble, bagging, boosting and stacking. Ranking
averaging is used with predictions of 1D-ConvNet and 2D-ConvNet
combined with different weighs. For our submissions, the best pri-
vate leaderboard score is 0.942, while the public is 0.967, score on
the whole test set is 0.947. Those scores are attained by submission
2 to challenge, details of ensemble are shown below.
• For submission 2, we took the ensemble of 5 predictions (high-
er validation accuracy) from 7 folds CV with 2D-ConvNet and
3 predictions from 5 folds CV with 1D-ConvNet, with weights
3:3:2:2:2:1:1:1.
With the newly released groundtruth of test set, per-class score
on the whole, private and public test set can be attained as Table. 5.
The accuracy for ‘Scissors’, ‘Telephone’ and ‘Squeak’ are too low,
while overfitting is obvious for the 301 samples of public test set.
category score(whole) score(private) score(public)
Oboe 0.9881 0.9853 1
Bass drum 1 1 1
Saxophone 0.9803 0.9754 1
Chime 0.8736 0.8472 1
Electric piano 0.9063 0.8846 1
Shatter 0.9828 0.9792 1
Bark 0.9821 0.9783 1
Acoustic guitar 0.9667 0.9583 1
Scissors 0.7667 0.7083 1
Double bass 1 1 1
Knock 0.9872 0.9844 1
Telephone 0.7674 0.7564 0.8148
Violin or fiddle 1 1 1
Gunshot or gunfire 0.9259 0.9379 0.8750
Burping or eructation 1 1 1
Clarinet 1 1 1
Computer keyboard 0.9808 0.9762 1
Flute 0.9727 0.9659 1
Cello 0.9815 0.9773 1
Tambourine 0.9833 1 0.9167
Drawer open or close 0.8793 0.8542 1
Snare drum 1 1 1
Fart 1 1 1
Meow 0.9828 0.9792 1
Trumpet 0.9324 0.9500 0.8571
Fireworks 0.8698 0.8782 0.8333
Bus 0.8400 0.8000 1
Keys jangling 0.9107 0.8913 1
Applause 1 1 1
Harmonica 0.9091 0.9074 0.9167
Cough 1 1 1
Gong 0.9730 0.9667 1
Glockenspiel 0.9023 0.8819 1
Tearing 0.9630 0.9545 1
Writing 0.8621 0.8542 0.9000
Squeak 0.5230 0.5069 0.6000
Microwave oven 0.9310 0.9167 1
Laughter 0.9737 0.9677 1
Finger snapping 1 1 1
Hi hat 0.9829 1 0.9048
Cowbell 1 1 1
Table 5: Per-class scores on whole, private and public test set.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, inspired by the neural network evolutions in comput-
er vision, we apply two deeper CNN in the DCASE 2018 task 2
- audio tagging. Though these two neural networks (1D-ConvNet
and 2D-ConvNet) are not fine tuned enough till now, they showed
competitive potential in this field. For 2D-ConvNet, with the same
neural networks, log-mel spectrogram performs better as the input.
Data augmentation like mixup, random erase are effective to over-
come overfitting in this task. An easy model ensemble technique,
rank averaging is used, which improved the leaderboard score s-
lightly. More fine tuning and model ensemble techniques like stack-
ing should be applied to get better performance, which can improve
the performance and take these sound techniques to applications.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an approach from our submissions for DCASE
2018 Task 2: general-purpose audio tagging of Freesound content
with AudioSet labels. To tackle the problem of diverse recording
environments, we propose to use background noise normalization.
To tackle the problem of noisy labels, we propose to use pseudo-
label for automatic label verification and label smoothing to reduce
the over-fitting. We train several convolutional neural networks with
data augmentation and different input sizes for the automatic label
verification process. The label verification procedure is promising
to improve the quality of datasets for audio classification. Our en-
semble model ranked fifth on the private leaderboard of the compe-
tition with an mAP@3 score of 0.9496.
Index Terms— Audio event tagging, Background noise nor-
malization, Convolutional neural networks, DCASE 2018, Label
smoothing, Pseudo-label
1. INTRODUCTION
The FreesoundDataset (FSD) [1] is an open general-purpose and
large-scale audio dataset with the aim to promote the advancement
in audio research. The data are crowd-sourced and dynamically
added into the dataset via the Freesound platform, where every-
one can contribute his or her own records. Such method to collect
data has several advantages such that the dataset can be developed
into a large dataset with a great variety of audio contents, and re-
searchers have full access to the raw audio wave files. However, the
crowd-sourcing mechanism also introduces several challenges such
that unverified labels, and a wide variability in recording devices,
recording environments, and audio quality.
Task 2 (audio tagging) of Dcase 2018 challenge [2] explores
some of the aforementioned challenges of the FSD. In Task 2, par-
ticipants are asked to classify audio clips extracted from the FSD
using a subset of labels from the AudioSet Ontology [3]. There
are 41 labels that cover a wide range of sound activities such as
musical instruments, human sounds, domestic sounds, and animals.
The training set consists of 9473 audio clips with different lengths,
out of which 3710 samples have manually-verified labels and 5763
samples have non-verified labels. This is an imbalanced dataset.
∗This material is based on research work supported by the IAF-ICP:
Singtel Cognitive and Artificial Intelligence Lab for Enterprises@NTU un-
der the Research Theme on Edge Intelligence.
The number of samples for each class varies from 94 to 300 sam-
ples per class. The test set consists of 9400 audio clips, out of which
around 1600 samples are used to evaluate the system performance.
Two of the main challenges of Task 2 are the label noise and
the diverse nature of crowd-sourced data. A popular approach for
supervised learning using cross-entropy error with noisy labels is
label smoothing [4, 5]. A network is over-confident when it places
all probability on a single class in the training set [5]. Label smooth-
ing instead assigns a value less than 1 to the target class and some
value to other classes in the one-hot encoded label. This technique
is equivalent to regularizing the network by penalizing lower en-
tropy output distribution [5]. The audio tagging dataset has more
than 60% non-verified labels that are automatically annotated, thus
it is expected that there are many samples with incorrect labels.
Because the number of non-verified samples is large compared to
the size of the dataset, besides label-smoothing technique, we em-
ploy pseudo-label [6, 7], which is a widely used technique in semi-
supervised learning. Pseudo-labeling technique iteratively assigns
pseudo-labels to some unlabeled data and use those data together
with labeled data in the next training iteration. To reduce the effect
of the noisy label problem in Task 2 challenge, we propose to use
the pseudo-labeling technique to iteratively and automatically ver-
ify the non-verified portion of the dataset. For those samples that
the classified labels from the pseudo-labelling process are different
from the non-verified labels, or the classification probabilities are
below a certain threshold, we employ label smoothing because we
are unsure if these samples are labeled incorrectly or they are from
a different varieties of the target class.
Crowd-sourced data comes from different recording environ-
ments. For example, a telephone sound can be recorded in a quiet
home or on a noisy street. These background noises introduce more
variability to the signal and potentially reduce the performance
of the learning algorithm as the model overfits to the background
noise. A common approach to mitigate the problem of background
noise is multi-condition training [8, 9] where different background
noises are artificially added into the signals to simulate different en-
vironments. Multi-condition training can be interpreted as a data
augmentation technique, thus the performance of the model de-
pends on how many conditions that it is trained on. To reduce the ef-
fect of background noise in crowd-sourced data, we propose to nor-
malize the audio signal by the background noise. The background
noise normalization is inspired by the psychoacoustic and physio-
logical observations that humans and other mammals dynamically
adapt to the time-varying background noise level and selectively
pay attention to sound signals that are above the noise level.
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A common pipeline for audio event classification for small au-
dio datasets such as ESC50 [10], Urbansoudn8K [11], and TUT
Acoustic Scenes [12] includes feature extraction using log-mel en-
ergy, data augmentation using pitch-shift, time-stretch, block mix-
ing [13], random erasing/cutout [14, 15], and classification using
deep neural networks [16, 17]. The data set for Task 2 is slightly
larger than the Urbansound8K and has more classes. In this pa-
per, we will follow this general pipeline, and add in the back-
ground noise normalization to build a reliable ensemble to auto-
matically verify the training data via pseudo-labeling. Task 2 is
hosted on Kaggle website. The mAP@3 scores of our best en-
semble on the public leaderboard (PLB)and the final private leader-
board (PrLB) are 0.9635 and 0.9496 respectively. Our team name
is ”Emilia NTU”, and we ranked fifth in the competition.
We organize the paper as follows. Section II shows the building
blocks of a sound event tagging model. Section III presents the
automatic label verification. We report the experimental results and
our DCASE 2018 submissions in Section IV. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Section V.
2. BUILDING A SOUND EVENT TAGGING MODEL
We use the following parameters to convert the provided mono au-
dio files from the time domain to the frequency domain via short
time Fourier transform (STFT): sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, length-
1024 FFTs, Hanning window with 50% overlap.
2.1. Preprocessing
Our preprocessing step consists of silent removal and repeating
short audio clip. For each audio sample, we use librosa [18] to
trim the silent part of the audio. After that, we remove frames of
which the energies fall below the 10th percentile of all the frame
energies of that sample. Experimental results show that silent re-
moval improves accuracy of the model. One reason might be there
are many segments within an audio clips that do not contain the
sound of interest. For audio samples that are shorter than the re-
quired length for deep neural networks, we repeat the signal instead
of zero padding. Experimental results show that signal repeating
slightly improves the model performance.
2.2. Background noise normalization
Let X be the audio signal in STFT domain. X is a matrix of size
n ffts/2 x n frames, where n ffts is the number of FFT points
and n frames is the number of time frame. For each audio clip,
the local background noise xnoise of size n ffts/2 x 1 is esti-
mated such that xnoise(i) is 10th percentile of signal magnitude in
frequency band i. For application with streaming or continuous in-
put, background noise can be adaptively estimated and update for
different segments of audio files [19]. The signal can be normalized
by the background noise as
Xbgnorm = X/xnoise (1)
Fig. 1 show an example of background noise normalization for
an audio clip labeled as Chime. After normalization, the back-
ground noise becomes Gaussian white noise, and the signals above
the background noise are highlighted. Thus the proposed normal-
ization is promising to reduce the effect of different background
noises to the classification.
Figure 1: Example of background noise normalization for an audio
clip with label Chime: Top is the unmodified STFT; Bottom is the
normalized STFT
2.3. Feature extraction
We use librosa [18] to extract log-scale mel-spectrogram energy
with the following parameters: maximum frequency of 18000 kHz
and mel frequency filter bank of size 96.
2.4. Data augmentation
We use librosa [18] to generate the pitch-shift and time-stretch sig-
nal before training as the required processing time is long. The cho-
sen pitch shift values in semitones are [−2, −1, 1, 2]. The chosen
time-stretch ratios are [0.9, 0.95,1.05, 1.1]. We also augment data
on-the-fly during training using mix-up [13], random erasing and
cut-out [14, 15]. The data augmentation improves the performance
of the algorithm, which is consistent with other researches [17].
2.5. Training model
We divide the provided training data into train (80%) and develop-
ment set (20%). We use the competition evaluation metrics, mean
average precision @ 3 (mAP@3) as the criteria to select network
parameters. A convolutional neural network (CNN) that is a vari-
ant of VGG architecture [20] is used in our experiment. The CNN
takes inputs as patches of log-mel spectrogram. The network ar-
chitecture for input of size 128 frames and 96 mel bands is shown
in Table 1. There is a total of 11 layers, which is similar to Vg-
gish [21]. For training, we randomly extract patches from the log-
mel spectrogram. The patches are normalized with the mean and
standard deviation of all frames of all audio samples in the training
set. For testing, we extract patches using a sliding window with hop
size of 8 frames. The final prediction probability of an audio clip
is the average prediction probabilities of all the extracted patches.
To further improve the classification results, we extend the CNNs to
take a second set of inputs which are the local mean and local stan-
dard deviation across all mel-frequency bands of each input patch.
The mean and standard deviation is fed into two fully connected
layers with 64 and 10 hidden neurons before being concatenated to
the first fully connected layer of the CNN in Table 1.
3. AUTOMATIC LABEL VERIFICATION
The dataset contains diverse audio events with different lengths,
such as short-duration gun shot and long-duration chime. To im-
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Table 1: A model architecture for input of shape (128, 96).
Stage Output Layers
Conv1 64x48
3x3, 24, BN, ReLU
3x3, 24, BN, ReLU, maxpool, stride 2
Conv2 32x24
3x3, 48, BN, ReLU
3x3, 48, BN, ReLU, maxpool, stride 2
Conv3 16x12
3x3, 48, BN, ReLU
3x3, 48, BN, ReLU, maxpool, stride 2
Conv4 8x6
3x3, 64, BN, ReLU
3x3, 64, BN, ReLU, maxpool, stride 2
Conv5 8x6 1x1, 64, BN, ReLU
fully connected 1x1
drop out, 128 fc, ReLU
drop out, 41 fc, softmax
Number of parameters 5.48 x 105
prove the reliability of the label verification process, we build an
ensemble of 3 CNN models. The three CNN models take patches
of size (128, 96), (171, 96), and (257, 96), which corresponds to
audio segments of length 1.5 s, 2 s, and 3 s respectively. The sec-
ond model use background noise normalized STFT to extract log-
mel features. We combine the three models using their geometric
mean which scores higher on the PLB compared to their arithmetic
mean. We start the iterative training process with the verified labels.
We only include the samples, of which the pseudo-labels are simi-
lar to the non-verified labels with classification probabilities greater
than 0.5, to the training dataset for the next iteration. Our assump-
tions is that there are more samples with correct non-verified labels
than those with incorrect labels. This assumption is justified since
a model train on all the verified and non-verified samples produce a
reasonable mAP@3 value on the PLB.
Table 2 shows the progress of the automatic label verification
process using pseudo-label. The non-verified labels are considered
as ground truth. We used mAP@3 as the evaluation metrics to com-
pare the classified labels with the provided non-verified labels. The
algorithm returns the best 3 classifications for each audio sample.
mAP@3 returns a score of 1, 1/2, and 1/3, if the ground truth is
matched with the best, the second best, and the third best classi-
fication respectively and returns a score of 0 otherwise. After the
first iteration, our ensemble returns 3910 first best classifications,
537 second best classifications, 256 third best classifications, and
1060 incorrect classifications. Out of 3910 first best classification,
2680 samples have the classification probabilities greater than 0.5,
thus they are added into the training set for the next iteration. We
stop the process at iteration 4 when the number of incorrect classi-
fications reaches a plateau. At iteration 4, we add 569 out of 576
first best classifications with the probabilities above 0.1. We rela-
bel 152 samples out of 827 incorrect classifications, which have the
classification probabilities greater than 0.5. The final training sets
consists of 8039 verified samples and 1424 non-verified samples.
Fig. 2 shows the histogram of the classification probabilities of the
best classifications for iteration 1 and 4. At iteration 1, there are
more ”correct” non-verified samples, the ensemble returns high de-
gree of confidence for many non-verified samples. At iteration 4,
the distribution of the classification probabilities of the best guesses
shifts toward 0. The left-over non-verified samples are either in-
correctly annotated or contain different varieties of the audio class
that the ensemble has not seen before. After the automatic verifi-
cation process, for those 1424 left-over non-verified data, we use
Table 2: Iterative training for label verification.
# of iteration Iter 0 Iter 1 Iter 2 Iter 3 Iter 4
# of verified samples 3710 3710 6390 7077 7470
# of new added samples - 2680 687 393 569
# of correct pred at 1st position - 3910 1420 900 576
# of correct pred at 2nd position - 537 473 456 379
# of correct pred at 3rd position - 256 276 195 221
# of incorrect labels - 1060 914 845 827
total # of non-verified labels 5763 5763 3083 2396 2003
mAP@3 - 0.740 0.567 0.498 0.419
Figure 2: Histogram of classification probabilities of samples that
the outputs of the pseudo-labelling ensemble are the same as the
provided non-verified labels: Top is histogram for iteration 1; Bot-
tom is histogram for iteration 4
label smoothing [22], which is defined as
y(i) =
{
/k if i is none target
1− (k − 1)/k ∗  if i is target, (2)
in the subsequent training, where y(i) is the one-hot encoded
ground truth, k is the number of classes and  is some small value.
We sample  from a uniform distribution between 0.1 and 0.3.
4. SUBMISSIONS FOR DCASE 2018 TASK 2
In this section, we discuss the results of our submissions to the Kag-
gle platform.
Model 1 was trained on all of the verified and non-verified data,
with a segment length of 1.5 seconds, without silent removal, back-
ground normalization, data augmentation, label smoothing, and
pseudo-label. Its mAP@3 values are 0.9125 and 0.8962 on the PLB
and the PrLB respectively. This result shows that the non-verified
data have many correct labels.
Model 2 was trained on all verified and non-verified data, with a
segment length of 2 seconds, and background noise normalization.
Ensemble of model 1 and 2 produced the mAP@3 values of 0.9286
and 0.9199 on the PLB and the PrLB respectively. This shows
that background normalization and combining different segments
lengths are helpful. In addition, the ensemble also generalizes bet-
ter on the PrLB with less than 0.01 drop in the mAP@3 value. It is
interesting that the mAP@3 values of model 2 on the PLB and the
PrLB (0.8721 and 0.8559) are lower than those of model 1, how-
ever combining two models pushes the score significantly. From
the observation that ensembles of diverse models normally perform
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Table 3: Model properties.
Model ID M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8
Input length (s) 1.5 2 1.5 1.5 2 3 1.5 2
Backgroun normalization No Yes No No Yes No No No
Silent removal No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Data augmentation No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Partially verified labels No No No Yes Yes No No No
Verified labels No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Label smoothing No No No No No No Yes Yes
Additional input No No No No No No No Yes
Model mAP@3 (PLB) 0.913 0.872 0.936 0.924 0.894 0.949 0.932 0.930
Model mAP@3 (PrLB) 0.896 0.856 0.921 0.909 0.882 0.932 0.921 0.921
Ensemble mAP@3 (PLB) 0.913 0.929 0.951 - - 0.964 0.962 0.963
Ensemble mAP@3 (PrLB) 0.896 0.920 0.936 - - 0.947 0.948 0.950
better, we hypothesize that the background noise normalization pro-
vides some important emphasises of the signals that are not obvious
in the non-normalized version.
Model 3 was trained on all verified and non-verified data, seg-
ment length of 1.5 seconds, with silent removal, data augmentation.
The mAP@3 values of ensemble of model 1, 2 and 3 are 0.9507
and 0.9362 on the PLB and the PrLB respectively. This big jump
on the PLB shows the importance of data augmentation and silent
removal, which is consistent with the results from other researches
that use small-medium size audio datasets [17, 23].
On the PrLB, our 3-model ensembles that are used for the au-
tomatically label verification process have the mAP@3 values of
0.8801, 0.9284, and 0.9222, and 0.9311 respectively at iteration
1, 2, 3 and 4. This shows that the more data we use for training,
the better the validation score is. The mAP@3 value of the label-
verification ensemble at iteration 3 with 7077 samples in the train-
ing set is lower than the mAP@3 value of the ensemble of model 1,
2, and 3. This implies that the learning algorithm can tolerate noisy
labels and do better with more data.
The ensemble used for the label verification process consists of
3 models as mentioned in Section 3. We call these three models at
iteration 4 as model 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The ensemble of model
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 has the mAP@3 values of 0.9640 and 0.9469 on
the PLB. This shows that label verification using pseudo-labeling
improves the mAP@3 score.
Model 7 was trained on re-labeled data after iteration 4 with a
segment length of 1.5 seconds and label smoothing. Ensemble of
model 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 results in the mAP@3 values of 0.9623
and 0.9480 on the PLB and the PrLB respectively.
Model 8 was trained on re-labeled data after iteration 4 with a
segment length of 2 seconds, label smoothing, and multiple inputs.
The ensemble of model 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 returns the mAP@3
values of 0.9634 and 0.9496 on the PLB and the PrLB respectively
which are the highest validation scores we obtained on the PLB and
the PrLB. The last two ensembles do not increase the scores on the
PLB but increases the score in the PrLB, which have more test data.
This shows that label smoothing and multiple inputs are helpful in
improving the generalization of the models.
Table 3 summaries the properties of 8 models that we used. The
model mAP@3 rows report the mAP@3 value of each single model,
while the ensemble mAP@3 rows report the mAP@3 value of the
ensemble that includes all of the previous models. Fig. 3 shows the
classification results of our 8 model ensemble. Overall, the ensem-
ble performed reasonably well with a majority of classes have F1
scores above 0.85. There are several sound classes that achieve F1
score of 1The classes that have lowest F1 score are Scissors, Chime,
Squeak, Glockenspiel, and Firework.
Figure 3: Classification results of an 8-model ensemble that ranked
fifth in the competition
5. CONCLUSION
Datasets with high quality labels are crucial to supervised learning.
However, manual annotation is expensive and time-consuming. The
experimental results presented in this paper show that for small au-
dio datasets, it is possible to increase the dataset size by training dif-
ferent models to automatically label new data. Manually annotation
will be helpful for those ”difficult” samples that the models could
not resolve. Thanks to pseudo-labelling, the number of samples that
need manually annotation can be reduced significantly. The num-
ber of training samples that are incorrectly annotated was unknown
at the time of the competition ended, however, we can observe that
the learning models are quite robust to some degree of incorrect an-
notation. The proposed background noise normalization introduces
a useful focus of the signal to the CNNs. In addition, it is benefi-
cial to use different input lengths for different models to improve
the ensemble accuracy on datasets with diverse audio events. In
conclusion, the proposed approach shows meaningful improvement
compared to the baseline system.
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ABSTRACT
As a means of searching for desired audio signals stored in a
database, we consider using a string of an onomatopoeic word,
namely a word that imitates a sound, as a query, which allows the
user to specify the desired sound by verbally mimicking the sound
or typing the sound word, or the word containing sounds similar
to the desired sound. However, it is generally difficult to realize
such a system based on text similarities between the onomatopoeic
query and the onomatopoeic tags associated with each section of
the audio signals in the database. In this paper, we propose a
novel audio signal search method that uses a latent variable space
obtained through a learning process. By employing an encoder-
decoder onomatopoeia generation model and an encoder model
for the onomatopoeias, both audio signals and onomatopoeias are
mapped within the space, allowing us to directly measure the dis-
tance between them. Subjective tests show that the search results
obtained with the proposed method correspond to the onomatopoeic
queries reasonably well, and the method has a generalization ca-
pability when searching. We also confirm that users preferred the
audio signals obtained with this approach to those obtained with a
text-based similarity search.
Index Terms— audio signal search, onomatopoeia, latent vari-
able, encoder-decoder model
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a large amount of audio data is being accumulated in local
storage or on the Internet, and the demand for an audio signal search
technique has been increasing. Audio signal search methods can be
divided into two types according to query types: search with an
audio query and search with a text query.
For the former, searches based on audio feature matching is
widely utilized [1]. However, except for the cases such as audio
fingerprinting, there are generally many cases where the audio sig-
nal or feature is difficult to obtain to use as a query. For exam-
ple, sound engineers who want to find specific sound effects in a
sound database will not have the desired signal that can be used as
a query. For the latter type of search, sound classification or de-
scription tags must be attached to acoustic signals in advance. For
example, a video hosting service can use metadata, the anchor texts
of incoming links, and comments as text information. However, it
is widely known that automatic audio classification or description
is not a simple task [2], and therefore, this approach sometimes re-
quires a lot of human labor.
Against this background, we propose the use of onomatopoeias
as audio search queries. The application we have in mind is a
generic sound search system that allows users to find or locate their
desired sounds. For example, it would be useful to be able to spot
specific audio samples or events, such as birds’ songs, machine fail-
ure sounds, or accident sounds, from among a vast amount of stored
data.
Onomatopoeias are the words that imitate non-speech sounds
within the pronunciation of a certain language system, and there
are two modes: written and spoken. Onomatopoeias are widely
seen in many languages, including English, Chinese, and Japanese,
and they effectively support our daily communication. The use of
onomatopoeias helps us to express acoustic information in a form
that others can easily understand [3]. In previous studies, they
have been effectively used for intuitive audio searches [4], and as
a kind of classification tags for acoustic events [5, 6]. Up to now,
most research using onomatopoeias for audio search has been text-
based, which means it was based on the textual similarities between
the onomatopoeic query and the onomatopoeic tags attached to the
acoustic signals in advance [7]. However, as detailed in the follow-
ing section, this approach poses several problems.
To solve these problems, here we propose a method that takes
advantage of a latent space. The space is obtained through the learn-
ing process of an encoder-decoder model [8, 9] for onomatopoeia
generation [10]. The space can be sufficient to allow it to be shared
by onomatopoeic and audio signal encoders. This allows us to
directly measure the distance between a written or spoken ono-
matopoeia and a section of an audio signal, which means that we can
perform a similarity search for audio signals with an onomatopoeia
query, without audio classification, description or transcription.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the problems of the existing text-based audio search meth-
ods. Section 3 introduces our method. Section 4 evaluates our pro-
posed system. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. PROBLEMSWITH TEXT-BASED AUDIO SEARCH
Previous work on audio signal search with an onomatopoeic query
has usually been based on the similarity between the query text
and the onomatopoeia tags associated with each audio signal in the
database. In addition to the preprocessing, or human labor, needed
to attach such tags in the database, this approach essentially poses
the following problems.
First, many search results can give the exactly same similarity
to a query. This is due to the fact that onomatopoeias are highly-
compressed, coarsely-quantized representation of sounds. This
makes it difficult to obtain an appropriately ordered result list. As
the database grows in size, the usability can be seriously degraded.
Second, it is generally difficult to determine one correct ono-
matopoeic tag for an audio signal; that is, one audio signal can be
described as different onomatopoeias, depending on the listeners.
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This is due to the intrinsic ambiguity in onomatopoeic expressions
[11]. For this reason, the quality and quantity of the onomatopoeic
tags in the database greatly affect the accuracy, efficiency and us-
ability of the search.
3. SEARCH BASED ON LATENT VARIABLES
3.1. Audio search problem definition
Let zx be a latent variable derived from an audio signal x, and zl
be an onomatopoeic latent variable derived from an onomatopoeia.
Here, a latent variable is a fixed-dimensional vector. When zx,zl
are two points in the shared latent space V ⊂ Rn, the distance be-
tween the audio signal and the onomatopoeia is defined as follows:
D(x, l) ≡ ‖zx − zl‖. (1)
‖·‖ is norm on V . Here, audio search is defined as finding the near-
est audio signals to a query based on the distance given in Eq. 1.
Hereafter, we assume the query is given in the form of a written
onomatopoeia, although the same framework can be applied to the
case of spoken onomatopoeias.
3.2. Extracting latent variables
We employ an onomatopoeia generation model to calculate zx from
the corresponding audio signal. The model is based on the idea
that an onomatopoeia phoneme string l is generated according to
a conditional probability distribution p(l|zx). That is, it generates
the onomatopoeia string l¯, which has the highest probability given
an audio signal.
l¯ = argmax
l
p(l|zx) (2)
This estimation is decomposed into: (1) the estimation of a map-
ping f : x → zx, namely the extraction of a latent variable from
an audio signal x, and (2) the generation of the most plausible ono-
matopoeia l¯ given the latent variable zx. The former step is used to
obtain zx from x.
The onomatopoeic latent variable zl is extracted from an ono-
matopoeia l as follows. With the onomatopoeia generation model,
the probability of zl is given by the conditional probability density
distribution p(z|l), which is the likelihood function of l. Thus, we
regard the conditional expectation of z as the onomatopoeic latent
variable zl. That is, a mapping g : l → zl, namely the extraction
of the latent variable from an onomatopoeia, is formulated as:
g(l) =
∫
V
zp(z|l)dz. (3)
3.3. Solution with neural networks
Ikawa et al. [10] proposed using an encoder-decoder model to ob-
tain onomatopoeic representation from sounds. The encoder corre-
sponds to the mapping f and the decoder corresponds to the esti-
mation of l¯ from zx, and they are estimated simultaneously.
We used the encoder-decoder model shown in Figure 1. The
audio latent variable zx is calculated from acoustic features. Here-
after, we call this part an audio signal encoder. Then, the initial
states of the decoder-LSTMs are calculated from zx. Here, the di-
mension of the latent space V is determined by the number of units
of the corresponding layer of the neural network. Using tanh as the
activation function, each element of z takes the value [−1, 1].
A
coustic features
… … … …
LSTM LSTM
Bi-directional LSTM
<BOS>
… …
<EOS>
O
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atopoeia
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Batch Normalization
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latent variable
Figure 1: Block diagram of the audio signal encoder-decoder
model.
O
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atopoeia
(phonem
es) … …
Bi-directional LSTM
Batch Normalization
                     & Concat  
latent variable
Figure 2: Block diagram of onomatopoeic encoder model.
The mapping g can also be obtained using a neural network
(hereafter, onomatopoeic encoder). Figure 2 shows the structure
of the onomatopoeic encoder. The estimated mapping gˆ = gθˆ is
acquired based on the learned parameters of the onomatopoeic en-
coder θˆ. With the estimated audio signal encoding mapping fˆ , the
loss function used to train the onomatopoeic encoder is written as:
L(θ) = ‖gθ(l)− fˆ(x)‖, (4)
where the definition of norm is the same as in Eq. (1).
3.4. Audio signal search
Using the estimated mappings fˆ , gˆ, the audio signal search is real-
ized by measuring the distances between the onomatopoeic query
and each audio signal in the database:
Dˆ(x, l) = ‖fˆ(x)− gˆ(l)‖. (5)
The neural networks are trained with a set of audio signals as-
sociated with onomatopoeic tags. Unlike the existing text-based
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Table 1: Experimental conditions
LSTM cells 512
Batchsize 256
Output phoneme labels 32
Optimizer ADAM [14]
MFCC dimension 20
FFT window (MFCC) 2048 samples
FFT shift (MFCC) 512 samples
search methods described in section 2, once the test set is given,
our method does not need an onomatopoeic tag for any of the audio
signals in the database.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the proposed method from two standpoints: the ap-
propriateness of the search results and by comparing it with a text-
based search. In both cases, the task is to find the nearest neighbor
signal. For an audio signal database X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} and
an onomatopoeic query l, the nearest neighbor signal x¯(l) is repre-
sented as:
x¯(l) = argmin
xi∈X
D(xi, l). (6)
4.1. Dataset
We used a subset of the audio signals contained in the Real World
Computing Partnership (RWCP) sound scene database [12] to train
the neural networks. The database includes various sound samples
recorded without background noise in an unechoic environment and
digitized at 48 kHz, with linear PCM of 16 bit accuracy.
For the training, we chose 709 signals, including those made by
bells, coins, and hitting wood with a stick. The number of the class
labels (bell, coin, etc.) was 81, and 7 to 10 signals were sampled for
each class.
To build the training set, onomatopoeic tags were collected
from human listeners. Considering the ambiguity of onomatopoeia,
multiple onomatopoeic tags were attached to each audio signal. To
accomplish this, 73 Japanese speakers were asked to produce three
onomatopoeias for each sound using katakana, which is a Japanese
syllabary. Each katakana answer was converted to a string based on
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) [13] and used as an ono-
matopoeic tag. In Japanese, onomatopoeias are usually written in
katakana, and it is straightforward to convert katakana to IPA, and
vice versa. We associated 12 onomatopoeias for each audio signal
in the dataset.
Note that we used the IPA symbols as a simple universal repre-
sentation of pronunciation in the experiments, but any phonogram
sequences, or texts, can be used in our framework.
4.2. Learning of the encoder-decoder onomatopoeia generation
model
Table 1 lists the experimental conditions. For simplicity, we used a
series of mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) as the input.
As output phonemes, we used 29 kinds of symbols that consist of
the standard IPA phonetic symbols and Japanese-specific ones: “ð”
for moraic nasal, “H” for the second mora of a long vowel and “Q”
for a moraic silence when emphatic. In addition, we used three
special symbols: “BOS (beginning of the sequence),” “EOS (end of
the sequence),” and “UNK (unknown).”
Figure 3: Onomatopoeic latent variables whose dimensions are re-
duced from 128 to 2 by using PCA. It is shown that onomatopoeias
with similar characteristics (e.g. “koroð” and “korokoro”) are
closely located.
From the preliminary experiments, we chose 128 as the number
of latent variable dimensions. After 34 epochs of learning, the audio
signal encoder-decoder model achieved a 9.9% word error rate and
a 4.0% mean phoneme error rate for an onomatopoeia generation
task [10], with a test set consisting of 101 audio signals, which were
again sampled from the RWCP dataset excluding the ones used for
the network training.
4.3. Learning of the onomatopoeic encoder
The same training data were used for training the onomatopoeic
encoder as in the previous section. L1-norm was employed as the
loss function (Eq. (4)). Figure 3 shows an example of the resulting
distribution of onomatopoeic latent variables. It is observed that
the onomatopoeias with similar characteristics are localized to each
other in the latent space.
4.4. Experimental setups and results
Experiment 1: Suitability of signals found for queries
This experiment was designed to confirm whether the found signals
correctly corresponded to the onomatopoeic queries.
The subjects were presented with an onomatopoeia in katakana
on a display, which was a query, and then with an audio signal,
which was a result of the nearest neighbor search using the pro-
posed method. They were then asked to choose one of five options:
“very suitable,” “relatively suitable,” “neutral,” “relatively unsuit-
able,” and “very unsuitable.” We performed the experiment using
two different audio databases:
• A database consisting of the above-mentioned “training” set
sampled from the RWCP database (hereafter, the RWCP test
set)
• A database consisting of the sounds sampled from another
dataset (hereafter, the external test set)
The former was used to verify the basic behavior, and the latter
was used to evaluate the generalization performance of the proposed
method.
For the external test set, we used part of Free Sound Dataset
Kaggle 2018 [15], which is a subset of FSD [16] and is used for
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Figure 4: Distributions of audio latent variables for the external test
set. Dimensions of each latent variable are reduced from 128 to 2 by
using PCA. It is observed that the samples that belong to the same
class tend to be localized in this space.
Figure 5: Suitability of the audio signals presented by the search
the general-purpose audio tagging task in the DCASE 2018 CHAL-
LENGE. There were 11,719 audio signals. The MFCC sequence
for each audio signal was calculated according to Table 1 after con-
verting the sampling frequency from 44.1 kHz to 48 kHz by using
FFmpeg [17]. Figure 4 shows the distributions of the audio latent
variables of some of the external test set obtained by the trained
model visualized by PCA.
We chose 217 Japanese onomatopoeias as the queries for each
test set. There were 20 subjects, and the total number of responses
for each test set was 4,340.
Figure 5 shows the result. The most frequent response for both
test sets was “relatively suitable”. For the RWCP test set, 58.7%
of the responses were “suitable,” showing that the proposed method
worked effectively. For the external test set, the “suitable” responses
amounted to 39.7%, which is fewer than the RWCP case. This is be-
cause the number and variations of audio signals included in the ex-
ternal test set is much greater than that of the training set. However,
this still means that the proposed model has a generalization ability
even for the external test set, because if the audio samples were ran-
domly presented in this test, most responses must have been “very
(or relatively) unsuitable”.
Experiment 2: Comparison of the proposed method and the
text-based method
We used the audio database that consisted of the same audio sam-
ples as those used in the network training in order to evaluate
whether the search results obtained with the proposed method were
Figure 6: Comparison of the proposed method and the text-based
method
preferable to those obtained with the text-based method. The sub-
jects were presented with one onomatopoeia on a display and two
audio signals, “A” and “B.” They were then asked to choose one of
five options: “A is much better,” “A is relatively better,” “no dif-
ference,” “B is relatively better,” and “B is much better.” Either
“A” or “B” (randomly selected) was the search result obtained with
the proposed method and the other was the one obtained with the
text-based method.
The text-based method in this experiment was based on the sim-
ilarity measured by the edit (Levenshtein) distance between the IPA
strings. In the audio database, multiple audio signals can corre-
spond to the same onomatopoeic tag, yielding multiple search re-
sults for one query with the same similarity. In such cases, one
signal was randomly chosen as the result.
As in Experiment 1, 217 onomatopoeias were used as the
queries, and 20 subjects undertook the evaluation. The total number
of responses was 4,340.
Figure 6 shows the result. It is shown that the proposed method
is preferable to the text-based method, since the distribution is
clearly biased to the right from the center. For a quantitative anal-
ysis, we assign scores of 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, according to the five kinds
of responses, so that the score become larger when the proposed
method receives a higher evaluation. The mean of the score appears
to be 0.145, and from the t test, it is not 0 at the 1% significance
level. This means that the proposed method produced significantly
better results than the text-based method.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel method for finding audio signals with
an onomatopoeic query. With our method, the distance between
an audio signal and an onomatopoeic symbol sequence is directly
measured in the latent space. We showed the effectiveness of the
proposed method by performing subjective experiments. This pa-
per focused on the use of written onomatopoeias, but we expect that
it is straightforward to train the network so that it accepts spoken
onomatopoeias as queries. Our future work will also include tests
with languages other than Japanese, and a usability study with prac-
tical senarios.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address the detection of audio events in domes-
tic environments in the case where a weakly annotated dataset is
available for training. The weak annotations provide tags from au-
dio events but do not provide temporal boundaries. We report ex-
periments in the framework of the task four of the DCASE 2018
challenge. The objective is twofold: detect audio events (multi-
categorical classification at recording level), localize the events pre-
cisely within the recordings. We explored two approaches: 1) a
”weighted-GRU” (WGRU), in which we train a Convolutional Re-
current Neural Network (CRNN) for classification and then exploit
its frame-based predictions at the output of the time-distributed
dense layer to perform localization. We propose to lower the influ-
ence of the hidden states to avoid predicting a same score through-
out a recording. 2) An approach inspired by Multi-Instance Learn-
ing (MIL), in which we train a CRNN to give predictions at frame-
level, using a custom loss function based on the weak label and
statistics of the frame-based predictions. Both approaches outper-
form the baseline of 14.06% in F-measure by a large margin, with
values of respectively 16.77% and 24.58% for combined WGRUs
and MIL, on a test set comprised of 288 recordings.
Index Terms— Sound event detection, weakly supervised
learning, multi-instance learning, convolutional neural networks,
weighted gate recurrent unit
1. INTRODUCTION
The coming of Deep Learning [1] has opened a new era in the do-
main of artificial intelligence. Deep neural networks in particular
became the state of the art in many application domains involving
classification and detection tasks. Most often, these improvements
rely on the availability of ever-growing annotated datasets to train
the models. While many previous works that heavily rely on super-
vised training based on a precise manual annotation, new challenges
arise from the use of large datasets without supervision.
Recently, different databases of Terabytes of data have been re-
leased by Google. The Audioset database provides a large set of
audio data extracts from video [2]. Annotations for audio events are
mainly based on tags by YouTube users and do not contain temporal
information.
In that scope, the DCASE challenge includes a task on sound
event detection in domestic environment [3]. This task proposes
a framework to build a system that aims at detecting audio events
from a set of 10 classes of sound events forming a subset of Au-
dioset. More precisely, the aim is to provide starting and ending
boundaries of the audio events (strong labels) while the training set
relies only on global tags (weak labels). As mentioned in [3], the
duration of the targeted sounds depends heavily on their class. For
example, the class vacuum cleaner contains mostly audio events
of 10 seconds, while the class dog is mainly composed of sounds
shorter than half-second.
Sound event detection (SED) has been deeply investigated [4].
In real life, sound events overlap to produce a mixture. In the same
way, the current challenge aims at detecting overlapping sound
events, referred as polyphonic SED. Polyphonic SED covers a wide
set of applications including ecology [5] and surveillance [6]. The
detection of domestic sounds provides interesting clues for health
applications [7] and Intelligent Virtual Assistants such as Google
Home or Amazon Echo.
Ongoing research works on SED are mostly based on a Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs). They include fully-connected DNNs [8],
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [9] and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) [10]. Most of recent approaches are based on a
combination of layers including these different elements [11]. In
particular the issue of audio event detection using weakly labeled
data was addressed in [12, 13] and formulated into a Multi-Instance
Learning (MIL) problem.
The baseline method provided by the challenge organizers re-
lied on two Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks (CRNNs):
the first one for file-level audio classification (weak labels), the sec-
ond one for the localization of the previously detected events within
the recordings (strong labels). We explored two separate approaches
that both outperformed the baseline.
Firstly, we modify the recurrent layer of a CRNN to be able
to weight the influence of the hidden state of the recurrent cells.
Secondly, we generalize to our multiclass classification problem a
new loss function inspired by Multi-Instance Learning (MIL), very
recently proposed for singing bird localization in [14].
Section 2 describes the first approach, that we will refer to as
“weighted Gated Recurrent Unit” (WGRU), followed by a section
describing the second approach (MIL). We report the experimental
setup in Section 4, and finally analyze the results and limitations of
the two approaches.
2. WEIGHTED GATED RECURRENT UNIT (WGRU)
2.1. Temporal detection from an adapted baseline method
As mentioned above, the baseline system is based on two convolu-
tional recurrent neural networks (CRNN). The first CRNN detects
the presence/absence of the ten sound events of interest at file-level.
Then, a second CRNN is used for localization. Still, we may assume
that the temporal information required for localization is reachable
from the first CRNN. In this way, after the classification training of
the first CRNN on weak labels, we propose to simply remove its
final global average pooling layer in order to get frame-based pre-
dictions used for detection. This modified model produces frame-
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level predictions thank to its time-distributed dense comprised of
ten sigmoid units corresponding to the ten classes of interest.
In the following, we will focus on the recurrent layer of this
CRNN, since modifications of its internal functioning had to be
made to make localization possible.
2.2. Recurrent Neural Networks
Recurrent Neural Networks capture temporal behavior in sequential
data [15]. The hidden state of a RNN cell depends on xt, the incom-
ing output of the previous layer at time t, and ht−1, its hidden state
at time t− 1, as defined in Equation 1:
ht = g(Wxt + Uht−1 + b) (1)
where g is a point-wise activation function (hyperbolic tangent
function in our case); and W and U are weight matrices to be
learned together with the bias b.
2.3. Weighted RNN
RNNs have proven to model sound events efficiently, since these
often have an underlying sequential structure [10].However, some
audio event classes have different typical durations, as described
in [3]. Long-duration sounds (vacuum cleaner, running water) are
expected to be easier to model by an RNN than short sounds (dog,
cat). In order to adjust our models to different kinds of sounds, we
propose a new adaptation of RNNs. This approach aims at con-
figuring different kinds of temporal behavior according to the class
of a sound event. As a first attempt in that direction, we weight
the influence of the hidden state of the recurrent cells by a factor
ω ≤ 1, which we set globally for the classes on a development
subset. This modifies the impact of sequentiality in the RNN, as
formulated in equation 2. Figure 1 shows the impact of the weight
on a cell at time t, colored in blue. The rational behind lowering the
impact of the hidden states lies in the fact that the CRNN is trained
to detect a sound event at file level. Thus, if an event is detected
at the beginning of the file, the hidden states are expected to keep
that information throughout the file even if the detected event is not
present in the whole file, and the localization afterwards will fail.
The baseline method is based on Gated Recurrent Units
(GRU) [16]. In the following, we will use weighted RNN mod-
els using a GRU layer that we will be referred to as Weighted GRU
(WGRU).
ht = g(Wxt + Uωht−1 + b) (2)
Figure 1: Configuration of the recurrent links between RNN cells
according to the weight ω.
The next question that arises is how to set ω. We decided to
set a single value for all the sound types based on the localization
performance measured on a held-out validation subset. A weight of
ω = 1 corresponds to a standard GRU. A lower weight is expected
to be more adapted for events of short duration.
The use of different weights does not require to retrain a model.
We simply replace the GRU layer by a WGRU at inference time.
Thus, we perform two forward passes with a single model: one with
GRU for classification, one with WGRU for localization. Finally,
we are able to produce temporal predictions with different weights,
and eventually combine them to improve the localization.
3. MULTI-INSTANCE LEARNING
Another approach is related to the Multi-Instance Learning (MIL)
paradigm [17], which handles cases with weak labels. In our case,
we need to make predictions at frame-level, whereas the reference
tags are at file-level. When a recording is labeled with the Cat class,
for instance, not all the acoustic frames are positive with respect to
that class. Thus, we are in presence of both positive and negative
instances at frame-level. A straightforward but suboptimal solution
is the so-called ”false strong labeling”, in which we consider that
all the frames are positive for a given class. MIL consists instead
of considering that at least one instance is positive, i.e. the highest
score should be equal to the weak label, as written in the following
relation for the ith instance: maxj yˆikj = yik, where yˆikj and yik
are the prediction for frame j and class k and the reference tag for
class k, respectively.
There are drawbacks to this approach. For instance, the training
of the model will focus only on the highest scored frame and ignore
the other ones. To remedy to this issue, Morfi and Stowell [14] pro-
posed a loss function that takes into account frames with the lowest
prediction scores, which should tend towards zero, and also a naı¨ve
assumption that in general a specific event will be present in half of
the frames. They applied this idea successfully on a binary classi-
fication problem, namely the presence/absence of singing birds in
audio recordings. For the need of the present challenge, we gener-
alized their loss function to K > 2 classes, as written in equation 3,
where binCE stands for the binary cross-entropy loss. In our exper-
iments, a first network is used to identify which classes should be
considered for localization by a second network trained to minimize
the MIL loss function.
loss =
K∑
k=1
binCE(yik,max
j
yˆikj)+
binCE(yik/2,mean
j
yˆikj) + binCE(0,min
j
yˆikj)
(3)
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1. Audio material
The DCASE 2018 Task 4 is related to discovering audio events
from a set of 10 sound categories occurring in domestic envi-
ronments, namely Speech, Dog, Cat, Alarm/Bell ringing, Dishes,
Frying, Blender, Running water, Vacuum cleaner, and Electric
shaver/toothbrush. All the files are 10-second clips extracted from
Youtube user videos and are part of the Audioset corpus [2]. The
recordings most often contain several overlapping event categories.
The challenge corpus is divided into three subsets: the training,
test and evaluation subsets. Three different splits of training data
were provided: a labeled, an unlabeled in domain and an unlabeled
out of domain training sets. In our work, we only used the labeled
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subset to train our models, and, in the case of GRU-WGRU only,
we also tried to extend it by using pseudo-labels made on the unla-
beled in domain subsets. The labeled training subset is comprised
of 1578 clips (2244 class occurrences) for which weak annotations
have been verified and cross-checked.
The test subset is comprised of 288 files for which we were
provided with strong labels. We will thus report performance re-
sults on this subset. The results obtained on the evaluation subset,
comprised of 880 files, are not available.
4.2. Audio features
For both approaches, only the labeled (weak labels) and the unla-
beled in-domain subsets were used. We used the first one to train a
classifier (for both WGRU & MIL), and also to add weak annota-
tions to the unlabeled in domain subset. Finally, both subsets were
used to retrain the model and perform localization. The use of the
unlabeled in-domain subset proved useful for WGRU only, but not
for MIL. More experiments are needed to draw conclusions for this
semi-supervised setting.
As input to the networks, 64 log-Mel filter-bank (F-BANK) co-
efficients were extracted every 23 ms on 100 ms duration frames,
with 20 Hz and 11025 Hz as minimum and maximum frequency
values to compute the Mel bands, respectively. Hence, for each 10-
second file, a 431× 64 matrix is extracted. This matrix is used as a
single input image fed to the networks.
Different normalization and features scaling methods were
tested as pre-processing stage such as global mean removal, mean
and variance standardization, but no gains were observed compared
to using raw F-BANK.
4.3. Neural networks
For both approaches, we use two recurrent CNNs: the first for au-
dio event classification at file level, and the second for localization.
Both networks are identical to the baseline ones [18] except for
WGRU, we use 2-d spatial dropout instead of standard dropout and
2 × 4 max-pooling instead of 1 × 4 for the first convolution layer.
Spatial dropout allows to decrease correlation between activation
maps and eventually overfitting.
For the MIL approach, in the first classification network, the
GRU layer is replaced by a 2-d average- and a 2-d max- global
pooling layer followed by a dense one with 1024 units. For classifi-
cation, this network was found to perform better than the recurrent
one. It yielded 85.84% and 82.86% f1 scores on our training and
validation subset (proportion: 80/20 % of the weakly labeled train-
ing set).
Regarding the second network, used for localization, its archi-
tecture is the same as the baseline localization CRNN. The output
of this network for a single recording is of dimension 431×10, 431
being the number of time frames, and 10 the number of classes.
In all cases, we used the Adam optimizer and a simple learning
rate decay policy: dividing it by two after 30 epochs and 60 epochs.
All the networks were trained on 100 epochs except the MIL local-
ization network trained on 10 epochs only.
4.4. Threshold optimization
The score curves are individually rescaled to [0, 1]. The final event
segments are obtained by first smoothing the score curves with a
moving-average filter of size 19 frames. Second, the curves are bi-
narized with a 0.07 threshold for MIL only. Neighbor segments are
merged when separated by less than 200 ms, the tolerance margin
used for evaluation.
For classification (WGRU and MIL) and localization (WGRU
only), we use an ad-hoc threshold optimization algorithm to set the
ten thresholds. It consists of a genetic algorithm inspired by sim-
ulated annealing [19]. This method reaches optimal values much
faster than grid search.
5. RESULTS
Approach Baseline WGRU MIL
F-score (%) 14.06 16.77 24.58
Alarm bell ringing 3.9 17.6 28.3
Blender 15.4 11.6 10.1
Cat 0.0 0.0 48.9
Dishes 0.0 0.0 0.0
Dog 0.0 4.8 18.6
Electric shaver toothbrush 32.4 33.3 28.6
Frying 31.0 29.5 26.7
Running water 11.4 7.1 10.3
Speech 0.0 19.4 22.3
Vacuum cleaner 46.5 40.0 52.2
Table 1: Global and class-wise F-measures (F-scores) on the test
subset.
Table 1 shows the performance results on the test subset in
terms of F-measure (F-score) for the baseline and our approaches.
Both WGRU and MIL outperform the 14.06% baseline F-score with
16.34% and 24.58% scores, respectively. MIL behaves better than
GRU-WGRU for all the classes.
Weight(s) F-score (%) ER
Baseline 14.06 1.54
WGRU
1. 6.68 2.55
0.50 4.69 2.92
0.30 8.24 3.18
0.20 11.35 3.37
Combined WGRUs 1. and 0.20 16.77 1.60
Table 2: Performance comparison and impact of the weight used
with WGRU.
We only reported our best results in this table, using classifi-
cation thresholds optimized on our validation subset (20% of the
training data). Classification performance decreases by about 1% in
F-score if using the default 0.5 threshold for all the classes.
5.1. WGRU
5.1.1. Temporal dependency weakening improves localization
Figure 2 gives an example in which the standard CRNN (GRU) does
not allow to localize the sound event Dog that was correctly detected
for that particular recording. The curves are the output of the last
time-distributed layer of the network, the Green one being the curve
using GRU and the orange one using WGRU. The vertical rectan-
gles denote the ground truth and represent the segments where the
dog should be detected. For GRU, Dog is detected throughout the
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whole audio clip. For WGRU, with ω = 0.25, the dog segments are
properly localized based on the curve peaks.
Figure 2: GRU (green) and WGRU (orange) score curves for the
correct class Dog. The vertical rectangles denote the groundtruth
and represent the segments where Dog should be detected. Green
Localization results of the CRNN with GRU. The class dog is de-
tected but in the entire clip. Orange: The prediction of the CRNN
with WGRU with a temporal weight of 0.25. The dog barking seg-
ments are detected and localized properly.
This failure of the standard CRNN may be due to the fact that it
is trained to detect a sound event in 10-s duration recordings, regard-
less of where in the file. Thus, the memory brought by the recurrent
cell states keeps the information that Dog is present as soon as it
is detected in the file, either at the beginning or at the end of the
recording since bi-directional GRU layers are used.
5.1.2. Combination of WGRUs
Table 2 allows to compare the baseline performance of 14.06 in F-
score and 1.54 in Error Rate (ER) to WGRU with different values
of the weighting scalar ω. As one can see, WGRUs alone are worse
than the baseline. The best weighting factor value was found to be
estimated to about 0.20, with a 11.35% F-score. Smaller weight val-
ues revealed less efficient, showing that keeping some information
from the previous hidden cell state is important. The best results,
also reported in Table 1, were obtained by combining two WGRUs
with 1. and 0.20 weights.
The combination of WGRU predictions is subjective and made
after observation using the test dataset. The classes have been
divided into two categories: stationary sounds (Blender, Elec-
tric shaver toothbrush, Running water, Vacuum cleaner) and short
sounds (Alarm bell ringing, Cat, Dog, Speech). The predictions of
the WGRU weighted at 1 are kept for the stationary sounds and the
predictions of the WGRU weighted at 0.20 for the short sounds.
5.2. MIL
Figure 3 shows a successful example of the MIL model for a test file
that contains speech and dog barking in segments given below the
spectrogram. The first classification CNN correctly identified these
two classes at file level, and the second MIL-CNN provides the two
peaky curves, blue for Speech, red for Dog.
As shown in Table 1, MIL outperformed the baseline by a large
margin for about haf of the classes and especially for Cat with a
48.9% F-score. For the other classes, its performance is lower but
close. It is remarkable that all approaches failed for Dishes.
By observing the localization predictions, it appears that the
MIL model confuses Dishes and Frying. In the training subset,
about 46% of the Dishes samples also contain Frying. There are
Figure 3: Score curves by MIL for the two correctly detected classes
’Speech’ (Blue) and ’Dog’ (Red). Below the spectrogram is repre-
sented the groundtruth.
even more files with Dishes and Speech, namely 52%, and 32%
with the three classes together. Dishes is not confounded that much
with Speech probably because there are many more Speech files
than Dishes files: 550 versus 184 files.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reported experiments in the framework of the task
four of the DCASE 2018 challenge. We had a two-fold objective of
first, detecting sound events globally in audio recordings, second,
localizing as precisely as possible where the detected event cate-
gories occur in time. We trained our models on weakly annotated
dataset. The weak annotations provide tags from audio event but
does not provide their temporal boundaries.
We explored two new approaches: 1) a ”weighted-GRU” one
(WGRU), in which we train a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Net-
work for classification and then exploit its frame-based predictions
at the output of the time-distributed dense layer to perform local-
ization. We propose to lower the influence of the hidden states
to avoid predicting a same score throughout a recording ; 2) An
approach inspired by Multi-Instance Learning (MIL), in which we
train a CNN to give predictions at frame-level, using a custom loss
function based on the weak label and statistics of the frame-based
predictions. Both approaches outperform the baseline of 14.06% in
F-measure by a large margin, respectively 16.34% and 24.58% for
combined WGRUs and MIL, on a test set comprised of 288 files.
Limitations were described. In particular, when two classes of
sound events occur very often together, such as Dishes and Frying,
MIL fails to learn how to distinguish between them. Our next step
will be to modify the MIL loss function to penalize the fact that the
prediction outputs for two different classes are too similar. Another
improvement would be to achieve the same performance but using
a single neural network rather than two.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes Task 2 of the DCASE 2018 Challenge, ti-
tled “General-purpose audio tagging of Freesound content with Au-
dioSet labels”. This task was hosted on the Kaggle platform as
“Freesound General-Purpose Audio Tagging Challenge”. The goal
of the task is to build an audio tagging system that can recognize
the category of an audio clip from a subset of 41 diverse categories
drawn from the AudioSet Ontology. We present the task, the dataset
prepared for the competition, and a baseline system.
Index Terms— Audio tagging, audio dataset, data collection
1. INTRODUCTION
The sounds in our everyday environment carry a huge amount of
information of the events occurring nearby. Humans are able to rec-
ognize and discern many sound events but state-of-the-art automatic
processing of sounds by machines still lags far behind. Further re-
search is needed to develop robust systems capable of recognizing
a wide range of sound events in realistic audio streams [1]. In re-
cent years, the various editions of the DCASE Challenge have pro-
vided scenarios for evaluating different computational methods for
several sound recognition tasks using common publicly available
datasets [2]. This paper describes the characteristics, dataset and
baseline of DCASE 2018 Task 2 “General-purpose audio tagging
of Freesound content with AudioSet labels”.
There have been two audio tagging tasks in previous DCASE
editions, each focused on a specific domain of sounds. In DCASE
2016 [3], the task targeted domestic audio tagging for which the
CHiME-Home dataset was used, including 7 sound categories and
6.8h of recordings [4]. In DCASE 2017 [2], the task focused on
audio tagging in the context of smart cars, for which a large-scale
dataset featuring 17 categories was utilized. Other popular datasets
for sound event classification are the ESC-50 [5] and the Urban-
Sound8k [6] datasets. The former counts with 50 diverse categories
but less than 3h of audio recordings. The latter is designed to en-
able urban sound research, featuring 10 categories and almost 9h
of audio. Hence, many of available data resources for sound event
classification are domain-specific, and/or of relatively small size.
Recently, however, general-purpose sound event recognizers have
gained attention, where a wide range of sounds events are consid-
ered, not tied to a specific domain. This research has been mostly
triggered by AudioSet, a large-scale audio dataset structured with
an ontology of 632 sound events [7].
∗This work is partially supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 688382 Au-
dioCommons and a Google Faculty Research Award 2017.
In this paper, we focus on general-purpose audio tagging using
a dataset of 41 categories and almost 18h of training data. Specif-
ically, the goal of this task is to build an audio tagging system
that can categorize an audio clip as belonging to one of a set of
41 diverse categories drawn from the AudioSet Ontology (related
to musical instruments, human sounds, domestic sounds, animals,
etc.). One of the motivations for this task comes from the large
amount of user-generated audio content that is available on the web,
which can be a resource of great potential for sound recognition re-
lated research. The use of such data for training audio tagging sys-
tems poses issues that have not been addressed in previous DCASE
Challenges. In particular, this task deals with user-generated audio
clips retrieved from Freesound,1 which are very diverse in terms
of acoustic content, recording techniques, clip duration, etc. Like-
wise, these audio clips sometimes feature incomplete and inconsis-
tent user-provided metadata. To prepare the dataset for this task,
some audio clips were manually labeled using the subset of 41 cat-
egories, while a larger set of clips was automatically categorized on
the basis of their existing user-provided metadata (see Section 3 for
more details). As a result, the dataset features a small amount of
reliable annotations, and a large amount of non-verified annotations
that could include a small amount of label noise.
Therefore, this task addresses two main challenges of i) recog-
nizing an increased number of diverse sound events, and ii) lever-
aging subsets of training data featuring annotations of varying reli-
ability. Submissions to this task will provide insight towards the de-
velopment of broadly-applicable sound event classifiers. Potential
applications include automatic description of multimedia content,
and acoustic monitoring applications. This paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 provides more details about the task and its ex-
perimental setup. Section 3 presents in detail the dataset prepared
for the task, and Section 4 describes a baseline system. Final re-
marks are given in Section 5.
2. TASK SETUP
The goal of this task is to predict the category for each audio clip
in a test set. The task setup is a multiclass classification prob-
lem, and hence the systems to be developed in this task can be de-
noted as single-tag audio tagging systems, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
This task was hosted on Kaggle—a platform for machine learning
competitions—and ran from March 30th to July 31st 2018. The re-
sources associated to this task (dataset download, submission, and
leaderboard) can be found on the Kaggle competition page.2
1https://freesound.org
2https://kaggle.com/c/freesound-audio-tagging
Note that competition name on Kaggle is abbreviated from the full DCASE
task name to “Freesound General-Purpose Audio Tagging Challenge”.
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Figure 1: Overview of a single-tag tagging system.
As described in Section 3, the audio data for this task are split
into a train set and a test set, both made publicly available when
the competition launched. The train set, for which ground-truth
annotations were provided, is used for system development while
the test set is kept for the evaluation of the resulting systems. The
test set, whose true labels were not released, is further divided into
two divisions: i) 19% of the test samples are used to calculate the
public leaderboard (providing a live ranking of all participants), and
ii) the remaining 81% feeds the private leaderboard, used for the
final ranking which is revealed only when the competition ends.
2.1. Evaluation Metric and Competition Rules
The task used mean Average Precision @ 3 (mAP@3) as the evalu-
ation metric, as defined in the Evaluation section of the competition
page.2 This metric accepts up to three ranked predicted labels for
each audio clip in the test set, and gives full credit if the correct
label occurs first, with lesser credit for correct label predictions in
second or third place.
Participants were required to run their systems on the test set
and submit the system output—the predicted labels—in a comma-
separated data file (CSV). Participants could submit a maximum of
two submissions per day, and select two final submissions to be con-
sidered for the ranking. Additionally, participants were encouraged
to submit a technical report describing their systems. A detailed de-
scription of the task rules can be found in the Rules section of the
competition page,2 and the most important points are summarized
in the DCASE Challenge page.3
2.2. Judges’ Award
To complement the leaderboard results of the mAP-based rank-
ing, the organizers of the task introduced a complementary Judges’
Award to promote submissions using novel, problem-specific and
efficient approaches. Details about the Judges’ Award rules and
requirements can be found in the Discussion section of the compe-
tition page.4
3. DATASET
The dataset used for the task was prepared by the task organizers
during the months previous to the start of the competition, and is
3http://dcase.community/challenge2018/
task-general-purpose-audio-tagging#task-rules
4https://www.kaggle.com/c/freesound-audio-tagging/
discussion/59932
called “Freesound Dataset Kaggle 2018” (or FSDKaggle2018 for
short). FSDKaggle2018 is in fact a reduced subset of FSD, which
is a large-scale, general-purpose open audio dataset that is currently
under development. More details about FSD can be found in [8].
The following subsections describe the creation process of FSDK-
aggle2018.
3.1. Source of Audio Content
FSDKaggle2018 is composed of audio content collected from
Freesound. Freesound is a sound sharing site developed and main-
tained by the Music Technology Group [9]. At the time of writing,
Freesound hosts more than 380,000 sounds uploaded by its commu-
nity of users. Freesound content is very heterogeneous, including
sounds from a wide range of real-world environments, from mu-
sical and human-generated sounds to animal sounds or artificially
generated sound effects. The authors of the sounds uploaded to
Freesound are asked to provide some basic metadata (e.g., tags, ti-
tle and textual descriptions). This metadata is then used for search-
ing and browsing and is also very valuable for research purposes.
All the content in Freesound is released under Creative Commons
licenses which facilitate its sharing and reuse. Since sounds are up-
loaded by thousands of users across the globe, recording scenarios
and techniques can vary widely. We hypothesize that this fact makes
Freesound content representative of real-world situations.
3.2. Annotation Procedure
FSDKaggle2018 is organized using categories of the AudioSet On-
tology. As a first step, we did a mapping of 268,261 Freesound
clips to their corresponding AudioSet categories. To do that, we
assigned a number of Freesound tags to almost all of the 632 Au-
dioSet categories and, for each category, we selected audio clips
from Freesound tagged with at least one of these tags. This process
led to a number of automatically generated candidate annotations
that express the potential presence of a sound category in an audio
clip. These annotations are at the clip level and hence can be con-
sidered weak labels. However, some audio files are specific sound
examples of the category under consideration, where the acoustic
signal fills almost the entirety of the file, which could arguably be
considered as strong labels.
In order to validate the candidate annotations, we used
Freesound Datasets,5 an online platform for the collaborative cre-
ation of open audio datasets developed at the Music Technology
Group. We deployed a validation task in which Freesound Datasets
users can manually verify the presence or absence of a candidate
sound category in an audio clip with a rating mechanism. For every
sound category, users first go through a training phase to get fa-
miliar with the category, read its description provided by AudioSet,
and listen to some selected sound examples. Then, users are pre-
sented with a series of audio clips, and prompted the question: Is
<category> present in the following sounds? Users must select one
of the response types listed in Table 1. Along with the audio clips,
users are also given links to the corresponding Freesound sound
pages where the original tags and descriptions are available and can
be used as an aid for the validation process. Participants in the vali-
dation task included voluntaries from the Freesound community as
well as researchers and students from the Music Technology Group.
Among the various features implemented in the validation task,
it is worth mentioning the utilization of quality control mechanisms
5https://datasets.freesound.org
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such as the periodic inclusion of verification clips to test the reli-
ability of the submitted responses. Likewise, in order to choose
which audio clips to present to each user, we adopt a prioritization
scheme that considers inter-annotator agreement. More specifically,
each candidate annotation is presented to several users (i.e., annota-
tors) until agreement is attained by two different users on a response
type. When a candidate annotation reaches an agreement status, it
is considered validated and is no longer presented to other users.
3.3. Dataset Curation
After generating candidate annotations and collecting user ratings
in the Freesound Datasets platform, each candidate annotation had
a particular distribution of ratings {PP, PNP, NP, U} (see Table 1).
Then, a curation step was carried out to select which categories and
audio clips to be finally included in FSDKaggle2018. Considering
all annotations, two annotation subsets were created for each sound
category:
• Manually-verified annotations: composed of those annota-
tions rated only as PP (a great majority with inter-annotator
agreement but not all of them, hence PP & PP or single PP).
• Non-verified annotations: composed mainly of the un-rated
candidate annotations, and complemented with a small amount
of rated annotations. This small amount of rated annotations
can include any rating distribution except i) those correspond-
ing to the manually-verified portion, and ii) those that clearly
denote an incorrect mapping (e.g., NP, NP & U, etc.).
For each sound category, a quality estimate QE for the non-
verified annotations can be computed according to (1)
QE =
#PP +#PNP
#PP +#PNP +#NP +#U
(1)
where #X denotes the number of ratings of typeX gathered in the
category.
Next, a number of restrictions were applied sequentially to the
categories and/or the audio clips within them. First, we discarded
all categories not belonging to leaf nodes of the AudioSet hierar-
chy, leaving a total of 474 categories. Then, we removed audio
clips shorter than 300ms and longer than 30s, as well as those clips
with Creative Commons Non-commercial or Sampling+ licenses.
All sound categories that, after the previous filtering, did not have
i) a minimum of number of manually-verified annotations, and ii) a
minimum number of manually-verified + non-verified annotations,
were discarded. Note that in order to accept the non-verified anno-
tations in a category, a minimum QE was required (see Section 3.4).
We observed that quite a few leaf sound categories were dis-
carded because they did not have sufficient number of clips. In some
of these cases, making use of the hierarchical relationships in Au-
dioSet, we decided to aggregate the content of these leaf categories
together with that of their immediate parents in order to create new
candidate parent categories. Similar requirements (in terms of QE
and amount of data) were applied to these newly formed categories
for them to be accepted in the raw version of FSDKaggle2018.
After this process, an analysis was carried out in terms of i)
number of in-domain6 candidate annotations per audio clip and ii)
semantic aspect of the resulting categories. The analysis revealed
that the vast majority of the audio clips presented a single candidate
6Considering only the set of valid categories at this point of the process,
instead of all the AudioSet categories.
annotation and, for the sake of simplicity, we decided to discard au-
dio clips with multiple annotations.7 We also discarded a few cate-
gories with somewhat abstract or vague meaning like “Recording”
or “Effect unit”.
Finally, the audio clips with manually-verified annotations for
every category were split into roughly 70%/30% for train and test
sets. The split was carried out considering, whenever possible, clip
origin (by using part of the Freesound metadata) and clip duration
(so as to have short and long clips in both sets). Then, we com-
plemented the manually-verified portion of the train set with the
non-verified annotations. This addition was performed such that the
maximum number of clips per category was 300 in order to mitigate
data imbalance among categories. The dataset curation resulted in
the selected 11,073 sounds/annotations organized with 41 AudioSet
categories.
3.4. Dataset Description
FSDKaggle2018 contains a total of 11,073 files provided as uncom-
pressed PCM 16 bit, 44.1 kHz, mono audio files. All audio clips
are released under either Creative Commons Attribution or Zero li-
censes. The clips are unequally distributed in the 41 categories of
the AudioSet Ontology listed in Table 2. The dataset most relevant
characteristics are as follows:
• Audio clips are annotated with a single ground truth label.
• The duration of the audio clips ranges from 300ms to 30s due
to the diversity of the sound categories and the preferences of
Freesound users when recording sounds.
• The dataset is split into a train set and a test set.
• The train set is meant to be for system development and in-
cludes 9473 audio clips unequally distributed among 41 cate-
gories. The minimum number of audio clips per category in
the train set is 94, and the maximum is 300. The total duration
of the train set is almost 18h.
• Out of the 9473 clips from the train set, 3710 have manually-
verified annotations and 5763 have non-verified annotations.
The latter are properly flagged so that participants can opt to
use this information during the development of their systems.
• The test set is composed of 1600 clips with manually-verified
annotations and with a similar category distribution to that of
the manually-verified portion of the train set. The minimum
number of manually-verified audio clips per category in the
test set is 25, and the maximum is 110. The test set is com-
plemented with 7800 padding clips.8 These clips, which are
not used for scoring the systems, are added to prevent unde-
sired practices (considering that the test set was made publicly
available when the competition launched).
As mentioned in Section 3.3, all manually-verified annota-
tions are annotations validated as PP (Present and Predominant).
This means that, in most cases, there is no additional acoustic mate-
rial other than the labeled category. In few cases, there may be some
additional sound events, but these additional events will be out-of-
domain, i.e., they won’t belong to any of the 41 AudioSet categories
of FSDKaggle2018. The non-verified annotations have a QE of at
least 65% in each category. This means that some of them are most
7Note that the automatically generated candidate annotations depend on
the user-generated tags in Freesound and on the mapping to the AudioSet
Ontology. Hence their reliability relies on the subsequent validation process.
8Hence, the dataset available from Kaggle contains 18,873 audio files.
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probably inaccurate. It can happen that audio clips corresponding to
some of the non-verified annotations present several sound sources
(even though only one label is provided as ground truth). These
additional sources are typically out-of-domain, but in a few cases
they could be within the domain. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of
manually-verified and non-verified annotations per category in the
train set.
4. BASELINE SYSTEM
In recent years, convolutional and recurrent neural networks
(CNNs, RNNs, CRNNs) have achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for audio tagging and event detection in DCASE Challenges
[10, 11], and deep CNNs have been shown to work well with very
large datasets [12, 13], outpacing simpler models.
Our baseline uses a relatively shallow 3-layer CNN with log-
mel spectrogram input features and a 41-way softmax classifier
layer, described in detail in the public release 9. Incoming audio (al-
ways 44.1 kHz mono) is divided into overlapping windows of size
0.25s with a hop of 0.125s. These windows are decomposed with
a short-time Fourier transform using 25ms windows every 10ms.
The resulting spectrogram is mapped into 64 mel-spaced frequency
bins, and the magnitude of each bin is log-transformed after adding
a small offset to avoid numerical issues. The model consists of
three 2-D convolutional layers and alternating max-pooling layers,
followed by a softmax classifier layer. Predictions are obtained for
a clip of arbitrary length by running the model over 0.25s-wide win-
dows every 0.125s, and averaging all the window-level predictions
to obtain a clip-level prediction.
The baseline achieves an mAP@3 of 0.70 on the entire test
set (0.70 and 0.69 on the public and private Kaggle leaderboard
splits, respectively) after training for 5 epochs on the train set. Per-
category AP@3 is reported in Table 2.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the task setup, dataset, and base-
line of DCASE 2018 Task 2 “General-purpose audio tagging of
Freesound content with AudioSet labels”. This task was hosted
on the Kaggle platform as “Freesound General-Purpose Audio Tag-
ging Challenge” and ran from March 30th to July 31st 2018. The
main focus of the paper is the description of FSDKaggle2018, the
dataset we prepared for the task. FSDKaggle2018 presents the par-
ticularities of having subsets of training data with annotations of
varying reliability as well as featuring variable-length audio clips,
both novel challenges in DCASE competitions. The dataset is cur-
rently available on the Kaggle competition page, and future updates
of the dataset (including ground-truth data for the test set and extra
associated Freesound metadata) will be made publicly available in
the Freesound Datasets platform. Through FSDKaggle2018 and the
provided baseline system, this competition intends to foster open re-
search in sound event recognition.
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Table 1: Response types for the validation task. Users must select one to answer the question: Is<category> present in the following sounds?
Response type Meaning
Present and The type of sound described is clearly present and predominant.
predominant (PP) This means there are no other types of sound, with the exception of low/mild background noise.
Present but not The type of sound described is present, but the audio clip also
predominant (PNP) contains other salient types of sound and/or strong background noise.
Not Present (NP) The type of sound described is not present in the audio clip.
Unsure (U) I am not sure whether the type of sound described is present or not.
Table 2: Categories composing FSDKaggle2018, along with the number of clips and time (in minutes, rounded) in the train set. Per-category
AP@3 achieved by the baseline system is reported using all the test files for every category (i.e., not following the public/private splits of the
Kaggle leaderboard).
Name clips time AP@3 Name clips time AP@3 Name clips time AP@3
Acoustic guitar 300 52 0.67 Electric piano 150 25 0.75 Microwave oven 146 25 0.56
Applause 300 58 0.98 Fart 300 18 0.65 Oboe 299 15 0.88
Bark 239 45 0.85 Finger snapping 117 6 0.71 Saxophone 300 34 0.84
Bass drum 300 13 0.55 Fireworks 300 48 0.61 Scissors 95 16 0.37
Burping,eructation 210 12 0.71 Flute 300 46 0.90 Shatter 300 26 0.70
Bus 109 28 0.53 Glockenspiel 94 8 0.59 Snare drum 300 18 0.30
Cello 300 37 0.86 Gong 292 42 0.81 Squeak 300 38 0.16
Chime 115 24 0.79 Gunshot,gunfire 147 11 0.16 Tambourine 221 10 0.78
Clarinet 300 35 0.96 Harmonica 165 19 0.86 Tearing 300 39 0.94
Computer keyboard 119 23 0.54 Hi-hat 300 19 0.53 Telephone 120 16 0.65
Cough 243 22 0.69 Keys jangling 139 19 0.76 Trumpet 300 28 0.84
Cowbell 191 11 0.58 Knock 279 19 0.89 Violin,fiddle 300 27 0.73
Double bass 300 17 0.69 Laughter 300 36 0.96 Writing 270 48 0.66
Drawer open,close 158 18 0.05 Meow 155 19 0.82
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Figure 2: Distribution of manually-verified and non-verified annotations per category in the train set.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we present a method for large-scale detection of 
sound events using small weakly labeled data proposed in the De-
tection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events 
(DCASE) 2018 challenge Task 4. To perform this task, we 
adopted the convolutional neural network (CNN) and gated recur-
rent unit (GRU) based bidirectional recurrent neural network 
(RNN) as our proposed system. In addition, we proposed the In-
ception module for handling various receptive fields at once in 
each CNN layer. We also applied the data augmentation method 
to solve the labeled data shortage problem and applied the event 
activity detection method for strong label learning. By applying 
the proposed method to a weakly labeled semi-supervised sound 
event detection, it was verified that the proposed system provides 
better performance compared to the DCASE 2018 baseline sys-
tem. 
Index Terms— DCASE 2018, Sound event detection, 
Weakly labeled semi-supervised learning, Deep learning, 
Inception module 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the field of machine learning, there are various tasks for model-
ing human auditory cognitive systems. One such field is sound 
event detection (SED), which is a rapidly growing field owing to 
the improvement of algorithms, datasets, and expansion of smart 
devices [1, 2]. In particular, SED technology is being studied to 
provide services that inform people about the context information 
of sound events at home or outside. Moreover, SED is important 
for the auto-tagging of multimedia content [1, 2]. To contribute to 
the SED task, the DCASE challenge has been organized for three 
years beginning in 2013 [1, 2, 3]. This year, the DCASE 2018 chal-
lenge comprises five tasks: acoustic scene classification, general-
purpose audio tagging of Freesound content with AudioSet labels, 
bird audio detection, large-scale weakly labeled semi-supervised 
SED in domestic environments, and monitoring of domestic activ-
ities based on multi-channel acoustics [4]. Among them, this paper 
describes a method for performing the fourth task of the DCASE 
2018 challenge, large-scale detection of sound events using 
weakly labeled data. The goal of task 4 is to find the onset and 
offset of a sound event using the weak label in an audio clip. A 
variety of methods were proposed in the previous DCASE 2017 
challenge [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] to solve this problem. Furthermore, a base-
line system that performs the task is provided in the DCASE 2018 
challenge [10]. Based on these previous studies, we propose a net-
work with the Inception module and several ways to improve the 
performance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 introduces the proposed network architecture for the 
weakly labeled semi-supervised SED; Section 3 presents the ex-
perimental settings and results using the DCASE 2018 dataset; and 
Section 4 draws the conclusions of our paper. 
2. PROPOSED METHOD 
We propose a weakly labeled semi-supervised SED method that 
uses the Inception architecture. To be specific, a CNN layer is im-
plemented with the Inception structure and time information is 
learned using a bidirectional GRU. To perform SED, two separate 
learning stages are proposed. The first stage is for sound tagging 
and the second stage is for sound event detection.  
2.1. Data augmentation 
The fourth task of the DCASE 2018 challenge focuses on large-
scale detection of sound events using small weakly labeled data. 
The challenge of this task is to explore the possibilities of lever-
aging large amounts of unbalanced and unclassified training data 
with a small set of annotated training data to improve system per-
formance. As the weakly labeled data which is provided by 
DCASE challenge Task 4 is small, data augmentation is required 
to learn a better network. Data augmentation is the process of cre-
ating new training samples by making small changes to the origi-
nal training data while keeping its characteristics. By performing 
the data augmentation, the network can be learned to improve its 
generalization ability for various unseen data [11]. Table 1 shows 
the data augmentation methods and details that we applied. To 
increase the performance of the classifier, we applied pitch shift 
manipulations with rates of 0.8, 0.9, 1.1, and 1.2. Moreover, the 
audio signal was stretched to 1.1 and 1.2 times faster and flipped 
horizontally to obtain a reversed image of the data. 
Table 1: Data Augmentation methods and details. 
Data Augmentation Method Value 
Pitch Shift 0.8, 0.9, 1.1, 1.2 
Time Stretch 1.1, 1.2 
Reverse Horizontal flip 
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2.2. Inception module 
In CNN, each convolution filter learns a local part of an image or 
feature map. In other words, it is a combination of information in 
the local receptive field. This is accomplished by passing these 
combinations through the activation function to infer non-linear 
relationships and make larger features smaller, such as by pooling. 
Therefore, it is important to see the various receptive fields in one 
convolution layer. In this regard, the Inception architecture has 
been proposed in [12, 13, 14]. The key concept of the Inception 
architecture is based upon finding the optimal local sparse struc-
ture in a convolutional vision network that can be approximated 
and applied. Intuitively, visual information must be processed at 
various scales and aggregated to abstract features of different 
scales at the same time. Figure 1 shows the scheme of the naïve 
Inception module and modified Inception module with dimension 
reductions.  
 
 
(a) Naïve Inception module 
 
(b) Modified Inception module with dimension reductions 
Figure 1: The scheme of the Inception module. 
2.3. Proposed architecture 
Figure 2 presents the network structure of the Inception architec-
ture employed in our proposed system. It is a convolutional recur-
rent neural network (CRNN) structure that combines CNN and 
RNN. In this system, the audio signal is first converted to 64 log 
mel-band energies to form an input vector to the network. Next, 
the stem layer for extracting low-level features is applied using 3 
× 3 convolution filters. After which, these extracted low-level fea-
tures are used to train various receptive fields at once through the 
Inception layers. The Inception layers in Figure 2 correspond to 
those in Figure 1-(b). Moreover, max pooling is performed with 
the Inception layer to compress the information in the frequency 
axis. The recurrent layer is then stacked using a bidirectional GRU 
to learn the relevance between time frames and connect the dense 
connection in every single frame. The final result is output through 
a global average pooling (GAP) layer.  
 
 
Figure 2: The structure of the proposed convolutional recur-
rent neural network for sound event detection with the Incep-
tion module. 
2.4. First stage: sound tagging 
In the first stage of the proposed system, a weak sound tagging 
network is trained using the weakly labeled data to assign pre-
dicted labels automatically to unlabeled in domain data. These un-
labeled in domain data are excerpted from YouTube clips. To train 
the model, we use 80% of the weakly labeled data provided for the 
fourth task of the DCASE challenge as a training set; the rest of 
the data are used as a validation set. We apply the data augmenta-
tion method which is mentioned in section 2.1 to weakly labeled 
dataset to learn the generalized model. 
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2.5. Second stage: sound event detection 
In the second stage, the SED network is trained using auto-tagged 
unlabeled in domain data which is automatically labeled in the first 
stage. This step is performed by excluding the GAP layer from the 
first stage network and outputting the frame recognition result. A 
simple method for learning strong label from weak label is to as-
sign a strong label to all time frames. However, assigning strong 
labels from a weak label is difficult because it is impossible to 
know which frame has events or not. Owing to the absence of prior 
knowledge regarding the existence of the event, we calculate the 
log mel-band energies and assign a pseudo strong label when the 
average value of the log mel-band energies in each frame is above 
zero. This method assumes that there is no acoustic event in a 
frame where the energy is small. This is described as event activity 
detection in section 3. 
3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
3.1. Pre-processing 
To perform the experiment, we resampled the audio signal to a 16-
kHz sampling rate and down-mixed it to a mono channel. The au-
dio signal was then converted to 64 log mel-band energies with a 
frame size of 40 ms and an overlap length of 20 ms. At this time, 
the area of the mel-scale filter bank was normalized. As a result, 
we obtained an image with 500 time frames and 64 frequency 
bands and used it as a network input.  
3.2. Hyperparameters and settings 
In Table 2, we list the hyperparameters and settings used in this 
study. The number of nodes for each convolution layer was 64 or 
32, and the convolution filter size was 3 × 3. The activation func-
tions used in the networks were rectified linear unit (ReLU) [15] 
and sigmoid functions. The proposed network was optimized us-
ing an adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [16] optimizer with a 
learning rate of 0.001. The early stopping criteria were applied by 
monitoring the F-score with a patience value of 15. 
Table 2: The hyperparameters and settings of the proposed net-
work. 
Parameter Value 
Convolution filter size 3  3 
Activation function ReLU, Sigmoid 
Network initialzation Glorot_uniform 
Optimizer Adam  
Epochs 100 
Learning rate 0.001 
Early stopping method 
Criteria = F-score 
Initial delay = 5 
Patience = 15 
3.3. Post-processing 
After obtaining the frame based probabilities from the last layer, 
we applied two binary decision methods. First of all, it can be ac-
complished in a straightforward manner by setting frame decisions 
to 1, if the probability is over the threshold of 0.5. Alternatively, 
the result in each frame can be decided by using the Viterbi algo-
rithm [17, 18]. Given a set of predictions that indicate the condi-
tional probability of a condition, the Viterbi algorithm computes 
the most likely state sequence in the observations. Therefore, we 
obtained the binary result by applying the Viterbi algorithm to the 
frame probabilities in each class. Then, the results of binary deci-
sions are segmented and smoothed in the time domain using the 
median filtering method. In this regard, the median filter size is a 
critical factor for the detection of the onset and offset of a sound 
event depending on its length. However, applying median filtering 
of the same length to various sound events is not recommended 
because each sound event has different characteristics. Therefore, 
we selected the median filter sizes according to the estimated 
lengths of the events. In this study, we selected various filter sizes 
for each class according to the median values of the predicted 
event lengths. 
3.4. Experimental results 
We evaluated the performance of the proposed approaches for 
weakly labeled semi-supervised SED. In these experiments, we 
explored our proposed methods: Inception CRNN, data augmen-
tation (DA) for weakly labeled data, event activity detection (EAD) 
for strong label learning, single-length median filtering (SMF) 
with 51 frames, and multi-length median filtering (MMF). Table 3 
shows the experimental results of the proposed Inception CRNN 
based SED. As shown in the table, the Inception CRNN shows 
about 4.5% better performance than the DCASE 2018 baseline 
system. In addition, as can be seen in the results, the DA method 
showed little SED performance improvement. Nevertheless, the 
DA method was used because of the improved sound tagging per-
formance in the first stage. We also confirmed that the EAD for 
pseudo strong labeling could improve the SED performance by 
about 2.0%. Furthermore, by applying the Viterbi algorithm, a per-
formance enhancement of 1.2% was obtained. Finally, about 6.5% 
improvement was achieved by applying the MMF method. 
Table 3: Experimental results of the Inception CRNN based 
SED. 
Method F-score Precision Recall 
DCASE 2018 Baseline 
+ SMF51 
14.06% - - 
Inception CRNN  
+ SMF51 
18.5% 18.5% 20.0% 
Inception CRNN  
+ DA + SMF51 
18.9% 19.6% 19.6% 
Inception CRNN  
+ DA + EAD + SMF51 
(Submission-1) 
21.9% 23.3% 23.3% 
Inception CRNN  
+ DA + EAD + Viterbi  
+ SMF51 (Submission-2) 
23.1% 26.0% 23.4% 
Inception CRNN  
+ DA + EAD + MMF 
(Submission-3) 
28.4% 28.3% 31.0% 
Inception CRNN  
+ DA + EAD + Viterbi  
+ MMF (Submission-4) 
29.3% 30.1% 30.3% 
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Consequently, the system that used MMF with the Viterbi algo-
rithm showed the best performance. Compared to the DCASE 
2018 baseline system, the proposed model achieved an approxi-
mately 15.24% gain in the F-score. Table 4 shows detailed exper-
imental results of the proposed Inception CRNN with DA, EAD, 
Viterbi, and MMF. 
Table 4: Detailed experimental results of the proposed system. 
(Submission-4) 
Event label F-score Precision Recall 
Alarm/bell/ringing 28.4% 28.3% 28.6% 
Blender 28.9% 26.0% 32.5% 
Cat 12.6% 17.8% 9.8% 
Dishes 10.6% 10.6% 10.7% 
Dog 26.7% 30.3% 23.8% 
Electric  
shaver/toothbrush 
48.1% 50.0% 46.4% 
Frying 13.3% 9.1% 25.0% 
Running water 34.9% 28.6% 44.7% 
Speech 16.5% 15.2% 18.1% 
Vacuum cleaner 73.0% 85.2% 63.9% 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the Inception CRNN method that observes the vari-
ous receptive fields in each CNN layer is proposed for large-scale 
detection of sound events using small weakly labeled data. By ap-
plying the proposed network structure to the SED system, it was 
shown that the Inception CRNN model achieves a better result 
than the baseline model. We also proposed various performance 
enhancement methods such as DA, EAD, Viterbi algorithm, and 
MMF to improve the SED performance of the proposed system. In 
conclusion, it was confirmed that the proposed method provide a 
higher SED result than the baseline system. 
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ABSTRACT 
Audio tagging aims to detect the types of sound events occurring 
in an audio recording. To tag the polyphonic audio recordings, 
we propose to use Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) 
loss function on the top of Convolutional Recurrent Neural 
Network (CRNN) with learnable Gated Linear Units (GLU-
CTC), based on a new type of audio label data: Sequentially 
Labelled Data (SLD). In GLU-CTC, CTC objective function 
maps the frame-level probability of labels to clip-level probabil-
ity of labels. To compare the mapping ability of GLU-CTC for 
sound events, we train a CRNN with GLU based on Global Max 
Pooling (GLU-GMP) and a CRNN with GLU based on Global 
Average Pooling (GLU-GAP). And we also compare the pro-
posed GLU-CTC system with the baseline system, which is a 
CRNN trained using CTC loss function without GLU. The ex-
periments show that the GLU-CTC achieves an Area Under 
Curve (AUC) score of 0.882 in audio tagging, outperforming the 
GLU-GMP of 0.803, GLU-GAP of 0.766 and baseline system of 
0.837. That means based on the same CRNN model with GLU, 
the performance of CTC mapping is better than the GMP and 
GAP mapping. Given both based on the CTC mapping, the 
CRNN with GLU outperforms the CRNN without GLU. 
Index Terms— Audio tagging, Convolutional Recurrent 
Neural Network (CRNN), Gated Linear Units (GLU), Connec-
tionist Temporal Classification (CTC), Sequentially Labelled 
Data (SLD) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Audio tagging aims to detect the types of sound events occurring 
in an audio recording. Audio recordings are typically short seg-
ments such as the audio recordings in IEEE AASP DCASE 2018 
Challenge Task 4 [1]. Audio tagging has many applications in 
information retrieval [2], audio classification [3], acoustic scene 
recognition [4] and industry sound recognition [5]. 
Most previous works of audio tagging relies on strongly la-
belled data or weakly labelled data. In strongly labelled data [4], 
each audio clip is labelled with both the tags and the onset and 
offset times of sound events. However, labelling strong label is 
time consuming and labor expensive, resulting strongly labelled 
data is scarce and its size is often limited to minutes or a few 
hours [6]. Thus the audio research community have turned to 
large-scale datasets without the onset and offset times of sound 
events, which is referred to as Weakly Labelled Data (WLD) [7]. 
WLD is also called clip level labelled data. In WLD, only the 
presence or absence of sound events are known, but the occur-
rence sequence of sound events are not known. 
In this paper, we explore the possibility of Sequentially La-
belled Data (SLD) in real-life polyphonic audio tagging. SLD is 
a type of audio label newly proposed in [8]. In SLD, both the 
tags of audio clip and the sequence of tags are known, without 
the onset and the offset of tags. SLD reduces the workload of 
data annotation and avoids the problem of inaccurate onset and 
offset annotation of tags in strongly labelled data. In addition, 
SLD contains the sequential information of tags which is not 
provided by WLD [8]. However, in the previous work [8], the 
SLD was the synthesized monophonic audio based on IEEE 
DCASE 2013 development dataset, there is no overlap between 
sound events. To explore the possibility of SLD in real-life au-
dio recordings, we manually label 1578 polyphonic audios of 
DCASE 2018 Task 4 with sequential labels and release it here1. 
The details of sequential labelling of polyphonic audio record-
ings will be introduced in Section 3. 
To predict the sequential labels of SLD in polyphonic audio 
recordings, we propose to use CTC loss function on the top of 
CRNN with learnable Gated Linear Units (GLU-CTC). This idea 
is inspired by the great performance of CTC in Automatic 
Speech Recognition [9]. CTC is a learning technique for se-
quence labelling with RNN, which allows RNN to be trained for 
sequence-to-sequence tasks without requiring any prior align-
ment between the input and target sequences. In GLU-CTC, 
CTC objective function maps the frame-level probability of 
sound events to the target sequential labels of sound events, 
similar to the pooling layer in neural networks. So we explore 
the performance of this three pooling function: CTC, Global 
Max Pooling (GMP) and Global Average Pooling (GAP) in 
polyphonic audio tagging, based on the same CRNN with GLU. 
This three models are abbreviated as GLU-CTC, GLU-GMP and 
GLU-GAP, respectively. In this paper, the baseline system is a 
CRNN without GLU train with CTC loss function. 
There are two contributions in this paper. First, in poly-
phonic audio tagging we explore the possibility of a new label 
type: Sequentially Labelled Data, which not only reduces the 
workload of data annotation in strong labels, but also indicates 
the sequential information of tags in weak labels. We release the 
SLD of DCASE 2018 Task 4 in here1. Second, to predict the 
sequential labels of SLD in polyphonic audio recordings, we 
                                                          
1 https://github.com/moses1994/DCASE2018-Task4 
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propose to use CTC learning technique to train a CRNN model 
with learnable GLU. And we compare the performance of GLU-
CTC, GLU-GMP, GLU-GAP and the baseline system, which is 
a CRNN train with CTC loss function. There is no GLU in base-
line system.  
This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 introduces re-
lated works. Section 3 describes the annotation method of SLD 
in polyphonic audio recordings. Section 4 describes how the 
CTC uses SLD in polyphonic audio tagging and the model struc-
ture. Section 5 describes the dataset, experimental setup and 
results. Section 6 gives conclusions. 
2. RELATED WORK 
Audio classification and detection have obtained increasing 
attention in recent years. There are many challenges for audio 
detection and tagging such as IEEE AASP challenge on DCASE 
2013 [4], DCASE 2016 [10] and DCASE 2017 [6]. 
Many conventional works of audio classification and audio 
clip tagging used Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) 
and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) as baseline system [4]. 
Recent audio classification methods including Deep Neural 
Networks (DNNs) [6], Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) 
[11] and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [3], with inputs 
varying from Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), Mel energy, 
spectrogram, MFCC to Constant Q Transform (CQT) [12].  
The bag of frames (BOF) model was used in [13], where an 
audio clip is cut into segments and each segment inherits the 
labels of the audio clip. BOF is based on an assumption that tags 
occur in all frames, which is however not the case in practice. 
Some sound events such as “gunshot” only happen a short time 
in an audio clip. State-of-the-art audio tagging methods [14] 
transform waveform to the Time-Frequency (T-F) representation. 
Then, the T-F representation is treated as an image which is fed 
into CNNs. However, unlike image where the objects usually 
occupy a dominant part of an image, in an audio clip events only 
occur a short time. To solve this problem, attention models [15] 
for audio tagging and classification are applied to attend to the 
audio events and ignore the back ground sounds. 
3. SEQUENTIALLY LABELLED DATA 
The polyphonic audio data used in this paper is the weak annota-
tions training set of DCASE 2018 Task 4, a subset of Google 
Audio Set [16]. Audio Set consists of an ontology of 632 sound 
event classes and a collection of 2 million human-labeled 10-
second audio clips drawn from YouTube [16]. 
In the training set, the polyphony makes it hard to define 
ordered sequences of sound events. To tackle this problem, we 
use the order of boundaries of each sound event, the order of 
onset and offset, but not the time stamps as the sequential labels. 
For example, we could use the sequential labels dishes_start, 
dishes_end, dishes_start, dishes_end, speech_start, blend-
er_start, speech_end, speech_start, blend_end, speech_end as 
the sequential label for the audio clip in Fig. 1. Another example 
is if the content of an audio clip could be described by a dog 
barks while a car rings, we used the sequential labels ring_start, 
dog_start, dog_end, ring_end as the sequential label. In the 
ground truth label sequence, the tags of the audio clip and the  
Weak labels: (dishes, speech, blender) or (speech, dishes, blender) or (blender, dishes, speech) 
Sequential labels:
(dishes_start, dishes_end, dishes_start, dishes_end, speech_start, 
blender_start, speech_end, speech_start, blend_end, speech_end)
Strong labels:
dishes
speech
blender
 
Figure 1: From top to bottom: (a) waveform of an audio clip 
containing three sound events: “dishes, speech, blender”; (b) 
log Mel spectrogram of (a); Strong labels, sequential labels 
and weak labels of the audio clip. 
sequence of tags are known, without knowing their occurrence 
time. We refer to the audio clip labelled by label sequence as 
Sequentially Labelled Data (SLD). Fig. 1 shows an audio clip 
with strong, sequential and weak tags. 
In this paper, we manually labelled the weak annotations 
training set of DCASE 2018 Task 4 with sequential labels and 
release it after verification. See here1 for more details about SLD. 
4. METHOD 
In this section, we will explain how to use CTC in polyphonic 
audio tagging based on SLD. Then, we will describe the model 
structure used in this paper. 
4.1. CTC in Polyphonic Audio Tagging using SLD 
CTC is a learning technique for sequence labelling, it shows a 
new way for training RNN with unsegment sequences. In fact, 
CTC redefines the loss function of RNN [17] and allows RNN 
to be trained for sequence-to-sequence tasks, without requiring 
any prior alignment (i.e. starting and ending time of sound 
events) between the input and target sequences [9]. In audio 
tagging, we are only interested in the label sequence of corre-
sponding audio clip, not the ground truth alignment of events in 
the audio clip. Thus, we want to marginalize out the alignment. 
To marginalize out the alignment, first, CTC adds an extra 
“blank” label (denoted by “-”) to original label set L [9]. Then, it 
defines a many-to-one mapping β that transforms the alignment 
(i.e. the sequence of output labels at each time step, also called a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Trellis for computing CTC loss function [17] applied 
to labelling ‘CAT’. Black circles represent labels, white circles 
represent blanks. Arrows signify allowed transitions. 
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path [17]) to label sequence. The mapping β removes repeated 
labels from the path to a single one, then removes the “blank” 
labels. For example, β(C-AT-)=β(-CC--ATT)=CAT, that is, path 
'C-AT-' and '-CC--ATT' both map to the label sequence 'CAT'. 
The CTC objective function is defined as the negative loga-
rithm of the total probability of all paths [9] that map to the 
ground truth label sequence. The total probability can be found 
using dynamic programming algorithm [17] on the trellis shown 
in Fig. 2. On the x-axis is time steps, on the y-axis is “modified 
label sequence”, that is target label sequence with blank labels 
added to the beginning and the end and inserted between every 
pair of labels.  
When we use the simple best path decoding to decode the 
output of CTC, the output of CTC is directly the label sequence. 
By this means no threshold is needed to determine whether there 
are corresponding events in the audio clip. This will reduce the 
risk of over-fitting due to specific thresholds, which is an ad-
vantage of using CTC loss function in audio tagging. More de-
tails about CTC can be seen [17]. 
4.2. Model Structure 
Inspired by the good performance of CRNN in audio tagging 
[15], CRNN is used in this paper shown in Fig. 3. First, the 
waveforms of audio clips are transformed to T-F representations 
such as Mel spectrograms. And convolutional layers are applied 
on the T-F representations to extract high level features. Next, 
Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units (BGRU) are adopted to 
capture the temporal context information. Finally, the output 
layer is a dense layer with sigmoid activation function since au-
dio tagging is a multi-class classification problem [3, 6].  
In the CRNN, the output activation from the CNN layers 
are padded with zeros to keep the dimension of the output the 
same as input. And the max-pooling is applied in the frequency 
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Figure 3: Model Structure. Due to the acoustic event classes 
number is 10 in DCASE 2018 Task 4, thus, for model with 
GMP and GAP layer, N=10. For model with CTC layer, 
N=21 (10 *2+1), the extra ‘1’ indicates the blank label. 
t
f
linear
sigmoid
⊙ 
GLU
Mel feature  
Figure 4: The Structure of GLU. 
axis only to preserve the time resolution of the input. Clip level 
probability of tags can be obtained from the last layer. To com-
pare the performance of different pooling function, there are 
three pooling operations in Fig. 3, CTC, Global Max Pooling 
(GMP) and Global Average Pooling (GAP). 
4.3. Gated Linear Units 
As shown in Fig. 3, a CRNN model with 13 layers is applied for 
audio tagging. In order to reduce the gradient vanishing problem 
in deep networks, the Gated Linear Units (GLU) [18] is used as 
the activation function to replace the ReLU [19] activation func-
tion in the CRNN model. The structure of GLU is shown in Fig. 
4. By providing a linear path for the gradients propagation while 
keeping nonlinear capabilities through the sigmoid operation, 
GLU can reduce the gradient vanishing problem for deep net-
works [18]. Similar to the gating mechanisms in long short-term 
memories [20] or gated recurrent units [21], GLU can control the 
amount of information of a T-F unit flow to the next layer. GLU 
are defined as: 
 
    * *Y W X b V X c    
 
where σ is sigmoid function, the symbol is the element-wise 
product and  ∗ is the convolution operator. W and V are convo-
lutional filters, b and c are biases. X denotes the input T-F repre-
sentation in the first layer or the feature maps of the interval lay-
ers in model.  
The value of sigmoid function ranges from 0 to 1, so if a 
GLU gate value is close to 1, then the corresponding T-F unit is 
attended. If a GLU gate value is near to 0, then the correspond-
ing T-F unit is ignored. By this means the network can learn to 
attend to sound events and ignore the unrelated sounds. 
5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
5.1. Dataset, Experiments Setup and Evaluation Metrics 
In this paper, the training set is 1578 clips (2244 class occurrenc-
es) of Task 4 from domestic environments, which consists of 10 
classes of sound events. We manually label the 1578 audio clips 
with sequential labels and release it after verification, the annota-
tion method is described in Section 3. The test set is 288 poly-
phonic audio clips (906 events) of Task 4 [1]. 
For all the models described in this paper, in training, log 
Mel band energy is extracted in Hamming window of length 64 
ms with 64 Mel frequency bins [22]. For a given audio clip of 
10-second in Task 4, this feature extraction block results in a 
(240×64) output as shown in Fig. 3. 240 is the number of frames  
(1) 
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Table 1: Averaged Stats of Audio Tagging 
 
Metric AUC of each event class avg. 
Event Speech Dog Cat Bell Dishes Frying Blender Water cleaner Shaver AUC Precision Recall F-score 
GLU-GAP 0.895 0.946 0.875 0.820 0.583 0.602 0.641 0.773 0.771 0.758 0.766 0.960 0.588 0.730 
GLU-GMP 0.909 0.946 0.921 0.873 0.669 0.643 0.691 0.813 0.785 0.778 0.803 0.957 0.645 0.771 
GLU-CTC 0.941 0.969 0.994 0.942 0.762 0.905 0.753 0.860 0.850 0.835 0.882 0.816 0.816 0.816 
Baseline  0.912 0.953 0.957 0.836 0.684 0.776 0.795 0.839 0.808 0.808 0.837 0.706 0.763 0.734 
and 64 is the number of Mel frequency bins. The binary cross-
entropy loss [23] is applied between the predicted probability of 
each tag and the corresponding ground truth tag. Dropout and 
early stopping criteria are used in training phase to prevent over-
fitting. The model is trained for maximum 200 epochs with Ad-
am optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001. 
To evaluate the results of audio tagging in clip level in this 
paper, we follow the metrics proposed in [22]. The results are 
evaluated by Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-score [24] and 
Area Under Curve (AUC) [25]. Larger P, R, F-score and AUC 
indicates better performance. 
5.2. Results 
In this paper, the GLU-CTC, GLU-GMP and GLU-GAP all 
contain the learnable GLU, which introduces the attention 
mechanism in the convolutional layers in CRNN. However, 
there is no GLU in the baseline model, which is a CRNN train 
with CTC objective function. To evaluate the performance of the 
models in this paper, we calculate the AUC score of audio tag-
ging results in clip level of these models. As shown in Table 1, 
GLU-CTC achieves an averaged AUC of 0.882 outperforming 
the GLU-GAP and GLU-GMP, and also better than the baseline 
system. Table 1 also shows the averaged statistic including Pre-
cision, Recall, F-score and AUC over 10 kinds of sound events, 
respectively. GLU-CTC mapping performs better than GLU-
GAP and GLU-GMP, too. That is, based on the same CRNN 
model with GLU, the performance of CTC mapping function is 
better than the GAP and GMP mapping function in polyphonic 
audio tagging. 
The averaged stats of audio tagging is evaluated in clip lev-
el of audio clips, the frame level predictions of models on exam-
ple audio clip was shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the predictions of 
GLU-GAP in frame level is always 1, which means the predic-
tions of GLU-GAP in frame level overestimates the occurrence 
probability of corresponding event. While GLU-GMP, in con-
trast, underestimates it. GLU-GMP produces wide peaks, indi-
cating the onset and offset times of event. That shows max pool-
ing has ability to locate event, while average pooling seems to 
fail. The reason may be max pooling encourages the response for 
a single location to be high [26], for similar audio events which 
can obtain similar features. While average pooling encourages 
all response to be high [26], difference features of each event 
make it difficult to locate event. 
In Fig. 5, the GLU-CTC could predict the onset (start) and 
offset (end) tag sequence of corresponding audio recording, 
typically as a series of spikes [17]. Although the spikes align 
well with the actual position of the boundaries of sound events 
in audio recording, there is no time span information about these 
events. The spikes outputted by GLU-CTC could locate corre-
sponding events in the audio clip, while baseline system seems 
to fail, which means the attention mechanism introduced by 
GLU is helpful for audio tagging. The reason may be the atten-
tion introduced by GLU focuses on the local information within 
each feature map, which could help GLU-CTC better learn the 
high-level representations of corresponding audio events. 
 
 
Figure 5: Frame level predictions of GLU-GAP (b), GLU-GMP 
(c), GLU-CTC (d), and Baseline (e). In GLU-CTC and Baseline, 
blue peaks denote the starting and red peaks denote the ending 
of corresponding sound events. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we explore the possibility of a new type of audio 
label data called SLD in polyphonic audio tagging. To utilize 
SLD in audio tagging, we propose a GLU-CTC model. In GLU-
CTC, CTC layer maps frame level tags to clip level tags, similar 
to the pooling operations. Experiments show GLU-CTC outper-
forms GLU-GAP and GLU-GMP. Finally, we released the se-
quential labels of DCASE 2018 Task 4 after verification. In the 
future, we will explore the possibility of SLD in sound event 
detection with polyphonic audio recordings and try to expand 
the size of SLD.  
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a gated convolutional recurrent neural net-
work based approach to solve task 4, large-scale weakly labelled
semi-supervised sound event detection in domestic environments,
of the DCASE 2018 challenge. Gated linear units and a tempo-
ral attention layer are used to predict the onset and offset of sound
events in 10s long audio clips. Whereby for training only weakly-
labelled data is used. Virtual adversarial training is used for regu-
larization, utilizing both labelled and unlabelled data. Furthermore,
we introduce self-adaptive label refinement, a method which allows
unsupervised adaption of our trained system to refine the accuracy
of frame-level class predictions. The proposed system reaches an
overall macro averaged event-based F-score of 34.6%, resulting in
a relative improvement of 20.5% over the baseline system.
Index Terms— DCASE 2018, Convolutional neural net-
works, Sound event detection, Weakly-supervised learning, Semi-
supervised learning
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we summarize the methods we use to solve task 4
[1] of the DCASE 2018 challenge, the large-scale weakly labelled
semi-supervised sound event detection in domestic environments.
In contrast to audio tagging (AT), sound event detection (SED) not
only requires to detect the presence of an event, but also a prediction
about the temporal location in a given audio recording. Whereby in
the data provided by the DCASE challenge, one input sequence pos-
sibly contains multiple occurrences of different event classes with
potential temporal overlaps. Additionally, the training data is only
weakly labelled. Therefore for training, the labels of each clip con-
tain only information about the presence or absence of an event, but
no strong labels which indicate the exact temporal onset and offset.
The proposed method uses a gated convolutional recurrent neu-
ral network (GCRNN). This is similar to the best model of last years
DCASE 2017 challenge task 4 [2] which also used a GCRNN based
approach. Although, the objective of the 2017 and 2018 DCASE
challenge is SED, there are significant differences in the structure
of the provided training data and evaluation metric. More precisely,
the following changes have been made at the 2018 challenge:
• The amount of weakly labelled training data is significantly
smaller, 1,578 compared to 51,172.
• In addition to the weakly labelled training set, there are unla-
belled in-domain and unlabelled out-of-domain sets provided.
• The domain of the events is different: domestic environments
compared to smart cars. Whereby the number of classes de-
creased from 17 to 10.
• For evaluation, an event-based F-score with a 200ms collar on
onsets and offsets is used, instead of a segment-based error rate
which is determined of one-second segments.
With our work we show that a GCRNN based approach for SED
similar to [2], is also suitable in a setting with the aforementioned
differences. Whereby we introduce two major changes:
First, to incorporate the provided unlabelled data we use virtual
adversarial training (VAT) [3]. VAT has, amongst others, already
been used successfully in semi-supervised text [4], image classifi-
cation [3], acoustic event detection [5] and phone classification [6]
tasks. Furthermore, VAT showed competitive performance against
other deep semi-supervised learning algorithms [7].
Secondly, as an extension to the attention mechanism we intro-
duce an algorithm we call self-adaptive label refinement (SALR),
which uses unlabelled input data and clip-level class predictions to
refine the frame-level predictions of our model.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1. Gated convolutional recurrent neural network
The winning team of last year’s DCASE SED task [2] showed that
using gated linear units (GLUs) [8] instead of commonly used acti-
vation functions like rectified linear units (RELUs) or leaky ReLUs
in the CRNN is a useful approach for SED.
Gating mechanisms have been used successfully in a variety of
neural network architectures. For example in RNNs using LSTM
[9] cells, which have a separate input, output and forget gate. The
rough idea behind gating mechanisms is to have a gate which can
control how information flows in the network.
In the setting of SED, the GLU units should adapt their be-
haviour such that they act as an attention mechanism on the time-
frequency (T-F) bin of each feature map. They can set their value
close to one if information related to any of the considered audio
events passes through, and otherwise block the flow of unrelated
information by setting their value close to zero.
GLUs are defined as follows:
Y = (W ∗X+ b) σ(V ∗X+ c), (1)
where W and V denote the convolutional filters with their respec-
tive biases b and c, σ is the sigmoid function, X denotes the input
to the layer, and  denotes elementwise multiplication.
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Figure 1: Network structure
Figure 1 shows how the gated CNN blocks are incorporated into
the network, whereby in our model we use three subsequent gated
CNN blocks.
The gated CNN blocks are followed by a bidirectional RNN
containing 64 units in the forward and backward path, their output
is concatenated and passed to the attention and classification layer
which are described in Section 2.3.
The final prediction yc for the weak label of class c is deter-
mined by the weighted average of the element-wise multiplication
of the attention and classification layer output of class c:
yc =
∑T
t z
cla
c (t) zattc (t)∑T
t z
att
c (t)
, (2)
where zclac (t) and zattc (t) are the outputs of the classification layer
and of the attention layer of class c. T denotes the frame-level res-
olution of the input spectrogram, which is equal to the resolution of
zclac (t) and zattc (t), and t is the frame index.
2.2. Virtual adversarial training
We make use of VAT [3] for regularization. We calculate the virtual
adversarial loss such that the robustness of the model’s posterior
distribution of predictions at clip-level p(y|x) is increased for small
and bounded perturbations of the log-scaled mel-spectrograms x.
The adversarial perturbation rv-adv is computed by maximizing
a non-negative distance function between the unperturbed p(y|x; θ)
and perturbed p(y|x+ r; θ) posterior. Whereby θ denotes the cur-
rent model parameter. The Kullback-Leibler divergence KL is used
as distance function between p(y|x; θ) and p(y|x+ r; θ), and ||r||
is limited to the sphere around x with some radius ≤ , i.e. rv-adv
is determined as
rv-adv = arg max
r,‖r‖≤
KL[p(y|x; θ)||p(y|x+ r; θ)]. (3)
There is no evident closed-form solution for rv-adv , but [3]
gives a detailed derivation how to calculate an approximation of
rv-adv . When using VAT the following additional cost is added to
the objective function:
KL[p(y|x; θ)||p(y|x+ rv-adv; θ)]. (4)
Since calculating the virtual adversarial perturbation only requires
input x and does not require label y, VAT is applicable to semi-
supervised training. Therefore we use it to incorporate the unla-
belled in-domain dataset into training. However, we decided not to
include any of the provided unlabelled out-of-domain data since it
has been shown previously that adding unlabelled data from differ-
ent classes than the labelled data, can actually decrease the perfor-
mance of semi-supervised learning algorithms like VAT [7].
2.3. Attention mechanism
To predict the temporal locations of each audio event which is pre-
sented in a given input sample, we use a similar approach as used
in [2]. We extend it by introducing self-adaptive label refinement
based on weak and strong prediction alignment. This selects for
each event class an appropriate post-processing on the networks at-
tention output. In the following the term weak prediction is used
to refer to predictions at clip-level and strong prediction is used to
refer to class predictions at frame-level.
As depicted in Figure 1, the output of a bidirectional RNN is fed
into both an attention and a classification layer. The classification
layer uses a sigmoid activation function to predict the probability of
each occurring class at each timestep. While the attention layer uses
a softmax activation over all classes. Intuitively, using a softmax
in the attention layer should aid the network to learn to pick the
most dominant class at each frame. Although this might not be an
ideal approach if temporal overlaps of multiple events are occurring,
since then a more dominant event might be able to suppress the
activation of another one.
Figure 2 shows the output of the classification and attention
layer for one audio clip of the development set containing several
events labelled as dog. It can be seen that there is a clear corre-
lation between ground truth event labels and the activations of the
attention and classification layer. However it is not obvious how
to extract the exact start and end points of each individual event
from the layer activations. Our experiments showed that just tak-
ing the product of the attention and classification layer activations,
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Figure 2: Classification and attention layer activations for file:
Y0a8RB5eOGJ4 30.000 40.000.wav and class dog.
thresholded with a fixed value for all classes, e.g. 0.5, gives un-
satisfactory results. Also it has been shown in similar weakly la-
belled SED settings that the trained network adapts differently for
different classes [10]. Especially there seems to be a difference be-
tween classes which tend to have short event durations in contrast
to classes which span the majority of timesteps of a clip. Consider-
ing this, it might be necessary to use a different post-processing for
each class on the networks attention output to account for that. The
fact that no strong event annotations are available for training makes
this a non-trivial problem, otherwise a simple approach would be to
test several post-processing methods and select for each class the
one which gives the best performance.
2.4. Self-adaptive label refinement (SALR)
We introduce self-adaptive label refinement, where we check the
alignment between strong and weak predictions, and use this as an
approximate prediction how well a given post-processing method
performs at extracting the right onset and offset of events. Using this
approach we can use unlabelled data to estimate how well a given
post-processing parameterization performs for each class, and take
the best performing parameterization for our final strong prediction.
For post-processing we threshold the output value of the classi-
fication layer, followed by a median filter. Therefore the parameters
we vary in each iteration are the threshold, and the width of the me-
dian filter. However it should be noted that many other methods for
post-processing are possible, e.g. a second neural network which
maps between the attention layer of the first network and strong
predictions might be a potential approach.
In particular, when training has finished, self-adaptive label re-
finement repeats the following steps on each class with different
post-processing parameterizations:
1. A full forward pass is performed to create weak and strong
predictions for each clip. Whereby the following steps are
only carried out for clips where the weak prediction indicates
occurrence of the current class.
2. Using the strong predictions, the spectrogram of each clip is
split up into two groups of new samples.
Each single event occurrence of the examined class is
extracted into new samples containing only the temporal
frames of the spectrogram which possibly contains the event.
Those new samples are labelled with 1.
Additionally, another sample is created which contains only
the temporal frames of the original spectrogram where no
occurrence of the given class was predicted. Those are all
labelled to 0.
3. The generated new samples are then passed through the net-
work. Using the resulting weak predictions and the labels
assigned before, a crossentropy loss for each class is calcu-
lated. This loss indicates how good the weak and strong pre-
dictions align.
Afterwards for each class, the post-processing with the smallest
loss value is selected.
This approach does not need any labels, neither strong nor
weak. Therefore our method for post-processing selection is ap-
plicable using data of both, the weakly-supervised and the unsu-
pervised dataset. Also the method can be used to adapt the post-
processing at inference time to new unseen data.
2.5. Training
The cross entropy loss between the predicted probabilities for each
class and the weak ground truth labelling over all labelled clips in a
batch is calculated as follows:
E = − 1
N
N∑
i
M∑
c
l(i)c log(y
(i)
c ), (5)
where the number of classes is denoted by M, the number of weakly
labelled 10 second audio clips by N, y(i)c denotes the predicted prob-
ability for class c of sample i, and l(i)c is the given binary label in
the weakly labelled train set.
In each step a batch containing an equal distribution of samples
from the labelled and unlabelled in-domain set is processed. The
total loss consists of the cross entropy loss of the labelled samples,
regularized with VAT depending on both the labelled and unlabelled
samples weighted by a factor λ:
L = − 1
N
N∑
i
M∑
c
l(i)c log(y
(i)
c )
+ λ
N′∑
i
KL[p(y|x(i); θ)||p(y|x(i) + r; θ)],
(6)
where N ′ denotes the sum of labelled and unlabelled in-domain
clips in a batch, x(i) is the log-scaled mel-spectrograms of a labelled
or unlabelled in-domain clip with index i.
The loss was optimized using Adam [11] with a learning rate of
0.001 and a batch size of 30. The network was implemented using
tensorflow [12].
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
3.1. Dataset
The method is evaluated using a subset of the Google Audioset [13],
which was provided with task 4 of the DCASE 2018 challenge[14].
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no VAT VAT
challenge baseline no refinement SALRtrain SALRdev. no refinement SALRtrain SALRdev.
Class F1 ER F1 ER F1 ER F1 ER F1 ER F1 ER F1 ER
Alarm bell 3.2% - 27.0% 1.45 22.4% 1.18 18.8% 1.23 27.9% 1.38 21.0% 1.14 18.2% 1.12
Blender 15.4% - 18.5% 2.65 10.7% 1.25 26.9% 1.23 29.9% 1.52 23.2% 1.33 38.1% 0.97
Cat 0.0% - 9.5% 3.27 5.0% 1.40 33.5% 1.35 4.9% 2.87 19.2% 1.54 25.2% 1.30
Dishes 0.0% - 5.6% 1.65 0.0% 1.16 0.0% 1.16 29.3% 1.93 32.5% 1.16 32.5% 1.16
Dog 0.0% - 20.5% 2.16 18.5% 1.40 18.6% 1.39 7.4% 2.00 2.3% 1.36 15.8% 1.36
Elec. Shaver 32.4% - 18.4% 2.86 50.0% 0.86 50.0% 0.86 14.1% 2.61 40.0% 0.96 40.0% 0.96
Frying 31.0% - 20.4% 4.54 43.5% 1.62 42.9% 1.67 18.0% 3.79 40.0% 1.50 40.7% 1.46
Running water 11.4% - 17.5% 1.86 37.7% 1.00 38.0% 0.99 22.6% 1.89 31.1% 1.22 32.4% 1.21
Speech 0.0% - 36.5% 1.38 44.6% 0.95 36.2% 1.15 37.5% 1.25 41.3% 0.97 40.2% 0.98
Vac. cleaner 46.5% - 20.0% 3.11 48.8% 1.17 46.5% 1.28 21.8% 2.58 40.5% 1.31 63.0% 0.75
14.06% 1.54 19.4% 2.49 28.12% 1.19 31.2% 1.23 21.3% 2.18 29.1% 1.25 34.6% 1.12
Table 1: Class-wise results on the development set, total scores are macro averaged.
The majority of the provided audioclips are 10 seconds long, a
few audioclips are slightly shorter, for further processing we zero-
pad those to a length of 10 seconds. Each audioclip contains one
or multiple sound events of 10 different classes, whereby different
events may overlap. The dataset consists of a training, testing and
evaluation subset.
The training subset consists of 1,578 weakly labelled clips, an
unlabelled in-domain set of 14,412 clips and an unlabelled out-of-
domain set of 39,999 clips extracted from classes that are not con-
sidered in task 4.
The test set contains 288 clips, whereby the distribution in terms
of clips per class is similar to the weakly labelled training set. For
the test set strong labels from human annotators are given, therefore
timestamps for the onset and offset of each event in the clip are
included. For training only weak labels are used. The weak labels
indicate if a given event occurs somewhere in a 10s clip, however no
information about the onset and offset of the events, nor how often
the event occurs is given. This setting can also be considered as a
multiple instance learning (MIL) problem [10].
Log-scaled mel-spectrograms of each clip are passed as input to
the network, for calculation the librosa library [15] is used. Before
the spectrograms are calculated, each clip is converted to a mono
signal with a sampling rate of 16,000 Hz. For calculation of the log-
scaled mel-spectrograms a hamming window of length 1024 with an
overlap of 360 is used, this gives 240 frames with 64 mel frequency
channels for each clip.
3.2. Baseline system
The organizers of the DCASE challenge provided a baseline system
for task 4 [1]. The system consists of two models based on the same
structure: three convolution layers with 64 filters of size 3×3, each
one followed by a max pooling layer of size 4 × 1 and a dropout
layer with p = 30%. After the convolutional layers, one bidirec-
tional recurrent layer with 64 GRU units and 30% dropout on the
input is placed. For output, the first model uses a dense layer with
10 sigmoid units and global average pooling across frames to make
clip-level predictions, and the second model uses a time distributed
dense layer with 10 sigmoid units to predict events at frame-level.
Training of the system is performed in two steps:
1. The first model is trained with the weakly labelled training
set, then the trained model is used to generate weak labels
for the unlabelled in-domain set.
2. The second model is trained on the unlabelled in-domain set,
using the weak labels generated beforehand. In this second
training pass the weakly labelled set is used for validation.
As input, each 10 second audio file is divided into 500 frames
of 64 log mel-band magnitudes.
3.3. Evaluation
For evaluation the macro averaged event-based F-score [16] is used.
The event-based metrics are calculated using the open source tool-
box sed eval [17]. As given by the challenge, for calculation of
event-based metrics a 200ms collar on onsets and a 200ms / 20%
of the events length collar on offsets was set. For calculation of
the total performance over all individual classes, macro averaging
is used. This has the effect that each class has equal influence on
the final metrics, even if the distribution of classes in the tested set
is unbalanced.
3.4. Results
Table 1 shows the event based F1 scores and error rates of our sys-
tem on the development set. We compare the resulting scores of
our system without post-processing refinement, and when we per-
formed self-adaptive label refinement using data either of the train-
ing or the development set. Additionally, we also show the influence
of VAT. When no post-processing refinement was done, we calcu-
lated the strong labels with a fixed threshold of 0.5 for all classes
and apply no median filter. It can be seen that both SALR and VAT
increase the performance of the system. Whereby when SALR is
used, the best performance is achieved when the adaption was done
on the development set.
3.5. Submitted systems
Three systems have been submitted to the DCASE 2018 challenge,
whereby self-adaptive label refinement was used to adapt the post-
processing as follows: System one has been adapted to the evalu-
ation set. System two did not use any adaption, but used the same
post-processing with a fixed threshold of 0.5 and a median filter
width of 1. System three has been adapted to the training set.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method for sound event detection us-
ing only weakly labelled and unsupervised data. Our approach is
based on GCRNNs, whereby we introduce self-adaptive label re-
finement. This method adapts the postprocessing using unlabelled
data, and increases SED performance. The final F-score of our sys-
tem is 34.6%, which is significantly higher than the score of the
baseline system which is 14.06%.
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ABSTRACT 
 
This work describes our solution for the general-purpose audio 
tagging task of DCASE 2018 challenge. We propose the ensemble 
of several Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) with different 
properties. Logistic regression is used as a meta-classifier to pro-
duce final predictions. Experiments demonstrate that the ensem-
ble outperforms each CNN individually. Finally, the proposed 
system achieves Mean Average Precision (MAP) score of 0.945 
on test set, which is a significant improvement compared to the 
baseline. 
Index Terms— audio tagging, DCASE 2018, convolutional 
neural networks, ensembling 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of audio tagging is to create models capable of recogniz-
ing a variety of sounds. Those include musical instruments, vehi-
cles, animals, sounds generated by some sort of human activity etc. 
The motivation for a research in the field of an artificial sound un-
derstanding can be found in potential applications such as security, 
healthcare (hearing impairment), improvements in smart devices, 
various music related tasks etc. Detection and Classification of 
Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) challenge 2018 consists of 
several tasks which provide the way to evaluate different methods 
for solving problems related to non-speech audio signals. The fo-
cus of this paper will be on the task 2: “General-purpose audio 
tagging of FreeSound content with AudioSet labels” which is 
hosted on Kaggle platform [1]. The dataset contains around 9500 
training and 1600 testing examples which belong to one of 41 un-
equally distributed classes (bus, gunshot, knock, flute, etc.). Audio 
files differ in length with the duration ranging from 300ms to 30s. 
All samples were automatically annotated, but only a portion of 
training set labels were manually verified. Therefore, there is a 
large variation in label quality which poses yet another problem to 
participants – to extract as much information as possible from the 
weakly labeled data. Another major issue is a label density. It rep-
resents a portion of audio in which the tagged event is actually 
present. As one can imagine, the label density can vary signifi-
cantly, so creating models which can successfully tackle that is of 
high importance. 
 Though the research in this area has recently expanded, a re-
lated work can be found at the previous editions of DCASE chal-
lenge. Alternatively, a related research can also be found in the 
area of Music Information Retrieval (MIR). The earlier research 
mostly relied on hand crafted features and shallow models. For ex-
ample, in the first edition of DCASE in 2013 models like SVM [2] 
and bagging of decision trees [3] were used with the variety of 
features. Similar tendency can be found in the MIR research where 
features were particularly designed to capture timbral and rhyth-
mic characteristics [4]. The later research shows an obvious shift 
towards feature learning, more precisely, deep learning. Following 
their success in computer vision, convolutional neural networks 
(CNN) are extensively used for the audio scene classification [5, 
6], event detection [7, 8], music tagging [9] etc. One can use CNNs 
in different settings and on different input representations. Using 
raw audio with one-dimensional convolutions is a viable option, 
but most research relies on some sort of time-frequency represen-
tation and two-dimensional CNNs as it is typically expressive 
enough and less computationally expensive. Mel-spectrograms are 
widely used, but Constant Q transform (CQT) also shows promis-
ing results [10]. Although a computer vision inspired the rapid 
growth of CNN usage, the interpretation in audio domain funda-
mentally differs. While vertical and horizontal axes in images gen-
erally satisfy the same properties and should be treated equiva-
lently, time and frequency axes of an audio signal represent differ-
ent modalities. Therefore, there is a room for the domain specific 
filter design, which should capture interesting patterns, improve 
CNN architecture efficiency and hopefully increase model perfor-
mance. Several researchers have already tried to exploit these 
facts, yielding competitive results in related areas. Depending on 
a problem in question, approaches focus on modelling temporal 
[11] and frequency [12] related features with horizontal and verti-
cal filters respectively. Especially interesting for our dataset are 
wide architectures that incorporate parallel feature learning [13, 
14]. In that setting, one should be able to use many different filter 
shapes and fuse extracted features in later layers, which would en-
able the model to learn much richer set of descriptors. Due to the 
nature of our problem, mainly, large differences in acoustic prop-
erties of provided classes, parallel architectures could prove to be 
beneficial. 
 This paper describes our solution for DCASE challenge. We    
will evaluate several architectures and preprocessing techniques. 
The main goal is to design diverse set of classifiers and leverage 
these differences by stacking predictions of individual models. The 
paper is organized as follows. Validation, preprocessing, proposed 
models and ensembling are described in the section 2. Section 3 
deals with the evaluation and details of experimental setup. Fi-
nally, the obtained results are presented in the section 4. 
2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
This section provides an overview of the most crucial aspects of 
the solution, including validation setup, data preprocessing, CNN 
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architectures and ensembling technique. 
2.1. Validation Setup 
One of the major decisions during the development of the machine 
learning system is a configuration of the train-validation split. It 
is common to use K-fold cross-validation, where a model is 
trained on K-1 folds and validated on the remaining one. At the 
end, the average score is used as a performance estimate. How-
ever, in the case of the provided dataset, there is a large percent of 
samples which are not manually verified in the training set and 
none of them in the test set. Since validation should represent un-
seen data as close as possible, we choose to use only manually 
verified examples. The same split is used for all models, where 
10% of the data is used for validation. It is also worth mentioning 
that train and validation data have the same distribution of labels, 
but the distribution of manually verified samples of different clas-
ses in the training set is not uniform.  
2.2. Preprocessing 
In the introduction, it is pointed out that audio files have different 
length and consequentially don’t contain the same amount of in-
formation. Therefore, the preprocessing should account for both 
fixed size input requirement of our models and the information 
perseverance. The input audio length is predefined, and it varies 
between 4 and 8 seconds for different models while shorter files 
are zero padded. The sampling rate is 44.1 kHz. Two representa-
tions are used: mel-spectrogram with 96 mel bands and constant 
Q transform with 96 or 110 bands. Longer files are split into 
chunks of predefined length with several overlap values and the 
resulting spectrograms are converted to dB-scale (the amplitude 
is scaled relative to maximum value). Obtained inputs are of shape 
(𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠 , 𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠) and they are all used as new training examples 
(which means that the resulting dataset is larger than the initial 
one). Finally, the data is standardized (by subtracting the mean 
and dividing by the standard deviation of the entire training set). 
At the test time, identical transformations are applied and the re-
sults are generated as an average of the predictions of each chunk 
corresponding to the same file. The entire preprocessing is done 
using Librosa library [15], and the remaining hyper-parameters 
are left to the default values. 
2.3. Network Architectures 
The ensembling is known to yield the highest benefits when pre-
dictions of the base models are less correlated. To fully exploit 
that fact, we propose a couple of architectures with slightly differ-
ent properties. 
 The first network is inspired by one of the top solutions of 
“Tensorflow Speech Recognition challenge” [16] and suggested 
by other participant of DCASE challenge [17]. The initial convo-
lutional layer has 64 filters of shape 7x3, followed by 4x1 max-
pooling layer. The next layer contains 128 filters of shape 7x1 and 
4x2 max-pooling with 2x2 strides. Finally, two convolutional lay-
ers with 128 filters and 1x5 and 5x1 shapes respectively are 
stacked before the global-max-pooling layer. Two densely-con-
nected layers with 64 neurons are used for an additional feature 
extraction before a softmax classifier. The activation function of 
each layer is rectified linear unit and each convolutional layer is 
followed by batch-normalization.  Dropout of 0.25 is used before 
each dense layer for additional regularization.  
 The second architecture is proposed in [13]. It relies heavily 
on the domain knowledge, by introducing sets of rectangular fil-
ters applied in parallel on input. On the one hand, for frequency 
related features, vertical filters which cover 90% and 40% of do-
main are used with small temporal dimension. On the other hand, 
to capture temporal features efficiently, an average pooling is ap-
plied over frequency axis of spectrogram and several 1D convo-
lutional kernels are employed. The filter lengths are 165, 128, 64 
and 32. Outputs of both frequency and time related feature extrac-
tors are concatenated. Three 2D convolutional layers with 512 fil-
ters are then applied, the result is flattened and the dense layer 
with 300 neurons followed by 0.4 dropout is added before the out-
put layer.  
 Additionally, to explore other aspects of rectangular filter de-
sign, a new architecture is proposed. It is inspired by [12] and the 
details are given in the table 1: 
 
Table 1: Description of model 3: Set of rectangular filters, con-
catenation of feature maps and additional layers  
Conv1: 48x (8x7)| 32x (32x7)| 16x (64x7)| 16x (90x7) + BN 
Concatenate 
Max-Pooling (5x5) 
Conv2: 120x (2x2) 
Global-Max-Pooling 2D 
Dense1: 64 units + Dropout 0.2 
Dense2: 64 units + Dropout 0.2 
Dense3:  41 units + softmax 
 
The output of each branch in Conv1 layer has to be the same, so 
that feature maps can be stacked. This is achieved by zero-pad-
ding input accordingly. All hidden layers use rectified linear unit 
as activation. 
 The combination of previously discussed ideas has led to yet 
another model: 
 
Table 2: Description of model 4: Set of rectangular filters with 
more depth, concatenation of feature maps, additional convo-
lutional and dense layers 
Conv1: 64 x (8x3)| 64 x (16x3)| 64 x (32x3) 
Max1:Max-Pooling (4x1) + BN 
Conv2: 128 x (8x1)| 128 x (16x1)| 128 x (32x1) 
Max2: Max-Pooling (4x2) + BN 
Concatenate 
Conv3: 128 x (5x1) + BN 
Conv4: 128 x (1x5) + BN 
Global-Max-Pooling 2D 
Dense1: 64 units + Dropout 0.2 
Dense2: 64 units + Dropout 0.2 
Dense3:  41 units + softmax 
 
The fourth model is using architectural designs of the first net-
work, but with the parallelism introduced in the models two and 
three. Instead of the single convolutional layer before the concat-
enation, it is using two layers per branch. Same padding is used in 
these two layers to avoid a dimensionality mismatch. The strides 
of max-pooling layers are 2x1 and 2x2 respectively. Similarly, 
hidden layers use ReLU activation. 
 Models which are typically used in a computer vision com-
munity can be added to maximize diversity. Concretely, we use 
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Inception V3 [18] and MobileNet [19] with weights pretrained on 
ImageNet. They are implemented using Keras [20] library. The 
classification layer is removed from both architectures and two 
layers with 64 units and 0.2 dropout are added before the softmax 
layer with 41 units. The additional preprocessing steps are re-
quired for these setups. We had to resize the inputs to 150x150 for 
Inception and 160x160 for MobileNet to match implementation 
requirements. Also, a number of channels had to be matched, so 
mean is calculated across the entire training data and added as the 
second and the third channel to each sample. These models re-
quire more computing time, but add a significant value to ensem-
bles. We will refer to Inception as model 5 and MobileNet as 
model 6 in the remainder of the paper. 
2.4. Ensembling 
Once models are configured and trained there are many ways to 
leverage generated predictions. Calculating arithmetic or geomet-
ric mean are two obvious ways, since they don’t add additional 
complexity and almost always improve performance. However, 
once we have a sufficiently diverse set of base predictions, real 
gains come with stacking. Stacking is performed by using predic-
tions as features for a meta-model. It is often done in a cross-val-
idation setting, but because of the train-validation split used by 
level-1 models, we are constrained to use only 10% of data for 
meta-model training. The predictions of the individual classifiers 
are stacked in the columns for both the validation and the test set. 
For example, each of ten models would have 41 (number of clas-
ses) predictions per example and the resulting feature matrix 
would have 410 columns. The validation data then becomes a new 
training set and stratified 5-fold cross-validation is used for train-
ing. The experiments have shown that logistic regression is suita-
ble candidate for the meta-classifier. Principal component analy-
sis (PCA) is used for a dimensionality reduction in each of K iter-
ations. The predictions of the meta-model on the validation data 
are combined and MAP score is computed to produce a new per-
formance estimate. Finally, trained meta-model is used to gener-
ate test set predictions. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
3.1. Evaluation 
Organizers split test data in a public and a private part. Partici-
pants submit their predictions for the entire test set, but they can 
only see a public score (contains around 19% of test data). Sub-
missions are evaluated using mean average precision: 
 
 
         𝑀𝐴𝑃 =  
1
𝑁
∑ ∑ 𝑃(𝑗)
𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑛,3)
𝑗=1
𝑁
𝑖=1
         
 
 
(1) 
where 𝑁 is a number of audio files used for scoring, 𝑛 is a number 
of predictions per file and 𝑃(𝑗) is the precision at cutoff 𝑗. The 
private score is released after the competition ends. 
3.2. Hyper-parameters and data augmentation 
The input is split into patches of length 4s, 5s or 6s with 1s over-
lap, or 8s with 2s overlap. The experiments on shorter inputs gave 
worse scores and didn’t add any value to the ensembles, so they 
were discarded. The networks were trained using categorical 
cross-entropy as a loss function. Adam is used as an optimizer, 
with the initial learning rate of 0.001. The mini-batch size was 32 
or 64, depending on a model and the input size. During training, 
we monitor a validation loss and save currently the best perform-
ing model. If the validation loss doesn’t decrease for seven 
epochs, the learning rate is multiplied by 0.5. Early-stopping is 
used to avoid overfitting. The training stops after 20 epochs 
passed from the last improvement. A maximum number of epochs 
for all models is 250. 
 Data augmentation is another way to reduce overfitting. 
Transformations are applied to the original data points, artificially 
enlarging dataset. It’s crucial that augmentation techniques do not 
change a true label of the particular sample, otherwise perfor-
mance may decrease. Concretely, we used random width shift and 
zoom with maximum range of 0.1. Another interesting augmenta-
tion technique which significantly reduced overfitting is random 
erasing [21]. It works by randomly selecting rectangular area on 
the input image and changing its values with random numbers. 
Finally, the most important augmentation technique used is mixup 
[22]. It is implemented by creating virtual feature-target 
pairs (?̃?, ?̃?): 
 
 ?̃? = 𝜆𝑥𝑖 + (1 − 𝜆)𝑥𝑗  (2) 
 ?̃? = 𝜆𝑦𝑖 + (1 − 𝜆)𝑦𝑗  (3) 
 
where (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖) and (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗) are the pairs drawn randomly (regard-
less of the provided label of the sample) from the training data, 
while 𝜆~𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎(𝛼, 𝛼). Therefore, the parameter 𝛼 affects a regu-
larization strength (larger 𝛼  implies stronger regularization). 
Mixup is encouraging linear behavior between training examples 
which has other positive side effects. The original paper shows 
that it also improves robustness to corrupted labels. They argue 
that by increasing 𝛼 it should be possible to create virtual exam-
ples further from the original, wrongly labeled samples and there-
fore reduce effect of the memorization of the corrupted classes. 
As discussed previously, the majority of the training examples 
were not manually verified (accuracy of those labels is estimated 
to be at least 65-70% per class), so mixup allows us to decrease 
negative impact of the label noise with minimal additional com-
putational requirements, since each “new” training example is just 
a linear combination of two original samples. These desirable 
properties have made mixup a crucial part of every pipeline. Re-
garding the parameter value, 𝛼 between 0.2 and 0.3 was found to 
be optimal across different architectures. Every augmentation 
technique is performed during the training phase. 
4. RESULTS 
In this section, the results of the proposed architectures are pre-
sented and discussed. Table 3 summarizes important information 
regarding the models and their scores on a test set (public and pri-
vate part combined). For clarity, models are specified only 
through ids, with respect to the order of presentation. These par-
ticular combinations of the models and the preprocessing tech-
niques have been chosen based on the estimated performance of 
the ensemble on the validation data. Additionally, to avoid the us-
age of too many configurations in the final ensemble, the models 
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which have brought only small improvements haven’t been in-
cluded. We can come up with several interesting conclusions by 
inspecting these values. The experiments have shown that CQT 
outperforms mel-spectrogram for most models. Nevertheless, 
mel-spectrograms have added significant diversity, so they have 
been kept for the stacked ensemble. Also, the inputs of length 4s 
and 5s seem to be optimal, since they provide nice trade-off be-
tween performance, required computation and the memory usage. 
The larger number of bands certainly helps, but it also increases 
computation time.  
 Organizers provided a baseline model for comparison with 
the proposed solutions. Its inputs are log scale mel-spectrograms 
with windows of length 0.25s and hop size of 0.125s. The model 
contains 3 convolutional layers with filter shapes 7x7, 5x5 and 
3x3 respectively before the output softmax layer. Total number of 
parameters is around 658.1K. It achieves MAP score of approxi-
mately 0.70 on test set (0.7 on public and 0.69 on private leader-
board). 
 
Table 3: Summary of architectures: Models, length of audio 
chunks, overlap used for longer files, input representations, 
MAP scores 
Id Length Overlap Transform  Bands  MAP 
1 4s 1s Mel-spec 96 0.87 
1 5s 1s CQT 110 0.913 
1 6s 1s Mel-spec 96 0.878 
1 8s 2s CQT 110 0.909 
2 4s 1s CQT 96 0.915 
2 5s 1s Mel-spec 96 0.889 
3 4s 1s CQT 96 0.872 
4 4s 1s CQT 96 0.908 
5 4s 1s CQT 96 0.895 
5 5s 1s CQT 96 0.894 
6 4s 1s CQT 110 0.909 
 
  
Final solution is an ensemble of 11 proposed configurations. The 
meta-model is logistic regression with the regularization parame-
ter 𝐶 = 4. It is trained on 120 features, after PCA dimensionality 
reduction. The average precision scores per class (taking into ac-
count only top three predictions per example, referred to as 
AP@3) are shown in Table 4. Considering high overall perfor-
mance of both low level classifiers and the ensemble, the results 
are expected, since most of the classes obtained nearly perfect 
scores. However, there are a few exceptions, most notably: 
“Squeak”, “Fireworks” and “Scissors”. “Squeak” is a class which 
has one of the lowest percentages of the manually verified exam-
ples, which could be a reason for the bad score. “Fireworks” are, 
intuitively, often confused with gunshots, which seems natural 
and it is something that would be problematic even for a human 
listener. Finally, the class “Scissors” has the 2nd smallest number 
of samples in the training set and the smallest in the test set. There 
are a couple of less problematic classes like “Chime” and “Glock-
enspiel” (often confused), “Gunshot, gunfire” (same as fire-
works), “Bus” and “Telephone”. 
 The proposed ensemble achieves MAP of 0.956 on the public 
leaderboard, 0.942 on the private leaderboard and 0.945 on the 
entire test set, which is an improvement over level-1 models and 
the baseline. The final submission ranked 12th among 558 com-
peting teams on the private leaderboard. 
5. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes an ensemble of convolutional neural net-
works for the classification of general audio signals. We have in-
troduced several architectures, preprocessing techniques and val-
idation setup in order to get a diverse set of base predictions. Lo-
gistic regression is then used as a meta-model to obtain the final 
output. It has been shown that it outperforms individual models 
substantially, which demonstrates that original architectures re-
ally provide sufficiently diverse information. Further improve-
ments might be possible by including different non-deep learning 
models with hand crafted features, additional data augmentation 
or by adding more pre-trained models to the ensemble. 
 
        Table 4: Per-category results: Class, number of samples 
and AP@3 
Class Samples AP@3 
Acoustic guitar 45 0.93 
Applause 32 1.0 
Bark 28 0.964 
Bass drum 28 1.0 
Burping, eructation 32 1.0 
Bus 25 0.873 
Cello 54 0.981 
Chime 29 0.896 
Clarinet 56 0.988 
Computer keyboard 26 0.904 
Cough 30 1.0 
Cowbell 42 1.0 
Double bass 40 0.987 
Drawer open, close 29 0.931 
Electric piano 32 0.969 
Fart 30 0.983 
Finger snapping 33 1.0 
Fireworks 32 0.76 
Flute 55 0.972 
Glockenspiel 29 0.868 
Gong 37 1.0 
Gunshot, gunfire 63 0.889 
Harmonica 33 0.955 
Hi-hat 39 0.949 
Keys jangling 28 0.946 
Knock 39 0.957 
Laughter 38 0.947 
Meow 29 1.0 
Microwave oven 29 0.983 
Oboe 42 0.96 
Saxophone 110 0.958 
Scissors 25 0.78 
Shatter 29 0.983 
Snare drum 34 0.917 
Squeak 29 0.672 
Tambourine 40 0.95 
Tearing 27 0.962 
Telephone 48 0.809 
Trumpet 37 0.946 
Violin, fiddle 108 0.995 
Writing 29 0.943 
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ABSTRACT
Audio tagging has attracted increasing attention since last decade
and has various potential applications in many fields. The objective
of audio tagging is to predict the labels of an audio clip. Recent-
ly deep learning methods have been applied to audio tagging and
have achieved state-of-the-art performance, which provides a poor
generalization ability on new data. However due to the limited size
of audio tagging data such as DCASE data, the trained models tend
to result in overfitting of the network. Previous data augmentation
methods such as pitch shifting, time stretching and adding back-
ground noise do not show much improvement in audio tagging. In
this paper, we explore the sample mixed data augmentation for the
domestic audio tagging task, including mixup, SamplePairing and
extrapolation. We apply a convolutional recurrent neural network
(CRNN) with attention module with log-scaled mel spectrum as a
baseline system. In our experiments, we achieve an state-of-the-art
of equal error rate (EER) of 0.10 on DCASE 2016 task4 dataset
with mixup approach, outperforming the baseline system without
data augmentation.
Index Terms— Audio tagging, data augmentation, sample mixed,
convolutional recurrent neural network
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio tagging is to label each audio recording with one or more of
a multi-label set of labels. This task has many applications such as
audio surveillance [1], recommendation system [2] and animal pop-
ulations monitoring [3], where determining the presence of events
in the acoustic scene is the top priority. Manually tagging audio
clips is time-consuming and tedious process with growing amounts
of data. Consequently, several audio tagging challenges such as D-
CASE 2016-2017 [4], [5] have been held in recent years. Deep
convolutional recurrent neural network with attention module have
achieved the state-of-the-art performance on DCASE 2016 dataset.
Due to the size of many audio tagging datasets are limited to hours
[6], it remains as a challenge to improve the generalization abili-
ty of the network, especially when the training data size is limited.
Selection of the model complexity is important for a deep neural
network to obtain better generalization performance. For example,
by increasing the complexity of a model, the representational ability
can be increased, however, it also might increase the possibility of
overfitting [7].
To increase the generalization ability of the deep neural networks,
sustainable efforts have been proposed. For example, dropout [8]
and batch normalization [9] are widely-used regularization tech-
niques for the hidden states of the network. To regularize the in-
termediate layers in a neural network, several variants have been
proposed, such as max-drop and stochastic dropout [10]. Moreover,
shake-shake regularization [11] and shake drop regularization de-
crease error rates by disturbing learning [12].
On the other hand, data augmentation is a crucial component of the
state-of-the-art methods[13] for different tasks. For example, Ran-
dom flipping, random cropping and horizontal flipping are widely-
used augmentation approaches for the images. For acoustic model-
ing, pitch shifting, time stretching, and dynamic range compression
extend an audio training set with perturbed samples [14]. Howev-
er, these simple data augmentation have a negligible impact on the
acoustic modeling performance. In this paper, we propose to use
sample mixed data augmentation for audio tagging.
An alternative method for data augmentation is to combine the train-
ing samples together, which is called sample mixed-based data aug-
mentation in this paper. For image, SamplePairing synthesizes a
new sample from one image by overlaying another image randomly
chosen from the training data [15]. The label of the mixed sample
is the same as the label of the first image, which is considered as
label-preserving. Compared with label-preserving methods, mixup
provides a better generalization ability for image by mix multiple
examples, and mixup has demonstrated surprisingly effectiveness
[16]. In this paper, we target to explore the mixup, SamplePair-
ing and extrapolation data augmentation for audio tagging task in
DCASE 2016 (Task 4).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the preprocessing
method is given, while Section 3 describes the data augmentation
methods, the employed data augmentation methods include mixup
and its variants, SamplePairing and sample extrapolation. Section
4 provides a detailed description of our network architecture, and
Section 5 gives the experimental results evaluated on the develop-
ment dataset. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper and provides
conclusions.
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Figure 1: System architecture for audio tagging. Input is log-scaled mel spectrogram with 124 frames and 128 mel frequency bins. Data
augmentation is operated on the input samples. There are 7 conv blocks and the number of filters in the convolution layers is 8, 16, 32, 64,
64, 64, 64 respectively.
2. CONVOLUTIONAL RECURRENT NEURAL
NETWORKWITH ATTENTION AND LOCALIZATION
Deep convolutional neural networks(CNNs) can provide superior
performance for audio tagging [17], [18]. For acoustic model-
s, CNNs have been used extensively compared to fully-connected
DNNs. Due to modeling local correlations with CNNs can cap-
ture spatial local correlation information effectively. Moreover, C-
NNs reduce spectral variations within audio signals by replicating
weights across time and frequency.
Fig.1 shows the architectures of employed CRNN for the audio tag-
ging task. For our neural network architecture, three main parts are
employed: time-data augmentation for the frequency representation
in the sample space, feature extraction by CRNN and classification
to generate output. Log mel spectrograms with 128 frequency bin-
s are used as the input representation. In the Fourier transform, a
Hamming window with size of 1024 is used. A stack of convolu-
tional layers are used to extract robust features. All convolutional
layers with small kernel size of 3 × 3 are followed by a batch nor-
malization layer, a max-pooling layer with size 1 × 2. A dropout
layer with ratio 0.1 is used for prevent overfitting. Each block is
called Conv block for short. Exponential linear units (ELUs) is
used, due to ELUs lead to faster learning and to better general-
ization performance than ReLUs [19]. In addition, Binary cross-
entropy is used as the loss function, which gives better results than
the quadratic cost [20].
Attention and localization based deep convolutional recurrent mod-
el (ATT-LOC) achieved the state-of-the-art performance on the e-
valuation set [21]. Our structure is similar to ATT-LOC, as both
including a deep convolutional recurrent model with an attention
module and a localization module. The attention mechanism can
effectively reduce the impact of background noise on the output and
make the classifier to pay more attention to the frame in which the
acoustic events occurr. The localization module detects the onset
and offset time of acoustic events in the audio chunk. More details
of the attention and localization mechanism could be found in [21].
However, some modifications have been made based on the ATT-
LOC and the differences between our model and ATT-LOC model
include: 1) Different input. The basic features along with the spa-
tial features are concatenated to be fed into the model in ATT-LOC,
whereas we just use the basic features of mono audio. This is due to
using spatial information of stereo audio to improve results in audio
tagging might not always work. The ATT-LOC receives no benefit
at all from interaural phase differences and interaural magnitude d-
ifferences, while only IMD has benefits [21]. It all depends on the
context in which sound events occur and their relative location. Fur-
thermore, mono audio is more general and accessible. 2) Different
convolutional layers. ATT-LOC has only one convolutional layer
with big kernel size of 30 × 1, On the contrary, inspired by VGG
[22], our network have 7 convolutional layers which are equipped
with small kernel size of 3 × 3) In addition, the number of convo-
lutional layers can be changed automatically according to the input.
Due to the CNN can extract the features of different levels, the more
layers the network has, the richer features of different levels can
be extracted. Moreover, the more abstract the features of network
extraction are, the more semantic information there is. However,
simply increasing the depth can result in gradient dispersion or gra-
dient explosion. In fact, we have tried to use deeper networks, such
as VGG, but the results have not been satisfactory. We conjecture
that the size of the dataset does not match the model capability.
3. SAMPLE MIXED-BASED DATA AUGMENTATION
3.1. Mixup
Data augmentation aim to expand the training data size by creating
new samples, with the goal to reduce the generalization gap between
the training and test data. Recently, mixup method has provided
better performance for many tasks [23]. In more detail, mixup gen-
erates synthetic samples using interpolation in a manner, which is
not label-preserving. Unlike the previous attempts to encoder the
label using the one-hot encoder approach, the new labels for mixed
samples do not belong to two classes, but using the weighted prob-
ability of the label. From another perspective, mixup calculates the
cross-entropy loss on the two labels with the weighted input, and
the two final losses are weighted. The training set can be seen as a
bunch of scatters distributed in high-dimensional space. Many new
data points between the training set scatter are created by mixup.
With the expanded dataset, the relative distance between the scatter
points is reduced. To be simpler and more efficient, mixup is ap-
plied to a single minibatch and its shuffled version. And the new
minibatch can be represented by:
xn = λ ∗ xi + (1− λ) ∗ xj
yn = λ ∗ yi + (1− λ) ∗ yj (1)
where mixing proportion λ ∼ Beta(α, α), for α ∈ (0,∞), and
λ ∈ [0, 1], (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) are pairs of samples selected from
a minibatch.
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3.2. SamplePairing
Analogously, SamplePairing [15] synthesize a new sample by tak-
ing an average of two inputs vectors. The label of the mixed sample
is the same as the first sample. Hence, Sample pairing constructs
new training examples as:
xn = 0.5 ∗ xi + 0.5 ∗ xj
yn = yi
(2)
Once new samples have been created by interpolating and pairing
between two log mel features, they can be used directly as the input
for a deep neural network model.
3.3. Mixup with label preserving(mixup lp)
Mixup lp is a combination of mixup and SamplePairing. New sam-
ples are generated by the fashion of linear interpolation, while in
this way that does not use convex combinations of labels.
3.4. Extrapolation
Extrapolation operator is used to generated useful synthetic exam-
ples in feature space [24]. It is worthwhile to note that, sample
mixed-based data augmentation can be either interpolation or ex-
trapolation between a pair of samples in input space. Unlike mix-
up, which only explore the interpolation between two samples, we
explore both interpolation and extrapolation exploration for the do-
mestic audio tagging in this paper. In more detail, extrapolation
between two samples is a different alternative of linear combina-
tion. However, binary cross-entropy error has negative values when
generate the labels by extrapolation, due to the categories are la-
beled as values larger than 1 instead of 0 and 1, which confuses the
classifier. So we have:
xn = (1 + λ) ∗ xi − λ ∗ xj
yn = yi
(3)
SamplePairing, mixup lp and extrapolation are sample mixed da-
ta augmentation of label preserving, which can used for Semi-
supervised Learning.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1. Dataset and preprocessing
The proposed methods are evaluated on CHIME-HOME dataset
of the DCASE 2016 audio tagging challenge that comprises audio
chunks along with corresponding multi-label annotations or ground
truth labels [25]. The annotations are based on a set of 7 label class-
es, including child speech, adult male speech, adult female speech,
video game / TV, percussive sounds, broadband noise and other i-
dentifiable sounds, denoted by c, m, f, v, p, b and o. Multi-label
annotations suggest that the dataset is weakly labeled with chunk
level labels rather than event level labels. In fact, an audio chunk
may contain multiple sound events without indicating their occur-
rence time [6]. The development dataset consists of 1946 4-second
chunks with the 16kHz sampling rate in mono. The target is to per-
form multi-label classification on 4-second audio chunks.
Directly learning features from the raw waveform is subject to the
limited size of the training data. Presently, most of the audio tag-
ging systems used frequency-domain features as the input, extracted
from the audio signal clip. They are mainly borrowed from the field
of speech recognition, such as mel-scale filter banks, log-frequency
filter banks and time-frequency filters. In audio analysis tasks, for
example, audio scene classification, audio event detection and audio
tagging, frequency-domain representation provides superior perfor-
mance. However, the MFCCs may not maintain locality by the dis-
crete cosine transform projecting the spectral energies into a new
basis. As a consequence, the log-mel features computed directly
from the mel-frequency spectral coefficients for each frame of raw
audio was used as an input of CNN [26], [27]. In this paper, we use
log-mel features as the input for the neural network.
4.2. Evaluation and baseline
The official evaluation method for the challenge is average equal
error rate (EER) for five-fold cross-validation. We followed the 5-
fold cross-validation setting using the original folds splits. Early
stopping is used to monitor the validation loss. Training is inter-
rupted when the validation loss has not improved after 20 epochs.
The batch size is set up to 44.
The EER is used as an evaluation metric, which is defined as the
error rate at the ROC operating point where the false positive and
false-negative rates are equal, and a lower EER represents better
system performance.
We apply DAE-DNN [28], CGRNN [29] and ATT-LOC [21] as the
baseline models. CGRNN and ATT-LOC downsamples the stereo
audio data from the 48kHz sampling rate into 16kHz. Based on
previous experiments, these three models achieved the state-of-the-
art performance with 0.15,0.13 and 0.13 EER on the evaluation set,
respectively.
4.3. Results
Table I shows experimental results of the DCASE 2016 audio tag-
ging challenge, by using different data augmentation approaches.
The experiment consists of three parts.
4.3.1. The effectiveness of the proposed architecture
Firstly, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed novel neural net-
work architecture. without data augmentation, our proposed CRNN
model (when α = 0) can get acceptable classification performance
with 0.13 EER. Incorporating mixup, when α = 1.5 and α = 2,
gain the best performance with 0.10 EER, which is the state-of-the-
art performance on the evaluation set of the DCASE 2016 audio
tagging challenge.
4.3.2. Data augmentation of mixed form
we observe that data augmentation of mixed form (including mix-
up, SamplePairing and extrapolation) can effectively improve the
classification. The only exception is the Samplepairing approach
without fine tuning, no significant performance is observed. In more
detail, SamplePairing without fine tuning perform poorly to classify
the adult male speech (m) audio event. In the development dataset,
the adult male speech (m) event occurs sparsely (number of occur-
rences is 174) with comparison with other events. New examples
generated by fixed interpolation coefficient confused the classifier
for minority classes.
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Table 1: Experimental results on the evaluation set of the DCASE 2016 audio tagging challenge.
Model Date augmentation EER Var(10−3)
c m f v p b o Avg
DAE-DNN ∼ 0.21 0.15 0.21 0.02 0.18 0.01 0.26 0.15 9.45
CGRNN IMD 0.17 0.16 0.18 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.24 0.13 7.39
ATT-LOC IMD 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.24 0.11 6.36
CRNN mixup(α = 0.0) 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.04 0.15 0.06 0.26 0.13 6.13
CRNN mixup(α = 0.1) 0.10 0.23 0.15 0.02 0.15 0.03 0.23 0.13 7.30
CRNN mixup(α = 0.5) 0.09 0.16 0.11 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.24 0.11 5.56
CRNN mixup(α = 1.0) 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.02 0.12 0.03 0.26 0.11 6.25
CRNN mixup(α = 1.5) 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.20 0.10 4.11
CRNN mixup(α = 2.0) 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.25 0.10 6.28
CRNN mixup(α = 5.0) 0.13 0.14 0.08 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.24 0.11 6.52
CRNN SamplePairing 0.10 0.20 0.15 0.01 0.16 0.03 0.24 0.13 7.26
CRNN mixup lp(α = 1.5) 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.25 0.11 6.52
CRNN extrapolation(α = 1.5) 0.10 0.16 0.13 0.03 0.14 0.02 0.23 0.12 5.43
Figure 2: Model trainning curves using different data augmentation methods.
4.3.3. Different ratios for the mixup approach
we explored different ratios for the mixup approach. We choose
α ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 5.0}. We find that α ∈ {1.5, 2.0}
gets the best performance in our experiment. In addition, when α =
1.5, the approach has the smallest variance of EER 4.11 × 10−3,
which indicates that our CRNN model with mixup approach has
better stability.
4.3.4. The model training history
Furthermore, Fig.2 shows the model training history for each epoch,
including the training loss and accuracy, as well as the loss and ac-
curacy for the validation dataset. As can be seen from the figure, the
results in Fig.2B and Fig.2C get a significantly lower training accu-
racy (basically stable at around 0.7) and a higher training loss com-
pared with that in Fig.2A (without mixup), whereas the validation
loss is the lowest (when α = 1.5). In addition, we observe that the
bigger α, the lower training accuracy will be. When interpolation
is not used for labels (as shown in Fig.2D), the training accuracy is
obviously better than that in Fig.2C. However, this did not lead to
performance improvements. In Fig.2A, Fig.2E and Fig.2F, the gap
between training loss and validation loss increases as the training
epoch increases. We suppose that this situation may be detrimental
to the generalization ability of the model.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, for the audio tagging task, we use data augmentation
of mixed form on the time-frequency representation in input space
for training the convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN).
Experiments are conducted on DCASE 2016 (Task 4) task. Based
on our experiments, sample-mixed based data augmentation can
effectively improve the performance of audio tagging. Moreover,
mixup generalizes better than other mixed form data augmentation
methods, as it has dramatically decrease the gap between the train-
ing and test distribution, which gains the best performance with 0.10
EER, and this is the state-of-the-art performance on the evaluation
set of the DCASE 2016 audio tagging challenge.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we describe our contributions to the challenge of 
detection and classification of acoustic scenes and events 
2018(DCASE2018). We propose multi-scale convolutional recur-
rent neural network(Multi-scale CRNN), a novel weakly-super-
vised learning framework for sound event detection. By integrat-
ing information from different time resolutions, the multi-scale 
method can capture both the fine-grained and coarse-grained fea-
tures of sound events and model the temporal dependencies in-
cluding fine-grained dependencies and long-term dependencies. 
CRNN using learnable gated linear units(GLUs) can also help to 
select the most related features corresponding to the audio labels. 
Furthermore, the ensemble method proposed in the paper can help 
to correct the frame-level prediction errors with classification re-
sults, as identifying the sound events occurred in the audio is 
much easier than providing the event time boundaries. The pro-
posed method achieves 29.2% in the event-based F1-score and 
1.40 in event-based error rate in development set of DCASE2018 
task4 compared to the baseline of 14.1% F-value and 1.54 error 
rate[1]. 
Index Terms— Sound event detection, Weakly-super-
vised learning, Deep learning, Convolutional recurrent neu-
ral network, Multi-scale model 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently a large-scale weakly supervised sound event detection 
task of DCASE2018 challenge was proposed[2]. The target of the 
task is to provide not only the event class but also the event time 
boundaries given that multiple events can be present in an audio 
recording[3]. The task employs a subset of “Audioset: An Ontol-
ogy And Human-Labeled Dataset For Audio Events” by 
Google[4]. 
Sound is one of the signals carrying information. The percep-
tion and understanding of sound plays an important role in human 
interaction with the surroundings. With the continuous develop-
ment of smart homes, auto-driving cars and security surveillance 
devices, sound event detection has received increasing attention. 
With the development of multimedia and network technologies, 
audio data grows rapidly in the databases. Therefore, how to iden-
tify, label and retrieve useful content from audios effectively has 
become an urgent problem to be solved. 
Many methods can be applied in the sound event detection 
task, such as Gaussian Mixture Models(GMM)[5], Hidden Mar-
kov Models(HMM)[6], non-negative matrix factorization(NMF) 
[7] and Deep Neural Network(DNN)[8]. ConvNets showed the 
promising results in a large number of computer vision tasks and 
have been actively adopted for audio content analysis[8]. [9] pro-
posed a sound event detection system that combines global-input 
model and separated-input model using the entire and a segmented 
audio clip as input separately to predict audio events in a short-
time segment. Moreover, convolutional neural network structures 
that perform well in image recognition tasks such as AlexNet[10], 
VGG[11], Inception[12] and ResNet[13] also perform well in 
sound event detection[14]. Eghbal-Zadeh et al. used the VGG clas-
sifier in the DCASE2016 acoustic scene recognition task and 
ranked first [15]. [16] proposed multi-scale RNN to balance the 
modeling of both the fine-grained and long-term dependencies. 
As for the weakly labeled sound event detection, the weakly 
labeled data lacks frame-level strong labels. In [17], the frame-
level prediction information was used as an intermediate variable, 
which can influence the final output of the model and be weakly 
supervised. [18] applied multi-instance learning(MIL) in sound 
event detection where each audio is regarded as a packet and 
frames or short segments are regarded as examples. [19] used the 
model proposed in [20] to do classification and applied transposed 
convolutional network to reconstruct the signal of original audio 
and make frame-level predictions. However, a significant amount 
of research is still needed to reliably detect sound events in realis-
tic soundscapes, where multiple sounds are present, often simulta-
neously, and distorted by the environment. 
In this paper, we propose multi-scale convolutional recurrent 
neural network. The CNN structure in the model is proposed by 
[17] which applies the learnable gated linear units(GLUs)[21] to 
replace the ReLU[22] activation after each layer of convolutional 
neural network. This learnable gate is able to control the infor-
mation flow to the next layer. The RNN structure followed the 
CNN can model the temporal dependencies. The multi-scale 
method is applied to capture useful information from both the fine-
grained and coarse-grained features of sound events and balance 
the modeling of both the fine-grained and long-term dependency. 
The ensemble method can further help to correct the frame-level 
prediction errors with classification results. Section 2 describes the 
our multi-scale CRNN architecture. Section 3 shows and discusses 
the experiments and results. In the end, section 4 summarizes and 
plans for the future work. 
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2. PROPOSED METHOD 
2.1. Network Architecture 
The main model structure is shown in Fig.1. The fine-grained in-
put and the coarse-grained input of network are features described 
in the section 3.2 with the shape of (1,1200,64) and (1,240,64) 
separately. Some chunks extracted from audios with length 
shorter than 10 seconds are zero-padded to equalize the length. 
 
Figure 1: Multi-scale CRNN: Fine-grained feature sequence has a 
length of 1200 and coarse-grained feature sequence has a length 
of 240. During computation, the fine-grained sequence is splits 
into five subsequences to feed into the same CRNN structure with 
same parameters. 
The CNN structure in the model is proposed by [17] which 
applies the learnable gated linear units(GLUs)[21] to replace the 
ReLU[22] activation after each layer of convolutional neural net-
work. The motivation of using GLUs in audio classification is to 
introduce the attention mechanism to all layers of the neural net-
work. GLUs are defined as: 𝑌 = 𝑊 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝑎 ⨀𝜎 𝑉 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝑏 																					(1) 
where X is the input of the first layer or the feature maps of the 
interval layers, W and V are the convolutional filters, a and b are 
the biases, σ is the sigmoid non-linearity, ⨀ is the element-wise 
product and * is the convolutional operator. It can attend to the T-
F bin with related audio events by setting its value close to one 
otherwise close to zero and control the information passed on in 
the hierarchy. The RNN structure in the model is bidirectional to 
learn useful contextual information from both time directions. 
Fig.2 shows the CRNN structure. 
 
Figure 2: CRNN structure. The left part describes the details of 
the “Block”. 
The multi-scale method used in the model combines two 
CRNNs separately work at fine-scale and coarse-scale. The multi-
scale CRNN can capture useful information from both the fine-
grained and coarse-grained features of sound events and balance 
the modeling of both the fine-grained and long-term dependency. 
The last layers of multi-scale models are aligned so that each cell 
of the coarse-scale CRNN interacts with five cells of the fine-scale 
CRNN by concatenation. 
After concatenation, final probabilistic predictions are made 
at fine-scale using a fully connected layer with sigmoid output: 𝑦1 = 𝜎 𝑊 ℎ11, ℎ2 15 + 𝑏 																										(2) 
Where ℎ11, ℎ2 67 are the output of fine-scale CRNN at time t and 
coarse-scale CRNN at time 
15  separately. It should be noted that 
we only do convolution and pooling operations on spectral axis to 
keep the time resolution of the input. 
As no frame-level strong labels are provided, the temporal in-
formation of each occurring sound event in the audio can only be 
weakly supervised inferred as intermediate variables. We aggre-
gate probabilistic predictions of all frames to determine the exist-
ence of the event in that audio clip. 
2.2. Ensemble Method 
As the audio clips are weakly labeled, it is easy to do classification 
instead of detection. As a result of that, it is obvious the classifi-
cation task can achieve higher accuracy. The ensemble method 
can help to correct the frame-level prediction errors with classifi-
cation results.  
We use the CNN based model introduced in [9] and a single-
scale model similar with the model proposed in the paper to do 
classification and fuse the results of three models to produce the 
final predictions. Fig.3 shows the structure of the CNN based 
model. 
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Figure 3: CNN based classification model architecture. The left 
part describes the details of the “Block” and the number in the 
brackets of the “Block” is the number of filters of convolutional 
layers. 
We get final classification results using fusion method. The 
method is defined as: 𝑅9 = 1, 𝑟19 + 𝑟29 + 	𝑟39 ≥ 20, 𝑟19 + 𝑟29 + 	𝑟39 < 2																														(3) 
where 𝑅9 is the label of the i-th audio, 𝑟19 , 𝑟29 , 𝑟39 are the labels 
of  the i-th audio with the single scale model, multi-scale model 
and CNN model separtely. 
We use the classification models as sound event detectors 
and correct the frame-level prediction errors. When the event oc-
curs in a frame it must occur in that audio clip. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTS 
3.1. Task and Data 
The target of the DCASE2018 task4 is to provide not only the 
event class but also the event time boundaries given that multiple 
events can be present in an audio recording. 
The data are Youtube videos excerpt from domestic context. 
We are focused on a subset of Audioset that consists of 10 classes 
of sound events: Speech, Dog, Cat, Alarm, Dishes, Frying, 
Blender, Running Water, Vacuum cleaner and Electric shaver. 
3.2. Set-up 
Log-Mel filter banks are used as our features. In general, we 
resample all audios to 44.1kHz and calculate the mel-spectro-
grams with 64 mel-bins at two scales with hop sizes of 0.0415 
seconds and 0.0083 seconds, denoted as the coarse-scale and the 
fine-scale respectively. The window size of the two scales for 
short-time Fourier transform is 0.064 seconds. Then the resulting 
mel-spectrogram is converted into logarithmic scale and standard-
ized by subtracting the mean value and dividing by the standard 
deviation. There are some audios that are shorter than 10 seconds, 
and the features extracted from the audios are zero-padded to 
equalize the length.  
As shown in Fig.2, each convolutional network in the block 
has 64 filters with 3*3 size. The convolution network out of block 
has 128 filters with 3*3 size. The pooling size is 1*2 behind the 
block and 1*4 after the single convolution layer. One bidirectional 
gated recurrent neural network with 64 units is used. 
In the training phase, we apply the binary cross-entropy loss 
between the predicted probability and ground truth of an audio 
recording. Adam[23] is used as the stochastic optimization 
method. 
3.3. Results 
The results of audio tagging and weakly supervised sound event 
detection will be given in this section. 
3.3.1. Audio tagging 
Table 1 shows the Precision, Recall and F1-value of multiple dif-
ferent systems on development set of DCASE2018 task4. We can 
find that multi-scale CRNN model is better than single scale 
CRNN with F1-value of 85.5%. We also fuse the three models by 
soft voting. The fusion model achieves the best score. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of multi-scale CRNN, single-scale CRNN, 
CNN based model and fusion model on development set of 
DCASE2018 task4.  
Models Precision(%) Recall(%) F1-
value(%) 
CNN based 
model[9] 
85.1 85.1 85.1 
Single-scale 
CRNN[17] 
83.2 80.9 82.0 
Multi-scale 
CRNN 
83.5 87.6 85.5 
Fusion 
 
87.7 89.8 88.7 
3.2.2 Sound event detection 
Table 2 shows the F1-value and error rate of multi-scale CRNN 
using and not using classification results for correction. It show 
that post-processing of the frame-level predictions is important 
and can improve the system performance by 6.1%. Submissions 
are evaluated with event-based measures with a 200ms collar on 
onsets and a 200ms / 20% of the events length collar on offsets. 
 
Table 2. Comparison of F1-value and the error rate of multi-scale 
CRNN using and not using classification results for correction on 
development set of DCASE2018 task4.  
Models F1-value(%) Error rate 
Multi-scale CRNN 
not using correction 
23.1 1.90 
Multi-scale CRNN 
using correction 
29.2 1.40 
 
Table 3 shows the F1-value and the error rate of single-scale 
CRNN, multi-scale CRNN and the baseline on development set 
of DCASE2018 task4. Multi-scale CRNN has the best perfor-
mance. It demonstrates that multi-scale method can capture useful 
Batch
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informational from both the fine-grained and coarse-grained fea-
tures of sound events and balance the modeling of both the fine-
grained and long-term dependency. 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. Comparison of multi-scale CRNN, single-scale CRNN, 
and baseline on development set of DCASE2018 task4.  
Models F1-value(%) Error rate 
Baseline[1] 14.1 1.54 
Single-scale 
CRNN[17] 
24.4 1.24 
Multi-scale CRNN 29.2 1.40 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we propose multi-scale convolutional re-current 
neural network. The CNN structure in the model applies the learn-
able gated linear units to control the information flow to the next 
layer. The RNN structure followed the CNN can model the tem-
poral dependencies. The multi-scale method is applied to capture 
useful information from both the fine-grained and coarse-grained 
features of sound events. It also balances the modeling of both the 
fine-grained and long-term dependency. The ensemble method 
can help to correct the frame-level prediction errors with classifi-
cation results. 
We also tried several methods to improve the system using 
unlabeled data but we are not satisfied with the results achieved. 
To further improve the system, future work can be done by ex-
ploring the possibility to exploit a large amount of unlabeled and 
unbalanced training data together with a small weakly annotated 
training set.
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ABSTRACT
This report evaluates the application of deep vision models,
namely VGG and Resnet, to general audio recognition. In the
context of the IEEE AASP Challenge: Detection and Clas-
sification of Acoustic Scenes and Events 2018, we trained
several of these architectures on the task 1 dataset to perform
acoustic scene classification. Then, in order to produce more
robust predictions, we explored two ensemble methods to ag-
gregate the different model outputs. Our results show a final
accuracy of 79% on the development dataset for subtask A,
outperforming the baseline by almost 20%.
Index Terms— Acoustic scene classification, DCASE
2018, Vision, VGG, Residual networks, Ensemble
1. INTRODUCTION
Despite remarkable improvement over the last decade in
computer vision, its neighbor field audio signal process-
ing seems to be lagging behind, a delay often attributed to
the lack of available labeled data to train deep networks.
Nonetheless, recent results show that if sufficient data is
provided, vision models seem to perform quite well in au-
dio classification tasks[1], implying that a transition towards
deeper models will soon occur.
Current state-of-the-art algorithm for acoustic scene clas-
sification rely on preprocessing audio signal to obtain a spec-
tral representation of the signal, and then training a convo-
lutional neural network to classify the data. There does not
seem to be a general consensus on which features are best, al-
though most commonly found are mel-spectrograms[2] and
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)[3]. Other
popular features include standard or Constant-Q Transforms
spectrograms[4] or more complex constructions such as i-
vectors [5]. It should be noted that apart from regular and
CQT spectrograms, all other preprocessing are specifically
designed for music or speech processing, thus may introduce
bias in a general audio dataset.
Classification of these features is almost always per-
formed using CNNs whose architecture are loosely based
on VGG networks [2][4]. Variation exists, often including
recurrent layer to capture the temporal structure of audio
signal[6], and Support Vector Machines are sometimes used
to better classify high-level extracted features[4]. Models
rarely exceed ten layers.
In comparison, current vision models are often deeper
because image datasets contain much more examples.
Nonetheless, some network architectures, although deep, are
remarkably strong at avoiding overfitting, using regulariza-
tion layers such as dropout or batch normalization. We in-
tend to explore how these network behave on tasks they were
not directly designed for.
Ensemble methods are often used to obtain better predic-
tions either via direct methods like voting[6] or indirect, such
as fitting an auxiliary classifier[4].
Our contribution (figure 1) relies on testing deep models
with respect to the current status of general audio process-
ing. Different depths and structures are evaluated in order
to determine up to how many layers can a model grow be-
fore overfitting, and later merged with ensemble methods to
benefit from different levels of abstraction.
2. PREPROCESSING
The preprocessing of audio sample is based on the COCAI
DCASE 2017 submission[2], using several kind of log-mel
spectrograms. The mel-spectrograms were computed from
audio file converted from 24 to 16-bit encoding, with origi-
nal 48kHz sample rate. The window was 2,048 samples long
with a hop length of 1,024, for 128 mel bins. After convert-
ing the spectrograms to logarithmic scale, a final step of nor-
malization was performed, consisting in subtracting µ and
dividing each spectrogram by σ, where µ and σ are the av-
erage mean and standard deviation of spectrograms obtained
from the development dataset.
Four types of spectrograms were created and used to
train networks: Mono, Stereo, Mid / Side and Harmonic
/ Percussive. The mono preprocessing produces one mel-
spectrogram per audio file, while the remaining three types
produce a pair.
A stereo pair consists in a spectrogram extracted from the
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Figure 1: Architecture of the whole system
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Conv block (32)
⋅⋅⋅
GAP
Figure 2: Architecture of VGG-inspired network
left (L) and right (R) channel respectively, and a mid/side
pair from L+R and L−R channels.
Harmonic / Percussive preprocessing also produces two
spectrograms, one containing harmonic features (or station-
ary frequencies) the other containing percussive features (or
transient frequencies). Harmonic Percussive Source Sepa-
ration (HPSS) first originated in music processing to isolate
other instruments from the drum sounds that often made sig-
nals harder to process[7]. The algorithm used to perform
HPSS was the median-based algorithm[8] from librosa au-
dio processing library[9] with default parameters.
3. NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
We explored two kinds of network architectures inspired by
well-tested vision models : VGG and residual networks.
3.1. VGG
VGG networks[10] have a straightforward architecture, con-
sisting in a sequence of blocks containing two or three convo-
lution layers followed by max-pooling. Because of the pool-
ing layers, the spatial extent of the signal is reduced after
each block. Conversely, the number of channels increases,
allowing for more abstraction. We chose to limit the max-
imum number of channels to 512. After several of these
blocks, two fully-connected layers are used to classify fea-
tures.
Our architecture uses the same principle with two dis-
tinct features : regularization layer and global average pool-
ing (figure 2).
Regularization layers Between each convolution layer and
its activation function is inserted a batch normalization
layer[11]. This introduces very few parameters and
greatly improves generalization, yielding up to 10%
accuracy improvement. Additionally, the classifier
also incorporated dropout layer before fully-connected
filter[12].
Global average pooling Instead of flattening the features
maps obtained at the end of the convolution sequence
and plugging the MLP on the resulting features, we
chose to use global average pooling, averaging each
feature map both on the time and frequency domain.
This reduces the number of parameters with no ap-
parent loss on accuracy. Moreover, GAP layers have
been extensively used in object localization tasks[13],
making this architecture interesting for audio segmen-
tation.
We used three models totalizing 8, 10 and 12 layers re-
spectively, including the fully-connected layers. Larger sizes
were shown to overfit. These models are much shallower
than actual VGG networks used in computer vision (at least
16 layers), but the drastically reduced number of parameters
(5.3 versus 138 millions) allows them to cope with the small
amount of examples in the dataset.
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Figure 3: Architecture of a residual block
3.2. Residual networks
Residual networks[14] have introduced the concept of skip-
connection, that have been reused in many architectures, in-
cluding audio processing tasks[15]. It consists in adding the
input to the output of a convolution block, with the initial
motivation of not harming performances when adding layers
(figure 3). These skip connections coupled with batch nor-
malization make them remarkably robust to overfitting.
We have tested several standard sizes of residual net-
works in order to assess their behavior on a relatively small
dataset, selecting three in the end: 18, 34 and 50. These
are canonical architectures described in the original paper,
the only addition we made was a dropout layer between the
GAP layer and the fully-connected classifier. Note that the
50-layered version uses bottlenecks blocks while the other
two use standard ones.
3.3. Training
Our networks were trained using the data segmentation pro-
vided with the data, with 15% of training data reserved for
validation, on each of the four dataset of mel-spectrograms.
When processing a pair of spectrograms (L/R, M/S and H/P),
we set the input channels of our networks to two. Training
was performed using gradient-descent with momentum, with
a batch-size of 64, an initial learning rate of 10−2 divided by
2 if no improvement was observed on validation loss for 10
epochs. Because deeper architecture are more likely to over-
fit, we carefully selected training hyperparameters to obtain
the best test accuracy. In particular, we stopped the training
if the average loss did not improve over a sliding window
spanning the last 30 epochs.
After training, each network produced a set of predictions
and a set of features for each dataset. The features are defined
as the output of the GAP layer for both architectures. These
outputs were stored in order to perform ensemble methods
(figure 1).
4. ENSEMBLING
Ensemble methods are a common technique used to improve
generalization, involving making a classification choice
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix of the NN no50 system
based on the output of several models. Common ensemble
methods include voting, taking the maximum average classi-
fication probability over models or using special algorithms
designed to optimize the weight of each model.
We explored two methods : mean of probabilities and
training a multi-layer perceptron on extracted features.
Mean probabilities Averaging prediction probabilities is a
straightforward method that provides results a bit more
robust compared to voting, as it is more stable on dif-
ficult examples because outputs are not binary.
MLP We hoped that a multi-layer perceptron trained on the
extracted features can detect complex patterns across
models and perform better than simple ensembling of
outputs. However, it is also prone to overfitting, as
extracted feature are already very expressive. Conse-
quently, we tried to train it with different subsets of
extracted features.
In the end, each set of spectrograms was used to train 6
models, so the ensemble was performed on up to 24 models
in total.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results in table 1 tend to show that VGG-
like models perform better, most likely because residual net-
works tend to overfit the data. Nonetheless, they exhibit in-
teresting performances, with the 50-layer version showing
little accuracy drop (2-3%) compared to the 18-layer one de-
spite having more than twice as many layers.
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Model Mono L/R M/S H/P
VGG8 67.9 68.4 73.8 68.5
VGG10 72.8 70.9 77.7 72.8
VGG12 74.6 72.5 77.1 76.2
Resnet18 71.0 70.8 73.7 72.2
Resnet34 69.1 65.6 72.3 68.1
Resnet50 69.2 68.9 71.0 69.4
Table 1: Test accuracy of each network
Ensemble Decision method Resnet50 Accuracy
MP all Mean probabilities included 78.4
MP no50 Mean probabilities excluded 79.1
NN all Neural network included 76.4
NN no50 Neural network excluded 79.3
Table 2: Accuracy of ensembles
Mid / Side preprocessing consistently outperforms its
peers, most likely because the side channel isolates interest-
ing spatial information of the signal.
Both ensemble techniques were tried on two subset of
models : the whole set, or all VGG models and Resnets 18
and 34. This is because Resnet 50 results show severe signs
of overfitting, thus might hinder predictions.
The mean probabilities ensemble allowed to reach an ac-
curacy of 79.1, a small improvement the best model (VGG10
M/S). Although the gain was only marginal, we expect that
generalization was improved.
The trained MLP achieved a final accuracy of 79.3 when
trained on all features but those obtained from Resnet50. We
tried isolating some training example to use them only for
the training of the aggregating classifier, but this yielded poor
results as either extracted features were not good enough, or
the classifier overfitted the data. Although VGG8 display
similar accuracies, it is most likely caused by underfit, thus
less problematic when ensembling.
The confusion matrix (figure 4) shows problematic con-
fusion between several classes: airport and shopping mall,
tram and bus, and most surprisingly, public square and street
traffic.
5.1. Other experiments
Other architectures were also considered but dropped be-
cause they performed poorly:
Attention Both VGG-like and Resnet architectures were
tested with the addition of gated activation function,
often referred to as attention mechanism. Such designs
were first introduced by vision models[16] and popu-
larized on audio processing models by Wavenet[15].
However, experiments did not show a statistically sig-
nificant improvement from this design compared to
simply fitting a ReLU activation function.
Raw audio Models were also adapted to work on raw au-
dio, effectively by swapping all 2D convolution fil-
ters with 1D equivalents. First results were promis-
ing, but these models were difficult to train, because of
the time and memory needed to run them, and hyper-
parameter optimization was fairly complex. We have
also tested two existing architectures working with raw
audio - Envnet[17] and Wavenet[15] - but their results
were only slightly above the baseline. Moreover, be-
cause these models work with lower-level data, they
need more layers compared to spectral-based models,
resulting in higher overfit probability.
Cepstral features Models were also trained using cepstral
features, namely MFCC obtained from the mel spec-
trograms, but this yielded a significant drop in accu-
racy, so they were not considered for the ensemble
methods.
Transfer In order to further test our models, we tried to pre-
vent overfitting with transfer learning. Using features
extracted from image datasets could indeed provide
a form of regularization[18]. Both a simple transfer
strategy and a transfer with finetunig of weights have
been tried on the Resnet architecture , but none were
able to match the performances of end-to-end models.
6. CONCLUSION
Our system using an ensemble of classical vision models to
classify acoustic scenes yielded an improvement of nearly
20 points in accuracy compared to the baseline of the chal-
lenge. Although not really original, our approach allowed
to highlight the importance of regularization layers, in par-
ticular batch normalization, and validated the use of global
average pooling layers to reduce number of parameters.
Despite residual networks not being completely sheltered
from overfitting, they proved to perform well with respect to
their depth : our biggest residual network had five times as
many layers as our VGG architectures, but still managed to
learn reasonably. As such we believe very deep models -
especially featuring skip connections - might gain popularity
in audio recognition once larger datasets are available.
Another possible system could be trained end-to-end
with each network outputting features and a global classifier
trained on the aggregation of the networks outputs, allowing
each to specialize on different aspects of the signal. How-
ever, this requires holding many parameters in memory thus
severely limits the size of networks used.
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ABSTRACT
With the increasing use of a high quality acoustic device to
monitor wildlife population, it has become imperative to develop
techniques for analyzing animals’ calls automatically. Bird sound
detection is one example of a long-term monitoring project where
data are collected in continuous periods, often cover multiple sites at
the same time. Inspired by the success of deep learning approaches
in various audio classification tasks, this paper first reviews previ-
ous works exploiting deep learning for bird audio detection, and
then proposes a novel 3-dimensional (3D) convolutional and recur-
rent neural networks. We propose 3D convolutions for extracting
long-term and short-term information in frequency simultaneously.
In order to leverage powerful and compact features of 3D convolu-
tion, we employ separate recurrent neural networks (RNN), acting
on each filter of the last convolutional layers rather than stacking
the feature maps in the typical combined convolution and recurrent
architectures. Our best model achieved a preview of 88.70% Area
Under ROC Curve (AUC) score on the unseen evaluation data in
the second edition of bird audio detection challenge. Further im-
provement with model adaptation led to a 89.58% AUC score.
Index Terms— bird sound detection, deep learning, 3D CNN,
GRU, biodiversity
1. INTRODUCTION
There has been growing interest to assess the wide-ranging impacts
on biodiversity currently occurring around the globe. With the rapid
decline in global wildlife populations due to environmental pollu-
tion, there has been a progressive effort over the years for monito-
ring vocalizing species as valid indicators of biodiversity. Monito-
ring the avian population in their habitats is one such effort since
birds are good ecological indicators of environmental changes [1].
For example, this enables researchers to obtain valuable informa-
tion such as habitat change, migration pattern, pollution, and dise-
ase outbreaks in the environments. Because birds play a crucial role
in the environment, considerable effort has been devoted to focusing
on the conservation of birds.
In order to collect data on a large spatio-temporal scale, ecolo-
gists often deploy acoustic monitoring devices to cover a large area
of the land. As a result, a large number of recordings are being
generated. These recordings, constituting many years of environ-
mental monitoring, cannot be analyzed manually. In this regard,
ecoacoustics research [2, 3] has become one of the “big data” rese-
arch areas and may benefit substantially from “big data” analysis.
Detecting bird sounds in audio recordings is one research problem
example where data are continuously collected from various sour-
ces in a wide range of locations and environments, including from
mobile phones [4]. This task can be extremely difficult to deal with
due to man-made noise (i.e., traffic, television) , weather noise (e.g.,
rain, wind) , non-bird calls, and the quality of recordings.
In recent years, deep learning techniques have revolutionized
the applicability of machine learning in speech, vision, and text pro-
cessing. Significant improvements in many classification tasks are
reported using deep architectures, where deep convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNN) have been used extensively in computer vision
tasks. Since CNN learn filters that are shifted in both frequency and
time, it addresses the limitation of deep neural networks (DNN),
which lacks both time and frequency invariance. The use of deeper
and more efficient CNN (e.g., GoogLeNet, ResNet, DenseNet) is
also becoming popular and has shown state-of-the-art performance
in object detection and image classification challenges [5, 6, 7]. The
use of CNN is also popular in audio classification and speech re-
cognition applications where audio signal is often converted into a
spectrogram and treated as an input image to CNN. Despite this,
bird sound data still pose a challenging problem for a deep learning
method. This is not only due to environmental noise but also the
complex structure and temporal modulations of bird songs [8, 9].
Our novel contribution in this paper is the extension of conven-
tional convolutional recurrent neural networks using 3-dimensional
(3D) convolutional architecture for bird sound detection. The 3D
CNN architecture has been employed in video processing applica-
tions such as human action classification [10], audio-visual mat-
ching [11], and recently text-independent speaker verification [12].
In this work, we use 3D CNN to capture both long-term and short-
term information in frequency from audio data stream. Also, 3D
CNN is assumed to produce powerful and compact features compa-
red to 2D CNN [13]. In order to receive the greatest benefit from
these features, we employ separate RNN, acting on each filter of the
last convolutional layers rather than stacking the feature maps in the
typical combined CNN and RNN architectures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 describes data and methods for bird
sound detection. Experimental results are presented and discussed
in Section 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.
2. RELATED WORKS
Currently, the state-of-the-art results for bird sound detection, and
also recognition of birds are obtained with the use of CNN. Spe-
cifically, CNN can act as a feature extractor which is shown to be
superior to hand-crafted features in many classification tasks [14].
Thus, a mid-level representation of audio (i.e., a spectrogram) is
popular as an input feature since it contains high-dimensional infor-
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Figure 1: 3D-CNN architecture for bird sound detection. A 3D convolutional neural networks with three convolutional layers followed six
teen recurrent layers and at the end one fully connected (FC) layer followed by softmax output layer. Input is a stack of 2-second audio clip.
mation (e.g., channel, environment). Despite promising detection
results when using sophisticated classifiers such as CNN, state-of-
the-art results can only be obtained if CNN is tuned carefully. This
often requires domain knowledge and the interpretation of models
that are well suited to bird data. The typical workflow for large
scale bird sound detection and recognition using CNN consists of
spectrogram feature extraction from audio recordings, and model
training and evaluation. There is a considerable amount of work
involved in predicting the location of bird sound within the spectro-
gram. The aim is to remove background noise and extract only the
parts containing bird singing/calling [15]. This includes a spectral
enhancement stage and image processing heuristics to discard non-
bird sounds [16]. Even though noise reduction techniques may work
well for certain datasets, bird sound localization is still a challen-
ging task when there are dominant man-made noises (e.g., traffic,
human singing, vehicles) in the audio clip.
A variety of CNN architectures have been explored for bird au-
dio detection and recognition tasks. Very deep CNN networks such
as ResNet [6] and DenseNet [7] architectures typically achieve bet-
ter performance compared to the standard CNN model [17]. Ho-
wever, as shown in the previous BAD challenge, using a wide re-
ceptive field in a conventional CNN configuration can also achieved
state-of-the-art results (bulbul submission). Other notable deep le-
arning architecture employed in BAD challenge is the combination
of CNN and RNN architectures (CNN+RNN) [18, 19]. In this case,
the CNN is used for local feature extraction and the recurrent layers
to model the long-term dependencies. For example, [19] used bi-
directional RNN (BRNN) to process feature maps of the last CNN
layer and achieved 88.41% AUC measure on the evaluation data.
Data augmentation strategy (i.e., frequency and time shift) to im-
prove the generalization of the network is also employed by many
teams, albeit with marginal improvement [18]. We also tested our
proposed 3D-CNN+RNN in the previous BAD evaluation set (post-
challenge submission) and achieved 88.95% AUC score (without
data augmentation method), comparable to the official state-of-the-
art results published in the first challenge.
3. DATA AND METHODS
3.1. Datasets
Table 1: Bird audio detection challenge 2 statistics in the develop-
ment set [20].
Dataset present absent total
freefield1010 1,935 5,755 7,690
warblrb10k 6,045 1,955 8,000
BirdVox 10,017 9,983 20,000
Total 17,997 17,693 35,690
The bird audio detection challenge 2 used datasets released in
previous challenge with the addition of new datasets: (a) BirdVox
(BirdVox-DCASE-20k), and (b) Poland (PolandNFC), used only
for evaluation. Each audio clip is 10-second long and sampled at
44.1 kHz. The total number of audio recordings for development
and evaluation set are 35,690 and 12,620, respectively. The label
for development set is 1 if any bird sound is present, regardless of
the species, and 0 if none. The statistics of the development sets are
presented in Table 1.
3.2. Feature Extraction
We split 10-second audio clip into 5 × 2-second clips. The 2-
second length is based on empirical analysis [21]. A spectrogram
(from 2-second clip) computed from sequences of Short-Time Fou-
rier Transform (STFT) of overlapping windowed signals is used as
the sound representation. A signal is framed using a window of 20
ms (882 samples). The STFT analysis is carried out using a Ham-
ming window, 50% overlap, 1024 FFT bins by zero padding. Given
the audio signal s(t), the square of magnitude spectrum |S(n, f)| at
frame n and frequency f is computed. We constructed triangular-
shape filters linearly spaced in mel scale to convert a spectrogram to
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a Mel-spectrogram with the number of filters set to 80. The magni-
tude values are then converted into log magnitude. The input feature
shape for spectrogram is 5× 80× 200. The features were standar-
dized as input to 3D-CNN.
3.3. 3D convolutional recurrent neural networks
In essence, the 3D convolution is the extension of 2D convolution.
The 3D-CNN+RNN architecture proposed in this work consists of
3 convolutional layers. We use a receptive field of 3× 3× 3 follo-
wed by a max pooling operation for every convolutional layer. The
activation function is Rectified linear unit (ReLU). A batch norma-
lization layer [22] was employed for all the convolutional layers.
Dropout with rate of 0.5 was employed in convolutional layers. The
weights are initialized with Xavier initialization [23]. We employed
multiple gated recurrent units (GRU) modules [24] where each fe-
ature map of the last convolutional layer is fed to the GRU [25].
Hence, we had a total of 16 separate GRU modules for 16 filters
at the last convolutional layer output. We constructed 25 recur-
rent layers for each feature map, where 25 is the number of time
steps mapped from the 200 time steps in the original spectrogram.
We used recurrent networks with 32 GRU cells. The output for
each RNN (many-to-one configuration) is concatenated and then
fed into a fully connected layer. The combined 3D-CNN and RNN
are optimized jointly by employing backpropagation algorithm. A
softmax layer with two nodes is used (bird vs non-bird). The net-
work is trained using RMSProp optimizer [26] with momentum of
0.9 and initial learning rate of 10–3. We used batches of 8 trai-
ning example to train our models. The categorical cross-entropy
is used as a loss function. Tensorflow [27] is used to implement
the models. The code to reproduce the results is made available in
https://github.com/himaivan/BAD2.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Evaluation metric
The performance evaluation metric for bird sound classification is
reported in terms of Area Under the ROC curve (AUC) as suggested
in the challenge plan.
4.2. Baseline 2D CNN+RNN
The state-of-the-art deep learning method (CNN+RNN) has been
employed in many audio classification tasks. We trained a
CNN+RNN to be used as a baseline and to understand the bene-
fit of 3D convolution. Instead of 3D features input, the input to
CNN+RNN is a 2D log Mel-spectrogram image (80 × 400, over
10-second). We used a window of 50 ms for STFT analysis and
50% overlap. The CNN+RNN architecture consists of 3 convoluti-
onal layers and ReLU is used as an activation function. We use a
receptive field of 3×3 with max-pooling sizes after each convoluti-
onal layer 2× 2, stride of 2. We employed recurrent networks with
64 GRU cells. The RNN output is followed by a fully connected
layer.
4.3. Training
We tested different parameter combinations to decide the final ar-
chitecture to be used in the evaluation which include the number
of CNN layers {3, 4}, drop-out rates {0.5, 0.7}, and the number
of GRU cells {16, 32}. We also tested mean-pooling over time
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Figure 2: Training losses as a function of the training epochs.
and max-pooling over time on the RNN outputs [28], and the use
of convolutional attention module to learn bird calls structures re-
levant to the task [29]. However, we did not find that the pooling
strategy and to include such attention mechanism improve the over-
all performance, and further investigation is necessary. For the first
training strategy, we trained our baseline model using 97% of the
total data. The 3% validation split is used to monitor the training
process and for selecting final models. We stopped the training af-
ter 150 epochs to avoid overfitting. Figure 2 shows that a plateau
is reached after about 60 epochs, and then continue to decrease.
The training time is approximately 41 hours in our implementation
using a Tesla M40 GPU. Since the training data is large, we did
not perform data augmentation strategy. We then selected 5 models
from different epoch with the highest accuracy on the validation
split and averaged the predictions. We also trained our model using
3-way cross-validation strategy where in each fold two sets were
used for training and the other one for testing, and averaged the pre-
dictions (hence, 15 networks were selected, five models for each
cross-validation fold).
5. RESULTS
Table 2: Stratified 3-way cross-validation results.
Train Configuration Test AUC
freefield1010 + warblrb10k BirdVox 63.1%
freefield1010 + BirdVox wabrlrb10k 85.9%
warblrb10k + BirdVox freefield1010 79.4%
model ensemble Evaluation data 88.7%
Our proposed 3D-CNN+RNN obtained a preview score of
87.13% when model is trained using the combined data (by aver-
aging the predictions of five models from different epoch). Note
that evaluating one model achieved 86.72%. Selecting one robust
model is still applicable, for example, when such model is deployed
in a hardware with limited processing power. In contrast, it is of-
ten not practical to perform a model ensemble method even though
it improves the classifier performance in most cases. Meanwhile,
our 2D CNN+RNN baseline obtained 83.15% AUC score. The 3-
way cross-validation results where in each fold two sets were used
for training and the other one for testing obtain 88.70% AUC score
on the unseen evaluation data (via model ensemble method). For a
comparison, training three instances of networks using the combi-
ned data with different weight initialization and averaging the pre-
dictions obtained 88.64%.
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Figure 3: Original spectrogram (concatenation of 5, 80 × 200) for positive class (left) and the Grad-CAM visualization (right), using a
3D-CNN+RNN model. The red regions correspond to high score for class.
Figure 4: Original spectrogram (80 × 400) for positive class (left) and the Grad-CAM visualization (right), using a CNN+RNN model. The
red regions correspond to high score for class.
We also tested pseudo-labeling approach inspired by the work
of Saito et al., 2017 [30]. To improve the accuracy of predicting
pseudo-labels from unlabeled target samples, we used multiple net-
works simultaneously to work as predictor. A new target sample
is selected if it satisfies two conditions: (1) All predictors predict
the same label, and (2) All predictors achieve a confidence score
exceeding the threshold. We adapted only the last layer of the trai-
ned network (while freezing the weights of other layers) using only
evaluation data which have been annotated with pseudo-labels. Ho-
wever, we did not find any improvement with this model adaptation
method.
5.1. Model Adaptation
For this challenge, the organizers have revealed that the evaluation
dataset consists of 2,000 recordings from the same conditions as
the warblrb10k data. To improve the model, we performed model
adaptation where we adapted a model trained with freefield1010
and BirdVox data with wabrlrb10k data (by re-training only the last
layer of the network). This results in 89.4% AUC score from 85.9%
in Table 2. This model is then used to evaluate only the test set with
the same condition as warblrb10k. We then used this new score
instead of the prediction from our best (ensemble) model (88.70%)
for the 2,000 recordings of warblrb10k data. This yielded our best
result for this challenge with a preview score of 89.58% AUC score.
5.2. Visualization
Recently, several techniques have been proposed to identify pattern
and visualize the impact of the particular regions that are important
for the model to make a prediction. This work adopted a Gradient-
weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) [31, 32] to visu-
alize our trained model. The Grad-CAM computed the gradient
of the predicted score for a particular class with respect to feature
maps output of a final convolutional layer. The result highlights the
importance of feature maps for a target class. This method does
not require architectural changes or re-training in order to gene-
rate visual explanations from any CNN-based networks. Note that
the feature map activation at the last 3D convolutional layer is a
2D image which is mapped from a 3D input. Hence, it may not
be straightforward to determine frame-based correspondence in the
temporal axis between the Grad-CAM image and the spectrogram
input. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 3, the 3D convolution high-
lights only frequency bands where the bird calls are located across
the temporal dimension. As a comparison, the 2D convolution in
CNN+RNN highlights few specific locations of the bird calls, and
include low-frequency regions with no bird calls. This shows that
3D convolution is more capable of extracting in terms of long-term
time information in bird calls.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed 3D convolutional recurrent neural networks
for bird audio detection challenge. Our results show that a redun-
dancy in the long-term time modeling of bird sounds can be exploi-
ted using both 3D convolution and recurrent layers. The proposed
architecture is preferred compared to a conventional CNN+RNN
technique. Building a robust deep learning model typically requires
a large amount of labeled training data. However, obtaining large
amounts of data is an expensive task and not always feasible. In fu-
ture work, we will investigate the method of generating labeled data
via a pseudo-labeling method where approximate labels are produ-
ced from unlabeled data. This can be achieved, for example, using
generative adversarial networks. Domain adaptation using advers-
arial learning is another alternative to build a discriminative model
and invariant to domain at the same time.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a study of audio features analysis for acoustic
scene classification. Various feature sets and many classifiers were
employed to build a system for scene classification by determining
compact feature space and using an ensemble learning. The input
feature space containing different sets and representations were re-
duced to 223 attributes using the importance of individual features
computed by gradient boosting trees algorithm. The resulting set of
features was split into distinct groups partly reflected auditory cues,
and then their contribution to discriminative power was analysed.
Also, to determine the influence of the pattern recognition system
on the final efficacy, accuracy tests were performed using several
classifiers. Finally, conducted experiments show that proposed so-
lution with a dedicated feature set outperformed baseline system
by 6%.
Index Terms— audio features, auditory scene analysis, ensem-
ble learning, majority voting
1. INTRODUCTION
The classification of the acoustical environment plays an essential
role in human-machine interaction systems and it becomes a very
popular research area in the last decade. The process of acousti-
cal scene analysis involves many auditory cues [1] to determine the
components of the scene. These cues are exploited to decompose
and grouping of acoustic streams based on perceptual mechanisms
of human hearing [2]. Attributes like periodicity, onsets and offsets,
amplitude and frequency modulation, discontinues in the frequency
domain, time–frequency units are very often used in the process
of forming auditory objects. The time–frequency structure of an
acoustic scene is dependent on the number of sound sources, its
properties and variability in time. Additionally, the knowledge of
acoustical attributes and their perceptual and physical meaning al-
lows to create more sophisticated features and facilitate the scene
decomposition.
On the other hand, in the deep–learning paradigm [3] the fea-
tures are computed using unsupervised learning with only minimal
preprocessing of the raw audio data as an input. In particular, fea-
tures estimated in convolutional neural networks [4] yield to high
classification accuracy and considerably outperforms the traditional
pattern recognition systems. The problem with such features is the
difficulty in their acoustical interpretation which may be necessary
for system adaptation to changing environmental conditions in the
acoustical scene. The solution in such a case requires a lot of data,
causing the model to become large and complex. Since the features
are the critical element of audio analysis systems, its selection is not
a trivial task. The type of features and the size of the feature space
determine the model used at the pattern recognition stage. Model
complexity directly affects the system implementation, it defines
required memory, computational resources and is the component
influencing on the classification accuracy.
The most audio analysis systems dedicated to events detection
or scene classification and using low–level features generate large
feature spaces often containing more than a thousand attributes. Au-
thors in [5] proposed a system with a large number of cepstral, spec-
tral, voicing and energy features with statistical functionals, delta
and acceleration coefficients. The parametrisation stage operated
on the feature space with 6669 elements. The approach to event
detection described in [6] uses 4096 audio features derived from
well–known MFCC [7] features. An approach using 2000 features
based on non-negative supervised matrix factorisation with Gaus-
sian kernel SVM classifier is presented in [8]. A dimensionality of
feature space equal to 4096 with were proposed in [9]. The com-
puted random features approximating three types of kernels with
SVM classifier were used to acoustic scene classification task. A
very low-dimensional feature space was presented in [10]. Only
nine optimised AMS (Amplitude Modulation Spectrum) features
together with the LDA classifier was employed to classify acous-
tic scenes.
This study is a part of the work being developed for the purpose
of creating the hierarchy of the robust audio features and its high–
level representations for extracting objects and their properties from
an audio stream.
2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Due to the attempt of audio features analysis dedicated to acoustic
scene analysis, we decided to use the traditional machine learning
scheme. Such an approach is realised in two steps, where at first
stage an input signal is converted to a feature space, then the data
is fed to the classifier at the second step. The initial set of fea-
tures was inspired by the auditory cues proposed for scene analysis
[1, 2]. Dimensionality of the source set of features was equal to
2861. Next, the number of attributes was reduced in the feature
importance analysis process using Gradient Boosting Machine [11]
for whole development dataset. The resulting feature vector is com-
posed of 13 subsets with 223 discriminative attributes as depicted
in Figure 1. The final subsets can be briefly summarised as follows:
Binaural unit (F1) – interaural time difference, interaural inten-
sity difference, interaural coherence, and azimuth.
Pitch properties (F2) – statistical properties of pitch contour.
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Figure 1: The diagram of the proposed system converting an audio signal to feature vector with 223 attributes.
Onset map (F3) – properties of onsets detected in all channels of
cochleagram.
Binary map (F4) – attributes of binary map obtained by threshold-
ing single channels of cochleagram.
Channel dependencies (F5) – energy differences between neigh-
bouring channels of cochleagram.
Dominant bands (F6) – selected number of bands with the highest
energies in cochleagram [12].
Channels sparsity (F7) – Hoyer sparsity [13] computed for the in-
dividual channels of cochleagram.
Sub-band energies (F8) – energies calculated in 8 equally sized
ranges of cochleagram, melspectrogram and spectrogram.
Spectrogram activations (F9) – attributes of activation matrix by
computing non-negative matrix factorisation of spectrogram.
Melspectrogram activations (F10) – properties of activation ma-
trix by computing non-negative matrix factorisation of melspectro-
gram.
∆BIC trajectory (F11) – attributes of trajectory calculated as a
difference between Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) values of
models used in audio segmentation [14].
Temporal envelope (F12) – properties of temporal envelope [15].
Histograms of feature contours (F13) – characteristic of his-
tograms obtained for various [16] low–level feature contours.
In order to determine the variability of attributes between classes,
we have averaged feature vectors over development set and mapped
them clockwise onto unit circle as shown in Figure 2. Such visu-
alisation highlights the similarities and differences between classes
and can be used to determine the discriminative attributes. For ex-
ample, in the case of the ’Tram’ and ’Bus’ classes the averaged
feature vectors are quite similar and may be a reason for misclassi-
fication. After initial experiments with obtained feature space and
Airport
Bus
Metro
Metro station
Park
Public square
Shopping mall
Street, pedestrian
Street, traffic
Tram
Figure 2: Averaged, normalised and mapped onto unit circle feature
vectors for the whole development set.
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standard classifiers, we decided to employ an ensemble learning.
The reason was the classification accuracies we acquired for 64 in-
dividual classifiers because the average accuracy value was close to
the baseline. The selection of classifiers was performed from a set
of the classifiers with the accuracies higher than 50%. Then, an en-
semble learning with majority/hard voting was executed. In the next
step, successive classifier combinations were removed or replaced
from the set to maximise the accuracy. The procedure ends when
no improvements in classification accuracy occur.
In the result, a set of classifiers presented in Table 1 have been
used in the majority voting scheme. There was no specific tuning
of the classifiers, the parameters and configurations were selected
randomly by the selection algorithm.
Table 1: The final set of classifiers in the majority voting scheme.
Classifier Description
C1 Linear Discriminant Analysis
C2 Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
C3
Random Forest classifier with 10 trees using
Gini impurity as splitting metric.
C4
Random Forest classifier with 100 trees
using Gini impurity as splitting metric.
C5
Random Forest classifier with 100 trees
using entropy to compute information gain.
C6
Multi-layer perceptron classifier. It uses 3
hidden layers with 30 hidden units each.
C7 K-nearest neighbors classifier with K=20.
C8
Bagging classifier with 500 linear support
vector classification estimators.
3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The system performance was evaluated on the development dataset
of DCASE’2018 competition (Task 1) [17]. The audio data was
recorded in 10 acoustic scenes and consists of binaural, 8640 seg-
ments each 10 seconds long using 48 kHz sampling rate and 24-bit
resolution. The recordings were captured in six European cities.
In the first experiment, we have verified classification accuracy
for individual classifiers using a complete feature set. The results
are presented in Figure 3. In three cases, the accuracy exceeded
60%: for classifier C1 is equal 62.9%, for C4 is 63.2% and for
classifier C5 is equal to 61.9%.
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Figure 3: Influence of individual classifiers on the classification
accuracy using the complete feature space.
Another experiment was to determine a discriminate power for
subsets (F1−F13) defined in Figure 1. The performance of acoustic
scene recognition for individual subsets is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: System performance using separate feature subsets.
The results show that the most discriminative subset F8 gives
the accuracy equal to 60.17%. Because this subset includes at-
tributes from three different time-frequency representations in var-
ious frequency ranges, we examined the influence of each of the
representations on the classification effectiveness. In Table 3 the
results for three feature vectors computed from different represen-
tations are depicted. For each case the frequency range in further
divided into eight equal bands to form the feature vector. The best-
obtained accuracy is observed for cochleagram which may suggest
that most discriminative data is located below 8kHz in the frequency
domain.
The impact of individual subsets on the classification effective-
ness was carried out in two subsequent experiments. In the first
analysis, we started with the subset that has the highest discrimina-
tory power (see Figure 4), then the main set was increased by the
consecutive subsets as shown in Figure 5.
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Feature set
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Figure 5: Classification results with combined subsets of attributes
in order from the most to the least discriminative1.
1Fa = F8 ; Fb = Fa ∪ F13 ; Fc = Fb ∪ F10 ; Fd = Fc ∪ F5 ;
Fe = Fd ∪ F6 ; Ff = Fe ∪ F4 ; Fg = Ff ∪ F1 ; Fh = Fg ∪ F3 ;
Fi = Fh ∪ F12 ; Fj = Fi ∪ F7 ; Fk = Fj ∪ F2 ; Fl = Fk ∪ F11 ;
Fm = Fl ∪ F9
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Table 2: The class-wise accuracy of the development set: confusion matrix (a), comparison with the baseline (b).
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Airport 47.2 2.6 4.9 0.4 8.3 18.1 18.5
Bus 63.6 5.4 1.2 0.4 29.3
Metro 5.4 60.5 9.2 1.1 0.4 3.4 19.9
Metro station 6.2 1.2 7.7 55.6 1.2 2.3 3.9 10.7 4.6 6.6
Park 0.4 2.1 88.8 3.7 3.3 0.9 0.8
Public square 0.5 1.9 1.3 3.7 16.7 38.9 1.9 19.0 14.7 1.4
Shopping mall 5.0 1.1 0.7 89.6 3.6
Street, pedestrian 4.0 0.9 3.2 20.6 6.5 57.5 5.7 1.6
Street, traffic 0.4 1.6 5.3 6.5 86.2
Tram 1.1 9.2 11.9 1.1 1.9 0.8 73.9
Scene class
Accuracy
Baseline Proposed
Airport 72.9 % 47.2 %
Bus 62.9 % 63.6 %
Metro 51.2 % 60.5 %
Metro station 55.4 % 55.6 %
Park 79.1 % 88.8 %
Public square 40.4 % 38.9 %
Shopping mall 49.6 % 89.6 %
Street, pedestrian 50.0 % 57.5 %
Street, traffic 80.5 % 86.2 %
Tram 55.1 % 73.9 %
Average 59.7 % (+/- 0.7) 66.2 %
(a) (b)
Table 3: Performance of individual representations of set F8.
Representation Frequency Bands Accuracyrange [Hz]
Cochleagram 50 – 8000 128 51.99 %
Melspectrogram 0 – 12000 128 46.58 %
Spectrogram 0 – 24000 1024 42.65 %
In the second experiment, the attempts were made to remove
further subsets to assess the impact of the resulting feature set on
the classification effectiveness. According to the results depicted in
Figure 6, the subset F8 is a crucial part of the feature vector. Its
contribution is similar as in case of the experiment which results
are presented in Figure 4. Interestingly, the smallest decreasing of
accuracy is observed for the pitch related features (subset F2) al-
though such attributes are discriminative for parts contained speech
in an audio signal.
Finally the classification experiments were performed using the
proposed framework and development dataset. The confusion ma-
trix is presented in Table 2a. The best result was obtained for ’Shop-
ping mall’ (89.9%) and the worst for ’Public square’ (38.9%) with
overall system performance equal to 66.2%. According to the con-
fusion matrix, analogies can be noticed between classes with sound
sources sharing similar physical properties. For example, such a
situation is visible for classes ’Bus’, ’Metro’ and ’Tram’. The com-
parison of our system with the baseline is shown in Table 2b, where
in case of classes ’Airport’ and ’Public square’ decrease in accuracy
was observed.
Due to the length of the recordings, many of the segments have
a similar acoustical structure for different classes which caused mis-
classification. Unfortunately, is such case, low-level audio features
are ineffective.
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Figure 6: Obtained accuracy in the situation of removing individual
subsets of the final feature set.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an approach to classify of acoustic
scenes with the dedicated set of audio features and ensemble learn-
ing classification stage. An advantage of our system is a small set
of features which can be used in systems with low resources. At the
current stage of development, our system has worse efficiency in
comparison to deep-learning based solutions, but similar to human
hearing abilities for the development set. In future work, we intend
to design hierarchical audio features dedicated to specific acoustic
scenes including events and background noise. For this purpose,
we have designed and implemented a dedicated application2. It can
be used to browse various audio representations and to support the
process of developing a new hybrid features.
2http://quefrency.org/dcase2018
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ABSTRACT
Various characteristics can be used to define an acoustic scene,
such as long-term context information and short-term events. This
makes it difficult to select input features and pre-processing meth-
ods suitable for acoustic scene classification. In this paper, we
propose an ensemble model that exploits various input features in
which the strength for classifying an acoustic scene varies: i-vectors
are used for segment-level representations of long-term context,
spectrograms are used for frame-level short-term events, and raw
waveforms are used to extract features that could be missed by exist-
ing methods. For each feature, we used deep neural network based
models to extract a representation from an input segment. A sepa-
rated scoring phase was then exploited to extract class-wise scores
on a scale of 0 to 1 that could be used as confidence measures.
Scores were extracted using Gaussian models and support vector
machines. We tested the validity of the proposed framework using
task 1 of detection, and classification of acoustic scenes and events
2018 dataset. The proposed framework had an accuracy of 73.82%
for the pre-defined fold-1 validation setup and 74.8% for the evalu-
ation setup which is 7th in team ranking.
Index Terms— Acoustic scene classification, DNN, raw wave-
form, i-vector
1. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing demand for acoustic scene classification
(ASC), a task that can be applied in various machines and intelli-
gent systems. Three noticeable characteristics can be observed by
analyzing the past editions of detection and classification of acous-
tic scenes and events (DCASE) competitions: (a) deep neural net-
works (DNNs) are mainly used with various architectures, (b) var-
ious features such as spectrograms, Mel frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients (MFCCs), and constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCCs) [1]
are used , and (c) ensemble of two or more classifiers are used with
majority voting or score-sums.
Despite this active research, choosing appropriate features for
ASC tasks remains difficult. One of the main factors complicating
this problem may be the fact that different features are appropriate
for representing each scene in an ASC task. For example, segment-
level features such as i-vectors may be useful for classifying scenes
where the characteristics appear over a long period of time. Frame-
level features such as spectrograms can be used to classify scenes
where events occur in a particular frequency band at short intervals.
To consider the different characteristics that can define an acoustic
∗These authors have equal contribution.
† Corresponding author.
This research was supported by Basic Science Research Program
through the National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF) funded by the
Ministry of Science, ICT & Future Planning(2017R1A2B4011609)
scene, we trained DNNs that input each feature and agglomerate
the results. Additionally, raw waveforms without feature extraction
techniques can be input into the DNN to extract features internally
with respect to ASC tasks during the training phase. By directly
using raw waveforms, the DNN is expected to find most appropriate
features for the target task.
Another problem is that the two methods most frequently
used in ensembles of the DNNs (majority voting and score-
sum) do not include confidence measures. In majority voting,
the output of classifiers are voted, meaning that the precision
( true positive
true positive+false positive
) of the individual class of each system
is not considered. Score-sum of DNN output layer uses a soft-
max activation as confidence score. This neglects the precision of
classification on each class but also considered not ideal because
in the case of softmax outputs, scores can be poorly calibrated [2].
Therefore, we added a separate scoring phase to calculate calibrated
scores from trained DNNs [3].
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
1. Exploit various features including raw waveform that can be
more useful for classifying acoustic scenes.
2. Train Gaussian models and support vector machines that in-
puts the output of DNN’s code layer and extract scores with
confidence.
Specifically, three features are individually studied for ASC
task. The first feature is i-vector [4], a segment-level low dimen-
sional representation, known to be suitable for ASC tasks. The
second feature is a spectrogram, which is widely used for ASC
task with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [5], [6]. The last
feature is a raw waveform, which is directly input into a DNN.
We hypothesize that segment-level i-vectors can detect scenes us-
ing long-term context information, frame-level spectrogram can de-
tect scenes involving short-term events, and raw waveforms can be
used to find useful features for classifying acoustic scenes using
DNN training. Single Gaussian models and support vector ma-
chines (SVMs) [7] use the outputs of DNN’s code layers as input
and are used as back-end classifiers to obtain confidence score for
each class given an embedding. Final score is derived through score
fusion using confidence scores. The overall proposed framework is
depicted in Figure 1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the three DNNs with different features, the back-end clas-
sifiers used in this study, and the ensemble methodology. The exper-
imental settings and system specifications are presented in Section
3 with experimental results. The paper is concluded in Section 4.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we describe the three systems in the ensemble ac-
cording to their input features, the back-end classifiers used for scor-
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Figure 1: Illustration of the overall framework.
ing, and the ensemble methodologies.
2.1. i-vector based system
An i-vector (identity vector) is a low-dimensional representation of
a given segment using factor analysis [4]. Regardless of the length
of a given segment, one vector with fixed dimensionality is ex-
tracted. Originally, i-vectors were proposed for speaker verification,
but in previous DCASE challenges, i-vectors have also performed
well on ASC task [8, 9]. In this study, we used i-vectors as one of
our input features, expecting that the segment-level representations
would appropriately classify acoustic scenes defined by long-term
contexts. The i-vector based DNNs is trained using a supervised
training scheme with categorical cross-entropy objective functions
and softmax activation.
2.2. Spectrogram based system
Spectrograms are widely used in audio signal processing systems,
including speech recognition and speaker recognition. We hypothe-
sized that this frame-level feature could be used to detect events oc-
curring in a specific frequency band, and could therefore contribute
to improving performance on ASC task. We used max feature map
(MFM) based 2D CNN architecture to embed the spectrogram ex-
tracted from each segment [10]. In the MFM based architecture,
instead of activation functions such as rectified linear units, a max
operation is applied to multiple feature maps to calculate the out-
put of each layer. In this study, we varied the filter sizes, expecting
that the appropriate filter size would be found in the DNN training
process through competition between filters.
The spectrogram-based system is trained using a metric learn-
ing scheme instead of conventional supervised training with soft-
max activation output layer. This learning scheme inputs two or
more samples and trains the DNN to simultaneously decrease simi-
larities between samples from different classes (= negative similar-
ity) and increase similarities between samples from identical classes
(= positive similarity). The cosine similarities are calculated be-
tween DNN embeddings at the code layer. Additionally, it has been
shown that for performing the training of a DNN, it is more efficient
for generalization to use similarities between an embedding and an
average class embedding [11]. Therefore, the network is trained to
minimize the loss defined by equation (1)
L = 1
Nc
Nc∑
i
Nc∑
j 6=i
(CS(ei,mj)− CS(ei,mi)), (1)
where, Nc is the number of classes, ei is the embedding of a
sample from the i′th class, mi is the average embedding of the i′th
class, and CS(·) is a cosine similarity operation between two em-
bedding vectors. Figure 2 shows the process for calculating the pos-
itive and negative similarity samples defined in equation (1), based
on ten classes. However, in datasets where the number of classes
is small while the number of samples in each class is large, repeat-
edly calculating the average embeddings during the training process
causes a large overhead.
Therefore, we calculated the average embeddings of each class
at the beginning of the training as the centroid of each class and
update it as the DNN training proceedes. The average embedding
mti of the i
′th class at time t is updated using equation (2)
mti = αm
t−1
i + (1− α)mˆti, (2)
where,mˆti is the average embedding of class i calculated for
each mini-batch, and α is momentum value which define a ratio
between mi and mˆi.
Negative sampling is a technique that can effectively improve
the performance of metric learning by searching hard negative cases
[12]. In negative sampling, rather than using all samples, loss is cal-
culated using samples that are relatively difficult to classify. How-
ever, negative sampling is time-consuming, and generally requires
another classifier such as SVM solely for this operation. Instead of
negative sampling, we used the modified loss shown in equation (3)
Lmax = 1
Nc
Nc∑
i
max
{0≤j≤Nc−1,j 6=i}
(CS(ei,mj)
− CS(ei.mi)), (3)
In equation (3), positive similarities are used in the same way
as the conventional loss defined in equation (1). On the other hand,
only one of the Nc − 1 negative similarities is used to calculate
loss, selected through max operations. Figure 3 shows an example
of the operation of equation (3): the training process of e1 in which
similarity with m1, the centroid of the same class, increases, and
the similarity with m2, the centroid of the class that is most hard to
classify, decreases. With such modifications, we expected that the
DNN would be trained to better discriminate acoustic scenes with
similar characteristics.
2.3. Raw waveform based system
Recently, promising results have been observed with DNNs that di-
rectly input raw waveforms. Such DNNs have been proposed for
use with various tasks [13, 14, 15]. Through the visualization of
raw-waveform-based DNN models, it has been shown that the ker-
nels of 1D convolutional layers are trained to detect specific fre-
quency bands [14]. Many raw waveform systems aim to extract
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Figure 2: Concept illustration of the modified metric learning with learned mean embeddings of each class.
Figure 3: Concept illustration of equation (3) .
features that suit the objective defined by the loss function of DNN
better than existing acoustic feature extracting techniques through
extracting most useful frequency bands [14]. In this work, we use
the RACNN-LSTM model proposed by Jung et al. [15] with a few
modifications, considering the DCASE 2018 task 1 dataset. The
raw waveform system that we used consists of convolutional blocks
and fully connected layers: each convolutional block consists of a
1D convolutional layer, followed by batch normalization, rectified
unit activation, and max pooling . The raw-waveform-based DNN
is trained by supervised learning using a categorical cross-entropy
loss function. Modifications and detailed descriptions of the raw-
waveform-based system are present in Section 3.3.
2.4. Back-end scoring
Support vector machine (SVM) with RBF kernel and sigmoid ker-
nel, single Gaussian model with diagonal and full covariance were
used as back-end classifier. Classifiers were trained to discriminate
acoustic scenes using DNN embeddings. In the spectrogram-based
system, we used the code layer directly. The last hidden layer was
used as the code layer for the i-vector and raw waveform systems.
We expected that by using a back-end classifier for scoring instead
of a softmax output, we could make the ensemble of multiple DNNs
more efficient.
2.5. Ensemble method
Scores from each of the back-end scoring classifiers can be sim-
ply summed, because the scores already include the concept of
confidence with a scale of zero to one. However, the different
classifiers can have different discriminative powers for different
acoustic scenes. To incorporate this concept, a precision vector
is calculated based on the classification results for the validation
dataset. The entries of a precision vector is the precision scores
true positive
true positive+false positive
of each classifier for each class. Back-
end classifier scores are multiplied by this precision vector before
they are merged.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Our experiments in this study used soundfile and scipy python mod-
ules for raw waveform and spectrogram extraction [16]. The Kaldi
toolkit [17] was used for i-vector extraction. The Keras deep learn-
ing toolkit [18] with a tensorflow back-end [19, 20] was used for
DNN training and decoding. The scikit-learn module was used for
Gaussian model and SVM scoring [21].
3.1. Dataset
All experiments in this paper used task 1-a from the DCASE 2018
dataset [22]. Task 1-a in the DCASE 2018 dataset comprises 8,640
audio segments recorded in stereo at a 48 kHz sampling rate with
24 bit resolution and divided into 10 s lengths. Fourfold cross-
validation was conducted using the provided meta data regarding
recording locations. The development set and validation set do not
use audio segments from identical locations. In this paper, we only
report the accuracy of the first fold.
3.2. Feature configurations
We extracted i-vectors from a diagonal Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) with 1024 components, trained with 60-dimensional
MFCC features. A total variability matrix that can extract a 200-
dimensional i-vector was trained for 10 iterations. Neither length
normalization nor linear discriminant analysis were applied after i-
vector extraction.
Spectrograms were extracted by shifting 30 ms windows by 10
ms. A spectrogram was represented by 721 coefficients for each
window, and only 300 coefficients of low frequency bands were
used; we empirically confirmed that low frequency bands are more
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useful for ASC. Finally, a spectrogram of size 499×300 was ex-
tracted from each 10 s segment.
Stereo raw waveforms (with pre-emphasis) are used as input
features to the DNN, resulting in feature shapes of (48,000×10, 2).
3.3. System configurations
The i-vector based DNN comprises 4 fully connected layers. In this
system, the DNN acts only as a feature enhancer for the scoring step
of the task, because the i-vector is already a sophisticated feature at
the segment-level. The four fully connected layers each have 512
units, and L2 regularization is applied.
Spectrogram-based DNNs comprise two fully connected layers
following three MFM layers. Fully connected layers contain 256
nodes activated by a leaky ReLU function [23]. L2 length normal-
ization was applied to the output of the last fully connected layer
following the work of Wan et al., who trained a DNN for speaker
verification using metric learning [11]. The configuration of the
MFM-based system is shown in Table 1. In each MFM layer, the
output is calculated using the max operation between the feature
maps generated by filters of different sizes. We simultaneously ap-
plied two types of pooling layers (max and average pooling) in the
last CNN stage.
Table 1: Configuration of MFM based CNN system.
layer output shape kernel sizes
1st MFM 499×300×32 5×5, 7×7, 9×9, 11×11
Max pooling 166×60×32 3×5
2nd MFM 166×60×64 3×3, 5×5, 7×7, 9×9
Max pooling 55×12×64 3×5
3rd MFM 55×12×64 3×3, 5×5, 7×7, 9×9
Max pooling 1×3×64 55×4
Average pooling 1×3×64 55×4
Concatenation 1×3×128
Flatten 384
Raw-waveform-based DNNs use the RACNN-LSTM model
from Jung et al.’s work, with a few modifications [15]. Modifi-
cations include the following: the stride size of the strided convo-
lutional layer was changed to 12 for a 48 kHz sampling rate, 256
kernels were used for the last convolutional layer, and stereo audio
inputs were used instead of mono audio inputs.
3.4. Results
Experimental results for the provided fold 1 setup of the DCASE
2018 competition are presented in Table 2 in terms of classification
accuracy. Each input feature is examined by four different classi-
fiers, and the best results submitted to the DCASE 2018 competi-
tion are shown. The four columns of Table 2 each represent our
submitted system for the DCASE 2018 competition, in which ‘All’
refers to the ensemble of single Gaussian and SVM classifiers.
Surprisingly, for the input features, raw waveforms performed
the best, with an accuracy of 67.15 %. The three-feature ensemble
increased accuracy more than 6 %. Although we do not show this
result because of paper length limitations, the ensemble results for
any two features improved performance in terms of classification
accuracy. Therefore, we conclude that different features actually
contribute to the ASC task based on the characteristics of each fea-
ture.
For back-end classifiers, we first compared the results of di-
rectly using softmax activation based classification to the results
for separate scoring schemes using single Gaussian and SVM mod-
els. With the raw waveform as an input, conventional classification
showed an accuracy of 64.71 %, while single Gaussian scoring and
SVM scoring using the last hidden layer as code showed accura-
cies of 67.91 % and 66.56 %, respectively. Among the back-end
classifiers, the accuracies of single Gaussian models were approx-
imately 1 % higher, but noticeable differences were not measured.
By applying a precision vector representing the accuracy of each
acoustic scene system, we were able to improve performance when
the precision vector was used with classifiers of the same type (e.g.,
diagonal Gaussian models and full Gaussian models). However, ac-
curacy did not increase when the precision vector was used with
different types of classifiers.
Table 2: Classification accuracy (%) for the individual systems and
four-classifier ensemble system. The four columns indicate the four
systems submitted to the DCASE task 1-a competition (‘All w/o
weight’ is submission 1). ‘w weight’ refers to the case where clas-
sifier outputs were ensembled with the use of a precision vector. All
refers to cases using two Gaussian and two SVM classifiers, Gaus-
sian refers to cases using full and diagonal covariance classifiers,
and SVM refers to cases using SVMs with RBF and sigmoid ker-
nels.XXXXXXXXXsystem
classifier All All Gaussian SVM
w/o weight w weight w weight w weight
raw- 67.15 68.10 67.91 66.56waveform (val)
spectrogram (val) 66.24 66.20 66.44 66.44
i-vector (val) 63.74 63.93 65.17 63.66
Ensemble (val) 73.82 73.23 73.15 72.71
Ensemble (eval) 74.8 74.2 73.8 73.8
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Selecting appropriate features for each task is critically important
for machine learning research. However, this is difficult because
of the required domain expertise, such as knowledge regarding the
characteristics of the input data and the understanding of the task
to be performed. Segment-level i-vectors and frame-level spectro-
grams were used to detect both long-term contexts and short-term
events, by training DNNs for each feature. Additionally, raw wave-
forms were used, with expectation that the kernel weights for 1D
convolutional layers would be trained to extract the most discrimi-
native features for each ASC task. We built an ensemble of DNNs
with different input features, using score fusion on single Gaussian
models and SVMs. An accuracy of 73.82 % and 74.8 % was shown
for the DCASE 2018 task 1-a validation set and evaluation set, re-
spectively.
In this study, we exploited multiple DNNs with different archi-
tectures, which respectively received different features. We then
combined the results for each DNN. Training different types of fea-
tures with a single DNN, however, may lead to the synergy of dif-
ferent features when training an integrated DNN. In the future, we
plan to build a single integrated system that simultaneously receives
multiple features. To achieve this type of system, we would need
to simultaneously consider the various characteristics of different
types of features.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a method to perform audio event detection under the
common constraint that only limited training data are available. In
training a deep learning system to perform audio event detection,
two practical problems arise. Firstly, most datasets are “weakly la-
belled” having only a list of events present in each recording without
any temporal information for training. Secondly, deep neural net-
works need a very large amount of labelled training data to achieve
good quality performance, yet in practice it is difficult to collect
enough samples for most classes of interest. In this paper, we pro-
pose a data-efficient training of a stacked convolutional and recur-
rent neural network. This neural network is trained in a multi in-
stance learning setting for which we introduce a new loss function
that leads to improved training compared to the usual approaches
for weakly supervised learning. We successfully test our approach
on two low-resource datasets that lack temporal labels.
Index Terms— Multi instance learning, deep learning, weak
labels, audio event detection
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, there has been an increasing amount of audio
datasets that have labels assigned to them to indicate the presence
or not of a specific event type. This is related to tagging of audio
recordings [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, in many cases these labels do not
contain any information about the temporal location of each event or
the number of occurrences in a recording. This type of label, which
we will refer to as weak, lacks any temporal information. Collecting
and annotating data with strong labels, labels that contain temporal
information about the events, is a time consuming task involving a
lot of manual labour. On the other hand collecting weakly labelled
data takes much less time, since the annotator only has to mark the
active sound event classes and not their exact boundaries.
In comparison to supervised techniques trained on strong la-
bels, there has been relatively little work on audio event detection
using weakly labelled data. In [5, 6, 7] the authors try to exploit
weak labels in birdsong detection and bird species classification,
while in [8] singing voice is pinpointed from weakly labelled ex-
amples. Furthermore, in [9] the authors train a network that can do
automatic scene transcription from weak labels and in [10] audio
from YouTube videos is used in order to train and compare differ-
ent previously proposed convolutional neural network architectures
for audio event detection and classification. Finally, in [11, 12] the
authors use weakly labelled data for audio event detection in order
to move from the weak labels space to strong labels. Most of these
methods formulate the provided weak labels of the recordings into
a multi instance learning (MIL) problem.
Machine learning has experienced a strong growth in recent
years, due to increased dataset sizes and computational power, and
to advances in deep learning methods that can learn to make predic-
tions in extremely nonlinear problem settings [13]. However, a large
amount of data is needed in order to train a neural network that can
achieve a good quality performance. Depending on the audio event
to be detected and classified in each task it may become difficult
to collect enough samples for them. Annotating data with strong
labels, labels that contain temporal information about the events, to
train audio event detectors is a time consuming process involving a
lot of manual labour. On the other hand, collecting weakly labelled
data takes much less time, since the annotator only has to mark the
active sound event classes and not their exact boundaries. We refer
to datasets that only have weak labels, may contain rare events and
have limited amounts of training data as low-resource datasets.
In this paper, we propose a network that uses low-resource
datasets in an efficient way in order to predict audio event detec-
tion using only the weak labels provided for each recording during
training. This network is trained in a MIL setting where we pro-
pose a new loss function that outperforms the most commonly used
losses when trying to derive the strong labels from weakly labelled
data. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the multi instance learning setting, Section 3 presents our
method. Evaluations on two different low-resource datasets follow
in Section 4, with the conclusions in Section 5.
2. MULTI INSTANCE LEARNING
Training audio event detectors on low-resource datasets presents the
issue of weak-to-strong prediction. Low-resource datasets only pro-
vide the user with weak labels that don’t include any temporal in-
formation about the events but only denote the presence or absence
of a specific class in a recording. However, audio event detectors
produce labels with start and end times, referred to as strong la-
bels, hence provide full temporal information about the events in a
recording.
The most common way to train a network for weak-to-strong
prediction is the multi instance learning (MIL) setting. The con-
cept of MIL was first properly developed in [14] for drug activity
detection. MIL is described in terms of bags, with a bag being a
collection of instances. The existing weak labels are attached to
the bags, rather than the individual instances within them. Positive
bags have at least one positive instance, an instance for which the
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target class is active. On the other hand, negative bags contain neg-
ative instances only. A negative bag is thus pure while a positive
bag is presumably impure, since the latter most likely contains both
positive and negative instances. There is no direct knowledge of
whether an instance in a positive bag is positive or negative. Thus,
it is the bag-label pairs and not the instance-label pairs which form
the training data, and from which a classifier which classifies indi-
vidual instances must be learned.
Let the training data be composed of N bags, i.e.
{B1, B2, ..., BN}, the i-th bag is composed of Mi instances,
i.e. {Bi1, Bi2, ..., BiMi}, where each instance is a p-dimensional
feature vector, e.g. the j-th instance of the i-th bag is
[Bij1, Bij2, ..., Bijp]
T . We represent the bag-label pairs as
(Bi, Yi), where Yi ∈ {0, 1} is the bag label for bag Bi. Yi = 0
denotes a negative bag and Yi = 1 denotes a positive bag.
One naı¨ve but commonly used way of inferring the individual
instances’ labels from the bag labels is assigning the bag label to
each instance of that bag: we refer to this method as false strong
labelling. During training, a neural network in the MIL setting with
false strong labels tries to minimise the average divergence between
the network output for each instance and the false strong labels as-
signed to them, identically to an ordinary supervised learning sce-
nario. However, it is evident that the false strong labelling approach
is an approximation of the loss for a strong label prediction task,
hence it has some disadvantages. When using false strong labels
some kind of early stopping is necessary since when minimal loss
is achieved that would mean all positive instance predictions for a
positive bag. However, there is no clear way of defining a specific
point for early stopping. This is an issue that all methods in the MIL
setting face.
As an alternative to false strong labels, one can attempt to infer
labels of individual instances in bag Bi by making a few educated
assumptions. The most common ones are: if Yi = 0, all instances
of bag Bi are negative instances, hence yij = 0, ∀j, while on the
other hand, if Yi = 1, at least one instance of bag Bi is equal to
one. For all instances of bag Bi, this relation between the bag label
and instance labels can be simply written as Yi = maxj yij . Using
this assumption in the MIL setting, we must modify the manner in
which the divergence to be minimized is computed, to utilize only
weak labels, as proposed in [15].
Let oij represent the output of the network for input Bij , the
j-th instance in Bi, the i-th bag of training instances. We define
overall divergence on the training set as the sum of the bag-level
divergences Ei, each computed for bag Bi:
E =
N∑
i=1
Ei =
N∑
i=1
1
2
(
max
1≤j≤Mj
(oij)− Yi
)2
(1)
where Yi is the label assigned to bag Bi.
This indicates that if at least one instance of a positive bag is
perfectly predicted as positive, or all the instances of a negative bag
are perfectly predicted as negative, then the error on the concerned
bag is zero. Otherwise, the weights will be updated according to the
error on the instance whose corresponding actual output is the max-
imal among all the instances in the bag. Note that such an instance
is typically the most easy to be predicted as positive for a positive
bag, while it is the most difficult to be predicted as negative for a
negative bag. On an instance-level, when using max to compute the
loss, only one instance per bag contributes to the gradient, which
may lead to inefficient training. In positive bags, the network only
has to accurately predict the label for the easiest positive instance
to reach a perfect accuracy, thus not paying as much attention to the
rest positive instances that might be harder to accurately detect.
In this work, we perform audio event detection by training a
neural network using weakly labelled data in a MIL setting. Since
the loss function can have a dramatic effect on the utility of MIL
training, we propose a loss function at a bag-level that does not
have the disadvantages of the above methods and leads to improved
training.
3. METHOD
3.1. Loss Function
Using all instances in a bag for computing error and backpropa-
gated gradient is important, since the network ideally should acquire
knowledge from every instance in each epoch. However, it is hard
to find an elegant theoretical interpretation of the characteristics of
the instances in a bag. On the other hand, simple assumptions about
these characteristics can achieve a similar effect. One approach is
to consider the mean of the instance predictions of a bag. If a bag
is negative the mean should be zero, while if it is positive it should
be greater than zero. The true mean is unknown in weakly labelled
data. A naı¨ve assumption is to presume that approximately half of
the time an event will be present in a recording. Even though this
is not true all of the time, it takes into consideration the predictions
for all instances, and also inserts a bias to the loss that will keep
producing some gradient even after the max term has reached its
perfect accuracy. Another simple yet accurate assumption is that on
both negative and positive recordings the minimum predictions at an
instance-level should be zero. It is possible for a positive recording
to have no negative frames however it is extremely rare in practice.
This assumption could be used in synergy with max and mean to
enforce the prediction of negative instances even on positive record-
ings and manage a certain level of the bias that is introduced with
considering mean in the computation of the loss.
Our proposed loss function that takes into account all the above
mentioned assumptions is computed as:
Loss =
1
3
(
bin cr(maxj(oij), Yi)
+ bin cr(meanj(oij),
Yi
2
) + bin cr(minj(oij), 0)
)
(2)
where bin cr(x, y) is a function that computes the binary cross-
entropy between x and y, oij are all the predicted strong labels of
bag Bi, where j = 1...Mi with Mi being the total number of in-
stances in a bag, and Yi is the label of the bag.
We refer to this as an MIL setting using MMM. For negative
recordings, (2) will compute the binary cross-entropy between the
max, mean and min of the predictions of the instances of a bag Bi
and zero. This denotes that the predictions for all instances of a
negative recording should be zero. On the other hand, for positive
recordings the predictions should span the full dynamic range from
zero to one, biased towards a similar amount of positive and neg-
ative instances. Our proposed loss function is designed to balance
the positive and negative predictions in a bag resulting in a network
that has the flexibility of learning from harder-to-predict positive in-
stances even after many epochs. This is due to the fact that there are
no obvious local minima to get stuck in as in the max case.
3.2. Training Settings
As input to our proposed method, log mel-band energy is extracted
from audio in 23ms Hamming windows with 50% overlap. In order
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to do so the librosa Python library is used.1 In total, 40 mel-
bands are used in the 0–44100 Hz range. For a given 5 second audio
input, the feature extraction produces a 432x40 output (T = 432).
We use a stacked convolutional and recurrent neural network
architecture (cf. [9]) to predict the strong labels of a recording.
Table 1 presents the overall architecture of the proposed method.
Table 1: WHEN network architecture. Size refers to either kernel
shape or number of units. #Fmaps is the number of feature maps in
the layer. Activation denotes the activation used for the layer
Layer Size #Fmaps Activation
Convolution 2D 3x3 64 Linear
Batch Normalisation - - -
Activation - - ReLU
Max Pooling 1x5 - -
Convolution 2D 3x3 64 Linear
Batch Normalisation - - -
Activation - - ReLU
Max Pooling 1x4 - -
Convolution 2D 3x3 64 Linear
Batch Normalisation - - -
Activation - - ReLU
Max Pooling 1x2 - -
Reshape - - -
Bidirectional GRU 64 - tanh
Bidirectional GRU 64 - tanh
Time Distributed Dense 64 - ReLU
Time Distributed Dense 1 - Sigmoid
Flatten - - -
The log mel-band energy feature extracted from the audio is fed
to our network, which produces the predicted strong labels for each
recording. The input to the proposed network is a Tx40 feature ma-
trix. The convolutional layers in the beginning of the network are
in charge of learning the local shift-invariant features of this input.
The max-pooling operation is performed along the frequency axis
after every convolutional layer to reduce the dimension for the fea-
ture matrix while preserving the number of frames T . The output
of the convolutional part of the network is then fed to bi-directional
gated recurrent units (GRUs) to learn the temporal structure of au-
dio events. Next we apply time distributed dense layers to reduce
feature-length dimensionality. Note that the time resolution of T
frames is maintained in both the GRU and dense layers. A sigmoid
activation is used in the last time-distributed dense layer to produce
a binary prediction of whether there is an event present in each time
frame. This prediction layer outputs a continuous range of [0,1] for
each frame of the input features. A prediction value equal or greater
than 0.5 is taken to indicate the presence of the audio event in ques-
tion while a prediction less than 0.5 signifies the absence of it. The
dimensions of each prediction are Tx1.
4. EVALUATION
4.1. Datasets
In order to test our approach in a low-resource setting we con-
tacted our experiments on the training dataset provided during the
1https://librosa.github.io/librosa/index.html
Neural Information Processing Scaled for Bioacoustics (NIPS4B)
bird song competition of 2013 and on a subset of the DCASE
2018 dataset used for Task 4: Large-scale weakly labeled semi-
supervised sound event detection in domestic environments.23 The
first dataset contains birdsong recordings and the second one every-
day domestic sound events.
The NIPS4B 2013 training set contains 687 recordings of max-
imum length of 5 seconds each. The recordings have already been
weakly labelled with a total of 87 possible classes. Such a dataset
can be considered low-resource for a few reasons. First, the total
amount of training time is less than one hour. Also, there are 87
possible labels that have very sparse activations, 7 to 20 positive
recordings for each. In order to efficiently use the data provided by
the NIPS4B 2013 training dataset we first consider all 87 unique
labels as one general label ‘bird’ and train an audio event detection
network for this audio event. Another limitation of this dataset is
the imbalance of positive and negative recordings: out of the whole
dataset (687 recordings) only 100 of them are labelled as negative.
This caused some of our original experiments to classify almost all
bags as positive ones. An easy way to solve the positive-negative
imbalance is to force the network to have the same amount of pos-
itive and negative recordings in each mini-batch. Since the amount
of negative recordings is much smaller compared to positive ones,
we randomly repeat the negative recordings in each mini-batch. We
refer to this as Half and Half (HnH) training. This provides a bal-
anced training set at a bag level, but not necessarily balanced at an
instance level.
For the following experiments, we split the NIPS4B 2013 train-
ing dataset into a training set and testing set. Only weak labels for
the training set during the NIPS4B 2013 bird song competition were
released, hence we could only use these recordings. We acquired the
strong labels of most of these recordings via manual annotations, in
order to use them for evaluating our system and have uploaded our
transcriptions online.4
In order to evaluate how our method behaves with other types
of audio events, we use a subset of the DCASE 2018 dataset of
Task 4. In order to create a training set with less than an hour of
training data that we can use as a low-resource dataset, we randomly
select 360 recordings of maximum length of 10 seconds each out
of the 1578 recordings of the task training set. DCASE consists
of 10 classes. We combine three of them (Dog, Cat, Speech) into
one general category named ‘mammals’ and use that as our positive
class for training our detector. Half and Half training is used in order
to balance the amount of negative and positive recordings, that are
originally 160 and 200 recordings, respectively. The full testing set
of Task 4 is used for evaluating our method.
4.2. False Strong Labelling
One of the most common ways of training networks from weak to
strong labels is generating false strong labels for training by repli-
cating the weak labels for every time frame of the audio and using
them as strong labels. We train our network using false strong la-
bels for 3000 epochs using binary cross-entropy as the loss function
and Adam optimizer [19]. Figure 2a shows the resulting transcrip-
2http://sabiod.univ-tln.fr/nips4b/challenge1.
html
3https://goo.gl/8wKkGk
4https://figshare.com/articles/Transcriptions_
of_NIPS4B_2013_Bird_Challenge_Training_Dataset/
6798548
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(a) NIPS4B dataset
(b) DCASE dataset
Figure 1: Comparison of the progress of F1 score for our testing
sets through epochs for different loss functions.
tion predicted by the network. The main issue one can notice is
that using false strong labels has a tendency of pushing all the re-
sults closer to one when dealing with a positive recording. Some
structure is apparent in the transcription, hence the network is in-
deed able to differentiate between positive and negative instances to
some degree, however all results for positive recordings are above
the usual 0.5 threshold. We attribute this primarily to the nature of
the false strong labels: for a positive recording all time frames are
labelled as positive. Furthermore, since perfect accuracy for this
setting does not correspond to the actual task, it becomes extremely
unclear when training should be stopped.
4.3. MIL using different loss functions
We train two networks using the loss functions described in Section
3, namely max and MMM. Additionally, we trained two more net-
works using only the max and mean terms of MMM and the max
and min terms of MMM to compare their performance and the im-
pact each term has in the predictions of our audio event detector.
Figures 1a and 1b present the progress of the F1 score, the har-
monic average of the precision and recall of the predictions, on the
NIPS4B and DCASE testing sets respectively, during training. One
can notice that methods that use the mean term in the loss predic-
tion tend to reach higher scores. For the NIPS4B dataset, we notice
that after training for a certain amount of epochs the results for most
methods are decreasing: this is due to the common issue of the MIL
setting which is defining when one should stop training.
Another interesting aspect one can study is the individual re-
(a) MIL using FSL
(b) MIL using max
(c) MIL using MMM
Figure 2: Predicted transcription of a recording from the testing
set on the NIPS4B dataset. 2a depicts the results of our network
trained in a false strong labelling setting. 2b depicts the results of
our network trained with max loss. 2c depicts the results of our
network trained with MMM loss.
sults of the conventional max loss to our proposed MMM loss. Fig-
ure 2 depicts a positive recording from our NIPS4B testing set and
the transcriptions predicted by each method. It is evident from these
examples that once the max loss reaches the perfect accuracy for a
bag, it ignores the harder-to-predict positive events. In this example,
the network correctly predicts the three more prominent events and
then ignores all other events between them. However, the network
trained with a MMM loss is starting to pick out some of the harder
to detect events, due to the gradient provided by using mean.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a method to perform audio event detec-
tion in a MIL setting that introduces a new loss function that takes
into account predictions for all instances. Our method is tested on
two low-resource datasets with only weakly labelled training data to
perform bird and mammal vocalisation detection, respectively. We
compare the different components of our loss function and define
the influence each of them has to the training of the network. Train-
ing a network with our proposed loss outperforms the previously
used losses in the MIL setting. Furthermore, our method is not tai-
lored to any specific type of audio events, hence there is reason to
believe it can be used for any kind of audio event detection tasks.
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ABSTRACT
Query by vocal imitation (QBV) systems let users search a library
of general non-speech audio files using a vocal imitation of the de-
sired sound as the query. The best existing system for QBV uses
a similarity measure between vocal imitations and general audio
files that is learned by a two-tower semi-Siamese deep neural net-
work architecture. This approach typically uses pairwise training
examples and error measurement. In this work, we show that this
pairwise error signal does not correlate well with improved search
rankings and instead describe how triplet loss can be used to train a
two-tower network designed to work with pairwise loss, resulting in
better correlation with search rankings. This approach can be used
to train any two-tower architecture using triplet loss. Empirical re-
sults on a dataset of vocal imitations and general audio files show
that low triplet loss is much better correlated with improved search
ranking than low pairwise loss.
Index Terms— vocal imitation, information retrieval, convolu-
tional Siamese-style networks, triplet loss
1. INTRODUCTION
Finding ways to easily access relevant audio content is a task that
has increased in importance as multimedia collections proliferate
and grow. For example, the widely-used Freesound1 website con-
tains hundreds of thousands of individual sound recordings from
many categories of sound. Such repositories typically let users
search their collections of recordings using text-based search. This
allows search through any tags, descriptions and file names, but
does not support search on the content of audio files. This is not
true just for online repositories. Sound designers rely on commer-
cially deployed sound library management tools, such as Soundly
[1], to index their sound file collections. These systems also search
on text-based metadata and not the audio content.
Indexing a collection of audio files using text-based descrip-
tors imposes certain natural limitations on how search may be done.
Such descriptions often do not provide the necessary detail to eval-
uate this sound in comparison to others with a similar label. This
forces the user to listen to all sounds sharing a label, which can
be prohibitively time-consuming. Relying on text descriptions also
means that every file must be assigned text labels before one can
This work supported by USA National Science Foundation Award
1617497.
1https://freesound.org/browse/
search for it. Further, the important fine grain characteristics that
differentiate between audio files of the same general category may
not have widely agreed upon text descriptors, making it difficult to
create tags that support fine grained search.
When words fail, vocal imitations can help to bridge the gap
left by text descriptors. Since imitation allows for description of
sounds in ways that text cannot [2], using a vocal imitation as the
query has the potential to yield useful results when text search fails
[3]. Query by vocal imitation (QBV) systems allow search in a
collection of sound files using a vocal imitation of the desired sound
as the search key.
The current state-of-the-art in QBV [4] measures the similarity
of the imitation to each sound in the database using a similarity
measure output by a two tower Siamese-style neural network. The
network takes a vocal imitation and a sound file from the collection
as input and outputs a similarity value in the range [0,1]. These
similarity numbers are used to rank audio files in the collection. In
training, networks are trained on labeled pairs, where 0 indicates a
vocal imitation was paired with the incorrect sound and 1 indicates
the imitation was paired with the target of the imitation.
In this work, we show that the error signal provided by this
pairwise training does not necessarily correlate well with improving
the ranking of the target file. We show that a loss function (triplet
loss) that explicitly compares the similarity of the imitation query
to two different sounds in the collection is much better correlated
with the rank of the target. Finally, we show how to adapt triplet
loss training to work in a two-tower architecture (see Section 3).
This approach can be used to train any two-tower architecture using
triplet loss.
2. RELATEDWORK
There are a number of audio search approaches that are related to
query by vocal imitation of general sounds. Audio fingerprinting
services (e.g. the song-finding service Shazam2) require the query
be a portion of the exact audio file sought. One cannot vocally im-
itate the desired sound and find a match using audio fingerprinting.
There are services that make speech recordings searchable as text
(e.g. the Microsoft Speech API 3), but these are not designed to
meaningfully encode general sounds or vocal imitations. Query by
humming systems focus specifically on melody (e.g. Tunebot [5])
2https://www.shazam.com
3https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
cognitive-services/speech/home
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and rhythm (e.g. Query by Beatboxing [6]) and are not suited for
general query by vocal imitation of general sounds.
Synthassist [7] is a search tool for music synthesizer sounds.
It compares vocal imitations to a library of synthesizer sounds by
creating temporal vectors of standard audio features (e.g. mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients) and using an edit-distance to com-
pare the query to audio files in the database. However, in recent
years, better retrieval accuracy has been achieved by deep learning
models which learn the relevant feature sets during training. The
state-of-the-art in query by vocal imitation was improved when con-
volutional auto encoders were applied to the problem by multiple
research groups [8, 9, 10, ?].
Zhang and Duan further improved upon the QBV accuracy of
CAEs with IMINET [11], a two-tower feed-forward convolutional
network. In their work, each of the two inputs (an audio file from
a database and an imitation to be compared) is encoded by one of
the two towers and the output of both towers are input to a fully-
connected network that produces a similarity measure between the
two audio files. Their most recent work, and the current state of
the art in QBV, is TL-IMINET [4], which they call a Siamese-style
architecture since the tower that takes the vocal imitation as input
has a different architecture than the tower accepting sounds from
the collection (as opposed to fully Siamese nets, where the towers
share weights and architecture). In all of the recent work, pairwise
loss was used in training.
In the domain of image search, Wang et al. [12] proposed a
triplet loss method for learning feature models of images where
training examples consist of a query and two rank-ordered database
elements. This allowed learning fine grained distinctions between
images of the same class. They showed this approach outperformed
existing models that used hand-crafted features. However they did
not compare the triplet loss training approach to pairwise training.
They applied their work to a three-tower deep net model but did
not show how it could be applied to a two-tower model. Also, their
queries (photos) were drawn from the same data as their search re-
sults (photos from the same collection as the queries).
Our work combines and builds on ideas from Wang et al.[12]
and Zang et al.[4] We illustrate how to adapt an existing two-tower
architecture to be trained using triplet loss, instead of forcing the use
of an altogether new architecture. We apply this approach to train
a system to do pairwise comparison between very different classes
of sound objects: vocal imitations and reference audio recordings.
An analogous task in the image domain would be to search a set of
photos using hand-drawn images as the queries. We then compare
the effectiveness of triplet loss to pairwise loss in training a network
to solve a ranking problem.
3. METHODS
We assume a set of sound recordings R where r is a recording in
the set. The search key is a vocal imitation v of some file in the
set, known as the target, t. Given a similarity measure s(v, r) that
returns a similarity value in the range [0,1] for any recording, we
can provide an ordering of the files in R, based on similarity. This
ordering is used as a ranking returned by a search engine. The more
consistently the target is returned as a highly ranked recording, the
better the search engine. The question then becomes how to create
a similarity measure that will consistently rank that target highly.
3.1. TL-IMINET
TL-IMINET [4] is the most successful system, to-date, for QBV. In
that work they learn the similarity measure using a neural network
with two convolutional towers: one tower for a vocal imitation and
the other for a recording from the data set. These towers both learn
embeddings that are fed into a fully connected network. A trained
network takes a vocal imitation and a reference audio file as input
and outputs a value in the range [0,1], where 1 indicates a perfect
match.
Our goal is not to design a superior network architecture, but
to develop a superior training method. Therefore, we use the exact
architecture and audio encoding used in the TL-IMINET paper. We
provide an overview of the network structure and audio encoding
below. More detail can be found in [4].
The input to the vocal imitation tower is 4 seconds of audio (vo-
cal imitations in the data set are typically less than 4 seconds long).
This is encoded as a 39-band mel-spaced spectrogram with 8.33 ms
for both the window size and hop size. The resulting input spectro-
gram has 39 frequency bins and 482 time bins. The vocal imitation
tower has three convolutional layers. For the first two convolutional
layers, each layer has 48 filters with ReLU activations. Both layers
are followed by a 6×6 pooling layer. The third convolutional layer
also has 48 filters and a receptive field of 6×6. It is followed by a
1×2 pooling layer with 1 in frequency and 2 in time.
The general audio tower is passed reference recordings trun-
cated to 3 seconds and converted into a mel spectrogram with 23
ms window size and 23 ms hop size. This leads to an input dimen-
sionality of 128 mel-frequency bands by 128 time steps. This is
input to a tower with 3 convolutional layers. The first convolutional
layer has 24 filters with a receptive field of 5×5, and followed by a
ReLU activation function. This is fed into a 2 × 4 (both shape and
stride) max-pooling layer with 2 in frequency and 4 in time. The
second and third convolutional layers each have 48 filters with a
5×5 receptive field. The second convolutional layer is followed by
a 2× 4 pooling layer. Unlike the vocal imitation tower, no pooling
layer follows the third convolutional layer.
The embeddings output from each convolutional tower are con-
catenated and passed into 2 fully connected layers, which calculate
a distance between each vector.
3.2. Pairwise loss
TL-IMINET is a Siamese-style network and uses a pairwise loss
function. This is the typical loss function used for Siamese and
Siamese-style networks. The training pairs consist of a vocal exam-
ple and a recording from the data set. If the recording in the pair
is the target, then the label is 1. If the recording is not the target,
the label is 0. The loss function used is binary cross entropy and
the goal is for the similarity measure to output 1 for the target of a
vocal query and 0 for all other recordings.
While the error signal described above has proven useful in
many cases, it may not always correlate strongly with the desired
behavior of the system when the goal is to rank order a set of items
by similarity to a single query example. For ranking problems, it
is not important that the output of the similarity measure be either
1 or 0, for any particular pair. In fact, this goal may even be coun-
terproductive for ranking problems, as we now show. Consider a
case with 100 recordings in the data set. Assume the similarity
function returned a value in the range [.9, 1] for all recordings and
the target is the only recording to get a similarity of 1. The tar-
get would be ranked first, which is perfect performance. The error
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Figure 1: Triplet loss training configuration of the network used
to measure similarity between vocal imitations and reference au-
dio files. Two copies of a two-tower Siamese-style network (TL-
IMINET) are used. Weights are tied between the two copies. A
training example consists of a vocal imitation, the target, and a dis-
tractor. The desired output is 1 if the target is recording A and 0 if
the target is recording B.
signal, however, would show large amounts of error for 99 out of
100 recordings, since all non-target recordings would be ranked .9
or higher, when 0 is the correct label. Consider another case: the
similarity function returns values only in the range [0, .01] and the
target is the only file to receive a 0. Here, the error would be very
low, since 99 out of 100 recordings were very closed to the training
label output of 0, even though the target would be ranked last.
3.3. Triplet loss: an error signal more suited to ranking
In the previous section, we illustrated how pairwise loss may not
provide the ideal error signal for ranking problems using two-tower
networks. How, then, can the error signal be tied more closely to the
desired ranking behavior? In this work, we adopt the idea of triplet
loss, which has been used successfully to train a three-tower convo-
lutional network to perform fine-grained similarity measurements
in the domain of still images [12]. In this paradigm, a training ex-
ample consists of a triplet (v, a, b). If recording a should be ranked
closer to the vocal imitation v, the label is 1. If b should be ranked
closer than a, the label is 0. This allows the use of binary cross
entropy, but explicitly takes ranking between pairs into account.
We apply this loss function to a Siamese-style network architec-
ture. In our case, that network architecture is TL-IMINET; however,
the same approach can be applied to any Siamese or Siamese-style
network. Two copies of the Siamese-style architecture are used.
Weights are tied between the two copies. The vocal imitation is in-
put to both copies. Recording A is passed to one copy, and recording
B is passed to the other copy. The output of both copies is passed to
a single sigmoid node that outputs a value in the range 0 to 1. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.
The two input weights of the sigmoid are fixed to be +50 and
-50, with a bias of 0. This yields the function σ(50a − 50b). With
this configuration, the output tends to 1 if the output from recording
A is higher than B and tends towards 0 if B is higher than A. This
configuration allows for triplet-loss training. 4
Once trained, either copy of the TL-IMINET architecture can
be extracted and used in testing to estimate similarity between a vo-
cal imitation query and a recording in the database. Recordings can
be ranked by similarity as is done using the two tower TL-IMINET.
By training in this fashion we can apply a triplet loss approach
to train a two-tower network designed for pairwise loss. This also
allows for a truly meaningful comparison between triplet and pair-
wise loss, since both training approaches modify the exact same
number of weights, and the testing architecture is identical for both
approaches.
4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We have argued that using triplet loss will result in a error signal that
is more correlated with the goal (ranking the right answer highly)
than happens with the pairwise error signal used in previous vocal
imitation search work. We tested this hypothesis by measuring the
correlation between improving on the loss function and improving
search results as training progresses. To ensure a controlled exper-
iment we used a TL-IMINET architecture, trained using pairwise
training and compare the results to an identical TL-IMINET with
the same initialization weights, trained using triplet loss. We re-
peated the comparison on a variety of data splits and with a variety
of initializations and measured the statistical difference between the
two training approaches. We now describe the experiment in detail.
4.1. Data Set
For this work, we used the Vocal Imitation Set [13], a collection of
crowd-sourced vocal imitations of a set of 302 classes of sound.
The classes were drawn from Google’s AudioSet ontology [14].
Each sound class has an average of 10 clean, single-sound record-
ings taken from FreeSound (e.g. 10 police siren recordings). A
single one of the 10 recordings in each class was used as a refer-
ence recording (the target) for the vocal imitations. Given a ref-
erence recording as the target, Amazon Mechanical Turk workers
were asked to record a vocal imitation of the target. Recorded imi-
tations were evaluated by expert listeners and only those recordings
that were of sufficiently high quality were used. This resulted in
5,601 high quality imitations of 302 sound classes, or roughly 19
imitations per sound class. For more detail on this data set, please
see [13].
4.2. A single trial
A recording of a vocal imitation of a sound is the query. The target
is the single audio file that the query is an imitation of. A distractor
is a file in the collection that is not the search goal.
In a single trial we randomly select 10 sound classes from the
vetted Vocal Imitation data set of 302 sound classes. Each sound
class contains an average of 19 imitations and 10 reference record-
ings. This results in a set of roughly 100 reference files and 190
4Note the value of 50 is simply selected to be sufficiently large to saturate
the sigmoid activation function, and is not a magic number.
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imitations. Training examples for the pairwise loss function require
one imitation and one reference (either the target file, or some other
file), resulting roughly 19,000 unique training pairs, of which 190
are positive pairs and 18810 are negative. Each training example
for the triplet loss function requires one imitation and two refer-
ence recordings (the target + distractor), also resulting in roughly
1,881,000 unique training triplets. This data is split into validation
(30%) and training (70%) data.
A coarse grained comparison in triplet loss is one where the
distractor is drawn from a different sound class than the target. In
the case of triplet loss, there are many more coarse grained examples
than fine grained examples. Balancing coarse (across class) and fine
(within class) distinctions is desirable. Therefore, on each epoch,
we train using all the fine grained examples and an equally sized,
randomly selected subset of the coarse grained examples. In the
case of pairwise lose, there are many more negative examples than
positive examples. Similarly, on each epoch, we train using all the
positive examples and an equally sized, randomly selected subset of
the negative examples.
For each trial, we randomly initialized a TL-IMINET network.
We trained the network twice from the same initialization weights,
once with triplet loss and once with pairwise loss. We used the
ADAM optimization function [15]. See Section 3 for details of the
loss functions. Each network was trained for 300 epochs. At each
epoch, we use the trained network as a similarity measure to rank
the target for each of the vocal imitations among the 100 reference
files. The mean rank of the target, as well as the loss function, is
recorded at each epoch for both the training and validation data.
The code used to run these trials can be found at our Github
repository5.
5. RESULTS
We ran 28 trials and measured Pearson’s correlation coefficient be-
tween the ranking results and loss curves for both loss function over
the 300 training epochs in each trial. See Figure 2 for loss and rank
curves for a representative trial and their correlations. It is clear that
triplet loss correlates much better with ranking results than pairwise
loss does. This trial was chosen because its correlation between the
loss function and ranking results was close to the mean correlation
over all the trials, for both pairwise and triplet loss.
We performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the 28 trials,
comparing the Pearson correlation of triplet loss to ranking results
with the Pearson correlation of pairwise loss to ranking results. The
resulting p-value of 5.3×10−6, indicates the improvement in corre-
lation between rank and loss gained from switching to a triplet loss
function is statistically significant. Figure 3 shows the distribution
of the correlation.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how, with a simple modification to training, any two
tower Siamese-style network can be adapted to learn using triplet
loss. We have shown that, for QBV on a dataset of audio files,
triplet loss correlates much more closely with ranking results than
pairwise loss does. This higher correlation means that the network
learns to perform a task closely related to the end-goal of search.
This approach to training is promising in that it can be easily applied
to any existing Siamese-style network.
5https://git.io/fNMfe.
Figure 2: One representative trial. Training loss as a function of
training epoch is shown in blue. We measured mean rank across
133 queries in a 100-file search on the training set. This curve is
shown in orange. Lower ranking is better. The upper panel shows
traditional pairwise loss. The lower shows triplet loss. Lower loss
is better. Correlation is the Pearson correlation between the loss and
the target rank.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the correlation between the search rank of
the target file and the the loss function used in training. The value
for each trial is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the loss
function and the rank of the target. Higher correlation is better.
Numbers next to boxes are median values.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, we aim to explore the potential of machine learn-
ing methods to the problem of beehive sound recognition. A major
contribution of this work is the creation and release of annotations
for a selection of beehive recordings. By experimenting with both
support vector machines and convolutional neural networks, we ex-
plore important aspects to be considered in the development of bee-
hive sound recognition systems using machine learning approaches.
Index Terms— Computational bioacoustic scene analysis,
ecoacoustics, beehive sound recognition.
1. INTRODUCTION
A significant part of computational sound scene analysis research
involves the development of methods for automatic analysis of
sounds in natural environments. This area of research has close
links with the field of bioacoustics and has several applications,
including automatic biodiversity assessment and automatic animal
welfare monitoring [1]. Within the context of computational bioa-
coustic scene analysis, the development of technologies for auto-
mated beehive monitoring has the potential to revolutionise the bee-
keeping profession, with benefits including but not limited to a re-
duction of manual inspections, distant monitoring of bee popula-
tions, and by rapidly identifying phenomena related to the natural
cycle of the beehive (e.g. queen missing, bee swarming).
In particular, sound plays a central role towards the develop-
ment of such technologies for automated beehive monitoring. In
[2, 3], the authors give a thorough description of bee sounds and
their characteristics. In short, the sound of a beehive is a mixture
of the individual contributions of sounds produced by each bee of
the colony. This mixture is perceived as a dense, continuous, low-
frequency buzz.
The first step towards the creation of audio-based beehive mon-
itoring technologies is to create systems that are able to recognise
bee sounds and discriminate them from other sounds that might be
captured. These non-bee sounds will usually be related with the
environment and events occurring in the hive’s surroundings and
can be as varied as urban sounds, animals, rain, or maintenance
sounds. Thus, the aim of this work is to automatically detect sounds
produced by bees, distinguishing them from external non-related
sounds, given audio recordings captured inside beehives. One as-
pect that appears useful to differentiate between both classes is that
the majority of non-beehive sounds can be of a short duration when
compared with beehive sounds.
This work was supported by UK EPSRC grant EP/R01891X/1 and a
UK RAEng Research Fellowship (RF/128).
Related works in beehive sound analysis generally use heavy
data pre-processing, hand-crafted features and domain knowledge
to clean the recordings and come up with useful representations for
beehive audio signals. In [4], the authors apply at a first stage a
Butterworth filter with cut-off frequencies of 100 Hz and 2000 Hz
in order to filter the acoustic signal and remove all sounds of fre-
quencies expected not to be in the bee sound class. In [5], besides
the use of several filtering techniques, the authors propose the use
of Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) as features to rep-
resent beehive sounds, inspired by speech processing research. The
work of [6] is directly relevant to this paper, since a classification is
performed to clean the recordings from external sounds. This task
is set up to distinguish between 3 classes: beehive sounds, environ-
mental sounds and cricket sounds. However, denoising techniques
and hand-crafted features are still applied, including Wavelet trans-
forms and features such as MFCCs, chroma and spectral contrast.
Machine learning methods, and in particular deep learning
methods, can decrease up to a point the amount of handcrafted fea-
tures and domain knowledge which can be responsible for intro-
ducing bias and limiting the modelling capabilities of sound recog-
nition methods. In [7], deep neural networks (DNNs) and convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) are used to automatically detect the
presence of mosquitoes in a noisy environment, although the pro-
posed methodology disregards the long duration characteristics of
mosquito sounds. The work of [8] tackles the problem of detecting
the presence of birds from audio as part of the 2017 Bird Audio De-
tection challenge1. The proposed method, Bulbul, is a combination
of deep learning methods also relying on data augmentation. Given
that Bulbul was the challenge submission that produced the best
results, it became the baseline method for the DCASE 2018 Bird
Audio Detection task2. In the context of environmental sound scene
analysis, it is shown in [9] that DNNs have good performance when
compared to shallower methods such as Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs). However the authors also stress that the use of temporal
methods such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) does not im-
prove classification in this context, which they justify with the char-
acteristic of environmental sounds as not having strong temporal
dependencies and being rather non-predictive and random.
In this work, we aim to explore the potential of machine learn-
ing methods to the problem of beehive sound recognition, as a first
step towards the creation of audio-based beehive monitoring sys-
tems. A core problem when using supervised machine learning
methods is the large amount of labelled data needed. A major con-
tribution of this work is the creation and release of annotations for a
1http://machine-listening.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/
bird-audio-detection-challenge/
2http://dcase.community/challenge2018/
task-bird-audio-detection
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selection of recordings from the Open Source Beehive project [10]
and for a part of the NU-Hive project dataset [11]. The annotated
data is used in experiments using support vector machines (SVMs)
and a CNN-based approach by adapting the Bulbul implementation
[8]. The results presented are indicative of the important aspects to
be considered in the development of machine learning-based bee-
hive sound recognition systems.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe the data and the annotation procedure. Section 3 describes
the methods applied; Section 4 presents the experiments performed,
the evaluation metrics, and results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper and provides directions for future research.
2. DATA ANNOTATION
The main issue of posing the problem of automatic recognition of
beehive sounds as a classification problem is the need for annotated
data. In this case we need examples of pure beehive sounds and
examples of external sounds as they occur in the recordings made
inside the beehives, so that the methods can learn their character-
istics and map them to the corresponding labels. Given the lack
of labelled data for this task, a major effort of developing such a
dataset is undertaken here. The resulting dataset is based on a se-
lected set of recordings acquired in the context of two projects: the
Open Source Beehive (OSBH) project [10] and the NU-Hive project
[11]. The main goal of both projects is to develop beehive monitor-
ing systems capable of identifying and predicting certain events and
states of the hive that are of interest to beekeepers. Among many
different variables that can be measured and that help the recogni-
tion of different states of the hive, the analysis and use of the sound
the bees produce is a big focus for both projects.
The recordings from the OSBH project [10] were acquired
through a citizen science initiative which asked members of the gen-
eral public to record the sound from their beehives together with
the registering of the hive state at the moment. Because of the am-
ateur and collaborative nature of this project, the recordings from
the OSBH project present great diversity due to the very different
conditions in which the signals were acquired: different recording
devices used, different environments where the hives were placed,
and even different position for the microphones inside the hive. This
variety of settings makes this dataset a very interesting tool to help
evaluate and challenge the methods developed.
The NU-Hive project [11] is a comprehensive effort of data ac-
quisition, concerning not only sound, but a vast amount of vari-
ables that will allow the study of bee behaviours. Contrary to the
OSBH project recordings, the recordings from the NU-Hive project
are from a much more controlled and homogeneous environment.
Here the occurring external sounds are mainly traffic, honks and
birds.
The annotation procedure consists in listening the selected
recordings and marking the onset and offset of every sound that
could not be recognised as a beehive sound. The recognition of
external sounds is based primarily on the perceived heard sounds,
but a visual aid is also used by visualising the log-mel-frequency
spectrum of the signal. All the above are functionalities offered by
Sonic Visualiser3, which was used by two volunteers that are neither
bee-specialists nor specially trained in sound annotation tasks. By
marking these pairs of instances corresponding to the beginning and
end of external sound periods, we are able to get the whole record-
3http://sonicvisualiser.org/
Figure 1: Example of the annotation procedure for one audio file.
ing labelled into Bee and noBee intervals. The noBee intervals refer
to periods where an external sound can be perceived (superimposed
to the bee sounds). An example of this process is shown in Fig. 1.
The whole annotated dataset consists of 78 recordings of vary-
ing lengths which make up for a total duration of approximately 12
hours of which 25% is annotated as noBee events. About 60% of
the recordings are from the NU-Hive dataset and represent 2 hives,
the remaining are recordings from the OSBH dataset and 6 differ-
ent hives. The recorded hives are from 3 regions: North America,
Australia and Europe. The annotated dataset4 and auxiliary Python
code5 are publicly available.
3. METHODS
3.1. Preprocessing
The audio recordings are processed at a 22050 Hz sample rate, and
are segmented in blocks of predefined lengths. Segments smaller
than the defined block length have their length normalised by re-
peating the audio signal until the block length is reached. For each
block a label is assigned based on the existing annotations. A label
Bee is assigned if the entirety of the segment does not contain nor
overlap any external sound interval. Similarly, the label noBee is
assigned if at least a part of the segment contains an external sound
event. Finally, the training data is artificially balanced by randomly
duplicating segments of the class less represented.
In order to evaluate the impact of the length of external sounds,
we explore different threshold values (Θ) for the minimum duration
of external sounds to be included in the annotations.
3.2. SVM classifier
We first create a system for beehive sound recognition using a sup-
port vector machine (SVM) classifier. In order to gain insight on
which features, normalisation strategies and other classifier param-
eters are promising to use in this problem, we explore a set of com-
binations of the three on the SVM classifier, detailed in Section 4.3.
Two types of features are extracted for use with the SVM: 20 Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and Mel spectra [12], the
latter with 80 and 64 number of bands. The spectra are computed
with a window size of 2048 samples and hop size of 512 samples.
4https://zenodo.org/record/1321278#.W2XswdJKjIU
5https://github.com/madzimia/Audio_based_
identification_beehive_states
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3.3. CNN classifier
For the deep learning approach we explore the application of the
Bulbul CNN implementation [8] as modified for the DCASE 2018
Bird Audio Detection task. The choice of this implementation for
a first experiment using a deep learning approach is due to both its
promising results achieved in the Bird Audio Detection Challenge,
but also because the original problem for which the Bulbul system
was developed poses similar challenges as the ones we face.
In this implementation, Mel spectra with 80 bands are com-
puted using a window size of 1024 samples and a hop size of 315
samples. Additionally, these spectra are normalised by subtracting
their mean over time. The network consists of four convolution lay-
ers (two layers of 16 filters of size 3× 3 and two layers of 16 filters
of size 3 × 1) with pooling, followed by three dense layers (256
units, 32 units and 1 unit). All layers use a leaky rectifier as activa-
tion function with the exception of the output layer which uses the
sigmoid function.
Data augmentation is also employed, which includes shifting
the training examples periodically in time, and applying random
pitch shifting of up to 1 mel band. Dropout of 50% is applied to the
last three layers during training.
4. EVALUATION
4.1. Experimental setup
Given the diversity of the data available we are interested in evalu-
ating how well the classifiers are able to generalise to different data.
Thus, besides random splitting between train and test sets, we im-
plement a “hive-independent” splitting scheme. This means having
training samples belonging only to certain hives, and testing using
samples from other, unseen hives.
For both schemes a test size of 5% is used (5% of the total
number of segments in the case of the random split scheme or 5%
of the number of hives in the hive-independent splitting scheme).
When applying the SVM classifier, all remaining data is used in a
single training set. For the bulbul implementation, in order to mimic
the original cross validation scheme, where a model is trained in
each set and validated on the others, the remaining data (95%) is
further split in half between two sets.
The training of the Bulbul network is done by stochastic gradi-
ent descent optimisation on a mini-batch of 20 input samples of size
1000 frames by 80 Mel-frequencies (receptive field), and through
100 epochs. The training samples are organised in two sets, and the
resulting two trained models are ensembled to generate the predic-
tions in the test set. The prediction for a single sample is obtained
by averaging the network output predictions of the non-overlapping
1000 frame excerpts that constitute the whole input sample.
4.2. Evaluation Metrics
The results of each experiment are evaluated using the area under
the curve score (AUC) [13]. Each experiment is run three times
following the same setup and parameters, and we report the results
on each run and the average of the three. The results on the training
set are also reported.
4.3. SVM Experiments
As mentioned in Section 3, in this approach a combination of the
below parameters is evaluated:
SVM kernels: RBF, linear, and 3rd order polynomial.
Features: µ and σ of: 20 MFCCs, the ∆ of 20 MFCCs and of the
∆∆ of 20 MFCCs; µ and σ of: Mel-spectra and ∆ of Mel-
spectra with 64 or 80 bands; µ and σ of: log Mel-spectra and
∆ of log Mel-spectra with 64 or 80 bands;
Normalisation strategies: no normalisation, normalisation by
maximum value per recording, by maximum value in dataset,
z-score normalisation at recording level, and z-score normal-
isation at dataset level.
Segment size (S): 30 seconds and 60 seconds.
Threshold Θ: 0 seconds and 5 seconds.
Split modes: Hive-independent and Random split
Combining these parameters and evaluating the results of each
combination leads us to define the optimal set of parameters (C*).
In order to thoroughly evaluate the classifier, experiments using C*
are compared against specific parameter changes: (a) different value
of threshold Θ; (b) different segment size S; (c) Hive-independent
split of the data to determine the generalisation capability to unseen
hives; (d) Unbalanced dataset to determine the robustness of the
classifier regarding unbalanced classes.
4.4. CNN Experiments
Where possible, parallel experiments to the SVM approach are set
up here. As baseline parameters (B*), we use the following:
Features: 80 Mel-band spectra
Receptive field: 1000 frames
Number of training epochs: 100
Batch size: 20
Experiments with changes to these parameters are: (a) different
values of Θ, to determine if the classifier can learn to reject only
external sounds with long durations; (b) different values of segment
size S; (c) Hive-independent split of data, to determine the gener-
alisation capability of the classifier to unseen hives; (d) unbalanced
dataset, to determine how the classifier can cope with this aspect;
(e) larger receptive fields, to determine if the classifier can exploit
the larger context of the input samples.
4.5. SVM Results
The resulting average AUC scores for the test and training set of
the 3 runs of each experiment are shown in Fig. 2. From the 1st
experiment we infer that the highest average AUC score in test sets
is achieved when we use the following combination of parameters
(C*): features as the µ and σ of the value, the ∆ and the ∆∆ of 20
MFCCs, not considering the first coefficient; S of 60 seconds, Θ of
5 seconds and not using any of the normalisation strategies defined.
Fig. 2 [Θ: 0sec] shows the AUC results for the experiment us-
ing the C* parameters but changing Θ from 5 to 0 seconds. These
show primarily that the classifier is not performing in a consistent
way, which may indicate a strong dependency on the individual in-
stances in which it is being tested and trained. Also the larger differ-
ence between the scores in the train and test sets indicate overfitting
to the training examples. Using the smallest value for Θ means
that we provide to the classifier samples from which their label is
defined based on what can be very short duration events. It is there-
fore expected that the classifier struggles to distinguish the classes.
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Figure 2: SVM results on the test set for each of the 3 runs (?),
using the AUC score. The • and • represent the average AUC score
of the 3 runs in both train and test sets respectively.
By running the classifier with C* parameters but with segment
size changed from 60 to 30 seconds (Fig. 2 [S: 30sec]), we can
observe a decrease in both AUC in the train and test sets. These
results affirm the idea that, given the long-term aspect of the beehive
sounds, if we provide more context to the classifier, it will be better
at distinguishing between the two classes of sounds.
In Fig. 2 [Hive-independent split], the classifier is run on 3
sets of data split using the hive-independent splitting scheme. The
results clearly show the inability of the classifier to generalise to
unseen hives.
Fig. 2 [Unbalanced train-set] shows the results of running the
classifier in the same sets as experiment C*, but not replicating sam-
ples to artificially balance the sets. Comparing the two, they are
almost identical which makes sense for SVMs since when data bal-
ancing is performed by simple data duplication, the new points are
all in locations where data points already existed, therefore these do
not influence the decision boundary found by the SVM.
4.6. CNN Results
The resulting average AUC scores for the test and training sets for
the 3 runs of each experiment are shown in Fig. 3. The first experi-
ment determined that the best average AUC in the test sets of the 3
runs is achieved when we use the baseline parameters defined in 4.4
plus the following parameters: S of 60 seconds and Θ of 0 seconds.
The best results are shown in Fig. 3 [B*].
Regarding the values of Θ, Fig. 3 [Θ: 5sec] shows that using a
larger Θ is detrimental to performance. This may be explained by
the fact that the Bulbul system was specifically designed for the de-
tection of bird sounds, which are mainly short duration events, and
thus struggles to identify longer events like traffic and rain sounds.
The experiment to evaluate if providing more context to the net-
work improves performance is done by changing the receptive field
from 1000 (∼14 seconds) to 2000 (∼30 seconds). In Fig. 3 [Re-
ceptive field: 2000], the results show that indeed more context is
particularly useful in the context of this problem. This is also con-
sistent with the results from the SVM approach.
The role of S in the CNN approach is different from the SVM
one. Here, a larger segment size does not imply that larger samples
with more context are given to the classifier, since this is controlled
by the receptive field of the network. However, given that predic-
tion is done for a whole segment by averaging the predictions for
each frame, using larger segments leads to introducing more con-
text. Confirming the results regarding the need for more context,
Fig. 3 [S: 30sec] shows that using a smaller segment size results in
Figure 3: Results for the Bulbul CNN using the AUC score, for each
of the 3 runs (?). The • and • represent the average AUC score of
the 3 runs in both train and test sets respectively.
slightly worse predictions than using a larger segment size (S: 60
seconds, shown in Fig. 3 [B*]).
Fig. 3 [Hive-independent 30sec] shows the results when using
a hive-independent splitting scheme in a 30 second segment size
data. Comparing this with the results in Fig. 3 [S: 30sec], the lack
of generalisation capacity to unseen hives is also evident here, al-
though, compared with the SVM approach, the results seem to be
slightly better and less overfitting occurs which may indicate better
generalisation capabilities for the CNN.
Fig. 3 [Unbalanced train-set 30sec] shows the results of not
doing data balancing on the 30 second segment data. When com-
paring with Fig. 3 [S: 30sec], the results indicate that data balancing
should be considered when training this CNN.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we allocate a major effort for the creation of an anno-
tated dataset for beehive sound recognition where machine learning
approaches can be used. However, the annotation procedure can
be improved for future additions to this dataset: ideally annotations
should be performed by specialists which label overlapping sets of
data so that the annotations are subject to peer validation. Finally
the main critique to the annotations could be that they are the most
important source of human bias introduced in this work.
Although the scores achieved by the CNN implementation fail
to achieve the level of the SVM approach, results are indicative of
the important aspects to be considered when developing neural net-
works to tackle this unique problem. Mainly, the importance of
providing samples with large context, the amount of training data,
and finally due to the incapacity of both approaches to generalise
to different hives, the one constraint would be to train systems in
the same hives where they are going to be used. We consider that
this work can be a first step in a pipeline of beehive monitoring sys-
tems, which we think will have an important role in the future of bee
keeping. Finally, we expect that this work and the release of the an-
notated dataset to further motivate research in this topic, and more
broadly in the intersection of machine learning and bioacoustics.
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ABSTRACT
A general problem in acoustic scene classification task is the mis-
matched conditions between training and testing data, which sig-
nificantly reduces the performance of the developed methods on
classification accuracy. As a countermeasure, we present the first
method of unsupervised adversarial domain adaptation for acoustic
scene classification. We employ a model pre-trained on data from
one set of conditions and by using data from other set of conditions,
we adapt the model in order that its output cannot be used for classi-
fying the set of conditions that input data belong to. We use a freely
available dataset from the DCASE 2018 challenge Task 1, subtask
B, that contains data from mismatched recording devices. We con-
sider the scenario where the annotations are available for the data
recorded from one device, but not for the rest. Our results show that
with our model agnostic method we can achieve ∼ 10% increase
at the accuracy on an unseen and unlabeled dataset, while keeping
almost the same performance on the labeled dataset.
Index Terms— Adversarial domain adaptation, acoustic scene
classification
1. INTRODUCTION
The task of acoustic scene classification is to assign to a sound seg-
ment the acoustic scene that it belongs to, e.g. office, park, tram, etc.
Recently proposed methods for acoustic scene classification (ASC)
are based on deep neural networks (DNNs)[1, 2]. They usually
employ convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract discrim-
inative features from the used data, then using these features as an
input to a classifier for classifying the acoustic scene [3, 4, 5, 6]. In
a realistic scenario, a method for ASC will be used to classify data
emerging from a variety of different domains (i.e. acoustic condi-
tions, acoustic channels) from the data used for optimizing that par-
ticular method. The mismatched domains introduce the dataset bias
(or domain shift) phenomenon [7, 8, 9], which results in a degrada-
tion of the performance of the method.
A typical countermeasure to this phenomenon is the fine tuning
of the method using annotated data from different acoustic condi-
tions. For example, one can retrain a method given a newly col-
lected dataset. But, the annotation of audio data is a tedious pro-
cess and it is more likely for one to have audio data but not having
their annotations. To leverage knowledge from new and unlabeled
data, one can use domain adaptation processes. Domain adapta-
tion is a subspace alignment problem, where the goal is the align-
ment of the latent representations of the data coming from different
domains [8, 10, 11, 12]. The impact of the domain adaptation is
greater when none or few annotations (labels) exist for data from
∗Equally contributing authors
the different domains. These processes are referred as unsupervised
and semi-supervised, respectively, domain adaptation.
Before the emergence of adversarial training, different ap-
proaches had been employed to cope with the problem of covariate
shift across domains, e.g. kernel mean matching (KMM) [13, 14]
and autoencoder scheme based approaches [15, 16, 17]. One of the
first works in adversarial domain adaptation with deep neural net-
works is [18] where the classification and the alignment of the latent
representations can occur at the same time. The alignment is per-
formed by using the reverse gradient of the domain classification to
optimize the parameters that produce the latent representation for
the classification. A similar concept has been adopted in many sub-
sequent works, e.g. [19]. Later, an adversarial domain adaptation
approach is presented in [9], where the training procedure of classi-
fication and adaptation are not happening simultaneously. The first
step obtains a non-adapted model and, in a second step, this model
is adapted. This increases the performance of adaptation, compared
to the previous existing methods. Another method used in [20] im-
plements classification and reconstruction by employing three dif-
ferent feature extractors and one shared encoder. One of the feature
extractors is shared between the domains, while the other two are
domain exclusive. The classifier predicts the labels based on the
shared features between domains. In addition, there is an adversar-
ial objective function for shared features to help the adaptation by
increasing the similarity of extracted features across domains. An-
other recent work [21] presents two models for source and target
while regularizing their parameters by sharing a loss between each
layer, targeting to mitigate the existing disparity between source and
target distributions. The above methods evaluate the domain adap-
tation in the context of natural language processing, sentiment clas-
sification, and image classification. There are no previous studies in
the context of acoustic scene classification.
Driven by the above, in this paper we present the first approach
for unsupervised domain adaptation for acoustic scene classifica-
tion. We investigate the unsupervised domain adaptation scenario,
i.e. the acoustic scene labels of the new data are not known during
the adaptation part. We use the data from the DCASE 2018 Task 1,
subtask B, which consist of recordings from mismatched recording
devices [22]. We consider the difference in the acoustic channel,
imposed by the different recording devices, as the domains. To mit-
igate this difference, we introduce a model agnostic process where
we encourage the model to match the distributions of the learned
representations of the data coming from the annotated (source do-
main) and the non-annotated (target domain) sets. The contributions
of this paper are the following:
1. We follow a recently proposed general framework for adver-
sarial domain adaptation [9] and we alter it by introducing
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extra learning signals during the adaptation process;
2. We present the first application of deep neural network
based, unsupervised domain adaptation for acoustic scene
classification showing the effect of leveraging unlabeled data
for acoustic scene classification, through unsupervised do-
main adaptation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we ex-
plain the proposed method, and in Section 3 we present the evalu-
ation procedure that we followed, including the presentation of the
dataset used and the models implemented, and the details of the
training and testing procedures. The obtained results are reported
and discussed in Section 4, followed by the conclusions and pro-
posals for future work in Section 5.
2. PROPOSED DOMAIN ADAPTATION METHOD
The data from the source domain are classified according to a spe-
cific set of labeled acoustic scenes. For example, in our study, these
acoustic scenes are airport, bus, airport, metro, metro station, park,
public square, shopping mall, street pedestrian, street traffic, and
tram. The goal is to assign the target domain data to this same set
of labels. The source and target domains data are time-frequency
representation of audio (e.g. log mel-band energies). We follow
the general framework for adversarial domain adaptation in [9] and
choose not to tie the parameters of the source and adapted (target)
models. Our models are neural networks that are used to extract
the discriminative latent representation of the input data. This rep-
resentation is used for the label classification by the classifier. The
source model is the model optimized with the source data and the
target model is the one adapted to the target data. Our presented
method is independent of the architecture of the utilized model and
concerns the adaptation of a model optimized on the source domain,
to the target domain. For this reason, in this section, we present the
method for the domain adaptation, and in Section 3 we present the
specific models employed.
Having annotated (i.e. with reference labels) data from the
source domain, XS = {XS1 ,XS2 , . . . ,XSNS}, and the non-
annotated target domain data, XT = {XT1 ,XT2 , . . . ,XTNT }, the
goal is to regularize a model M to produce feature mappings of the
source domain, M(XS), and of the target domain, M(XT ), that
exhibit the same distribution. Then a classifier, trained on M(XS),
can be used in order to classify M(XT ). For this process, we em-
ploy three steps. At the first step, we pre-train the model M and the
classifier C using dataset XS . Then, at the second step, we use ad-
versarial training (as in generative adversarial network (GAN) [23])
to match the distributions of M(XS) and M(XT ). Finally, at the
third step, we test the performance of the classifier on the M(XT ).
All the three steps of the process are schematically illustrated at
Figure 1.
We differ from the original proposal of the general framework
for adversarial domain adaptation in [9] by utilizing the label classi-
fier C also during the adaptation step. Also, we differ from propos-
als with gradient reversing, e.g. [8], because the classifier C is not
the domain classifier but the label one. We experimentally found
that, for our task, the original setup (i.e. withoutC in the adaptation
step) cannot work. In this setup, the adapted model was exhibit-
ing worse label classification performance to both the target and the
source domains, compared to the non-adapted one. Observing the
adaptation process, we hypothesized that the learning signals used
in [9] were not able to drive the model M to produce feature map-
pings that can be used for later target domain classification from C.
Thus, we utilize the C in order to provide an additional learning
signal during the adaptation process. This results in more stable do-
main adaptation process and the adapted model exhibits increased
performance at the target domain, compared to the non-adapted one.
We start by having the data from the source domain, XS , and
their corresponding one-hot-encoded labels for the acoustic scene,
YS = {yS1 ,yS2 , . . . ,ySNS}. The first goal is to obtain a model and
a classifier that are able to classify the source data (i.e. label and
not domain classification). To this end, we utilize the XS and yS to
train our source domain model, MS , and pretrain the classifier C,
by minimizing the loss
LS = −
NS∑
n=1
ySn log(C(MS(X
S
n))), (1)
At the second step, we target to obtain a model that can pro-
duce mappings of the data from the source and target domains, that
they are as close as possible in terms of their distribution. Since
we do not have the labels of the target domain, we can only lever-
age knowledge from the source data and their labels, and from the
data of the target domain. Adopting the approach in [9], we use
the adversarial training to match the distributions of M(XS) and
M(XT ). Specifically, we use an additional, target domain model,
MT , having the same architecture and amount of parameters asMS .
We do not use any constraints between MS and MT (e.g. param-
eters sharing/coupling between MS and MT ), but we initialize the
parameters of MT with the ones from MS . Additionally, we use
a domain discriminator D that will be optimized to identify if its
input is coming from the distribution of the source or the target do-
main (hence, its output is an indication if its input was or not from
the source domain).
We jointly optimize theMT andD in order to enforce the distri-
bution of the MT (XT ) to be as close as possible to the distribution
of the MS(XS). In the GAN terminology, one can think the MT
as the generator, the MS as the real examples, and the D as the
discriminator. The output of the generator and real examples are
given as an input to the discriminator, and the latter is optimized to
identify which is real and which is coming from the generator. At
the same time, the generator is optimized to fool the discriminator
in believing that the output of the generator is also a real example.
In our method, MS(XS) (real examples) and MT (XT ) (generator
output) are given as an input to the discriminator D. The latter is
optimized to identify if its input is MS(XS) or MT (XT ). At the
same time, we optimize MT in order to fool D that MT (XT ) is
MS(XS). We minimize the losses
LD =−
NS∑
n=1
(logD(MS(X
S
n) + log(1−D(MT (XTn ))) and
(2)
LMT =−
NS∑
n=1
(logD(MT (X
T
n ) + ySn log(C(MT (X
S
n))). (3)
LD is minimized w.r.tD and the LMT w.r.t. MT . In the case where
NT < NS or NT > NS , then XT will be either oversampled or
undersampled, respectively. The minimization of LD and LMT can
be performed jointly or in an alternating way, e.g. do an update of
D towards minimizing LD , then update MT towards minimizing
LMT , and repeat until some criterion is met. The total loss, e.g.
LD + LMT , is a typical minimax objective for adversarial train-
ing as it has been used in [9, 12].The actual implementation of the
minimization process is tied to the employed models of MS , MT ,
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Figure 1: Illustration of the three steps of the domain adaptation method: pre-training; adversarial domain adaptation; and testing. Solid lines
indicate the models that are optimized in the corresponding steps, and dashed lines indicate the models that are not optimized.
D, and C, and the dynamics of the training process. Our followed
procedure is presented in Section 3. Finally, we use MT with C in
order to classify the XT .
3. EVALUATION
To assess the performance of our method we focus on the task of
acoustic scene classification. We employ a freely available dataset
that provides audio data recorded with mismatched recording de-
vices. For model M , we employ two different models; one that
achieved the first place in an acoustic scene classification contest1
and a second that is the published baseline model for the Task 1,
subtask B, of the DCASE challenge 2018 [22]. For the rest of the
paper, we will refer to the former model as the Kaggle model and
to the latter as the DCASE model. All hyper-parameters reported
in this section are the same as in the proposed models. All mod-
els are implemented using the freely available PyTorch framework2
and our code can be found online.3
3.1. Dataset and data preprocessing
The dataset used for the development and evaluation of our method
is the one provided as the development dataset of Task 1, subtask B,
of the DCASE 2018 challenge [22]. The dataset is collected with
three different recording devices. The main recording device which
is referred to as device A consists of a binaural microphone and
a recorder using 48 kHz sampling rate and 24 bit resolution. The
data from this device were re-sampled and averaged into a single
channel to match the characteristic of data recorded by device B and
C. The rest of data have been recorded using customer devices such
as smart phones and cameras which are referred to as device B and
C. This dataset contains a total of 28 hours of audio out of which 24
hours are from device A, 2 hours from device B, and 2 hours from
device C. The proposed evaluation setup by the organizers of the
DCASE 2018 challenge, 30% of audio files of device A, and 25%
of device B and C are dedicated to the validation set.
During the development of our method, the annotations of eval-
uation/test data of the Task 1, subtask B, were not publicly available.
Therefore, we use the original (i.e. proposed by the evaluation setup
of the DCASE Task 1, subtask B) validation data as our test data (re-
ferred to as test data for the rest of this paper), a randomly selected
10% of the original training data as our validation (referred to as
validation data from now on), and the rest of the original training
data as our actually training data (referred to as training data from
now on). This means that we use 5510 files from device A, 486
files from device B, and 486 files from device C as training data.
612, 54, and 54 files from device A, B, and C, respectively, are used
as our validation set. We test our method on 2518, 180, and 180
1https://www.kaggle.com/c/acoustic-scene-2018
2https://pytorch.org/
3https://github.com/shayangharib/AUDASC
files, from devices A, B, and C respectively which is equivalent to
original validation set of the Task 1, subtask B.
From the available files, we extracted 64 log Mel-band energies,
using a 2048 samples (∼ 46 ms) Hamming window and 50% over-
lap. The extracted features from the data recorded from device A is
our source domain data. The rest (B and C) are our target domain
data. We use the Librosa package for feature extraction.4 Since the
amount of data for the target domain (i.e. the data from the B and
C devices) are less than the source domain data (i.e. the data from
device A), we oversampled the data from target domain to have the
same amount of training data as the number of samples from device
A, approximately 5.6 times more than the original size.
3.2. Models used
Since our proposed method is independent of the employed model,
we evaluate it on two different and published models. The first is the
Kaggle model and the second is DCASE baseline model. The Kag-
gle model is mainly a convolutional neural network (CNN) which
has 5 convolutional layers, with kernel sizes of {(11, 11), (5, 5),
(3, 3), (3, 3), (3,3)} and amount of channels/filters of {48, 128, 192,
192, 128}. The first two convolutional layers use strides of (2,3) and
the rest (1,1). The first two convolutional layers together with the
last one are followed by rectified linear unit (ReLU) non-linearity,
max pooling layer, and batch normalization. The rest convolutional
layers are followed only by the ReLU non-linearity. DCASE model
consists of two convolutional layers with 32 and 64 filters, respec-
tively. Both layers have a (7, 7) kernel size followed by batch nor-
malization, ReLU non-linearity, and a max pooling operation. The
kernels of the pooling operations are {(5, 5), (4, 100)}.
We use 64 log mel-band energies, but for the development of
the DCASE model, 40 mel band energies were used. Therefore, we
had to slightly alter the DCASE model in order to utilize our data.
Specifically, we altered the kernel of the first pooling operation and
the padding of the second convolutional layer. That is, we used
kernel size of (8,4) for the pooling operation and we specified the
padding for the second convolutional layer at (3,0). Because the
Kaggle and the DCASE models had a different dimensionality of
their outputs, we used two different discriminators.
As the discriminatorD, when employing the Kaggle model, we
use three convolutional layers all with a kernel size of (3,3) and {64,
32, 16} as the number of channels/filters. All layers are followed by
the ReLU non-linearity and batch normalization. The output of the
third convolutional layer is flattened and given as an input to a linear
layer, which outputs the prediction for samples as source or target.
As a discriminator for the DCASE model we used one linear layer.
The input to our label classifier C is the output of the last layer of
the modelM which is turned to a vector (i.e. flattened) and is given
as an input to three for the Kaggle and two for the DCASE model
linear layers followed by 25%, for the Kaggle model, and 30%, for
4https://librosa.github.io/librosa/
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(a) Confusion matrix for the non-adapted Kaggle model (b) Confusion matrix for the adapted Kaggle model
Figure 2: Confusion matrix of the non-adapted, (a), and adapted, (b), Kaggle model for the target domain. The values are normalized
according to the amount of examples in each class. Brighter color indicates higher value.
the DCASE model, dropout. The non-linearity of all except the last
layer of the classifier is the ReLU. Lastly, the output of our classifier
is followed by a softmax non-linearity.
3.3. Training and testing procedure
For the pre-training step, we use a minibatch size of 38 samples,
all selected from source domain. During the domain adaptation
process we used a minibatch size of 16 samples, out of which 10
were selected from the source domain and 6 from the target domain
(more specifically 3 from device B and 3 from device C). For the
pre-training and the domain adaptation process, Adam was selected
as the optimizer with learning rate of 1e−4 and other values accord-
ing to the ones presented in the original paper [24]. We updated the
parameters of the MS and MT after each iteration but (according
to experimental observations) we updated the parameters of the dis-
criminator D after 10 iterations. We stopped the optimization pro-
cedure in pre-training and domain adaptation processes after 350
and 300 epochs respectively.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We report the obtained accuracy of the label classification when us-
ing the non-adapted models (i.e. in the pre-training step) and when
using the models after the domain adaptation process (i.e. adapted
models), using the data from source and target domains. Table 1
presents the obtained accuracy on the source and target domains
when using the Kaggle model and when using the DCASE model,
respectively. Additionally, we present the confusion matrices of
Table 1: Obtained accuracy for the non-adapted and adapted Kaggle
and DCASE models.
Kaggle model DCASE model
Non adapted Adapted Non adapted Adapted
Source 65.25% 65.37% 61.71% 61.23%
Target 20.28% 31.67% 19.17% 25.28%
the label classification for the target domain of the non-adapted
and adapted Kaggle model in Figure 2, where can be seen that the
adapted model manages to increase significantly the correctly clas-
sified examples from all labels. This is easily visualized by the di-
agonal of the confusion matrices, where in Figures 2a and 2b there
is a considerable difference. Additionally, our proposed method
manages to increase the performance of the classification for differ-
ent models. That is, no matter the architecture of the model M , by
following our proposed method there is an increase on the target do-
main without significant decrease in the performance for the source
domain. In fact, we managed to increase also the performance on
the source domain for the adapted model. This is apparent in Ta-
ble 1, where the obtained accuracy for the adapted models and the
target domain is greater, compared to the non-adapted. Further-
more, from the same table can be seen that the reduction in the ac-
curacy at the source domain is around 0.5% for the DCASE model.
The accuracy is marginally (i.e. ∼ 0.1%) greater for the source
domain and the adapted Kaggle model (i.e. 65.25% to 65.37%).
We attribute this small increase to the usage of the label classifier C
during the domain adaptation process.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We presented the first unsupervised adversarial domain adaptation
for acoustic scene classification, which is also independent of the
actual models used. The goal of our method is the adaptation of a
pre-trained model on a source dataset, to a new and unseen target
dataset. In a GAN-like setting, the adapting model tries to fool a
discriminator that its output comes from the source dataset, while
the non-adapted model informs the discriminator about the data that
really coming from the source dataset.
We managed to increase the performance of the used models to
the unseen dataset by approx. 10%. This indicates that the domain
adaption approaches can provide an appealing solution for the prob-
lem of mismatched training and testing data, regarding the acoustic
scene classification. As future directions we suggest the adoption of
different GAN losses and the usage of domain adaptation for sound
event detection.
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents deep learning techniques for acoustic bird 
detection. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs), 
originally designed for image classification, are adapted and 
fine-tuned to detect the presence of birds in audio recordings. 
Various data augmentation techniques are applied to increase 
model performance and improve generalization to unknown 
recording conditions and new habitats. The proposed approach 
is evaluated on the dataset of the Bird Audio Detection task 
which is part of the IEEE AASP Challenge on Detection and 
Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) 2018. It 
surpasses previous state-of-the-art achieving an area under the 
curve (AUC) above 95 % on the public challenge leaderboard. 
 
Index Terms— Bird Detection, Deep Learning, Deep 
Convolutional Neural Networks, Data Augmentation 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Automated bird detection is an important tool for acoustic wild-
life monitoring. It can serve as a first step to filter large datasets 
and reduce human as well as computational effort by focusing on 
regions of interest with bird activity before conducting further 
analysis like e.g. species identification or population estimation. 
In the DCASE 2018 Bird Audio Detection challenge partic-
ipants are asked to decide whether or not there are any birds 
present in short excerpts of audio recordings. For training, three 
development datasets are provided recorded in different parts of 
the world. The test data is recorded in monitoring scenarios not 
matching the training data making it necessary to develop models 
inherently generalizing well to unknown recording conditions 
and new habitats. The task is an expanded version of the Bird 
Audio Detection challenge which ran in 2016/2017. An overview 
and further details about task and data provided for training and 
evaluation are given in [1] and [2]. 
2. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS  
To detect the presence/absence of bird sounds in audio record-
ings the best model of the LifeCLEF 2018 [3] Bird Identification 
Task [4] is adapted to binary classification. The original model 
designed to identify 1500 bird species is described in [5].  
2.1. Data Preparation 
All audio files of the development and evaluation sets are first 
pre-processed by applying a shallow high pass filter (Q = 0.707) 
with a cutoff frequency at 2 kHz and furthermore resampled to 
22050 Hz. The filter reduces low frequency energy improving 
signal-to-noise ratio for frequency bands relevant to bird sounds. 
Downsampling reduces the amount of data to process without 
losing too much relevant acoustic information. 
2.2. Training Setup 
To develop an acoustic bird detection system, DCNNs pre-
trained on ImageNet [6] are fine-tuned with mel spectrogram 
images representing short audio chunks. Training is done via 
PyTorch [7] utilizing PySoundFile and librosa [8] python pack-
ages for audio file reading and processing. The same basic pipe-
line as for the BirdCLEF 2018 task is used for data loading and 
can be summarized as follows: 
 
 extract audio chunk from file with duration of ca. 4 seconds  
 apply short-time Fourier transform 
 convert to mel spectrogram  
 remove low and high frequencies  
 normalize and convert power spectrogram to decibel units 
 resize spectrogram to fit input dimension of the network  
 convert grayscale image to RGB image 
  
As recommended by the challenge organizers, two development 
sets are used for training and the remaining one for performance 
validation. Since BirdVox-DCASE-20k is larger than the other 
two datasets combined, it is always part of the training set and 
therefore only two folds (see Table 1) out of three possible 
combinations are used for cross-validation: 
 
 
Table 1: Training/validation splits used for training 
Fold Training sets Validation set 
1 ff1010bird,  
BirdVox-DCASE-20k 
warblrb10k 
2 warblrb10k,  
BirdVox-DCASE-20k 
ff1010bird 
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Figure 1: Examples of data augmentation via adding chunks from random files with same label or label 0 (no bird). a) mel spec-
trogram of original audio chunk without augmentation; b), c) & d) mel spectrogram with augmentation 
 
 
Figure 2: Examples of data augmentation via time interval dropout. a) mel spectrogram of original audio chunk without augmen-
tation; b), c) & d) mel spectrogram with augmentation 
 
 
Figure 3: Examples of data augmentation via piecewise time and frequency stretching (with grid overlay for better visualization). 
a) mel spectrogram of original audio chunk without augmentation; b) local time stretching; c) local frequency stretching; d) com-
bined local time and frequency stretching  
 
In each training epoch all files of the training set are processed 
in random order to extract audio chunks at random position. 
Training is done with a batch size between 80 and 90 samples 
using up to three GPUs (Nvidia Geforce 1080 and 1080 Ti). 
Categorical cross entropy is utilized as loss function and sto-
chastic gradient descent as optimizer with Nesterov momentum 
0.9, weight decay 1e-4 and a constant learning rate of 0.01. For 
validation and test sets audio chunks are extracted successively 
from each file with an overlap of 10 % for validation files during 
training and 50 % for files in the evaluation test set. Predictions 
are summarized for each file by taking either the mean or maxi-
mum over all chunk predictions per file. 
2.3. Data Augmentation 
To increase model performance and improve generalization to 
new recording conditions and habitats, various data augmenta-
tion techniques are applied in both time and frequency domain. 
The following methods are applied in time domain regarding 
audio chunks: 
 
 apply jitter to chunk duration (ca. ± 0.4 s) 
 extract chunks from random position in file (wrap around if 
end of file is reached and continue from beginning) 
 add 3 audio chunks from random files with label 0 (no bird) 
 add 2 audio chunks from random files with the same label 
 apply random factor to signal amplitudes of all chunks be-
fore summation (superposition) 
 apply random cyclic shift 
 apply time interval dropout by skipping random number of 
samples  
 
The audio chunk (or sum of chunks) is then transformed to 
frequency domain via short-time Fourier transform with a win-
dow size of 1536 samples and a hop length of 360 samples.
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Table 2: Model properties
Model ID M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 
Included in submission 1 2,3,4 3,4 3,4 3,4 4 
Network architecture Inception Inception Inception Inception Inception ResNet 
Chunk duration [s] 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 
Chunk duration jitter [s] 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.4 0.4 0.45 
Chance to add 1st chunk w. label 0 [%] 75 75 75 80 70 75 
Chance to add 2nd chunk w. label 0 [%] 75 75 50 80 70 75 
Chance to add 3rd chunk w. label 0 [%] 50 50 0 60 40 50 
Chance to add 1st chunk w. same label [%] 50 50 50 60 60 50 
Chance to add 2nd chunk w. same label [%] 50 50 50 50 60 50 
Batch size 90 90 90 84 84 78 
Training epochs 76 52 177 44 68 217 
Pooling method mean max max max max max 
Fold 1 2 2 2 2 2 
AUC val. set [%] 93.46 93.21 92.22 93.03 92.98 92.01 
AUC test subset [%] 90.40 93.66 - - - - 
 
Frequencies are mel scaled with low and high frequencies re-
moved resulting in a spectrogram of 310 mel bands representing 
a range of approximately 160 to 10300 Hz. Normalization and 
logarithm is applied to the power spectrogram yielding a dynam-
ic range of approximately 100 dB. The final spectrogram image 
is resized to 299x299 pixel to fit the input dimension of the 
InceptionV3 network (or 224x224 pixel for ResNet). Since 
networks are pre-trained on RGB images, the grayscale image is 
duplicated to all three color channels. Further augmentation is 
applied in frequency domain to the spectrogram image during 
training: 
 
 frequency shifting/stretching by cutting a random number 
of the first 10 and last 6 rows of the image 
 piecewise time/frequency stretching by resizing a random 
number of columns/rows at random position 
 use of different interpolation filters for resizing 
 apply color jitter (brightness, contrast, saturation, hue) 
 
Some of the above augmentation techniques were already ap-
plied successfully by other teams in previous bird identification 
or detection tasks like e.g. adding background noise or sounds 
from files belonging to the same class with random intensity 
[9,10,11] or applying cyclic shift to the sample array by a ran-
dom amount [9,11,12]. Pitch or frequency shifting and stretch-
ing was previously used in similar ways by e.g. [13], [14] and 
applying color jitter is very common for training image classifi-
ers. A few augmentation methods, further improving model 
accuracy and generalization, were newly introduced this year for 
the LifeCLEF 2018 Bird Identification Task. They also signifi-
cantly help to increase performance regarding bird detection and 
are described briefly in the following sections. 
With a chance of 30 % time interval dropout is realized by 
skipping a random number of samples (between zero and length 
of an entire chunk) at a randomly chosen position when reading 
from the audio file (see Figure 2). 
Besides manipulating the duration or speed of an entire 
chunk, piecewise time stretching is applied with a 50 % chance 
to change speed at multiple times within a chunk. This is ac-
complished by dividing the spectrogram image in several verti-
cal pieces, each having a width randomly chosen between 10 
and 100 pixel. Afterwards, pieces are resized individually by a 
factor randomly chosen between 0.9 and 1.1 along the horizontal 
(time) axis. To realize local or piecewise frequency stretching 
the same procedure is applied in an analogous manner to the 
vertical frequency axis with a 40 % chance and a stretch factor 
between 0.95 and 1.15 (see Figure 3).  
For resizing, the high-quality Lanczos filter of the Python 
Imaging Library is used by default. However, in 15 % of the 
cases a random choice of interpolation filter is realized using 
different resampling filters from the library (Nearest, Box, Bilin-
ear, Hamming and Bicubic). 
3. RESULTS 
Detection performance is evaluated via the area under the curve 
metric. Scores on validation data and public leaderboard test 
data are listed in Table 3 along with models or ensemble of 
models belonging to each DCASE 2018 submission. Properties 
of individual models are summarized in Table 2. Models mainly 
differ in duration of chunks, duration jitter and conditional 
probabilities of chunks superimposed for augmentation. Most 
models use an InceptionV3 architecture [15] except one which 
uses a 152-layer residual network (ResNet-152) [16]. For the 
first two submissions a single model was trained with equal 
properties but on different training/validation splits (see Table 
1): M1 on fold1 and M2 on fold2. M1 gives better performance 
on the warblrb10k validation set compared to M2 regarding the 
ff1010bird validation set but M2 performs much better on the 
public test subset. Also M2 was submitted twice to the public 
leaderboard using different pooling methods to summarize 
chunk predictions per audio file. Taking the mean over all 
chunks results in 93.32 % AUC compared to taking the maxi-
mum which obtains an AUC of 93.66 %. As a consequence all 
following models were trained on fold2 with max pooling of 
chunk predictions. For the third and fourth DCASE submission 
different models (see Table 2 and 3) were ensembled by averag-
ing their file-based predictions. For submission five, model M2 
was trained from scratch without using pre-trained weights (see 
discussion section). 
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Table 3: Submission models and evaluation scores 
Submission index 1 2 3 4 5 
Submission date 24/7 26/7 28/7 30/7 3/8 
Models in  
ensemble 
M1 M2 M2,
M3, 
M4, 
M5 
M2, 
M3, 
M4, 
M5,
M6 
M2* 
(not 
pre-
traine
d) 
AUC val. set [%] 93.5 93.2 93.8 93.8 91.0 
AUC test set [%] 90.4 93.7 95.0 95.3 91.4 
4. DISCUSSION 
The BirdCLEF 2018 model designed to identify individual bird 
species was successfully adapted to the binary classification task 
detecting bird activity of any kind in audio recordings. Even 
with a single model, detection performance of more than 93 % 
AUC can be achieved on unseen data not matching the condi-
tions of the training set. By ensembling models with different 
properties results can be further improved to above 95 % AUC. 
In the following section a few differences between 
BirdCLEF and DCASE system are pointed out. For bird detec-
tion, smaller chunks tend to work better (4s vs. 5s). Interesting-
ly, decreasing the learning rate after a few epochs or squaring 
chunk predictions before pooling didn’t help to further improve 
detection performance. Also, some augmentation techniques 
applied for species identification were not used for the bird 
detection task for example reconstructing the audio signal by 
mixing individual sound elements or choosing files from differ-
ent versions of the development set (with/without high pass 
filtering, artificially degrading audio quality by encoding files to 
mp3 with low bit rate, removing silent parts containing only 
background noise, etc.). Without these augmentation methods 
data preparation is greatly simplified, especially since no seg-
mentation of audio files into signal and noise parts is required. It 
would be interesting to investigate whether or not these addi-
tional techniques are able to further increase detection results. 
An overview to what extent individual augmentation techniques 
are able to increase performance on species identification is 
given in Table 1 in [5]. The most effective augmentation meth-
ods are: 
 
1. adding noise/content from random files 
2. piecewise time and frequency stretching 
3. time interval dropout 
These techniques also proved to be successful for the bird detec-
tion task (see examples in Figure 1-3).  
Other approaches weren’t able to further improve detection 
performance. For example keeping the original sample rate of 
44.1 kHz didn’t achieve better results but made the training 
significantly slower. Also, fine-tuning a model pre-trained on the 
BirdCLEF dataset didn’t lead to better results but convergence 
was much faster during training (92 % AUC in 5 epochs com-
pared to ca. 10 epochs for networks pre-trained on ImageNet). 
Although getting rather low scores on the validation set, 
adding a ResNet-152 based model to the ensemble of submis-
sion 3 helped to increase performance of submission 4. The 
different network architecture seems to complement the Incep-
tion predictions quite well.  
As mentioned before, models were fine-tuned using neural 
networks pre-trained on the “trimmed” Large Scale Visual 
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [17] version of ImageNet, a 
dataset with almost 1.5 million photographs of 1000 object 
categories scraped from the web. It is not related to spectrogram 
images of bird sounds or audio in general. Since it is an external 
dataset not on the list of pre-registered datasets allowed in the 
challenge, results of submission 1-4 cannot be directly compared 
with those of other teams and are not part of the official final 
challenge scores. However, in a post-challenge experiment 
model M2 was trained from scratch without transfer learning. It 
obtains 91.4 % AUC on the public leaderboard (see submission 
5 in Table 3 and Figure 4) and provides the best system for the 
task ranking first place in the official challenge results [18]. This 
demonstrates, with the presented approach competitive results 
are possible also without using pre-trained weights. But when 
adapting off-the-shelf ConvNets for sound detection, starting 
with pre-trained weights can have some advantages. Training 
can be significantly faster and even lead to better detection 
performance, especially in cases where there is only a limited 
amount of audio data available. Nevertheless, if fine-tuning a 
network originally designed for image classification, re-training 
the entire network, not just the last layers is essential. When 
training the final classification layer of model M2 exclusively, 
using features from the penultimate layer, only 77 % AUC was 
obtained on the validation set.  
Finally the results of this work show, sound detection bene-
fits from fine-tuning DCNNs pre-trained on large amounts of 
image data, even if this data comes from a completely different 
domain. 
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Figure 4: Public leaderboard of the DCASE 2018 Bird 
Audio Detection challenge. The above described meth-
ods and submissions belong to the highlighted and num-
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ABSTRACT
Query-By-Vocal Imitation (QBV) search systems enable searching
a collection of audio files using a vocal imitation as a query. This
can be useful when sounds do not have commonly agreed-upon text-
labels, or many sounds share a label. As deep learning approaches
have been successfully applied to QBV systems, datasets to build
models have become more important. We present Vocal Imitation
Set, a new vocal imitation dataset containing 11, 242 crowd-sourced
vocal imitations of 302 sound event classes in the AudioSet sound
event ontology. It is the largest publicly-available dataset of vocal
imitations as well as the first to adopt the widely-used AudioSet
ontology for a vocal imitation dataset. Each imitation recording in
Vocal Imitation Set was rated by a human listener on how similar
the imitation is to the recording it was an imitation of. Vocal Im-
itation Set also has an average of 10 different original recordings
per sound class. Since each sound class has about 19 listener-vetted
imitations and 10 original sound files, the data set is suited for train-
ing models to do fine-grained vocal imitation-based search within
sound classes. We provide an example of using the dataset to mea-
sure how well the existing state-of-the-art in QBV search performs
on fine-grained search.
Index Terms— Vocal imitation datasets, audio retrieval, query-
by-vocal imitation search
1. INTRODUCTION
Imitating sounds with one’s voice is a natural and effective way of
delivering an audio concept in human-to-human communication. It
can be even more effective than describing sound with words, when
it is not clear how to describe the sound using words [1, 2]. This
communication is possible because a human listener can identify
what the imitation represents. If a machine can understand a hu-
man’s vocal imitation, users can interact with the machine in this
natural way for various audio-related tasks, such as sound design-
ing [3, 4, 5, 6], or searching for melody in a music database by
humming the desired melody [7].
Vocal imitations have recently gotten attention as a query
method for general sound event search [8, 9, 10]. Commercially-
deployed sound search and retrieval systems for general audio (e.g.,
Soundcloud 1, Freesound 2) rely on text-based search. Text search
This work was supported by NSF Grants 1617497 and 1617107.
1https://soundcloud.com/
2https://freesound.org/
fails when there is no search-relevant metadata about the audio con-
tent in the file. Text search may also be insufficient when one wants
to retrieve a sound that does not have a commonly agreed-upon label
or has a label unknown to the user (e.g., a new synthesizer sound).
Search using a text label also often produces too many examples
(e.g., “dog bark” producing over 1000 examples of dogs barking)
and does not provide the specificity required (e.g., the particular
bark of a frightened beagle). Using a vocal imitation as the search
query, known as Query by Vocal Imitation (QBV), the user can pro-
vide information about the desired audio in a way complimentary
to text querying.
QBV systems compare the vocal imitation to the content of
each audio file in a collection. As deep neural networks have be-
come a typical approach to sound classification tasks [11], they also
have been successfully applied to QBV [10, 12]. However, while re-
searchers have put significant effort into developing datasets for var-
ious sound classification tasks such as the DCASE dataset [13], the
Urban Sound dataset [14], and AudioSet [15], developing datasets
for QBV systems has had less attention. This is probably because
collecting vocal imitation datasets requires much more human ef-
fort. Mehrabi et.al [16] created a dataset of 420 vocal imitations of
30 drum samples, which is useful for a musician to search for drum
sounds, but not broad enough in coverage to train general-purpose
QBV retrieval systems.
Cartwright and Pardo [17] created the VocalSketch dataset
which covers more varieties of sound classes. It includes 240 ref-
erence recordings in 4 broad groups: Acoustic Instruments (40),
Commercial Synthesizers (40), Everyday Sound (120), and Single
Synthesizer (40). Each reference recording has about 10 imitations
collected through Amazon Mechanical Turk where the participants
were asked to listen to reference recordings (e.g., sound of dog bark-
ing) and imitate them vocally. Although the dataset has been suc-
cessfully used to build QBV retrieval systems [10, 18, 12], it has
only 2, 400 vocal imitations made in direct response to an audio file.
This is much smaller than other environmental sound datasets and
might be insufficient for training a deep model, which often con-
tains many more parameters than the number of vocal imitations
in this dataset. VocalSketch dataset also contains only one refer-
ence audio file per sound class (e.g. just one “dog barking” file).
This means that systems trained on VocalSketch dataset can only
learn coarse-grained distinctions between broad classes of sound
(“dog barking” vs “violin”), as opposed to fine-grained within-class
search (the right dog bark from a set of many dog barks).
In this work, we introduce Vocal Imitation Set, a new crowd-
sourced vocal imitation dataset. Vocal Imitation Set has more than
double the number of imitations available in VocalSketch dataset.
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Vocal Imitation Set has 11, 242 recordings consisting of 5, 601
high-quality imitations that passed our inclusion criteria, as well
as an additional 5, 641 draft, training, and excluded imitations. Vo-
cal Imitation Set is the first dataset of vocal imitations that uses a
widely-used ontology. Its sound classes were selected from the Au-
dioSet ontology [15]. Each high-quality imitation was also rated by
a human evaluator for perceptual similarity to the audio file it was
an imitation of. Perceptual similarity ratings could be very useful in
building and testing QBV retrieval systems. Lastly, Vocal Imitation
Set has a mean of 10 different original recordings per sound class
(e.g., 10 distinct police siren recordings). This will enable the de-
velopment of fine-grained vocal imitation-based search algorithms,
which are more useful when a database has multiple sound events
with the same text tags.
2. DATA COLLECTION
2.1. Reference audio collection
Since our goal is to create a vocal imitation dataset that can be
used to build a general-purpose QBV search system, the set of
sound classes should cover a wide range of sound events. There-
fore, we selected sound classes from the AudioSet ontology [15].
This ontology contains 632 sound classes that are structured hier-
archically with a maximum depth of 6 levels. The top-level cat-
egories include Animal sounds, Channel/environment/background
sounds, Human sounds, Music, Natural sounds, Sounds of things,
and Source-ambiguous sounds. The sound classes in the AudioSet
ontology were manually curated to represent a broad set of audio
events one might encounter in real-world recordings and each class
is assumed to be distinguishable from other classes based on sound
alone without any additional information (e.g., visual cue or de-
tails of context). For each sound class, AudioSet provides links
to YouTube videos that were tagged with the text label for that
class. The audio tracks from these videos typically contains mul-
tiple, overlapping sounds. Perhaps for this reason, audio from these
YouTube videos has been widely used as a benchmark dataset for
sound event detection and scene classification [19, 20]. For more
details about AudioSet, refer to [15].
The AudioSet ontology contains many sound classes that can-
not be readily imitated vocally, such as guitar amplifier and labels
related to music genres. After excluding these classes, 302 sound
classes from the AudioSet ontology remained. AudioSet’s actual
audio typically contains scenes with multiple sounds, rather than
isolated sounds. Since the goal of our data set is to provide clear
pairings of vocal imitations to reference sounds, this makes Au-
dioSet’s audio sub-optimal. Therefore, we collected our sounds
from a repository where contributors typically provide isolated,
single-sound recordings. For each of the 302 selected sound classes,
we collected an average of 10 audio recordings from Freesound us-
ing the class name as the search key. All files were truncated to a
maximum of 20 seconds and encoded in the WAV format with a
sample rate of either 44.1 kHz or 48 kHz.
A single high-quality recording was selected from the collected
recordings for each class as a reference recording to be imitated by
crowd-workers. Each reference audio file was confirmed to contain
a clean sound event for the selected sound class and no other sound
events. The other recordings that were not used for imitation collec-
tion are also included in the released dataset. Although they do not
have associated vocal imitations, we expect that they will be useful
for developing and evaluating fine-grained search algorithms (i.e.,
searching among sounds within the same class). We will show an
example of using the recordings for fine-grained search in Section
4.
2.2. Vocal imitation collection
We collected vocal imitations from crowd-workers through Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk using the VocalSketch interface and proto-
col presented in [17]. Imitators were asked to listen to a reference
recording (i.e., one of the 302 collected reference recordings) and
imitate the sound. Once they recorded their imitations, they were
required to listen to their imitations to compare them with the ref-
erence recording. They were allowed to re-record their vocal imi-
tations unlimited times before submitting the final one. Discarded
imitations were saved as draft recordings in the released dataset.
Finally, each imitator was asked how satisfied they were with their
imitations using a 7 level scale. In each session, imitators were
given five reference recordings (one recording from each class) to
imitate. Imitators were paid $0.80 per session. The first imitation
of each imitator in a new session was saved as a training recording.
We collected a total of 11, 242 recordings from 455 unique peo-
ple. There were 6, 115 final-submission vocal imitations, 4, 444
draft recordings and 683 training recordings. The 6, 115 final sub-
mission vocal limitations resulted in an average of roughly 20 imi-
tations for each of the 302 reference recordings. We focused on this
set of final submissions in our quality assessments.
3. QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Crowd-sourced data collection suffers from noisy data in many
cases. Therefore, we conducted an internal quality assessment of
the 6, 115 final submissions, where experts evaluated the quality of
all the final collected imitations. Training and draft vocal recordings
were not evaluated. The purposes of the quality assessment are the
following: 1) removing non-identifiable vocal imitations from the
data set, and 2) measuring perceptual similarity between a reference
recording and its imitations. The people who performed quality as-
sessment were experts in audio processing: students and researchers
from the Interactive Audio Lab 3 at Northwestern University and the
Audio Information Research Lab 4 at the University of Rochester.
There were, in total 15 evaluators, who listened to 6, 115 vocal imi-
tations on a web interface designed for this particular listening task.
Figure 1 shows the web interface for our quality assessment. A
single session consists of listening to a pair of recordings: one ref-
erence and one vocal imitation (Sound A and Sound B in Figure 1).
An evaluator was first asked if the imitation was a vocal imitation of
the reference recording. If the answer was “YES”, then the evalua-
tor was asked to assess the quality of the imitation on a scale from
0 to 100 (0: a very poor imitation; 100: almost identical to the ref-
erence sound). If the answer was “NO”, then the recording was not
evaluated for quality and it was placed in the excluded directory of
the released dataset. The evaluator was then asked if the recording
was a vocal imitation at all and this answer was saved.
Due to the size of the dataset, each imitation was evaluated by a
single person. To measure consistency and reliability of each eval-
uator, we designed the task in following ways. First, an average of
2 out of every 30 pairs evaluated by an individual were incorrect
pairs, where we paired an imitation with a reference recording that
3http://music.cs.northwestern.edu/
4http://www.ece.rochester.edu/projects/air/
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Figure 1: A screenshot of the interface for the internal quality as-
sessment
it was not an imitation of. This let us measure how reliably eval-
uators were able to detect incorrect pairs. Second, an average of 4
out of every 30 pairs presented to an evaluator were repeated pairs,
previously presented within the current batch (30 pairs). This let us
measure the evaluation consistency for each evaluator.
In total, 452 incorrect pairs were presented to evaluators and
80% of them (363 pairs) were successfully identified as incorrect
pairs. The remaining 20% (89 pairs) were incorrectly called cor-
rect pairs and they were given an average quality rating of 31.4
out of 100. The mean quality rating across all imitations is 60.3.
This indicates that most evaluators correctly identified wrong pairs
or gave them low scores if they called them a correct pair. Fig-
ure 2 shows how consistently evaluators rated repeated pairs. In
total, 978 unique pairs of reference and imitation recordings were
repeated. We computed the maximum difference of the multiple
ratings to each of the 978 repeated pairs. For example, if a pair of
reference and imitation recording was repeatedly rated three times
by an evaluator and the ratings were 50, 60 and 70, then the maxi-
mum difference is 20 (70-50). As shown in Figure 2, the maximum
differences of a majority of repeated pairs is very low (Mean: 7.63,
SD: 10.96), which indicates that our evaluators rated vocal imita-
tions with high consistency.
When collecting imitations, imitators were asked how satisfied
they were with their own imitation using a 7 level scale. (1 - com-
pletely dissatisfied, 2 - mostly dissatisfied, 3 - somewhat dissatisfied,
4 - neither satisfied or dissatisfied, 5 - somewhat satisfied, 6 - mostly
satisfied, 7 - completely satisfied). Figure 3 shows how the evalua-
tor’s ratings change with different self-satisfaction levels from im-
itators. There is a positive correlation between the imitators’ self-
satisfaction levels and evaluators’ quality assessment scores. Yet,
there are some imitations where the imitator’s self-satisfaction dis-
agrees with the quality reported by an evaluator. It would be inter-
esting future work to learn the reason for the dichotomy.
Evaluators reported that 514 vocal imitations were not vocal
imitation of the reference sound played to the imitator who made the
imitation. These recordings were placed in the excluded directory
of the released dataset. This left 5, 601 recordings that have quality
ratings, which are saved in the included directory of the dataset.
We included all the quality rating on these 5, 601 recordings in the
released dataset.
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Figure 2: Histogram of maximum differences of quality ratings on
a 100 point scale between two presentations of the same pairing of
reference and imitation recording (Mean: 7.63, SD: 10.96)
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Figure 3: Relationship between self-satisfaction scores by imitators
and quality assessment by evaluators.
4. BASELINE FINE-GRAINED SEARCH RESULTS
One expected use of Vocal Imitation Set is to train and test sys-
tems on fine-grained search. To this end, we provide an example
of using this data set to measure how well the existing state-of-the-
art in QBV search performs on fine-grained search. We used vocal
imitations that were vetted by listeners (5, 601 imitations of 302
classes). Each class contains one reference recording that was imi-
tated and an average of 9 sound recordings that were not imitated.
Each reference recording has an average of 18.6 imitations. Each
time, we took one vocal imitation as the query to search for its refer-
ence recording (target) within all sound recordings of its class. An
output of a search engine is an ordering of these sound recordings
within each class, from most similar to the query to least similar.
To measure search quality, we computed Reciprocal Rank
(RR), which is calculated as 1/r where r is the rank of the target.
For instance, if the target ranks the third, then the RR is 1/3. We
measured Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), which is the mean of RRs
across all the queries (i.e., vocal imitations). We also computed a
Mean Recall@k metric which indicates the proportion of queries
that successfully retrieved the target within top k items in search
results. For example, if only 50% of queries retrieved the target
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recording within top 2 items, then Mean Recall@2 is 0.5.
We used TL-IMINET [12], which is the best system we are
aware of for coarse-grained QBV retrieval. TL-IMINET is a
Siamese-style neural network with two Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) towers: one tower for vocal imitations and the other
for reference recordings. The imitation tower was pre-trained on a
language classification task using sound clips from 7 different lan-
guages gathered from Voxforge 5. The reference tower was pre-
trained on a environmental sound classification task using sound
clips from the 10 different classes in UrbanSound8K [14]. Then,
TL-IMINET was trained on positive and negative pairs of reference
sounds and imitations from the VocalSketch dataset [17]. In this
training, negative pairs were always from an entirely different sound
class (e.g., an imitation of a dog bark with a reference recording of
a door slamming), so these pairs can be considered coarse-grained.
We performed fine-grained search with the trained model as
follows. The trained model outputs the similarity between two in-
put recordings. An imitation as a query is compared to each audio
file within the sound class of that imitation’s canonical reference
recording (i.e., target). Since TL-IMINET takes only four seconds
of audio as an input, each audio file is segmented into windows
of length four seconds, with 50% overlap between each window,
which gives us segment-level cross-similarities between the two
recordings. To obtain the recording-level similarity between the
reference and query file, we took the maximum similarity between
any two segments in the two recordings. Based on the similarities,
the rank of the target within the class is determined. By running this
search using every vetted vocal imitation (5, 601 in total) as a query,
we compute MRR as well as Mean Recall@k covering all classes
and the variety of queries within each class.
TL-IMINET gave a MRR of 0.356 for within-class search.
Mean Recall@1 was 0.151 and Mean Recall@2 was 0.278. The
class with the best MRR was “Water stream” with MRR of 1.0
and the worst MRR was for “Bird’s chirp, tweet” with a MRR of
0.105. Since the mean number of recordings per class is roughly
10, chance ranking of the target is 5.5 which leads to chance MRR
of (1/5.5) = 0.18. The results show that the state-of-the-art sys-
tem which were designed for coarse-grained search performs much
better than chance. However, the score is still similar or lower
than scores from coarse-grained search performed in [12]. They
achieved a MRR of about 0.4 in searches through 20 recordings
and a MRR of 0.246 in searches with 60 recordings. This compari-
son shows challenges of fine-grained search. We believe that Vocal
Imitation Set will enable researchers to build and test new models
for fine-grained QBV search.
5. VOCAL IMITATION SET
Vocal Imitation Set is now publicly available6. It includes 2, 985
original recordings of 302 classes (an average of 9.89 per class)
and 11, 242 vocal imitations of 302 reference recordings selected
from the set of original recordings (1 reference recording per class).
The set of vocal imitations consists of 5, 601 imitations that passed
the quality assessment as well as 5, 642 recordings of draft, training
recordings, and imitations excluded during the quality assessment.
Table 1 shows the number of classes, listener-vetted imitations (i.e.,
imitations that have quality ratings), and original recordings for
each top-level classes of AudioSet ontology. Figure 4 shows a his-
5http://www.voxforge.org
6http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1340763
Table 1: The number of classes, listener-vetted imitations, and orig-
inal recordings (including reference recordings) for each of the first-
level categories in Vocal Imitation Set
Categories Classes Imitations Original Rec.
Animal 31 587 308
Channel, environment
and background
4 74 40
Human sounds 38 714 375
Music 65 1247 646
Natural sounds 10 177 100
Sounds of things 134 2448 1316
Source-ambiguous
sounds
20 354 200
Total 302 5601 2985
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Figure 4: Histogram of quality assessment ratings to 5, 601 vocal
imitations that were vetted by evaluators (Mean: 60.3, SD: 25.3)
togram of quality assessment ratings of the 5, 601 listener-vetted
imitations. The collected ratings give researchers another opportu-
nity to build more robust vocal imitation-based interaction systems
by using human quality assessments as a training signal.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced Vocal Imitation Set, a new dataset of vocal imi-
tations. It contains 11, 242 vocal imitations of 302 sound event
classes which were curated based on AudioSet ontology. Sound
recordings of the 302 classes were collected from Freesound and
their imitations were collected by crowd-sourcing methods. We per-
formed an internal quality assessment to filter out noisy data as well
as to measure the perceptual similarity between an imitation and
its reference recording. We also showed an example of using the
dataset for fine-grained QBV search. We expect that this dataset
will help the research community obtain a better understanding of
human vocal imitations and build systems that can understand imi-
tations as humans do.
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ABSTRACT
In terms of vectoring disease, mosquitoes are the world’s deadliest.
A fast and efficient mosquito survey tool is crucial for vectored dis-
ease intervention programmes to reduce mosquito-induced deaths.
Standard mosquito sampling techniques, such as human landing
catches, are time consuming, expensive and can put the collectors
at risk of diseases. Mosquito acoustic detection aims to provide a
cost-effective automated detection tool, based on mosquitoes’ char-
acteristic flight tones. We propose a simple, yet highly effective,
classification pipeline based on the mel-frequency spectrum allied
with convolutional neural networks. This detection pipeline is com-
putationally efficient in not only detecting mosquitoes, but also in
classifying species. Many previous assessments of mosquito acous-
tic detection techniques have relied only upon lab recordings of
mosquito colonies. We illustrate in this paper our proposed algo-
rithm’s performance over an extensive dataset, consisting of cup
recordings of more than 1000 mosquito individuals from 6 species
captured in field studies in Thailand.
Index Terms— Mosquito detection, acoustic signal processing,
multi-species classification, convolutional neural networks
1. INTRODUCTION
Malaria results in half a million deaths each year and mosquitoes are
the only vector for malaria [1]. Among more than 3500 mosquito
species, only around 60 out of the 450 Anopheles species can transmit
malaria parasites to infect humans, i.e. are vectors [2]. Therefore,
detailed mosquito surveying in areas of endemic malaria is crucial
to identify the distribution of malaria-vectoring mosquitoes.
Standard mosquito sampling approaches, including human land-
ing catches, odour-baited traps and cow-baited tents, can be effective
in sampling malaria vectors [3, 4]. However, they expose volun-
teers to potentially infectious bites or are not sufficiently efficient
for large-scale and frequent monitoring of mosquito distributions.
An alternative solution, using mosquito flight tones to distinguish
species, has been researched for some 60 years [5, 6]. In recent years,
proof-of-concept mosquito acoustic sensing paradigms, based on em-
bedded devices such as mobile phones, have been proposed [7, 8, 9].
Embedded devices provide a compelling platform for such environ-
mental acoustic sensing tasks due to their cheap and efficient sensors,
wide availability and built-in storage and wireless connectivity [10].
Research in the signal processing aspect of mosquito acoustic
sensing has often focused on two areas. Firstly the use of domain
knowledge to extract hand-crafted features to then allow high-quality
detections and secondly the construction of machine learning frame-
works which are well-suited to not just detect mosquitoes but impor-
tantly also to distinguish species. In much work, fundamental fre-
quencies and associated harmonics form the basis for models which
identify mosquito species [11, 9]. However, these low-dimensional
features suffer from high intra-species variances and significant
overlaps between different species [11, 12], hence limiting their ap-
plication in multi-species classification. Alternative approaches look
to avoid such feature construction and instead allow machine learn-
ing algorithms to extract relevant information direct from e.g. the
spectrogram. Promising detection results have been reported [8, 13],
though we note that the datasets used in evaluations of most previous
work are limited in their sample sizes and were usually collected
with mosquitoes raised in lab environments.
As a part of the HumBug project1, a two-month mosquito sur-
vey was conducted in rural Thailand. A total of 1256 individual
mosquitoes of 9 different mosquito species were captured and the
flight tones of these mosquitoes were recorded for each captured
individual. We here present the development of a machine learning
algorithm that is computationally efficient (as it needs to be for im-
plementation on low-powered embedded devices) and report in this
paper on its performance over this field-recorded dataset.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We describe in
Section 2 the dataset and the proposed mosquito acoustic detection
algorithm. In Section 3 we report detection performance and discuss
results. We conclude the paper and discuss future directions in
Section 4.
1humbug.ac.uk
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2. DATA AND METHODS
2.1. Field experiments and data summary
A two-month comprehensive survey of mosquito fauna was con-
ducted at Pu Teuy Village, Sai Yok District, Kanchanaburi Province,
Thailand. The survey was conducted within the peak mosquito sea-
son (May to October), and ran from the 12th of June until the end
of July in 2018. Three methods of capture were used: human baited
nets (HBN), cow baited nets (CBN) and larval collections. The HBN
and CBN were run for 12 hours over night with collections made
each hour throughout. All adult mosquitoes were placed into sample
cups large enough for them to fly freely and their flight was recorded
the morning following capture.
Recording was conducted using two microphone set-ups:
‘budget’ and ‘high spec’. The ‘budget’ set-up used an Alcatel One-
Touch Pixi smartphone with a TIE 19-90003 condensor microphone.
The budget setup also used our ‘Mozzwear’ app on Alcatel smart-
phones to perform data capture and digitisation. The ‘high-spec’
set-up used a high specification field microphone (Telinga EM-23)
plugged into a digital sound recorder (Olympus LS-14). Monophonic
recordings were collected in both set-ups. Larval collections were
made along a small river with known anopheline larval sites and the
larvae/pupae were placed into rearing trays. The emerging adults
were placed into individual sample cups and provided with 10%w/v
sucrose solution and recorded as above. As of the 20th July 2018, a
total of 1256 individual mosquitoes had been captured. The detailed
number of individuals for each species is reported in Table 1. A total
of 127 mosquito individuals died before recording, 92 were lost, 46
did not fly and 21 individuals are as yet unidentified.
After recording the mosquito flight tones of these captured
mosquito individuals, data tagging was required to mark segments
of recordings with mosquito flight tones. Our project research team
labelled a subset of the recordings and obtained more than 1 hour of
mosquito flight tones from the field-captured mosquitoes, in addition
to background recordings. The number of mosquito individuals and
durations of flight tones of each species are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Number of captured mosquito individuals and durations of
recorded mosquito flight tones for different species.
Mosquito species # individuals Recorded time
Aedes sp. 256 954 seconds
An. maculatus 105 486 seconds
An. dirus 110 474 seconds
An. harrisoni 150 612 seconds
Armigeres sp. 261 1084 seconds
Culex sp. 67 386 seconds
Mansonia sp. 4 14 seconds
An. minimus 8 61 seconds
An. barbirostris 9 13 seconds
2.2. Mel-frequency spectrum-based convolutional neural net-
works
In this paper we propose a computationally efficient multi-species
classification pipeline. As our goal is to port the model onto lim-
ited resource hardware, we base the feature encoding on the mel-
frequency spectrum (MFS) and use convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) as the decision engine. The mel-frequency is chosen due
to its effectiveness as well as its interpretability. Although the CNN
incurs well-known computational costs during training, running the
trained CNN on new data is efficient. We detail below the feature
encoding approach taken as well as the classification algorithm.
2.2.1. Feature representation
Previous work [8, 13] identified either mel-frequency cepstral co-
efficients (MFCCs) or wavelets as effective features for multiple
machine learning algorithms. MFCCs are computationally efficient
and have been a popular choice in mosquito detection and other
acoustic scene classification tasks [8, 10]. However, the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) step leads to less human-interpretable fea-
tures than MFCCs, as shown in Figure 1, where the mel-frequency
spectrum (Figure 1(d)) better preserves the harmonic structure in the
spectrogram (Figure 1(b)) in comparison to the MFCC (Figure 1(c)).
Further, the mel-frequency spectrum is also fast to compute and
it forms a compact representation of the spectrum. Our experi-
ments, including that presented in Section 3, have shown that the
mel-frequency spectrum leads to detection performance with no
statistically significant difference to results obtained with the MFCC.
We therefore use the mel-frequency spectrum to construct time-
frequency representations of audio recordings in the same spirit of
the short-time Fourier transformation (STFT). For a short audio clip,
e.g. 0.1 second, we can compute the mel-frequency spectrum for
smaller segments within the clip, and combine them to form a time-
frequency matrix. This resultant matrix forms the input space of the
subsequent machine learning algorithm (Figure 2).
Compared with the spectrogram or the wavelet, this mel-
frequency, spectrum-based representation has much smaller dimen-
sion - making it efficient for model training with datasets of small
sample sizes, such as those often encountered in our application. We
note that the wavelet transformation has been shown to provide in-
formative time-frequency features that are well-suited to subsequent
use, particularly by convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [13].
However, the wavelet transformation used in this latter work is
computationally demanding and unsuited for the task of real-time
mosquito species classification on low-cost phones.
2.2.2. Classification algorithm
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a subset of (deep) neural
networks that have been widely used in processing two-dimensional
inputs, e.g. images [14, 15]. The first layer in a CNN consists of a
set of convolutional filters, whose parameters (the filter coefficients)
are learned as part of the training process. These filters act so as to
create latent representations of the observations which are passed
upwards to layers in the CNN which create discriminants associated
with the classes of interest. This approach, crucially, does not pre-
specify the form of patterns in the data which are highly informative.
CNNs have been widely used in the machine vision literature and
we exploit their excellent performance over images by treating the
mel-frequency spectrum as a 2d image.
The convolutional layer takes an input tensor X ∈ Rh1×w1×c
where c = 1 for the mel-frequency spectrum-based features. Nk
kernels Kp ∈ Rk,k for p ∈ {1, . . . , Nk} are applied to the input
tensor which produces the convolution output Yp:
Yp(i, j) = (X ∗K)(i, j) =
∑
m
∑
n
X(i−m, j − n)K(m,n) .
(1)
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Figure 1: An example recording and associated spectral features.
Mosquito flight tones are present from 21 s to 31 s for cow capture
#242, 35 s to 40 s from cow capture #243, 42 s to 52 s from cow
capture #251. Other segments of the recording (including the high
amplitude sections) are either background noise or human voices.
These feature maps, i.e. convolution outputs, are then passed
through some non-linear activation function, such as a Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU), before being flattened and connected to fully
connected hidden layers. The last layer consists of N nodes where
N is the number of classes.
2.3. Training strategy
In training and evaluating mosquito acoustic detection algorithms,
we first randomly remove 50% of recordings described in Section 2.1
to create the hold-out test dataset. For the remaining recordings, we
divide recordings into audio clips with a length of 0.1 seconds, thus
creating a relatively large number of samples with which we train
the CNN and other benchmark algorithms.
As shown in Table 1, the dataset is highly imbalanced. To avoid
issues with very small data sample sizes, we only use samples from
the Aedes sp., An. Maculatus, An. dirus, An. harrisoni, Armigeres
and Culex sp. to evaluate the detection performance of the algorithms,
as there is less than 2 minutes of recordings for the other species.
Three of these species are known malaria vectors, including An.
maculatus, An. dirus and An. harrisoni. Following [8], we randomly
sample the training samples, without replacement, to produce a
balanced training set. In our application, this creates a data set of
close to 2000 samples for each mosquito species. A total of 100
randomised trials were performed so that different training and test
data sets were produced among different simulation trials.
Figure 2: Example CNN architecture. Input to the CNN is a mel-
frequency spectrum computed from a 0.1 second audio clip with
c = 1 channel and dimension h1 × w1. The CNN has Nk filters
with kernel K ∈ Rk×k thus it reduces the input dimension to h2 ×
w2 following convolution with each filter. These feature maps are
flattened (i.e. vectorised) before being fully connected to Nd hidden
units in a dense layer. The last fully-connected layer produces the
classification output.
3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
3.1. Parameter setup and benchmarking
The input image to the CNN is of dimension 26×10, where 26 is the
dimension of the mel-spectrum and 10 is the number of 0.01 second
windows within a 0.1 second audio clip. In this initial investigation
we adopt a network structure inspired by [16] which was used for
MNIST handwriting digit recognition. There are three convolutional
layers: the first layer consists of 8 filters, the second one has 32
filters, and the last one is made up of 64 filters. All filters have 3× 3
kernel size. They are followed with one hidden layer of 128 nodes.
The ReLU activation unit and a dropout rate of 0.3 are used. The
neural network is trained using the Adam algorithm [17] with a batch
size of 256 for 100 epochs. A full cross-validation of these default
parameter values, and the optimisation of network structure, will be
performed in follow-up studies.
We choose as benchmark classifier a support vector machine
(SVM) using a one-versus-one multi-class classification strategy [18].
The one-versus-one multi-class classification strategy has a simpler
data balancing requirement compared to one-versus-rest. As dis-
cussed in [8], MFCC features combined with a SVM obtains the
best multi-species classification accuracy among several common
acoustic features and off-the-shelf detection algorithms. However,
subsequent studies showed that the mel-frequency spectrum leads
to similar detection performance and more human-interpretable fea-
tures.
3.2. Results
Figure 3 plots the out-of-sample classification accuracy and F1 score
of the compared algorithms, respectively. The mel-frequency spec-
trum (MFS)-based CNN algorithm exhibits significantly better clas-
sification performance, in terms of both classification accuracy and
F1 score over the SVM algorithms. We observe no significant differ-
ence between results obtained with MFCCs and the mel-frequency
spectrum. As shown in Figure 1, the mel-frequency spectrum is
able to better preserve the harmonic structure of the mosquito flight
tone than MFCCs. Figure 4 and 5 plot confusion matrices for the
MFS-based SVM and the MFS-based CNN, respectively. The CNN
exhibits better mean sensitivities than the SVM for every mosquito
species in this experiment.
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Figure 3: Boxplots showing out-of-sample classification accuracy
and F1 scores across 100 randomised trials.
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix of out-of-sample classification perfor-
mance for the mel-frequency spectrum-based SVM. The first value
in each entry is the corresponding mean value among 100 simula-
tion trials, while the value in the parenthesis reports the standard
deviation
Considering the fact that the dataset contains recordings from
more than 1000 mosquito individuals from 6 species, an average clas-
sification accuracy of above 60% from the CNN (Figures 3 and 5),
using half of the samples for training, is very encouraging. Once
trained, both the SVM and the CNN are computationally efficient in
their prediction step, allowing their real-time execution in low-cost
low-power embedded devices.
Compared to the classification results reported in [8], where
an average of 80% classification accuracy is achieved with a SVM,
we notice a significant decrease of classification accuracy with this
‘in the wild’ dataset. It is important to note that the data size is
significantly smaller in [8] where only 6.2 seconds of recordings
were available for each species after data resampling, and only one
mosquito individual per species was used to collect recordings. This
suggests higher correlations between different samples in the lab-
collected dataset of [8] and highlights the importance of performance
evaluation with large-scale mosquito flight tone datasets.
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix of out-of-sample classification perfor-
mance for the mel-frequency spectrum-based CNN. The first value
in each entry is the corresponding mean value among 100 simula-
tion trials, while the value in the parenthesis reports the standard
deviation
4. CONCLUSION
Mosquito acoustic detection aims to provide an alternative solution
to fast sample and update mosquito species distribution, which is
crucial for control programmes and guiding intervention policies.
The HumBug project uses mobile phones for mosquito acoustic
detection and species classification. Our dataset, recently collected
in field sites in Thailand, provides a valuable resource to develop
and evaluate mosquito acoustic detection algorithms. The nature of
the task requires an algorithm with a low computational cost while
maintaining effectiveness with a small number of training samples.
We propose in this paper a computationally efficient classifi-
cation pipeline, based on the mel-frequency spectrum and convo-
lutional neural networks. The mel-frequency spectrum (MLS) is
a computationally efficient, low-dimensional acoustic feature. We
show that the proposed pipeline, with the CNN acting to construct
latent features from the MLS, achieves impressive classification
performance on a challenging field dataset.
This initial investigation reports classification results with la-
belled data from a subset of recordings in which labels were ob-
tained by data tagging from project team members. Further work
will include data which is being labelled via citizen scientists on
the Zooniverse2 citizen science platform. Working with such data
will require for algorithms capable of handling crowdsourced labels
which are at different resolutions to the original data frames - and
this is a topic of active current research. Further directions also
include optimisation of the network structure, identification of more
effective feature extraction methods, as well as the incorporation of
the mosquito field dataset with other DCASE Challenge datasets to
form a large-scale acoustic sensing task in future DCASE Challenge
events.
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ABSTRACT
The successful application of modern deep neural networks is heav-
ily reliant on the chosen architecture and the selection of the appro-
priate hyperparameters. Due to the large number of parameters and
the complex inner workings of a neural network, finding a suitable
configuration for a respective problem turns out to be a rather com-
plex task for a human. In this paper we, propose an evolutionary
approach to automatically generate a suitable neural network archi-
tecture and hyperparameters for any given classification problem.
A genetic algorithm is used to generate and evaluate a variety of
deep convolutional networks. We take the DCASE 2018 Challenge
as an opportunity to evaluate our algorithm on the task of acoustic
scene classification. The best accuracy achieved by our approach
was 74.7% on the development dataset.
Index Terms— Evolutionary algorithm, genetic algorithm,
convolutional neural networks, acoustic scene classification
1. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have already proven their capability
to achieve outstanding performance in solving various classifica-
tion tasks. Therefore, it is reasonable to use them for acoustic scene
classification as well. This trend can be clearly seen in the DCASE
Challenge of 2016 [1] and 2017 [2]. However, designing the net-
work architecture and finding the corresponding hyperparameters
(learning rates, batch size etc.) remains a challenging and tedious
task, even for experts. Therefore, a lot of attention in recent re-
search has been payed on finding ways to automate this process
[3, 4, 5, 6]. Among others the neuro-evolution method, which re-
lies on evolutionary algorithms (EAs), has been a prominent choice
for the task of automatically generating neural networks (NNs). In
this work we are exploring the capabilities of neuro-evolution to dis-
cover an optimal DNN topology and its hyperparameters for the task
of acoustic scene classification. Furthermore, we are introducing
our novel self-adaptive EA which uses a genetic representation to
create DNNs: Deep Self-Adaptive-Genetic-Algorithm (DeepSAGA).
2. RELATED WORK
One of the earliest works using EAs to generate NNs, was con-
ducted by Miller et al. [7]. While their approach was originally
limited to only evolve the weights of the NN they also showed that
it could be advantageous to use an EA to generate a complete NN
architecture. In the year 2002 Stanley and Miikkulainen introduced
a method called NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT)
which evolves NN topologies along with the weights [8]. Till today
NEAT is the basis for many state-of-the-art algorithms in the field
of neuro-evolution.
Kroos and Plumbley proposed 2017 in [9] a modified version
of the NEAT algorithm. Their EA ”J-NEAT” generates small NNs
for sound event detection in real life audio. As participants of
the DCASE Challenge 2017 they demonstrated that their generated
small NNs are able to compete with other bigger networks, such as
the baseline approach. Their main concern, however, was the min-
imization of the total number of nodes used in the generated NN
rather than the maximization of the classification performance.
Real et al. [10] have shown in 2017 the capability of EAs to
create CNNs solving image recognition tasks. Their fully generated
models are capable of competing with the state-of-the-art models
manually created by experts. This boost in classification perfor-
mance, however, comes at the expenses of computational costs. The
discovery of the best model took a wall time of roughly 256 hours of
evolutionary search, distributed over 250 worker clients. While this
approach, therefore, demonstrates the general feasibility of utilizing
EAs to discover new DNN architectures it is also largely incapable
for most practical applications due to its extensive demand of com-
putation power.
Martin et al. [11] developed a novel EA that evolves the param-
eters and the architecture of a NN in order to maximize its classifi-
cation accuracy, as well as maintaining a valid sequence of layers.
Parameters related to their EA where empirically chosen by hand
and won’t change during a run.
The shown state-of-the-art approaches have demonstrated the
general feasibility of using EAs to discover new DNN topologies
and hyperparameters. However, given their respective specific char-
acteristics, none of them seems to be an optimal fit in our case.
Like the other algorithms mentioned here, DeepSAGA evolves the
architecture and hyperparameters of a NN as well, while using the
backpropagation algorithm [12] for weight optimization. Its main
goal lies on the maximization of the classification performance for
a given classification problem with a limited amount of disposable
compute power. In addition, its own parameters are included in the
evolutionary search process, making the search in advance for op-
timal start parameters obsolete and giving the algorithm the chance
to change its parameters autonomously during a run.
3. DEEPSAGA
For the development of our approach, we followed the guidelines
set forth by Eiben et al. [13] for designing executable evolution-
ary algorithms. The creation of an executable EA instance requires
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the specification of its parameters. One of their guidelines suggests
using parameter control [13, Chap. 7.3] for finding suitable param-
eters easier, since the resulting values not only influence the finding
of an optimal solution, but also the efficiency. In our case, we use
the Self-Adaptive variant, as it is one of the possible Parameter-
Control techniques. In this variant the parameters to be adapted are
represented as a component of the genetics and are thus part of the
evolutionary search space. Therefore, has the potential to adapt the
algorithm to the problem while solving it [13, Chap. 8].
The following subsections describe the implementation of our
EA, while still taking the guidelines by Eiben et al. into account.
The representation and definition of our individuals, the used fit-
ness function and details to our population will be explained in the
subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. Other subsections in this
section are related to the typical steps, that will be excluded by an
EA during its run. In the entire course of this work, the term ses-
sion refers to the holistic process of an EA (from initialization to
termination), while the repetition of the steps, selection of parents,
recombination, mutation, evaluation of offspring and selection of
individuals to form the next population are called a cycle.
3.1. Representation and definition
To enhance readability, we have used a representation analogous to
biological genetics. Within biological terminology, a genome con-
tains all chromosomes and represents the entire genetic of a living
being. A chromosome is a bundle of several genes contained in the
organism, whereby genes determine the different characteristics of
that organism.
Input-Shape
Chromosome-Count
Net-Structure
Batch-Normalization 
Activation-Function
Dropout 
Neuron-Count 
Dense-Layer
ES-Patience
ES-Minimum-Delta
CLR-Step-Size-Factor
CLR-Mode
CLR-Base-Lr
CLR-Max-Lr
SGD-Momentum
Batch-Size 
Sequence-Length
Sequence-Hop-Size
Training-ParametersCrossover-ChanceMutation-Chance
EA-Parameters
Conv-Block
Gene-Bundle-N
Gene-Bundle-0
Gene-Bundle-1
Conv-Block
Figure 1: Detailed overview of all chromosomes and genes listed in
a genome. ES: early stopping; CLR: cyclic-learning-rate.
In our work, a genome represents the genetic of a NN and de-
scribes its characteristics: its architecture and hyperparameters. The
genotype is expressed by our genome and the decoding, in our case,
the process of creating and training the network according to the
characteristics described by the genotype.
Figure 1 lists our chromosomes contained in each genome. The
Conv-Block is made up of at least one so-called Gene-Bundle.
For each Gene-Bundle a convolutional layer followed by a max-
pooling layer will be added to a NN architecture. It therefore con-
tains information (genes) about the number of filters, filter-shape
and filter-stride. In addition, each Gene-Bundle contains genes indi-
cating whether optional layers for zero-padding, dropout and batch-
normalization are included. Finally, a global-average-pooling or
flatten layer can be used to connect the Conv-Block with the out-
put or further classification layers.
An allele is a concrete expression of a gene. In our chosen
representation model, an allele for the Batch-Size-Gene could be,
for example, the integer number 128. Finally, Figure 2 illustrates
the overall design of our genome. An example for a genome with
filled in values can be seen in Figure 4, while Figure 5 displays said
genome generated CNN architecture.
Genome
N C-0 D-N ETD-1
Figure 2: Illustration of a genome. The squarelike objects are repre-
sentatives for the chromosomes Net-Structure, Conv-Block, Dense-
Layer, Training- and EA-Parameters.
3.2. Fitness function
In our case, the focus was mainly on the accuracy of a NN. However,
to speed up the evolutionary search process, the number of train-
ing epochs of a network was also taken into account. As a result,
our score value represents the total fitness of a population member,
meaning the higher the score the better the quality of a genotype.
The following formula illustrates the utilized fitness function:
score = 0.98 ∗ accuracy + 0.02 ∗ epochlimit − epoch
epochlimit
(1)
In this context, epochlimit stands for the maximum number of
epochs a net is permitted as training time and epoch for the number
of epochs with which the net was actually trained. The distribution
with 98 % on accuracy and 2 % on the other half, seems to be a solid
approach and is solely based on own empirical observations.
3.3. Population
A steady state model [13, Chap. 5.1] is used, to manage the pop-
ulation. To promote diversity and the self-adaptive property, the
population size is dynamic. However, since the available resources
are limited, the maximum population size is restricted to 90.
3.4. Parent selection mechanism
As described by Ba¨ck and Eiben [14] the parents are determined by
a tournament selection procedure. The tournament depends on the
population of the current cycle. This also applies to the number of
population members who are allowed to participate in the tourna-
ment. To calculate said number Formula (2) was used, which takes
into account the maximum permitted population size.
participants = popsizelimit − popsizecurrent (2)
The tournament size is determined by Formula (3), where
toursizelimit always corresponds to one tenth of the popsizelimit.
toursize = toursizelimit ∗ popsizecurrent
popsizelimit
(3)
If the population limit is reached, the number of participants is
limited to two until the threshold value is undershot again.
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3.5. Variation operators
Mutation
Genes of the category symbolic are mutated by replacing the orig-
inal allele with a randomly selected. However, the current allele
has a higher chance of being selected again than the other possible
alleles. This type of mutation is also called sampling.
An allele of the integer type is mutated by a creep mutation
[13, Chap. 4.3.1] or reset, whose chance is set to 5 %. In our
case the sigma value always corresponds to 0.025 (2.5 %) times the
limit. For example, if the maximum limit is 1000, the corresponding
sigma value would be 25.
Nonuniform mutation [13, Chap. 4.4.1] is used to mutate an
allele of the float type. This time, the sigma value is equated with
the individual’s chance of mutation.
Each population member has its own chance of mutation, which
is co-evolved according to the method described in [15]. Before all
other genes, the Mutation-Chance-Gene is mutated using the non-
uniform mutation method. The resulting new mutation chance is
the probability with which the remaining genes are mutated.
Recombination
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C-0
T
L-1
N
C-0
E
T
L-1
L-3
L-2
Parent B
L-2
E
E
L-2
Offspring A 
N
E
L-1
L-2
N
C-0
T
L-1
L-3
Offspring B
C-0
T
Figure 3: Illustrated procedure of our uniform crossover
The probability with which a recombination (throughout this work
referred to as crossover) takes place depends on the crossover
chance. Since, in our work, the crossover chance is part of the
evolutionary process, it is represented by the Crossover-Chance-
Gene. Thus, each population member has an individual crossover
chance. The recombination process is based on the procedure de-
scribed in [13, Chap. 8.4.7]. The individual crossover chance pc of
a parent is compared with a random number r (r ∈ [0, 1]). One par-
ent is ”ready to mate” if pc > r applies. This opens up the following
possibilities:
1. When both parents are ready to mate, a crossover takes place.
2. If both parents are not ready to mate, they are cloned.
3. If only one parent is willing to mate, a clone of the unwilling
parent is created. For the remaining individual a new partner
is chosen randomly from the pool of parents, who is also
checked for its willingness to mate.
The recombination itself takes place in the style of a uniform
crossover [13, Chap. 4.2.2]. For example, offspring A first receives
all chromosomes of parent A, then each of the chromosomes of off-
spring A could be swapped with a chromosome of parent B, taking
the crossover chance of parent A into account. The exact procedure
is depicted in Figure 3.
3.6. Survivor selection mechanism
Our selection procedure follows an age-based [13, Cap. 5.3.1] re-
placement strategy. Thus, each newly created individual is assigned
a value (remaining lifetime, in short RLT) using Formula (4) as
described by Ba¨ck [14]. The RLT is reduced by 1 after each cy-
cle, thus determining how long a population member remains alive.
Though, the lifetime of the individual with the highest fitness re-
mains unchanged. Where MinLT (α) and MaxLT (ω) stand for
the permissible minimum and maximum lifetime of an individual.
All other variables are linked to the current status of the population.
These variables are fitness (i), AvgFit (AF ), BestFit (BF ) and
WorstFit (WF ). They stand for the fitness of the individual i , the
average fitness, the best fitness and the worst fitness of the current
population. The prefactor calculation is η = 1
2
· (ω − α).
RLT (i) =

α+ η · WF−fitness(i)
WF−AF if fitness (i) ≥ AF
1
2
(α+ ω) + η · AF−fitness(i)
AF−BF if fitness (i) < AF
(4)
The authorized minimum and maximum lifetime of an individ-
ual has been set to 1 and 7. If the fitness value of a newly created
individual i is better than the average fitness, it receives a lifetime
from 5 to 7, otherwise a lifetime from 1 to 4. Within these sub-
areas, the better individuals have a longer lifespan than the individ-
uals with a lower fitness.
3.7. Initialization and termination
The individuals of the first population are generated randomly.
Since the available resources are limited, the expressions of the re-
spective genes are bounded. These limits must not be exceeded by
variation operators either. The termination criterion is the comple-
tion of the 40th cycle, considering the optimum is, in our case, not
known in advance.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Setup
To evaluate the proposed genetic algorithm we use the TUT Ur-
ban Acoustic Scenes 2018 dataset from subtask A provided by the
DCASE 2018 Challenge [16]. The dataset consists of 10-seconds
audio segments from 10 different acoustic scenes. For every acous-
tic scene, audio was captured in 6 different cities and multiple loca-
tions. To train and measure the performance of the generated mod-
els we use the development dataset with the suggested partitioning
for training and testing.
To generate the input features for the NNs the stereo audio sam-
ples were first converted into mono channels. Thereafter, the librosa
library (v0.6.1) [17] was used to extract log mel spectrograms with
100 mel bands that cover a frequency range of up to 22050 Hz.
For the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) a Hamming window
with a size of 2048 samples (43 ms) and a hop size of 1024 sam-
ples (21 ms) was used. The resulting spectrograms were divided
into sequences with a certain number of frames defining the se-
quence length. For the creation of the sequences an overlap of 50 %
was used. The sequence length can vary depending on the different
models generated by the genetic algorithm.
Due to the stochastic behaviour of the algorithm, two indepen-
dent sessions of 10 cycles each were initially completed. After-
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wards, the best 30 models from each of these sessions were added
to the initial population of a final third session. This approach re-
sults in a population with a higher initial fitness while keeping a
certain degree of diversity. In order to speed up the process as a
whole, several computers were connected in a client-server concept
manner. The server distributes the genotypes from the current cy-
cle population to all available clients, on which side the decoding
takes place. Altogether, 15 clients, each equipped with an NVIDIA
GTX 1060 graphic card, were available for the NN training process.
Therefore, depending on the current population size, complexity of
the genomes and number of available clients a cycle took around
two to three hours. Overall the elapsed wall time was roughly 120
hours, 87 hours if excluding the two initially completed sessions.
At the end of the final session, the best NN was used for clas-
sification. In addition, an ensemble learning strategy was pursued.
From a cycle the 10 best individuals could also be selected to vote
together on the class of an audio sample. Individuals in higher ranks
have more votes to weight them higher. Finally, the class with the
most votes wins. In this paper this type of classification is referred
to as population vote.
4.2. Results
Table 1 illustrates the final results. At the end our best CNN (”Deep-
SAGA CNN”) reached an average accuracy of 72.8 % on the test
subset of the development dataset. For the population vote (”Pop.
vote”) strategy, on the other hand, an average accuracy of 74.7 %
was reached.
Scene label DCASE2018Baseline
DeepSAGA
CNN Pop. Vote
Airport 72.9 % 84.9 % 85.7 %
Bus 62.9 % 63.2 % 67.4 %
Metro 51.2 % 71.3 % 71.6 %
Metro station 55.4 % 75.3 % 81.9 %
Park 79.1 % 81.0 % 82.2 %
Public square 40.4 % 53.2 % 56.0 %
Shopping mall 49.6 % 75.3 % 73.8 %
Street, pedest. 50.0 % 67.2 % 69.6 %
Street, traffic 80.5 % 85.0 % 86.2 %
Tram 55.1 % 72.0 % 72.4 %
Average 59.7 % 72.8 % 74.7 %
Table 1: The class-wise accuracy for task 1 subtask A evaluated on
the test subset of the development dataset.
Nr.1
Input: (48x100) 
Chrom-Count: 2 Last-Layer: GAP 
BN: True 
Act-Fun: Softmax 
Dropout: 0.3 
Neurons: 10 
ES-Patience: 39 
ES-Min-Delta: 0.001 
CLR-Step-Size: 4 
CLR-Mode: Triangular 
CLR-Base-Lr: 0.001 
CLR-Max-Lr: 0.333 
SGD-Mom: 0.232 
Batch-Size: 126 
Seq-Length: 48 
Seq-Hop-Length: 24 
Cross-Chance: 0.1 
Mut-Chance: 0.2 
Zero-Padding: (1x1)  
BN: True  
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Conv: 50, (3x16), (1x6) 
Max-Pool: (13x2), (1x1) 
Gene-Bundle-0
Zero-Padding: (2x1)  
BN: False  
Dropout: 0.0  
Conv: 163, (7x12), (1x1)  
Max-Pool: (2x2), (1x1) 
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Figure 4: Best genome of the session. GAP: Global-Average-
Pooling; BN: Batch-Normalization. The numbers in the brack-
ets are the filter size and the filter stride for the convolutional and
max-pooling layers and the first number for the convolutional layer
stands for the number of filters.
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Figure 5: Architecture of ”DeepSAGA CNN”.
The genome of the ”DeepSAGA CNN” can be seen in Figure 4.
Figure 5 displays the generated architecture (taking its genome into
account) of said CNN. The used hyperparameters can be found in its
Training-Parameters-Chromosome, which is visible in Figure 4
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described how we developed a genetic algorithm
called DeepSAGA to automatically generate CNNs from scratch.
Once a session is started, it can be left unattended and offers a se-
lection of NNs after it terminated. We used the DCASE 2018 Chal-
lenge as an opportunity to evaluate our algorithm for its competitive
ability. With an accuracy of 74.7 % on the test subset the algorithm
showed promising results with this specific dataset.
Our investigations throughout an entire session showed that the
inclusion of hyperparameters in the search process was an important
decision. With regard to their hyperparameters, it often happened
that a clone differed (only in its Training-Parameter-Chromosome)
from its original only in a few places, but still led to a clear differ-
ence in their accuracy. These observations suggest that architectures
probably only work well with certain hyperparameter constellations
and hyperparameters only with certain architectures.
Throughout the sessions, the approach of population vote re-
sulted in a higher accuracy than that of the best model of the cor-
responding cycle. A possible reason for that, could be the nature
of the population vote itself. Selecting the 10 best CNNs from a
cycle, results in predicting with different suitable architectures and
hyperparameters simultaneously, while weighting the votes of mod-
els with a better fitness higher. Thus, leading to a better overall
accuracy as they counterbalance their weaknesses. However, there
were fluctuations in the accuracy difference.
In each of our generated CNNs, the ”public square” class al-
ways proved to have the lowest detection rate. This phenomenon
is also reflected in the baseline. A closer look revealed that this
class is often mistakenly recognized as a ”shopping mall” or ”street
traffic”. In all of these classes background talking is existing and
except for the shopping mall traffic noise is involved. Except for
adding additional data in future work it could be researched how
the evolutionary algorithm could be improved to especially handle
the problem with such classes.
Currently DeepSAGA is limited in that way that the architec-
ture after the input layer consists of a series of convolutional layers
followed by a series of dense layers. This limitation means that an
architecture such as a convolutional layer followed by a dense layer
followed by a convolutional layer cannot be created. Additionally,
architectures with recurrent layers were not included. Both addi-
tions could increase the classification accuracy but also introduce a
vast of new parameters that have to be tested by the algorithm if no
restrictions are made.
The approach of DeepSAGA is generic and not limitied to au-
dio. Nevertheless, in the future further investigations are required
to evaluate its performance with other types of data and data sets
so that it can be further optimized to get nearer to the goal to make
handcrafted NN architectures obsolete.
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DOMAIN TUNING METHODS FOR BIRD AUDIO DETECTION 
           
 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents several feature extraction and normal-
ization methods implemented for the DCASE 2018 Bird 
Audio Detection challenge, a binary audio classification 
task, to identify whether a ten second audio segment from 
a specified dataset contains one or more bird vocaliza-
tions. Our baseline system is adapted from the Convolu-
tional Neural Network system of last year’s challenge 
winner bulbul [1]. We introduce one feature modification, 
an increase in temporal resolution of the Mel-spectrogram 
feature matrix, tailored to the fast-changing temporal 
structure of many song-bird vocalizations. Additionally, 
we introduce two feature normalization approaches, a 
front-end signal enhancement method to reduce differ-
ences in dataset noise characteristics and an explicit do-
main adaptation method based on covariance normaliza-
tion. Results show that none of these approaches gave 
significant benefit individually, but that combining the 
methods lead to overall improvement. Despite the modest 
improvement, this system won the award for “Highest-
scoring open-source/reproducible method” for this task. 
Index Terms— audio classification, convolutional 
neural network, bioacoustic vocalization analysis, domain 
adaptation 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The DCASE 2018 Bird Audio Detection Challenge 
(BADC, DCASE 2018 Challenge Task 3) [2] is a binary 
audio classification task to determine whether a fixed-
length ten second audio segment contains one or more bird 
vocalizations across a wide variety of bird species and 
background noise environments.  This focuses on the chal-
lenging problem of domain adaptation, with the evaluation 
audio segments to be classified identified as coming from 
one of three different evaluation datasets, one of which is 
represented in the training data and two of which are not. 
This problem of dataset adaptation, also referred to as do-
main adaptation, domain shift, domain transfer, or dataset 
bias, is of great interest in a number of domains such as 
image and audio classification. Recently, the success of 
deep-learning based approaches requiring large amounts of 
training data have led to an interest in how to adapt exist-
ing well-trained models to new, smaller datasets. 
The particular domain of the BADC is that of bioa-
coustics signal processing and analysis. Currently bioa-
coustics research often requires extensive amounts of 
manual labor for segmentation, detection and labeling of 
voice activity from hours of field recordings [3], and be-
cause of this automated analysis of bioacoustics data can 
be a powerful noninvasive and economical tool for moni-
toring the diversity, migration patterns [4] and ecosystem 
health [5] of vocally active animal species.  In recent 
years, speech processing and machine learning techniques 
for human speech have begun to be used to study animal 
communication for detection and classification, with ap-
plications to censusing [6], understanding the effect of 
noise on animal communication [7], and other areas of 
acoustic ecology and ethology. The emphasis of the 
BADC is to develop a highly generalizable and robust bird 
classification task that is robust across species and acoustic 
environments. Although it is presented as a detection prob-
lem, it is not “detection” in the sense of typical bioacous-
tics terminology because it does not involve locating the 
start and end points of the individual vocalizations. 
Our team’s submission for the BADC is based on a 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) structure adapted 
from the baseline architecture of last year’s challenge bul-
bul [1]. Nearly all of the top performers of last year’s chal-
lenge were based on a similar structure, using time-
frequency features such as Mel-frequency spectrogram or 
cepstral features as input to a CNN architecture. Using this 
baseline, we have introduced three specific modifications 
to the front-end feature processing methods.  
The first of these is adjustment of the time and fre-
quency resolution, which was fairly consistent across 
many of last year’s challenge submissions.  The idea be-
hind this change, described in more detail in Section 4.1, is 
that the variations in the vocalizations of many bird spe-
cies, especially passerines (songbirds), have a much finer 
spectral and/or temporal structure than human speech. 
The second modification, described in Section 4.2, is 
the introduction of acoustic signal enhancement, specifi-
cally Log-Spectral Amplitude (LSA) estimation combined 
with Iterative Minimal Controlled Recursive Averaging 
(IMCRA). The idea behind this is not simply for signal 
enhancement, which does not typically give improvement 
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to neural-network based speech or audio classification 
systems, but instead as a type of dataset normalization 
intended to decrease the differences between the back-
ground noise characteristics of the different datasets. 
The third modification, described in Section 4.3, is an 
explicit domain adaptation technique that applies a source-
target covariance transform to the underlying features for 
an input vocalization based on which dataset it is from. 
This paper is organized as follows: in the next section 
a brief description of data used for training and testing the 
neural network is provided. Section 3 gives an overview of 
the baseline system, and section 4 introduces each of the 
improvements that were implemented to the baseline sys-
tem in further detail. Section 5 gives results and discussion 
followed by conclusion in Section 6. 
2. DATA 
The data provided for the challenge consists of audio re-
cordings from three development datasets and three evalu-
ation datasets which are normalized in amplitude, saved as 
a 16-bit single channel PCM at a 44.1kHz sampling fre-
quency [2]. Each development dataset has a metadata file 
associated with it, with a binary label to mark bird pres-
ence or absence. The labels are manually annotated by 
visual analysis of the spectrograms and listening to the 
audio clips, resulting in a small number of mislabeled files.  
The development datasets include Birdvox-DCASE-
20k, Warblr10k and Freefield1010. The Birdvox-DCASE-
20k dataset was recorded during autumn 2015 in Ithaca, 
NY, USA as part of a bioacoustics monitoring project. 
About half of the 20000 files contain at least one bird vo-
calization [8]. The Birdvox-DCASE-20k dataset was orig-
inally recorded at a 24kHz sampling rate and was 
resampled to 44.1kHz to match the other challenge da-
tasets, and therefore contains no content above 12kHz.  
The Warblr10k dataset consists of 8000 audio clips 
recorded using smartphones, crowdsourced by users of 
Warblr app in the United Kingdom, with 75.6% of the 
recordings labeled for bird presence. The Freefield1010 
dataset [9] consists of 7690 audio segments derived from 
files with the field-recording tag in the Freesound 
crowdsourced global audio archive, with about 25% of 
dataset labeled as having one or more birds present.  
The evaluation data includes 2000 files from 
Warblr10k, 6620 files from Chernobyl, and 4000 files 
from PolandNFC.  The Chernobyl dataset was collected 
from the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone as a part of the Trans-
fer Exposure Effects (TREE) project to study the long-
term effects of the Chernobyl accident on ecology. The 
PolandNFC dataset was collected along the Baltic coast of 
Poland during autumn of 2016. In addition, there was a 
randomly selected smaller subset of the Warblr10k and 
Chernobyl (but not PolandNFC) evaluation datasets con-
sisting of approximately 1000 files used for posting ongo-
ing results on the challenge leaderboard.  We refer to this 
as the Leaderboard Evaluation dataset and all testing re-
sults in this paper are on this dataset unless otherwise 
specified. Results are given as Area under the Curve 
(AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve of 
the submitted prediction probabilities. 
Each dataset has unique characteristics in terms of 
ambient background noise, species present in the record-
ings, and variety of non-avian interfering sound sources. 
Warblr, the only dataset present in both training and eval-
uation sets, and Freefield are crowd-sourced and therefore 
represent a much wider range of background sound 
sources, but both the datasets are from UK and therefore 
have similar species. All three other datasets are remote 
monitoring data with internal consistency across species 
and conditions, but vary widely in location and habitat. 
It should also be noted that all five of these datasets 
contain a large number and wide range of bird species that 
includes both passerine and non-passerine species.  Passer-
ine vocalizations tend to have distinct song-like patterns 
moving around a single or dual frequency (due to the dual-
frequency action of the syrinx sound production mecha-
nism), while non-passerine vocalizations are often broad-
band with unique spectral characteristics.  The binary task 
of classifying whether one or more bird calls is present or 
non-present inherently represents recognition and classifi-
cation of many different sound event characteristics. 
3. BASELINE SYSTEM 
The baseline CNN system was modeled after the baseline 
architecture of last year’s challenge bulbul [1] architecture 
as distributed by the challenge organizers. This is a feed 
forward network with four 2D CNN layers followed by 
three dense layers, as shown in detail in Figure 1. The neu-
ral network was trained using the log Mel filter bank ener-
gy features extracted from small frames of each audio sig-
nal. Vocalizations are resampled to a 22.05kHz sampling 
frequency and divided into 46ms frames using a Hamming 
window function, with a step size of 14ms, yielding an 
overlap of 70% across frames. A Fast Fourier Transform is 
computed, and then Mel filter banks with 80 bands are 
calculated across a frequency range from 50Hz to 12kHz. 
The logarithm of the normalized sum magnitude of the 
filter bank energies is computed for each window. These 
features were normalized to range between 0 and 1 before 
feeding to the network input. 
Batch normalization layers along with dropout layers 
were employed in the neural network for improved regu-
larization. The dropout layer has a dropout rate of 0.5. The 
network also uses L2 layer at the end of CNN layers with a 
regularization parameter of 0.01. For training, ADAM 
optimizer is used with an initial learning rate of 0.001. The 
learning rate was reduced by a factor of 0.2 if there was no 
improvement in validation accuracy over five consecutive 
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epochs. The network is trained on binary cross entropy 
loss using accuracy as a metric. Intermediate activation 
layers were leaky RELU with a final prediction probability 
output computed using a sigmoid activation function. 
Training was done on batches of 16 audio samples over 30 
to 40 epochs. Optional data augmentation was built into 
the system, using a simple cyclic pitch and time shifting 
approach. For this, the pitch shift was limited to 5% but 
cyclic time shift could be as much as 90%. 
 
Figure 1: Baseline network architecture 
 
Experiments were conducted both within individual 
datasets and across datasets using the developmental da-
tasets. Since the number of positive examples varies within 
each dataset, the selection of positive and negative exam-
ples was equalized using class weights to avoid a mis-
match in class representations. The dataset organization 
used for the experiments is given in Table 1 and Table 2. 
For testing on the final evaluation dataset, the network 
was trained on all three development datasets, Birdvox-
DCASE-20k, Warblr10k and Freefiled1010, combined. 
The datasets were shuffled to keep the training of the net-
work impervious to the sequence in which examples are 
presented to it. Since the number of examples in 
Freefield1010 and Warblr10k datasets is almost equal, the 
class imbalance evens out, so equal weights were assigned 
to positive and negative examples. The development da-
taset was split into 33905 training examples (95%) and 
1784 validation examples (0.05%). The test dataset con-
sisted of the complete evaluation dataset having 12620 
examples; 6620 from Chernobyl, 2000 from warblr10k-
eval and 4000 from PolandNFC dataset. 
 
Table 1: Within dataset experiments 
Dataset Train 
(80%) 
Test 
(0.15%) 
Validation 
(.05%) 
Birdvox_20k 16000 3000 1000 
Freefiled1010 6152 1153 385 
Warblr10k 6400 1200 400 
Table 2: Cross dataset experiments 
Training datasets 
(84% training and 
16% validation) 
Test dataset Class weights 
 
   -ve          +ve 
BirdVox+ freefield Warblr   43%         57% 
Freefield + warblr BirdVox   50%         50% 
BirdVox + Warblr Freefield   57%         43% 
4. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS AND RESULTS 
4.1. Temporal and frequency resolution  
Most bioacoustics signals are nonstationary, like human 
speech, with changing frequency content over time. 
Choosing the frame length is a tradeoff between spectral 
and temporal resolution, with a long frame yielding better 
spectral resolution but poorer temporal resolution, and vice 
versa. Bird vocalizations, especially passerine songs, typi-
cally have higher frequencies and very fast temporal pat-
terns compared to human speech, with modulations as fast 
as a few milliseconds [10]. Most of the previous challenge 
systems, including the baseline bulbul system, have a win-
dow size that is relatively long for typical song-bird vocal-
izations, which would prevent feature representation of 
small time-scale modulations and transients. Prior work 
for the BirdClef2017 challenge has also considered resolu-
tion issues for bird call recognition [11]. 
To investigate this, we experimented with changing 
both the temporal resolution by varying the step and win-
dow sizes, as well as changing the frequency resolution by 
varying the number of filter banks. The high temporal res-
olution condition used a window size of 12ms with 80 
Mel-spaced filter banks (dimension 1669x80), while the 
high spectral resolution condition used a window size of 
32ms along with 160 Mel-spaced filter banks (dimension 
624x160). Leaderboard Evaluation results, shown in Table 
3 below, indicate that the increased temporal resolution 
has little impact while the increased spectral resolution has 
a negative impact. 
Table 3: Temporal and spectral resolution results 
 AUC Acc Val acc 
Baseline (B) 86.83 0.89 0.88 
High-res temporal (HT) 86.43 0.90 0.89 
High-res frequency (HF) 83.54 0.89 0.87 
Input - 700x80x1 
Convolution (3x3) - 698x78x16 
Pool (3x3) - 232x26x16 
Convolution (3x3) - 230x24x16 
Pool (3x3) - 76x8x16 
Convolution (3x3) - 74x6x16 
Pool (3x1) - 24x6x16 
Convolution (3x3) - 22x4x16 
Pool (3x1)- 7x4x16 
Dense (256) - 256 
Dense (32) - 32 
Dense (1) - 1 
 
Decision 
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4.2. Signal enhancement 
In noisy environments, anthropogenic noise and adverse 
causes may mask bird song, especially the notes occurring 
at lower frequencies. In urban environments, birds may 
modify their songs to low frequency regions to minimize 
masking effect by anthropogenic noise [12]. Each of the 
datasets in the BADC has a unique set of background 
noise characteristics.  Our hypothesis for the cross-dataset 
conditions of the BADC is that applying a front-end signal 
enhancement may increase similarity across datasets and 
allow the network to generalize to new noise conditions. 
To investigate this, we used the Improved Controlled 
Recursive Algorithm (IMCRA) noise tracking approach 
with a log-spectral amplitude estimation technique as pro-
posed by Cohen [13], to implement signal enhancement on 
all datasets.  Noise estimation is updated by averaging the 
past spectral power values using smoothing parameters 
that are adjusted with the probability of target signal pres-
ence within sub bands. IMCRA includes two iterations of 
smoothing and minimum tracking. During the first itera-
tion the signal presence probability is detected in each 
frequency band, and in the second iteration the minimum 
tracking will be updated by smoothing parameter both in 
time and frequency domains. This was used with High 
Temporal features. Results, shown in Table 4 below, show 
a small degradation to the results from this approach. 
Table 4: IMCRA-LSA Signal enhancement results 
 AUC Acc 
HT 86.43 0.90 
HT enhanced (HTE) 84.47 0.88 
4.3. Domain adaptation 
One of the primary issues with this challenge problem is 
the training/test mismatch. There have been a number of 
different methods suggested for domain adaptation in the 
image processing literature, to allow well-trained models 
to be quickly used on new smaller datasets. 
In this work we have implemented the CORAL do-
main adaptation method described in [14] which aligns the 
second order statistics of source dataset to the target da-
taset before training the network. This amounts to whiten-
ing the training input and then re-coloring it with the co-
variance characteristic of a chosen target dataset. For this 
task, we do normalization frame-wise based on the 80 di-
mensional frequency features. For a baseline 700x80 fea-
ture matrix, the normalized feature matrix is 
( ) ( )
11
22
source target
−ʹ = × + × +A A C I C I  
where A is the original feature matrix, Csource and Ctarget are 
the 80x80 source and target covariance matrices, and I is 
an identity matrix added for regularization. 
Although the choice of a target is arbitrary, since the 
Warblr10k dataset was present in both development and 
evaluation dataset, we selected it as the target.  In the do-
main adaptation experiments, feature matrices from all 
other datasets were transformed to the covariance charac-
teristic of the Warblr10k dataset before being applied to 
the network. Results, shown in Table 5 below, again show 
little change due to the domain adaptation method. 
Table 5: Covariance normalizations results 
 AUC Acc Val acc 
Baseline (B) 86.83 0.89 0.88 
Covariance normalized (CN) 86.61 0.87 0.88 
4.4. Combined systems 
In addition to the individual modifications, several com-
bined systems were implemented.  This includes combin-
ing high-temporal resolution features with enhancement 
and covariance normalization, a score fusion system that 
consisted of a fully connected three-layer neural net using 
the second from the last layer of each of three individual 
networks (concatenated 3 32x1 outputs) followed by two 
dense layers, and several different combinations of simple 
averaging. Results are shown in Table 6, and indicate that 
both direct and weighted score fusion methods lead to sig-
nificant improvement. 
Table 6: Composite system results 
 AUC 
Baseline (B) 86.83 
Sequence HT→SE→CV 70.05 
Score fusion –Parallel B/HT/HF → 3 FC layers 89.54 
Boosting (prediction averaging) 
(B, HT, HTE, CN, HF) 
89.94 
Boosting (weighted prediction averaging) 
(Score Fusion, B, HT, HF) 
90.25 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented CNN-based methods for the 
DCASE 2018 Bird Audio Detection challenge, including 
experiments adjusting the temporal and frequency resolu-
tion, signal enhancement for the purpose of dataset nor-
malization, and a method for explicit domain adaptation 
based on covariance normalizations. Overall results on the 
leaderboard evaluation dataset show that although none of 
these approaches gave significant improvements on overall 
AUC or accuracy metrics, but that combining them togeth-
er using score fusion approaches were beneficial, improv-
ing AUC from a baseline of 86.83 to 90.25 on the leader-
board dataset. The system scored 83.9% on the challenge 
evaluation dataset, winning the award for Highest-scoring 
open-source/reproducible method on this challenge task. 
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ROBUST MEDIAN-PLANE BINAURAL SOUND SOURCE LOCALIZATION
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ABSTRACT
For a sound source on the median-plane of a binaural system,
interaural localization cues are absent. So, for robust binaural local-
ization of sound sources on the median-plane, localization methods
need to be designed with this in consideration. We compare four
median-plane binaural sound source localization methods. Where
appropriate, adjustments to the methods have been made to improve
their robustness to real world recording conditions. The methods are
tested using different HRTF datasets to generate the test data and
training data. Each method uses a different combination of spec-
tral and interaural localization cues, allowing for a comparison of
the effect of spectral and interaural cues on median-plane localiza-
tion. The methods are tested for their robustness to different levels
of additive noise and different categories of sound.
Index Terms— Binaural, Localization, Median-Plane
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound source localization using binaural microphones provides an
abundance of opportunities for audio augmented reality [1, 2]. Ma-
chine based binaural sound source localization could also accom-
pany head mounted display visualizations for the deaf and hard of
hearing [3].
Some binaural sound source localization methods assume that
the sound source lies on the frontal azimuthal plane [4, 5]. Other
methods are designed to localize a sound source on the full-sphere
i.e. from any direction of arrival (DOA) around the listener [6, 7].
Some localization methods exploit the movement of the sound
source in relation to the listener’s head [8, 9]. For non-moving
sources, the main localization cues are the interaural cues and spec-
tral cues. In anechoic conditions, for a theoretically symmetrical
head, a sound source should produce identical signals at both ears
when the direction of arrival of the sound source lies on the median-
plane. As such the interaural signal differences will be absent [10,
Chapter 2.3]. Although this is the case, some localization methods
still implicitly use interaural cues for localization of sound sources
that lie on the median-plane [11, 7]. As the interaural signal differ-
ences are absent on the median-plane, localization of sound sources
on the median-plane using these methods results in high localiza-
tion errors [6]. As a step towards robust full-sphere binaural sound
source localization, there should be a particular focus on the robust-
ness of localization of sound sources that lie on the median-plane.
To generate training data, localization methods make use of
a head related transfer function (HRTF) dataset recorded using
the same head that recorded the binaural test sound signal. The
HRTF describes the frequency based filtering effect of the listener’s
head, pinna, and torso at the listener’s ear canal from a point in
EPSRC Programme Grant S3A: Future Spatial Audio for an Immersive
Listener Experience at Home (EP/L000539/1).
space. The time domain equivalent is the head related impulse re-
sponse (HRIR). A HRTF dataset consists of a collection of mea-
sured HRTFs at different DOAs around the listener for both ears
[12, Chapter 1]. The spectral cues change between listeners, as
the morphology of each listener is different. Therefore, in order
to localize a non-moving sound source on the median-plane, the
listener’s unique HRTF dataset is needed, from which the spec-
tral cues are derived. Methods are rapidly developing for the fast
and accurate measurement of personal HRTF datasets in the home
environment [13, 14, 15, 16]. When recording HRIRs, unwanted
measurement artefacts can be introduced into the recordings. These
artefacts are associated with the acoustic environment, the measure-
ment procedure and the post-processing of the data [17, Chapter 8].
Many median-plane localization methods were tested by gener-
ating their test data and training data synthetically using the exact
same HRTF dataset [18, 19]. This is referred to as the matched con-
dition throughout this paper. With this testing condition, the exact
same measurement noise is present in both the test data and train-
ing data. For methods tested using this condition, this can actually
result in the measurement noise providing an additional localiza-
tion cue [6]. Methods that are designed and tested only using the
matched condition often suffer from overfitting of the training data.
To test for robustness, the mismatched condition and off-center con-
dition are also tested. The mismatched condition refers to the case
of testing a method using different HRTF datasets to generate the
training and test data. For the mismatched condition, the HRTF
datasets are captured using the same model of dummy head, but in
different rooms, using different measurement equipment. As such
the measurement noise is different in the HRTF datasets used to
generate the test data and training data, so unlike the matched con-
dition, the measurement noise cannot be negated or used as an addi-
tional localization cue. The mismatched condition is a useful testing
condition, as for median-plane binaural sound source localization to
be possible in real world conditions with the use of a pre-measured
HRTF dataset, the method must be robust to additive and convo-
lutive noise provided by the recording equipment. An additional
test condition, referred to as the off-center condition uses HRTF
templates which have DOAs on the median-plane to localize test
sounds generated using HRIR pairs with a lateral angle of 5◦ to 10◦
away from the median-plane. This condition is included to test the
localization methods’ robustness to positioning errors of the loud-
speakers and microphones. It is important to test this condition, as
even small positioning errors can have a large effect on the interau-
ral cues around the median-plane, especially at higher frequencies.
Reflections from the pinnae create peaks and notches in the
spectrum of the sound source as it arrives at the entrance of the ear
canal. For different directions of arrival, these peaks and notches
occur at different frequencies and have varying degrees of sharp-
ness. The relative level between successive peaks and notches also
differs. These peaks and notches predominantly occur in the high-
frequency range; approximately above 5kHz [20]. The spectrum
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of the sound source, as well as additive or convolutive noise pro-
vided by the recording equipment may produce confounding peaks
and notches in the spectrum of the binaural test sound signal. As
such, the localization methods should be tested for their robustness
to a variety of different sound sources with different spectral shapes.
Ultimately, a localization method should aim to be robust to dif-
ferent recording environments and the presence of reverberation in
the binaural recording. However, as the common binaural sound
source localization cues are contained within the direct component
of the sound, it is first prudent to test the median-plane localiza-
tion methods in anechoic conditions, i.e. containing only the direct
component of the binaural sound signal. As such, the localization
methods will be tested using only anechoic conditions in this paper.
In other areas of research, accessibility of large scale datasets has
made it possible to develop deep learning methods [21]. However
there are currently few publicly available HRTF datasets. Each of
the methods tested in this paper use only one HRTF dataset to use
as templates or generate training data. These methods then have the
advantage of performance with a small amount of training data.
2. MEDIAN-PLANE BINAURAL SOUND SOURCE
LOCALIZATION
The methods in this paper have been selected to give a diverse rep-
resentation of the state of the art median-plane sound source lo-
calization methods. The first method to be tested is the Peak &
Notch Frequency method [22], which estimates the location of a
sound source by comparing the estimated frequencies of the peaks
and notches in the HRTF of the binaural test sound signal with the
estimated frequencies of the peaks and notches in each HRTF of
the template HRTF dataset. The peaks and notches are defined as
relative maxima and minima in a spectrum respectively. Small spec-
tral fluctuations in the spectrum of the HRTFs and each time frame
of the log-magnitude spectrogram of the binaural test sound sig-
nal are smoothed using a Gaussian filter. For each time frame of
the log-magnitude spectrogram of the binaural test sound signal, a
DOA is estimated by a comparison of the frequencies of the peaks
and notches in the time frame of the spectrogram to the peaks and
notches of each HRTF pair in the training HRTF dataset. The di-
rection of arrival is then estimated as the DOA assigned to the most
time frames. For this last step, as there is a large amount of HRTF
pairs on the median-plane in the training dataset, it was decided in-
stead to create a PDF as a function of the DOA using a Gaussian
kernel smoothing function. The DOA of the sound source is then
given by the DOA at the maximum of the PDF. It was found that
the frequency range of 4kHz - 18kHz produced the best localization
estimates for the mismatched condition.
The second tested method is the Speech Prefilter method [18].
Firstly, a voice activity detector is used to detect voiced speech
frames in the binaural sound signal. Time frames that do not have
voiced speech detected in them are removed [23]. The prefilter is
in the form of cepstral coefficients learned from a training set of
speech samples. The received binaural sound signal at the left and
right ears are transformed to cepstrograms. Truncated cepstral co-
efficients are averaged over each time frame of these cepstrograms.
The Fourier transform of the summation of the prefilter and the
truncated cepstral coefficients yields the estimate of the magnitude
of the HRTF for each ear. The estimated magnitude spectrum of
the HRTF from the binaural test sound signal for the left and right
ears are concatenated, and the magnitude spectrum of the HRTF
templates for the left and right ears are also concatenated. Cross-
correlation coefficients between these two concatenated spectra are
estimated. The DOA of the sound source is estimated by the entry
in the database that yields the maximum correlation coefficient. For
this paper, the prefilter is trained from approximately one hour of
speech sounds from the CSTR VCTK Corpus [24]. The speech
samples have been selected to give an equal balance of male and
female voices and a diverse set of accents. These training speech
samples are not included in the test data. The original method
used a narrow frequency range of 3.5kHz - 7.5kHz. For the mis-
matched condition, it was found that a frequency range of 3.5kHz
- 18kHz produced much better localization estimates, as there are
more prominent peaks and notches in this range. Additionally, the
log-magnitude spectrum is used instead of the magnitude spectrum
in all cases.
The third tested method is the Cross-Convolution method
[25, 19]. For this method, the binaural test sound signal received
at the left and right ears are filtered with each contralateral HRIR
pair in the training HRTF dataset. Cross-correlation is used to de-
termine the similarity of the left and right ear’s filtered observations.
The correlation coefficient is calculated using each HRIR pair in the
dataset and the maximum correlation coefficient yields the DOA es-
timate.
The fourth tested method is the MUSIC (MUltiple SIgnal Clas-
sification) Signal Subspace method [11]. For this method, the di-
rectional information is extracted in narrow subbands from a binau-
ral test sound signal. In order to estimate the location of a sound
source, a composite estimator based on signal subspace decompo-
sition is used with a set of HRTF templates from the training HRTF
dataset. In order to improve the performance of this method for the
mismatched condition, the frequency range is extended to 18kHz. It
was additionally found that results improved by using the frequency
bins from the STFT of the binaural sound signal instead of filtered
narrow subbands. The best results were yielded with an STFT with
a window length of 512 samples and a hop size of 128 samples,
using a sampling rate of 48kHz.
3. TESTING PROCEDURE
In order to test the robustness of the localization methods, a diverse
range of monaural sound sources are used to generate the binau-
ral test sound signals. 10 of these sounds are taken from the envi-
ronmental sound corpus in [26]. They have been selected for their
diversity in spectral characteristics. Namely, they are: Waves crash-
ing, electric saw cutting, water pouring, train moving, chopping
wood,typing on keyboard, ice dropping into glass, bells chiming,
cars honking and sheep baaing. Additionally, as speech is one of
the most important everyday sounds, it is tested under its own cate-
gory. As such, 10 speech samples have been chosen from the CSTR
VCTK Corpus [24]. The speech samples have been selected to give
an equal balance of male and female voices and a diverse set of ac-
cents. White noise and pink noise are additionally used for testing,
giving a total of 22 monaural sound sources used in this paper.
The interaural-polar coordinate system describes the direction
of arrival of a sound source with the lateral angle, λ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦],
and the polar angle θ ∈ [−180◦, 180◦) [27], as shown in Figure
1 (a). The HRTF dataset measured in [28] contains 178 HRIR
pairs that have DOAs which are approximately evenly spaced on
the median-plane. This dataset is referred to as the TH Koln dataset
throughout this paper. These 178 HRIR pairs are used for training
data by all of the tested methods to estimate the DOA of the sound
source. The HRTF dataset used to generate the binaural test sound
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Figure 1: (a) The interaural-polar coordinate system. For a listener
at the origin, +x extends directly ahead of the listener with a lateral
and polar angle of: λ = 0◦, θ = 0◦. The lateral angle range is
displayed by the dashed red line. The polar angle range is displayed
by the dashed blue line. (b) DOA of HRTFs used for training data
and to generate test data. Blue plus sign: DOA of HRTFs used for
training data. Red circle: DOA of HRTFs used for the mismatched
condition. Black cross: DOA of HRTFs used for the off-center con-
dition.
signals for the mismatched condition and the off-center condition
is the dataset measured at RIEC, Tohoku University as part of the
“Club Fritz” project [29]. The binaural test sound signals are cre-
ated synthetically by convolving the HRIR pairs at each of the test
positions with each of the 22 monaural sound sources. Stereo un-
correlated pink noise is added to the binaural sound signals to give
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) from 0dB to 30dB in 10dB steps. For
the mismatched condition, 35 HRIR pairs are used, all of which lie
on the median-plane and are spaced in 10 degree increments, with
the exception of a HRIR pair at θ = −90◦, which is absent. For
the matched condition, the binaural test sound signals are generated
synthetically using the HRIR pairs in the TH Koln dataset with a
lateral angle of λ = 0◦ and the nearest polar angle to the DOAs
used for the mismatched condition. For the off-center condition,
the DOAs of the HRIR pairs used to generate the test data have a
lateral angle between and including λ = −10◦ and λ = −5◦, and
also between and including λ = 5◦ and λ = 10◦. Within these
two lateral angle ranges, the HRIR pairs with a polar angle nearest
to the polar angle of the test positions in the mismatched condition
are used, giving a total of 70 HRIR pairs used for the off-center
condition, as shown in Figure 1 (b).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 (a-c) shows the mean polar angular error for localization on
the median-plane. For each testing condition, the polar angular er-
ror is the polar angle between the ground truth test position and the
estimated position of the sound source, from the point of view of the
listener. The results are shown for each of the methods and each of
the test conditions. The Speech Prefilter method performs at a sim-
ilar level for the different testing conditions (matched, mismatched,
off-center), though it performs slightly better in the matched condi-
tion. Predictably it performs worse with decreasing SNR. The Peak
& Notch Frequency method also performs similarly for the differ-
ent testing conditions. As these two methods only use spectral cues
for localization, the interaural cues do not provide any additional
benefit for the matched condition, nor do they provide confounding
information for the mismatched or off-center conditions. Overall
the Speech Prefilter method is better at localization than the Peak
and Notch Frequency method. It could be the case that it performs
better as it additionally implicitly considers the sharpness and rela-
tive level of the peaks and notches, as well as the frequency at which
the peaks and notches occur.
For a symmetrical head, the HRTF magnitude spectrum for the
right ear should be identical to that of the left ear and the interaural
cues should be zero throughout the frequency range for all locations
on the median-plane. However a slight error in positioning of the
dummy head relative to the loudspeakers results in the peaks and
notches for one ear occurring at slightly different frequencies to the
those of the other ear. This positioning error results in non-zero val-
ues for the interaural cues, with the largest values occurring around
the frequencies of the peaks and notches. For the matched condi-
tion, this exact same measurement noise exists in the interaural cues
for both the binaural test sound signal and HRTF templates, and
as such, for this testing condition, the methods that use interaural
cues actually exploit this measurement noise as a localization cue.
Therefore both the Cross-Convolution method and the MUSIC Sig-
nal Subspace method perform very well in the matched condition.
However, the exact same measurement noise due to positioning er-
ror would not exist in both the binaural test sound signal and HRTF
templates in a real world setting and so this demonstrates why de-
veloping a median-plane binaural sound source localization method
for use with the matched HRTF condition should be avoided. For
the mismatched and off-center conditions, the Cross-Convolution
method performs very poorly, as the measurement noise in the in-
teraural cues is now different for the binaural test sound signal and
HRTF templates. The MUSIC Signal Subspace method implicitly
uses both spectral cues and interaural cues. The interaural cues re-
sult in the method performing well in the matched condition, how-
ever they hinder the method in the mismatched condition and off-
center condition.
Figure 2 (d) shows the mean polar angular error, as a function of
sound category for localization on the median-plane. As the Speech
Prefilter method attempts to adjust the spectrum with respect to the
average speech spectrum, it performs the best with speech sounds.
Pink noise having a spectrum closely resembling speech is the next
best at performance with this method, followed by white noise, and
then environmental sounds, which have the most confounding spec-
tral cues. The Peak & Notch Frequency method performs best with
pink noise and white noise, as they have relatively flat spectra and as
such are less prone to producing confounding peaks and notches in
the spectrum of the binaural test sound signal. The MUSIC Signal
Subspace method performs at a similar level with all sounds, and
the cross-convolution method performs poorly in all conditions.
Figure 3 shows the box plot and mean for the polar angular er-
ror as a function of the polar angle, for localization on the median-
plane. For each polar angle, the results are shown for binaural test
sound signals synthetically generated at 30dB SNR with the mis-
matched condition. The Speech Prefilter method and the Peak &
Notch Frequency method perform poorly at 120◦, where the HRTF
spectrum is relatively flat and has no discernable major peaks or
notches. The Speech Prefilter method is also prone to front-back re-
versals for sound sources at the back of the head, where the first ma-
jor notch occurs at a similar frequency to the first major notch in the
HRTF spectra at the front of the head. The Peak & Notch Frequency
method performs best for sound sources underneath the head, where
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Figure 2: Mean polar angular error (◦) for localization on the median-plane, as a function of: (a-c) SNR, (d) sound category. The results are
shown for binaural test sound signals synthetically generated using: (a-c) All of the monaural sound sources, (d) the monaural sound sources
specified by the sound category in the abscissa. The methods shown are the Speech Prefilter, Peak & Notch Frequency, Cross-Convolution,
and MUSIC Signal Subspace. The results are shown for: (a) matched condition, (b,d) mismatched condition, (c) off-center condition. The
error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3: Polar angular error (◦), as a function of polar angle (◦) for localization on the median-plane. The results are shown for binaural test
sound signals synthetically generated at 30dB SNR. Results are shown for the mismatched condition. The methods shown are: (a) Speech
Prefilter, (b) Peak & Notch Frequency, (c) Cross-Convolution, (d) MUSIC Signal Subspace. Cross: Mean; Black dot in white circle: Median;
box: Inter-quartile range (IQR); whisker: Within quartile ± 1.5.IQR; outliers are shown as filled circles.
there are more peaks and notches in the spectrum caused by the
HRTF. For the MUSIC Signal Subspace method, the variance is
low, indicating that the algorithm is robust to the sound type. Ad-
ditionally, in Figure 2 (a-c), the performance of the method is fairly
consistent for SNRs of 10dB or higher. This would indicate that
the method is also robust to additive noise. However, the method
suffers in the mismatched condition due to its inherent utilization of
interaural cues. The method performs well at angles where the in-
teraural cues of the HRTFs used to generate the binaural test sound
signal are similar to the interaural cues of the HRTF templates with
the same DOA. However at angles where the interaural cues of the
binaural test sound signal and the HRTF template with the same
DOA are different, the interaural cues act as confounding cues and
the DOA cannot be estimated well.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we compared four localization methods for their abil-
ity to localize a sound source on the median-plane. Appropriate
adjustments have been made to the methods to make them robust
to real world recording conditions. The Spectral Prefilter method
uses the frequency, sharpness and relative levels of the peaks and
notches in the spectrum for localization and it has outperformed the
Peak & Notch Frequency method, which only uses the estimated
frequencies of the peaks and notches for localization. For methods
that use interaural cues for localization, there is a large disparity
between the results for the matched and mismatched conditions.
This is because the binaural test sound signal and the HRTF tem-
plate with the same DOA contain the same measurement noise for
the matched condition, resulting in the measurement noise being
exploited as a localization cue. However, the binaural test sound
signal and its corresponding HRTF template would not contain the
exact same measurement noise in a real world setting, and so we
make the case that future median-plane binaural sound source lo-
calization methods should not be designed for use with the matched
condition. Furthermore, median-plane binaural sound source lo-
calization methods should use spectral cues only, and should not
use interaural cues for localization. Future work should consider
robustness of the median-plane binaural sound source localization
methods to the presence of reverberation.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present our approach used for the CP-JKU sub-
mission in Task 4 of the DCASE-2018 Challenge. We propose a
novel iterative knowledge distillation technique for weakly-labeled
semi-supervised event detection using neural networks, specifically
Recurrent Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNNs). R-CNNs are
used to tag the unlabeled data and predict strong labels. Further,
we use the R-CNN strong pseudo-labels on the training datasets
and train new models after applying label-smoothing techniques on
the strong pseudo-labels. Our proposed approach significantly im-
proved the performance of the baseline, achieving the event-based
f-measure of 40.86% compared to 15.11% event-based f-measure of
the baseline in the provided test set from the development dataset.
Index Terms— Weakly-labeled, Semi-supervised, Knowledge
Distillation, Recurrent Neural Network, Convolutional Neural Net-
work
1. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the release of Audioset [1], the task of predicting
strong labels using models trained on weakly-labeled audio data
was introduced in the DCASE-2017 challenge (task 4) [2]. How-
ever, in DCASE-2018, the task has changed and transformed into a
semi-supervised task which adds another dimension of complexity
to this challenge. By leaving the majority of the training data unla-
beled [3], the organizers motivated the participants to leverage the
large sets of unlabeled data in a semi-supervised manner in order
to improve the performance of their systems. Another important
change compared to DCASE-2017 is the evaluation metric, that is
changed from segment-based evaluation to event based evaluation.
In DCASE-2018 task4, the submissions will be evaluated by the
macro average of class-wise event-based F1-scores (explained in
Section 4.3). The new evaluation metric introduces new challenges
to the task, since the systems need to predict the onsets and off-
sets of the events very accurately. In other word, unlike DCASE-
2017, events that are partially detected – with inaccurate onsets and
offsets– do not improve the performance based on the new evalu-
ation metric, but rather worsen it, as it will get evaluated as both
a false positive and a false negative [3]. In this paper, we propose
a novel approach to overcome the difficulties of this new task by
leveraging the unlabeled data via an iterative knowledge distilla-
tion in neural networks. We show that using our method, the per-
formance of a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (R-CNN)
can be significanlt improved. We provide experimental results on
DCASE-2018 task 4 dataset and compare it with the baselines we
used. The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the related work. In Section 3 we explain our proposed method. The
experiments and the empirical results are presented in Section 4 and
finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. RELATEDWORK
2.1. Weakly Labels Sound event detection
To deal with weak labels, it is important to pay attention to the
power of state-of-the-art tagging systems. By using a R-CNN ar-
chitecture, Xu et al. [4] achieved the best tagging performance in
DCASE 2017 task4. Their architecture uses gated activations of
convolutional and recurrent layers and an attention mechanism to
locate the events. Their architecture consists of multiple gated con-
volutional layers followed by a bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU). Between convolutional blocks, they used max-pooling only
on the frequency dimension, in order to keep the time information
required for event localization.
Lee et al. [5] used an ensemble of multiple deep convolution
neural networks trained on audio clips of different lengths and man-
aged to achieve the best event detection performance in DCASE
2017 task 4. They showed the power of an ensemble model for
such tasks, following an ensemble method proposed by Caruana et
al. [6] by iteratively adding models that increase the performance of
the whole system.
2.2. Knowledge Distillation In Neural Networks
A considerable amount of work has been done in transferring the
knowledge between models either for compressing models while
maintaining their performance [7, 8, 9, 10] or for increasing the
interpretability and explaining the decisions [11, 12, 13]. A pio-
neer idea of knowledge transfer from a large model or an ensemble
of multiple models to a simple model was introduced by Bucila et
al. [7] in the context of compressing large models into small models
that are more suitable for deployment. Ba and Caruana [8] empiri-
cally showed that a similar performance to the state-of-the-art deep
neural network models can be achieved using shallow models. This
performance of shallow models can not be achieved by training on
the original training data, but rather by training shallow model to
mimic the output activations of a deep model. Further work by Hin-
ton et al. [9] showed that these simple models (also known as stu-
dent model) can even perform better than the models they mimic,
by distilling the knowledge from an ensemble of deeper models
(known as teacher models) into a single new model (the student).
They managed to improve the performance of their models, both on
the MNIST dataset [14] and for an Automatic Speech Recognition
task (ASR).
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Furlanello et al. [10] managed to make student models surpris-
ingly outperform their teacher models on many computer vision
and language modeling tasks, by retraining the student models with
identical parameterization to their teachers, but with different ini-
tialization. They trained the student models to predict the correct
labels, and further to match the output distribution of the teacher.
3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we detail the key components of our proposed itera-
tive knowledge distillation method.
3.1. Key Differences With Previous Work
We adopted a deep architecture (described in Table 2) inspired by
the one proposed by Xu et al. [4]. However, We used the ReLu
activation function for the convolutional layers and kept the gated
linear activation only for the recurrent layer. we used the Simple
Recurrent Unit (SRU) [15] as a recurrent unit because of its fast
training. We achieved empirically a better tagging performance us-
ing a global average of the frame level probabilities, instead of the
attention mechanism proposed by Xu et al.. Our shallow model
(Table 3) is inspired by the DCASE-2018 task 4 baseline model [3]
with an adjusment of replacing the recurrent unit in the baseline
system with an SRU.
Unlike the approaches stated in Section 2.2, we trained our
new student models on the smoothed predictions over the time-
dimension of the teacher models. We show that smoothing is an
important step given the nature of our task. Namely, we used me-
dian smoothing with varying window size and with/without Gaus-
sian filter smoothing (Figure 1). We repeated this step a couple of
times, although the improvement was diminishing over the steps.
We also trained deep and shallow models in each iteration, as fol-
lows. We used the predictions of the best model for each class as
the pseudo-labels of the next iteration for knowledge distillation. In
comparison with Furlanello et al. [10], they trained the new models
with the supervision of only the latest iteration of a single model,
while Hinton [9], Bucila [7] and their collaborators used an ensem-
ble of teacher models in a non-iterative manner. And finally, we
used the smoothed labels, while the aforementioned methods use
the probabilities of the teacher to train the students.
3.2. Proposed Approach for Audio Tagging
We train an R-CNN on the weakly-labeled dataset and predicted
pseudo-weak-labels for both in-domain and out-of-domain sets. Ta-
ble 2 shows the configuration of the layers of the model.
3.3. The Proposed Approach for Strong Label Prediction
We follow a multi-pass strategy to get our final predictions, by it-
eratively predicting pseudo-strong-labels for the labeled, in-domain
and out-of-domain sets, and retraining new models on those new
predictions.
3.3.1. The First Pass
We trained a recurrent convolutional neural network with the same
architecture that was used for tagging (Table 2). However, the net-
work is not only trained on the provided labels of the labeled set,
but also on the predicted pseudo labels for both the in-domain and
out-of-domain sets. The result of the first pass are strong labels
Figure 1: Example of strong predictions before/after smoothing.
for the labeled, in-domain and out-of-domain sets. These labels are
presented in the form of frame-level probabilities for every audio
clip.
3.3.2. The Second Pass
In the second pass, we smooth the current predicted pseudo-strong
labels using median/Gaussian filters and we train new models on
them. We observed that the performance of the models varies
among different classes. We achieved better performances in some
classes using a deep model (Table 2), while for other classes shal-
low models (Table 3) performed better. In addition, using median
smoothing with or without Gaussian smoothing resulted in varying
performances for different classes.
3.3.3. Model selection
We train multiple models with/without smoothing. Then, we select
the best trained model for each class to predict new pseudo-strong-
labels for the respected class for the labeled, in-domain and out-of-
domain sets. Using these new prediction, we iteratively repeated
the second pass (Figure 2).
3.3.4. Smoothing for Strong Prediction
The strong predictions of our models trained only on weakly-
labeled data tend to be noisy. Therefore, we smooth those predic-
tions using median and Gaussian filters (Figure 1). We then use
these smoothed probabilities for retraining the network in the next
pass as explained in Section 3.3.
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Table 1: F-score results per class by pass. The average is calculated class-wise (macro-average) [16]. SM: shallow model (Table 3). DM:
Deep model (Table 2). Merge: merging models by taking the prediction of the best model for each class. Note that for pass 1 (marked with
*) the models are trained using weak-labels. From pass 2 onwards, the models are trained on the smoothed strong predictions of the previous
pass.
Pass Config. Average Alarm Blender Cat Dishes Dog Electric.. Frying Runnin.. Speech Vacuum..
1* SM 17.43 7.1 12.3 2.2 4.9 4.8 38.7 36.6 13.0 2.5 52.1
1* DM 24.65 26.0 24.3 26.3 13.2 23.5 33.3 12.4 16.2 41.8 29.4
2 SM 35.18 39.8 33.3 32.1 15.8 25.3 40.0 38.8 22.5 47.3 56.9
2 DM 34.08 33.9 31.9 32.1 15.4 24.9 39.3 37.1 22.5 47.3 56.3
3 SM 34.46 41.8 32.5 33.3 16.1 16.3 40.0 40.0 22.4 47.1 55.1
3 DM 33.59 37.3 33.8 30.0 15.6 20.5 35.7 36.6 20.9 48.3 57.1
4 SM 34.46 41.8 32.5 33.3 16.1 16.3 40.0 40.0 22.4 47.1 55.1
4 DM 34.67 42.5 32.8 32.6 14.0 21.4 42.9 37.7 20.9 46.9 54.9
5 SM 35.48 43.9 38.3 31.1 13.1 21.5 40.6 41.3 22.1 48.2 54.7
5 DM 34.85 40.4 39.5 33.5 14.5 20.6 42.1 39.3 18.1 46.4 54.0
6 Merge 37.89 46.6 38.2 45.6 14.2 24.2 41.3 40.0 28.0 47.6 53.3
7 Merge 39.11 46.0 39.5 41.1 18.1 25.7 43.3 43.1 28.4 48.7 57.1
8 Merge 40.86 49.3 40.0 50.0 18.1 25.7 44.1 43.5 31.0 49.9 57.1
Table 2: Proposed deep architecture for predicting strong labels
and audio tagging. BN: Batch normalization, BIAS: Model uses
bias with no batch normalization, ReLu: Rectified Linear activation
function
Input 240 × 64
2 × 2 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
2 × 2 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
1 × 2 Max-Pooling
2 × 2 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
2 × 2 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
1 × 2 Max-Pooling
2 × 2 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
2 × 2 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
1 × 2 Max-Pooling
2 × 2 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
2 × 2 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
1 × 2 Max-Pooling
1 × 1 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-256-BIAS-ReLu
1 × 4 Max-Pooling
Bi-directional SRU 128 hidden units
1 × 1 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-10-BIAS-Sigmoid
Output 240 × 10
(Strong predictions) (Weak-label training and tagging)
Output 240 × 10 Global-Average-Pooling
Output 10
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1. Dataset
The dataset is split into a training set, a test set and an evaluation
set [3]. The training set contains three subsets, a labeled set, an
unlabeled-in-domain set and an unlabeled-out-of-domain set. In
this paper, they are referred to as labeled, in-domain, out-of-domain
respectively. The test set contains 288 strongly labeled audio clips.
The evaluation set consist of 880 audio clips, for which our system
predicted strong labels for the challenge submission.
Table 3: Proposed shallow architecture for predicting strong labels.
Similar to the baseline [3]. BN: Batch normalization, BIAS: Model
uses bias with no batch normalization, ReLu: Rectified Linear acti-
vation function
Input 240 × 64
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
1 × 4 Max-Pooling
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
1 × 4 Max-Pooling
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu
1 × 4 Max-Pooling
Bi-directional SRU 128 hidden units
1 × 1 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-10-BIAS-Sigmoid
Output 240 × 10
(Strong predictions) (Weak-label training and tagging)
Output 240 × 10 Global-Average-Pooling
Output 10
4.2. Features Extraction
We use log-scaled Mel-bands spectrograms as an input for all our
models. We extracted 64 Mel bands from 64 ms frames with 22.5
ms overlap using Librosa [17]. That resulted in an input size of 240
× 64 for our models.
4.3. Evaluation Metric
The evaluation metric for the task is the event-based F-score [16].
The predicted events are compared with a reference event list, by
comparing the onset and the offset of the predicted event with the
overlapping reference event. The predicted event is considered cor-
rectly detected (true positive), if it’s onset is within 200 ms collar
of the reference event onset and its offset is within 200 ms or 20%
of the event length collar around the reference offset. If a reference
event has no matching predicted event, it is considered a false neg-
ative. If the predicted event doesn’t match any reference event, it
is considered a false positive. Furthermore, if the system partially
predicted an event without accurately detecting its onset and offset,
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Figure 2: The proposed knowledge distillation framework for RC-
NNs.
it will be penalized twice, as a false positive and a false negative.
Equation (1) shows the calculation of the F-score for each class [3].
Fc =
2.TPc
2.TPc + FPc + FNc
, (1)
Where Fc, TPc, FPc, FNc are the F-score, true positives, false
positives, false negatives of the class c respectively. The final eval-
uation metric the average of the F-score for all the classes.
4.4. Results
Table 1 shows the class-wise intermediate results over the train-
ing iterations. In the first pass, the shallow and the deep models
where trained on the given weak labels and on the predicted pseudo
weak labels for the in-domain and out-of-domain sets. We show
that the shallow model works better only for the classes Electric
shaver/toothbrush, frying and vacuum cleaner. We justify that by
the nature of these classes, as they tend to be longer, with the event-
length medians 8.78, 10.00, 9.99 respectively, compared to 1.03 the
event-length median for all the classes (Table 1 in [3]). Therefore,
we conclude that the shallow model fails to localize when trained on
weak labels. However, the shallow models works surprisingly well
when trained on the strong prediction of the previous pass. They
even generalize better in many cases then the deep models (passes 2
to 5 for many classes). By merging the predictions of the best model
for each class iteratively, we managed to push the performance of
the system to 40.86%.
Table 4 shows the final macro-averaged event-based evaluation
results on the test set compared to the baseline system.
Table 4: The performance of our approach compared to the baseline
system [3]. Note that we re-ran the baseline on our machines, hence
the slight difference from the reported values in [3].
F1 Precision Recall
Baseline 15.11 14.20 17.80
Our system 40.86 40.21 44.42
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a method for detecting sound events from
weakly-labeled data. We proposed iteratively training similar mod-
els with different initialization on the smoothed predictions of the
previous iteration. The goal behind this is to iteratively making the
detected sound events more precise and predicting the onsets and
the offsets of the events more accurately. We provide empirical ev-
idence that this iterative process makes the predicted time bound-
aries for individual events more accurate, in accordance with the
results of [10]. The event-based F-score increases over iterations to
reach 40.86% on the test set, compared to the baseline performance
of 15.11%. We also show empirically that shallow models trained
on the predictions of deep models can even generalize better then
their teachers, in line with the results of [8].
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our submission to the first Freesound general-
purpose audio tagging challenge carried out within the DCASE
2018 challenge. Our proposal is based on a fully convolutional
neural network that predicts one out of 41 possible audio class la-
bels when given an audio spectrogram excerpt as an input. What
makes this classification dataset and the task in general special, is
the fact that only 3,700 of the 9,500 provided training examples are
delivered with manually verified ground truth labels. The remain-
ing non-verified observations are expected to contain a substantial
amount of label noise (up to 30-35% in the “worst” categories). We
propose to address this issue by a simple, iterative self-verification
process, which gradually shifts unverified labels into the verified,
trusted training set. The decision criterion for self-verifying a train-
ing example is the prediction consensus of a previous snapshot of
the network on multiple short sliding window excerpts of the train-
ing example at hand. On the unseen test data, an ensemble of
three networks trained with this self-verification approach achieves
a mean average precision (MAP@3) of 0.951. This is the second
best out of 558 submissions to the corresponding Kaggle challenge.
Index Terms— Audio-tagging, Fully Convolutional Neural
Networks, Noisy Labels, Label Self-Verification
1. INTRODUCTION
This short paper describes our approach1 to the first “Freesound
General-purpose Audio Tagging Challenge” which is carried out
as Task 2 of the DCASE 2018 Challenge [1]. The central motiva-
tion for this challenge is to foster research towards more general
machine listening systems capable of recognizing and discerning a
wide range of acoustic events and audio scenes.
In particular, we aim at building an audio tagging system which
assigns one out of 41 potential candidate labels to an unknown au-
dio recording of arbitrary length. The labels comprise sound events
such as music instruments, human sounds, animals, or domestic
sounds [1]. What makes working with this data challenging is
twofold: Firstly, the data set is collected from Freesound2, which is
a repository for user-generated audio recordings capturing diverse
content with highly varying signal lengths recorded under diverse
conditions [2, 3]. Secondly, the development (or training) dataset is
delivered only partly with manually annotated ground truth labels.
For the remaining recordings the labels are automatically generated
1Code: https://github.com/CPJKU/dcase_task2
2https://freesound.org/
and comprise up to 30-35% label noise in the “worst” categories.
In the remainder of this paper, we refer to the manually annotated
training observations as verified and to the additionally automati-
cally annotated observations as unverified.
The central idea of our approach is to address the problem
of noisy labels by training a fully convolutional audio classifica-
tion network, which is iteratively fine-tuned by self-verifying the
parts of the training observations provided without manually veri-
fied ground truth.
Technically, the task at hand is similar to other tasks (of ear-
lier versions) of the DCASE challenge, which focus on detection
or classification of audio scenes [4]. Therefore also our network
architectures are inspired by earlier works addressing these prob-
lems [5]. Naturally, a large number of similar architectures and
neural networks have proven to be powerful tools in this setting
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. There is also a large amount of prior work
on training neural networks in the presence of label noise (see e.g.
[12, 13, 14]). Due to the specifics of the current task (the labels of
a large fraction of the data have verified manually and thus can be
trusted), we opt for a straight forward iterative self-verification strat-
egy. More concretely, to verify possibly noisy labels, our approach
compares the labels of unverified examples with the predictions of
a neural network, i.e. this can be interpreted as a version of “super-
vised” pseudo labeling [15]. A related approach addressing noisy
labels by active label correction has been recently proposed in [16].
2. AUDIO DATA PREPROCESSING
Before we present the data to our networks, we apply several au-
dio preprocessing steps including silence clipping and spectrogram
computation.
The first step in our pipeline is normalizing the audio signal to
a dB-level of −0.1. Next, we clip potential silence in the beginning
and the end of the normalized audio using SoX3. This step is impor-
tant as we later on optimize our networks on short sliding windows
of the original files and want to avoid presenting training observa-
tions containing only silence along with the original label of the
file4. Figure 1 shows an audio example of class Knock where this
preprocessing step has a severe impact, reducing the effective length
of the spectrogram from 435 to only 186 frames. Note that the part
of the spectrogram covering actual audio content is preserved.
3http://sox.sourceforge.net/
4For further details on how the audio signals are preprocessed we refer
to our write-up: https://cpjku.github.io/dcase_task2/
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Figure 1: Log-Spectrogram (Version-2) of audio signal of class
Knock before and after silence clipping.
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Figure 2: Distribution of spectrogram lengths computed with spec-
trogram version-1.
Before computing the spectrograms we resample the audio sig-
nals to 32,000 Hz, and compute a Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) using 1024-sample hann windows. To try to capture dif-
ferent aspects of the audio, we extract two different spectrogram
versions for our final submission:
Version-1 uses an STFT hop-size of 192 samples. Given this
spectrogram, we apply a perceptual weighting to the individual fre-
quency bands of the power spectrogram [17]5. Finally, we apply a
mel-scaled filterbank yielding 128 frequency bins per data point.
Version-2 uses an STFT hop-size of 128 samples and does not
apply perceptual weighting but takes the logarithm of the power
spectrogram instead. Finally it is post-processed with a logarithmic
filter-bank again resulting in 128 frequency bins [18].
An additional characteristic of the data at hand is the varying
length of the recordings. Figure 2 shows the distribution of spec-
trogram lengths for spectrogram version-1. As convolutional neu-
ral networks – which are the central component of our method –
in general have a fixed field of view (input dimensions), it is de-
sirable to work with audio excerpts consisting of the same number
of frames. Additionally, to design convolution networks including
max-pooling layers with a certain depth, we need to exceed a min-
imum input dimensionality6. To that end, we fix a target length of
3000 frames and simply repeat a given excerpt in case it is too short
and clip it at 3000 frames in case it is too long. The 3000 frame
threshold is chosen intuitively as the spectrogram length distribu-
tion in Figure 2 has a long tail with few observations.
5librosa.core.perceptual_weighting
6After each max-pooling layer the dimensionality of the input / feature
maps gets halved. This of course restricts the maximum depth of a network.
Input 1× 384× 128
5× 5 Conv(pad-2, stride-2)-64-BN-ReLU
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLU
2× 2 Max-Pooling + Drop-Out(0.3)
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-128-BN-ReLU
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-128-BN-ReLU
2× 2 Max-Pooling + Drop-Out(0.3)
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-256-BN-ReLU
Drop-Out(0.3)
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-256-BN-ReLU
Drop-Out(0.3)
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-384-BN-ReLU
Drop-Out(0.3)
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-384-BN-ReLU
2× 2 Max-Pooling + Drop-Out(0.3)
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-512-BN-ReLU
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-512-BN-ReLU
1× 2 Max-Pooling + Drop-Out(0.3)
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-512-BN-ReLU
3× 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-512-BN-ReLU
1× 2 Max-Pooling + Drop-Out(0.3)
3× 3 Conv(pad-0, stride-1)-512-BN-ReLU
Drop-Out(0.5)
1× 1 Conv(pad-0, stride-1)-512-BN-ReLU
Drop-Out(0.5)
1× 1 Conv(pad-0, stride-1)-41-BN
Global-Average-Pooling
41-way Soft-Max
Table 1: Network architecture. BN: Batch Normalization, ReLU:
Rectified Linear Unit.
3. NETWORK AND TRAINING DETAILS
In this section, we describe the neural network architectures as well
as the optimization strategies used for training our audio scene clas-
sification networks.
3.1. Network Architecture
Our basic network architecture is a fully convolutional neural net-
work as depicted in Table 1. In total we use three slightly modi-
fied versions of this architecture for our submission, but the gen-
eral design principles remain the same. The feature learning part
of our model follows a VGG style network [19], and the classifi-
cation part of the network is designed as a global average pooling
layer [20] over 41 feature maps (one for each class) followed by
a softmax activation. In our experiments, global average pooling
over per-class feature maps consistently outperforms networks us-
ing fully connected layers as a classification output. As an activation
function within the network we use Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs)
in combination with batch normalization [21]. Overall, this model
comprises 14,865,124 trainable parameters.
3.2. General Training Procedure
At training time, we show the network randomly selected 384 frame
excerpts of the full spectrograms, while presenting the whole 3,000
frame spectrograms during testing. This is technically possible as
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Cross Validation
V1 V2 V3 V4
Figure 3: Stratified 4-fold cross-validation setup. After splitting
into verified and unverified data we create eight stratified splits, each
preserving the original label distribution. As a last step we assemble
the eight sub-splits into four distinct folds.
our network is fully convolutional and can therefore process audio
excerpts of varying length. Intuitively, presenting shorter excerpts
for training should mitigate the effect of over-fitting to the individ-
ual training examples, as we end up with a much larger amount of
shorter sub-excerpts. To further prevent over-fitting, we addition-
ally apply mixup-data augmentation [22] with an alpha of 0.3.
As optimizer we use the ADAM update rule [23] with an ini-
tial learning rate of 0.001 and a mini-batch size of 100 samples for
training the initial version of our models. Each model is trained for
500 epochs, where we linearly decay the learning rate to zero start-
ing from epoch 100. When fine tuning our models with iterative
self-verification (see Section 4), we use a slightly modified training
setup as described below.
4. 4-FOLD ITERATIVE SELF-VERIFICATION
This section describes our iterative self-verification loop to address
the noisy labels in the development dataset. The central idea is to
gradually shift unverified labels into the verified, trusted training set
for fine-tuning the models.
4.1. 4-Fold Cross-Validation Setup
One crucial component of our self-verification approach is the way
we prepare our training-validation-setup. To enable the proposed
step-wise verification approach, we have to design our folds in a
way that parts of the data (which we would like to verify) are never
presented to the verification model for training. Otherwise, the neu-
ral network would learn the entire training set by heart, even in the
presence of noisy labels [24], and its prediction become worthless
for the verification strategy. Figure 3 provides an overview on how
we prepare our split. First, we separate the development dataset into
verified and unverified observations. Second, we split each of the
two subsets into four stratified sub-folds, meaning that the label dis-
tribution in the sub-folds remains the same as in the original dataset.
We consider this an important detail as the challenge organizers
state on the official web page that the unseen test data exhibits a
similar label distribution. In fact, for selecting our final submission
we did not rely on the public Kaggle-Leaderboard but on the aver-
age performance on our local 4-fold cross-validation setup. Each of
our local validation folds contains approximately 900 verified files
which is substantially more than the 300 files (19% of official test
data) considered for the public leaderboard. Although preparing
this validation setup is straight forward, it is a crucial step as it is
the basis for our self-verification pipeline described below.
Figure 4: Iterative self-verification loop and model fine-tuning.
4.2. Iterative Self-Verification Loop
Figure 4 provides an overview of our iterative self-verification loop.
Step one of this procedure is to train an initial model utilizing all
the training data of a fold also including the unverified samples. We
train one model for each fold as described in Section 3.2 and keep
the best parametrization according to its validation loss on the veri-
fied validation data excluded from training. Note that the unverified
data is not considered for model selection. This is also the main rea-
son why we provide separate stratified splits for verified and unveri-
fied observations as it should provide us with an as reliable estimate
of the real model performance as possible.
Once the initial model is trained we use it to predict the labels
of its respective unseen validation examples. However, in contrast
to the model selection we now only predict on the unverified ob-
servations. In particular, we draw K random 384 frame excerpts
of the original 3000 frame spectrograms of the audio clip to ver-
ify. We then compute the average of the individual posterior class
distributions pi(y|x) of these K excerpts:
p¯(y|x) = 1
K
K∑
i=1
pi(y|x) (1)
with K = 25, x ∈ R384×128 and y ∈ {0, ..., 40}. We then proceed
by considering unverified examples as correctly annotated if:
1. The provided unverified label yu matches the label
argmax
ya
p¯(y|x) predicted by the average of the individual
posterior distributions.
2. The average of the target class posteriors exceeds 0.95.
3. A maximum count of 40 self-verified examples per class is
not yet reached.
The intuition behind this approach is that especially for the unveri-
fied training examples multiple different classes might be present in
a single audio recording. Still it is annotated with a single and hence
unreliable label. When predicting on multiple random sub-excerpts
of the recording this should be revealed by exhibiting a low aver-
age posterior probability p¯(y|x) for the provided target class label.
The last condition for self-verification is introduced as some classes
have very few examples and we want to avoid shifting the original
label distribution of the dataset. As our procedure is based on four
distinct cross-validation folds each unverified example is considered
for verification once per iteration.
The final stage of this self-verification loop is to fine-tune the
four initial fold models, this time using the officially provided ver-
ified observations and the ones passing the self-verification condi-
tions in the previous stage. For the fine-tuning stage we train for
30 epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.0002, which is again
decayed to zero starting after five epochs. We do not use mixup
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(a) Initial model trained on entire dataset.
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(b) Models after self-verification fine-tuning.
Figure 5: Comparison of model performance of network trained on
(a) all provided data including noisy labels and (b) all data which
passed the proposed self-verification at the respective iteration. We
report mean and standard deviation (shaded area) of the classifica-
tion accuracy on training (tr) and validation (va) set averaged across
our four development folds. For the present case self-verification
iteration 7 yields the best model (fine-tuned for 7 × 30 epochs).
data augmentation in this stage anymore. After fine-tuning we go
back to step two and repeat the whole procedure in a loop for ten
times. Once the ten iterations are completed, we select the model
parameterization of the iteration showing the lowest average vali-
dation loss on the officially verified validation data. Note that we
do not reset the network to the initial parameterization after each
fine-tuning iteration but continue training the same model.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we report our empirical results on both, our local val-
idation setup as well as the public and private Kaggle-Leaderboard.
As evaluation measures we consider the Mean Average Precision
@ 3 (MAP@3), which is the score officially used for the challenge,
as well as classification accuracy and F-Score when presenting the
performance on individual classes.
Figure 5a shows training and validation accuracy on our local
4-fold setup of the model described in Table 1 when training on
the entire dataset including unverified labels. This corresponds to
the first stage of the self-verification procedure in Figure 4. We re-
port the mean and standard deviation of the network across the four
distinct folds where the best average accuracy on the validation set
after stage one is 93.87%. In Figure 5b we show the performance
of the same model after the first and seventh fine-tuning iteration.
Public Private Public & Private
MAP@3 0.9563 0.9518 0.9526
Accuracy 93.688 92.610 92.812
Table 2: Audio tagging performance on the public, private, and
public & private test set (Kaggle-Leaderboard).
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Figure 6: F-score of final submission on individual classes.
Already after the first self-verification iteration, we observe a per-
formance improvement to 95.56%. Finally, the model reaches its
best performance in iteration seven with an average verified valida-
tion set performance of 96.01%.
Before preparing our submission for the challenge, we trained
three similar networks to the one in Table 1 (two on spectrogram
version-1 and one on spectrogram version-2) and averaged their
predictions. When evaluating this submission on the official test
data set we achieve the second best scoring submission in the final
private Kaggle-Leaderboard with a MAP@3 of 0.9518. For easier
comparability with future research on this dataset, we also report
detailed results on the different subsets of the test data in Table 2.
To provide an intuition on how well the approach performs on
individual classes, we report the F-score for all 41 classes in Fig-
ure 6. We observe that the model achieves an F-score above 0.8 for
all classes except for Squeak, Fireworks, and Glockenspiel. Many
of the classes are even recognized with a perfect score of 1.0. Con-
sidering the noisy labels and that there are 41 different classes to
distinguish we take this as a remarkable result.
6. CONCLUSION
In this workshop paper, we described our submission to the first
Freesound general-purpose audio tagging challenge carried out
with DCASE 2018. Our proposed approach is an iterative self-
verification loop built on top of a fully convolutional neural net-
work. After an initial training stage using all the data, we iteratively
fine-tune our networks using label self-verification. The central idea
of our proposal is to add unverified examples step-by-step to the
training set based on the prediction consensus of our networks with
the suggested, noisy labels. For a single model, this approach im-
proves the classification accuracy from 93.87% to 96.01% on the
local validation set. When training an ensemble of three similar net-
works in this fashion, we are able to achieve a MAP@3 of 0.9518
(92.610% accuracy) on the final private Kaggle-Leaderboard. Over-
all this yields the second best scoring out of 558 submissions.
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ABSTRACT
We present a new extensible and divisible taxonomy for open set
sound scene analysis. This new model allows complex scene anal-
ysis with tangible descriptors and perception labels. Its novel struc-
ture is a cluster graph such that each cluster (or subset) can stand
alone for targeted analyses such as office sound event detection,
whilst maintaining integrity over the whole graph (superset) of la-
bels. The key design benefit is its extensibility as new labels are
needed during new data capture. Furthermore, datasets which use
the same taxonomy are easily augmented, saving future data collec-
tion effort. We balance the details needed for complex scene analy-
sis with avoiding ‘the taxonomy of everything’ with our framework
to ensure no duplicity in the superset of labels and demonstrate this
with DCASE challenge classifications.
Index Terms— Taxonomy, ontology, sound scenes, sound
events, sound scene analysis, open set
1. INTRODUCTION
In sound scene analysis, that is describing a scene and its constituent
events from an audio input, most work poses the problem as a closed
set problem [1]. This means researchers use a defined set of class
labels with various levels of confidence. In doing so, many datasets
and associated taxonomies/ontologies have been created [2, 3, 4].
These approaches are based on the assumption that sound scenes
can be described from a finite collection of labels. However, par-
ticularly for complex real-world scenes, the problem is more akin
to an open set classification task [5, 6]. That is, there are infinite
possible descriptor labels, and furthermore, many combinations of
labels possible. The range of tasks in computational sound scene
analysis is varied (e.g. scene classification, event recognition) and
each time a new dataset is created, we also create new sets of labels.
This reduces the reusability and value of data which is expensive
and time-consuming to collect and annotate. Therefore, we seek
a new structure taxonomy to support the research community, and
thus we need a class labeling mechanism which can:
• extend as the complexity of scenes develops and research
spreads into new scenes of interest,
• not duplicate descriptors across sub-areas of a taxonomy,
• be divided up for tackling nuanced sub-problems in sound
scene analysis, and
• enable multi-perspective descriptors; that is, how a human per-
ceives a scene rather than physical logical descriptors.
This work was funded under EPSRC grant EP/R01891X/1. EB is sup-
ported by a RAEng Research Fellowship (RF/128).
This paper provides a framework for a modifiable and extensible
sound scene taxonomy for all scenes, where one can analyse a set
of any events in any environment. The result is scenes that are de-
scribable by a set of descriptors consistent across datasets. Descrip-
tors are singular scene labels which can describe: the environment,
events, or the context (how a human could perceive the scene).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: we discuss the
background of taxonomy development, before presenting our exten-
sible taxonomy architecture and a framework for populating it with
labels and maintaining it. We then demonstrate it using the label
sets provided with the DCASE challenge label sets from 2013–2018
before summarising the benefits of this new approach.
2. BACKGROUND
We begin with the following definitions:
a taxonomy is a scheme of classification,
a label set is a collection of class names,
an ontology is a set of concepts and categories in a domain that
shows their properties and the relations between them and,
a thesaurus is a book that lists words in groups of synonyms
and related concepts.
Our proposal is an extensible taxonomy which combines an on-
tology to organise label sets supported by a thesaurus to avoid dupli-
cation or misnomers between related subsets of labels. In doing so,
we organise a collection of label sets into a graph structure to enable
relations between class labels and subsets of labels. This moves us
away from using hierarchies to organise classification labels. Ben-
efits of doing so allows a user to have specificity and precision at
multiple levels for both scenes and events, and researchers can sim-
ply share lists of edges formed by label pairs to share the whole
taxonomy or part required thereof.
To do this, we build upon prior taxonomy work in sound scene
analysis. We first discuss soundscapes, then events as these are typ-
ically (not always) addressed independently. Our third section re-
views joint attempts. As we discuss this prior work, we recall that
the purpose of sound scene analysis can vary. The requirements of
a taxonomy which is fit for urban events, are unlikely to be suitable
for urban scenes without some processing or modification. There-
fore, as we discuss previous works we focus on their primary goal,
before addressing modification requirements to aid an extensible
taxonomy for complex scenes.
Soundnet [7] was developed using transfer learning from com-
puter vision research. Scene understanding is a major computer vi-
sion research topic including for example object recognition and se-
mantic understanding. Using this prior knowledge, transfer learning
enabled deduction of acoustic labels. AudioSet [3] is a two tier hier-
archical ontology of 632 audio classes based on prior literature and
using youtube video clips. Urban sounds [2] groups with four top
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level groups: human, nature, mechanical and music. Here the au-
thors target urban soundscapes and determine that leaf labels must
be specific, e.g. car “brakes”, “engine” or “horn”, instead of sim-
ply “car”. However, this means that the leaf labels are specific for
the clusters and cannot be shared or compounded with others for
complex scenes outside the remit of urban environments.
Gaver’s taxonomy [8] was evaluated by Houix [9] and found
that sounds can be cross-classified by alternative principles depend-
ing on sound presentation and the background of a listener. This is
supported by Guyot [10] who observed a distinction in the clas-
sification labels used between acoustician/non-acoustician listen-
ers. In further human classification experiments, Van der Veer [11]
and Shubert [12] demonstrated that when classifying sounds, hu-
mans tend to use compounds of objects and actions. This is evi-
dence that a wholly encompassing open set taxonomy which per-
mits compound descriptors from fundamental labels would be ben-
eficial for fair audio assessment. One approach in [13] uses a hi-
erarchy between the environment and the scene. The classifica-
tion strategy uses context (environment by our definition) to aid
event detection similar to human comprehension methods. Within
their own dataset, environments are distinct, e.g. beach, park, on
a bus. In addition, Pijanowski et al. [14] used three abstract
groupings; geophony, biophony, and anthophony for environmen-
tal/outside spaces. Similarly, Delage in [15] used three abstract
groups for urban sounds: sounds of nature, direct human activity,
and indirect human activity. These are examples of clusters/groups
of labels within a whole set and we use this model as inspiration for
our cluster-graph ontology (as we present in Sec. 3).
Of these taxonomies, many use abstract labels for grouping
types of labels. Yet, the labels in these groups can duplicate across
groupings which creates confusion across datasets and research
problems. Homographs (def: each of two or more words having
the same spelling or pronunciation but different meanings and ori-
gins) and synonyms (def: a word or phrase that means exactly
or nearly the same as another word or phrase in the same lan-
guage) [16] are troublemakers in developing taxonomies for com-
plex sound scenes. Compounded with the ‘extra’ abstract labels, we
witness inaccuracies and ambiguous classifications. Therefore, we
need a set of rules for extending the taxonomy for each cluster in the
graph. Some prior work does not restrict itself to only Urban/Rural
sounds or Scene/Event sound schemes. A number of schemes have
wide reaching coverage, namely [10, 13, 8, 9]. Importantly, not all
taxonomies fit into this simple cross-referencing structure, thus any
future solution must enable cross problem label sharing for complex
scenes. Also, any new taxonomy should address the human ability
to ‘cross-classify’, i.e. enabling a machine to classify scenes and
their components in multiple variants. That is, one class might exist
in multiple different scenes, and the best approach for recognising
that class can vary by the scene or context.
The first thesaurus: Wordnet [17] is an open-source online
thesaurus containing groups of synonyms named synsets. Synsets
are indexed by the preferred term, that is the word most commonly
used. Using this we can ensure that our cluster-graph has one single
label per leaf and that highest usage synonyms are used to reduce
duplicity and to manage homographs. All punctuation should be
removed, and labels saved in lower case.
3. A GRAPH TAXONOMY
In Sec. 2 we stated our proposal is an extensible taxonomy which
combines a graph-based ontology to organise label sets supported
by a thesaurus to avoid duplication or misnomers between related
subsets of labels. This means that the structure and relations be-
tween class labels are modelled as a graph, where class labels are
grouped in clusters of leaf nodes, label sets are subgraphs, and the
relations between these are edges. As we build upon label sets al-
ready provided, this will be a cluster graph [18]. This structure is
new for sound scene analysis taxonomy, although graphs have been
used in vision tasks [19].
The graph taxonomy enables one to make cuts through the total
set of all labels/leaf nodes such that it can be sliced into relevant sub-
sets of labels for different challenges in sound scene analysis. Each
cluster is related via the graph schema so enables use of the same
categories presented in prior datasets (reorganised) into an cluster
graph. This also encourages data augmentation (e.g. [20]) across
clusters so that researchers can quickly amalgamate bigger datasets
without the collection and annotation costs. Depending on raw data
used, intra-cluster distance measures can be calculated for multi-
label classification methods.
A significant benefit of this architecture is that it can be repre-
sented in both graph and set form, more commonly known as a Venn
diagram [21]. With both we can show both the detail of the graph
and the paths between labels, but also the most common ways of
cutting the graph (based on prior works) into subsets, or sub-graphs.
In this taxonomy we use the following terms as defined:
Environment: tangible description of a scene, e.g. indoors,
light, building, people.
Context: a human perceptual description of a scene, e.g. meet-
ing, party, sea side.
Event: sound emitting actions or objects in the scene, e.g.
speech, writing, keyboard presses, walking.
Example Scene
Figure 1: Example scene (top) [22] and first graph cuts for subsets
of label sets (bottom).
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These terms form the fundamental ontology of label sets as
shown in Fig. 1. This Venn diagram shows boundaries between
the label subsets (labels and the subgroupings are graph nodes), and
how the subsets relate to each other to form alternative descriptors.
The example labels are examples for a scene similar to Fig. 1(top).
Thus we begin with a superset T , which is a set of all labels,
whether part of the environment en, event ev, or context c subsets.
At this top level, all labels in T can be related to all others which
forms the full graph G = (T,Et) where Et is the set of edges be-
tween all pairs of T . With T , many subsets t of T can be created for
any sound scene problem (urban, office events etc), with the reas-
surance that a consistent T enables extension of current taxonomies.
3.1. The ontology O
The remaining element of this taxonomy is forming an ontology of
the relations between subsets. We observed in prior work both the
use of compound labels and also the human tendency to describe
sound scenes perceptually. The compound labels form what is seen
in Figure 1 as overlap subsets between the event and environment
subsets, and the human perception labels are the context subset.
Collectively, these subsets are the abstract classes used in prior
taxonomies but now we can also use them as subset labels to sup-
port multi-label analysis without needing data annotated at the label
level in the leaf nodes, reducing the annotation overhead and max-
imising usability of the data already available.
Subset names are not included as nodes (labels) in the graph.
These are maintained as a separate list. It is essential that there is
no duplication over all subsets, that is the same label can appear in
more than one subset, but only as itself, not a synonym. It is also
essential that T contains all unique elements of all subsets. This
constrains T to prevent duplicity and unnecessary complexity.
3.2. Sub graph architecture
Because our ontology architecture is a graph, we have the signifi-
cant benefit that we can make many graph cuts through the total set
of labels (T ) to create new sub-graphs, or new label sets (as we will
see in Sec. 5). The obvious subgroups are the pre-populated clusters
building on the label sets already available in literature. Therefore,
we avoid using abstract names for labels. Rather, these should be a
suitable name for an aggregate set, incorporating the super/sub class
relation from a hierarchy of previous taxonomies without creating a
node identifier that is not suitable as a label, e.g. ‘subway train’ is a
composite of ‘subway’ and ‘train’ which stand alone as labels.
Different complex, polyphonic sound scenes require variable
numbers of categories to describe the scene. Using our Fig 1 exam-
ple, some would relate to the environment e.g. ‘office’, some events
(or actions) like ‘talking’, and some objects, ‘laptops’. Given the
volume of possible combinations, we suggest using label vectors
to represent a set of categories per scene or compound labels for
measuring accuracy, rather than creating new ones.
The use of context to improve event classification has been seen
as beneficial in sound scene analysis [13]; for example, if we are
confident the scene is a beach, we raise the probability of events be-
ing waves or walking on sand. An alternative example is, the lack of
an adverse class infers a class to be true, meaning if it is not raining
nor windy then the probability of a sunny scene is more likely. This
is where the clusters of label sets need weighted relations between
labels within a subset or, relations (again weighted) between sets of
labels. Any weights would be subject to data selection.
Each cluster can be treated as both its own ontology, that is each
label in a cluster set will relate to the other labels in the cluster, as
such, distances between the labels might be calculated. Further-
more, as the taxonomy extends, distances between clusters, or pairs
of leaves in different clusters, can be used to improve the confidence
of multi-label classification predictions.
4. NEW LABEL FRAMEWORK
In order to add to our graph, we present a framework (Fig. 2) to
maintain graph integrity. We use this with the DCASE challenge
labels to initialise T .
Figure 2: Framework for extending the taxonomy.
5. INITIALISATION WITH DCASE EXAMPLES
We use all the label sets from DCASE event challenges 2013 to
2018 [4, 23, 24, 25] as listed chronologically from left to right in
Table 1, and our framework to demonstrate how these produced T
1. We denote each set in the format ‘DxxTy’ meaning D=DCASE,
xx=the year, T=Task, and y=the task number. Working from left
to right in Table 1, the labels for D16T2 are all either identical
(‘clearing throat’, ‘door knock’, ‘door slam’, ‘drawer’, ‘phone ring-
ing’,‘speech’) or homographs and synonyms (‘cough’=‘coughing’,
‘laughter’=‘human laughter’, ‘keyboard clicks’=‘keyboard’, ‘keys
clinging’=‘keys’, ‘turning page’=‘page turning’) of Events in
D13T2 and T3 so we do not reuse them. This process gives us
Ev0 = {doorknock, doorslam, speech, laughter, keyboard,
impact, keys, phone, ringing, turning, page, cough, printer,
alert, beep, short, throat, clear,mouse, click, drawer, switch}.
Using the same process on D16T3 we produce {Rustling,
snapping, cupboard, cutlery, dishes, impact} and some compound
labels, {glass jingling, people walking, washing dishes, and water
tap running}. The framework dismantles the compound labels into
{glass (obj), jingling (act), people (obj), walking (act), washing
(act), we omit ‘dishes’ as a duplicate, tap (obj), and running act}.
Ev1 = Ev0+{Rustling, snapping, cupboard, cutlery, dishes,
impact, glass, jingling, people, walking, washing, tap,
running}.
1T and the first subsets: en, ev, c are available from
soundscape.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/the-extensible-taxonomy/
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Table 1: Event label set clusters from various DCASE challenges (2013,2016-2018)
DCASE 13’ (T2&3) DCASE 16’(T2) DCASE 16’(T3) DCASE 17’(T3) DCASE 17’(T4) DCASE 18’ (T4)
door knock, clearing throat (object) rustling brakes squeaking train horn speech
door slam, coughing (object) snapping car air horn, truck horn dog
speech, door knock cupboard children car alarm cat
laughter, door slam cutlery large vehicle reversing beeps alarm
keyboard clicks, drawer (close) dishes people speaking ambulance (siren) dishes
objects hitting table, human laughter drawer people walking police car (siren) frying
keys clinging, Keyboard glass jingling fire engine blender
phone ringing, keys (put on table) object impact civil defense siren running water
turning page, page turning people walking screaming vacuum cleaner
cough, phone ringing washing dishes bicycle electric shaver/toothbrush
printer, speech water tap running skateboard
short alert-beeping, (object) Banging car
clearing throat, bird singing car passing by
mouse click, car passing by bus
drawer children shouting truck
switch people speaking motorcycle
people walking train
wind blowing
We continue in this fashion for all challenge
label sets until we are left with: Tevents =
{door, knock, slam, speech, laughter, keyboard, impact, keys,
phone, ringing, turning, page, cough, printer, alert, beep,
short, throat, clear,mouse, click, drawer, switch, rustling,
snapping, cupboard, cutlery, dishes, impact, glass, jingling,
people, walking, washing, tap, running, brakes, car, squeaking,
children, large, vehicle, bird, singing, passing, shouting, wind,
blowing, train, horn, air, truck, reversing, siren, fire, police,
ambulance, engine, screaming, bike, skateboard,motorbike,
dog, cat, frying, blender, vacuum, cleaner, shaver, toothbrush}.
Table 2: Scene label set clusters from DCASE challenges
(2013,2016-2018)
DCASE 13’(T1) DCASE 16’&17’ (T1) DCASE 18’ (T1)
busy street bus airport
quiet street cafe / Restaurant shopping mall
park car metro station
open-air market city center pedestrian street
bus forest path public square
subway-train grocery store street medium traffic
restaurant home tram (riding)
shop/supermarket lakeside beach bus (riding)
office library metro (riding)
subway station metro station urban Park
office
residential area
train
tram
urban park
In Table 2 we have listed label sets for each scene classification
challenges from all DCASE workshops since 2013. Task 1 for
DCASE 16 and DCASE 17 are identical therefore only listed
once. The final set of labels produced with our framework which
encompasses all previous labels is:
Tscenes = {bus, restaurant, shop,metro, airport, street,
supermarket, quiet, busy, park, office, station, car, city,
center, forest, pavement, library, train, tram,mall, public
space, riding}.
Finalising T : we join Tevents and Tscenes and remove duplicates
between the two to form T . We further subselect the labels into the
event, ev, environment, en, and context, c subsets. c is the smallest
based on DCASE: c = {office,meeting, shopping}.
6. SUMMARY
In summary, with this extensible framework we hope to start an
evolving taxonomy of classification labels for open set sound scene
analysis. With this design, we enable machines to cross-classify as
humans do; with consistent multiple taxonomies and using the clus-
ter graph structure, this product enables correlation between depen-
dent sound attributes in a scene, i.e. learning to discriminate the
same event in different contexts. If we ensure that future dataset
labeling strategies build upon those which already exist such as ex-
panding this taxonomy, then we can amalgamate datasets for future
research. We aim to use our framework to align other datasets such
as AudioSet with the proposed taxonomy. Although our approach is
a small overhead when annotating new datasets, the long term ben-
efits of data augmentation outweigh the cost, and our framework is
much simpler than using other data migration methods (e.g. [26])
used in reusing datasets.
Alongside sharing the initialised graph taxonomy, we have pro-
vided a central online point for links to future datasets which con-
form to the extensible approach so all researchers can link to the
relevant parts/collections of datasets they wish to use for their own
analyses2. A further benefit of this work is that it enables both
bottom-up and top-down strategies for forming new label sets and
sharing/combining them with other researchers. We hope that future
DCASE challenge organisers will adopt this approach for managing
labels in new datasets as this unification of sound labels will ease
the annotation task.
2Email casa.opentaxonomy@qmul.ac.uk to add your dataset
link
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a multi-level attention model for the
weakly labelled audio classification problem. The objective of au-
dio classification is to predict the presence or the absence of sound
events in an audio clip. Recently, Google published a large scale
weakly labelled AudioSet dataset containing 2 million audio clips
with only the presence or the absence labels of the sound events,
without the onset and offset time of the sound events. Previously
proposed attention models only applied a single attention module
on the last layer of a neural network which limited the capacity of
the attention model. In this paper, we propose a multi-level attention
model which consists of multiple attention modules applied on the
intermediate neural network layers. The outputs of these attention
modules are concatenated to a vector followed by a fully connected
layer to obtain the final prediction of each class. Experiments show
that the proposed multi-attention attention model achieves a state-
of-the-art mean average precision (mAP) of 0.360, outperforming
the single attention model and the Google baseline system of 0.327
and 0.314, respectively.
Index Terms— AudioSet, audio classification, attention model
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio classification aims to predict the presence or the absence of
audio events in an audio clip. Audio classification has many appli-
cations such as multimedia information retrieval and public surveil-
lance [1, 2]. Before 2017, datasets in audio processing are rela-
tively smaller than datasets in computer vision such as ImageNet
[3]. For example, UrbanSound dataset [4] consists of 27 hours of
urban sound records with 3075 samples. ESC-50 dataset [5] con-
sists of 2000 environmental recordings across 50 classes. The de-
tection and classification of acoustic scenes and events (DCASE)
challenge 2013, 2016, 2017 [1, 2, 6] datasets consists of several
hours of data. Recently, Google published a large scale audio clas-
sification dataset called AudioSet [7] consists of 5,800 hours two
million human-labeled 10-second audio clips covering 527 audio
categories.
In AudioSet, each audio clip contains one or several labels, such
as “cat”, “speech” and “park” [7]. AudioSet is a weakly labelled
dataset (WLD), that is, only the presence or the absence of sound
events are known in an audio clip, without knowing the onset and
offset time of the sound events. The duration of sound events in
the WLD vary from milliseconds to seconds depending on the cat-
egories. For example, sound class such as “speech” can last a few
seconds, while sound class such as “gunshot” only last for hundreds
of milliseconds.
The audio classification problem with WLD is to design a sys-
tem trained only on WLD. Many methods such as multiple instance
learning (MIL) [8] has been used to solve the WLD audio classifi-
cation [9] problem. In [10] a single-level attention model was pro-
posed and outperformed both the MIL method [9] and the Google
baseline deep neural network system [7] on AudioSet classification.
This single-level attention model consists of three fully connected
layers followed by an attention module. The motivation of the atten-
tion module is based on the observation that different segments in
an audio clip contribute differently to the label of an audio clip. For
example, the segments containing a sound event should be attended
and the segments containing irrelevant noise should be ignored.
However, when using the single-level attention model, substan-
tial information from the intermediate neural network layers is dis-
regarded. Previous work [11, 12, 13] explored the features from
intermediate layers of a neural network contain rich information for
classification. For example, Lee et. al. [11] explored that the audio
classification performance can be improved by concatenating fea-
tures from different intermediate neural network layers. Features
from multiple intermediate layers have been found to be effective
not only for audio tasks, but also for computer vision tasks. For
example, Meng et al. [12] proposed to extract features from differ-
ent layers of a deep CNN and concatenated them to a representation
which significantly outperforms the non-concatenated features [12].
Inspired by the success of multi-level representation [11, 12],
we expand the single-level attention model [10] to a multi-level at-
tention model. Multiple attention modules are applied on the inter-
mediate neural network layers. Then, the outputs of the attention
modules are concatenated to a vector followed by a fully connected
layer with sigmoid non-linearity to predict the presence probability
of each class.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces re-
lated works. Section III introduces the single-level attention model
[10]. Section IV describes the proposed multi-level attention mod-
ule. Section V shows the experimental results. Section VI con-
cludes and forecasts the future work.
2. RELATED WORKS
Audio classification: Audio classification has attracted many at-
tention in recent years. Some representative challenges including
DCASE 2013 [6], DCASE 2016 [2] and DCASE 2017 [1]. Hidden
Markov models have been used to model audio events in [14]. Non
negative matrix based methods were applied to learn the dictionary
of audio events [15]. Recently, neural network based methods in-
cluding fully connected neural networks [16], convolutional neural
networks (CNN) [17] have been applied on audio classification and
achieved the state-of-the-art performance.
Attention module: The concept of attention module is first intro-
duced in natural language processing [18]. Attention module allows
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deep neural networks to focus on relevant instances and ignore irrel-
evant instances in a bag. It has been successfully applied in machine
translation [18], face detection [19], image classification [20] and
captioning [21]. It is also utilized in the domain audio classification
[22].
3. DATASET
AudioSet [7] consists of over two million samples. There are 527
classes in the current version. AudioSet is a multi-label dataset and
each audio clip has one or several labels. Google created AudioSet
through transfer learning. In the pre-training stage, two billion
10-second audio clips from YouTube covering more than 30,000
classes are collected and called YouTube 100M [23]. Log Mel spec-
trogram with size of 96 × 64 along time and frequency axis is ex-
tracted as feature for each audio clip. Then, a ResNet-50 model is
trained using this YouTube 100M data. This trained ResNet-50 is
later used as a feature extractor. After the pre-training stage, two
million 10-second audio clips covering 527 classes are collected.
The log Mel spectrogram of each audio clip is presented to the
trained ResNet-50 model to extract the bottleneck features. In this
process, each audio clip is compressed into 10 bottleneck features.
Each feature has a dimension of 128. These two million samples
constitute AudioSet.
4. SINGLE-LEVEL ATTENTION MODEL
In this section, we will introduce the single-level attention model
proposed in [10].
To illustrate the notation, let xt, t = 1, 2, ..., T be the t-th bot-
tleneck feature with a dimension M = 128. Each sample in Au-
dioSet has T = 10 bottleneck features. K = 527 is the number of
classes.
In the single-level attention model, each bottleneck feature xt
is presented to a trainable embedding mapping femb(·) to extract an
embedded feature ht:
ht = femb(xt) (1)
Furthermore, an attention module is applied on the T embedded
features to attain the class probabilities for the input sample:
y(h) =
1∑T
t=1 v(ht)
T∑
t=1
v(ht)f(ht) (2)
where h = [h1, ..., hT ] is the concatenation of the embedded fea-
tures. Non-negative function v(·) determines how much an embed-
ded feature ht should be attended or ignored and f(·) denotes the
classification output on an embedded feature ht. The attention mod-
ule has ability to ignore irrelevant sound segments such as back-
ground noise and silences, and attend to the sound segments with
audio events.
The implementation of the single-level attention model is
shown in Fig. 1. The first part is an embedded mapping femb(·)
modeled by three fully connected neural layers with H units. The
second part is an attention module described by Equation (2). The
attention non-negative mapping vk(·) and the classification map-
ping fk(·) are modeled by a softmax function and sigmoid func-
tion, respectively. The normalization applied after vk(·) ensures
the attention is normalized. Finally, the prediction is obtained by
element-wise multiplication of the classification output and normal-
ized attention output.
fc: (M, H), relu
output: (T, H)
fc: (H, H), relu
fc: (H, H), relu
output: (T, H)
output: (T, H)
fc: (H, K), softmax
fc: (H, K), sigmoid
normalization 
along T
output: (T, K)
input: (T, M)
output: (T, K)
add 
output: (T, K)
output: ( , K) attention module
embedded mapping
output: (T, K)
Figure 1: Architecture of the single-level attention model [10]
5. MULTI-LEVEL ATTENTION MODEL
Many works have explored that using multi-level features from in-
termediate layers of neural networks can promote the audio or im-
age classification performance [11, 12]. We propose to extend the
single-level attention model in Section 4 to multi-level attention
model in our paper.
The architecture of the proposed multi-level attention model is
shown in Fig. 2. Instead of applying a single-level attention model
after the fully connected neural network, multiple attention mod-
ules are applied after intermediate layers as well. These attention
modules aim to capture different level information. We denote the
feedforward mappings as gl(·) and the activations of the interme-
diate layers as h(l), where l is the number of embedded mappings.
The feed-forward neural network can be written as:{
h
(1)
t = g1(xt)
h
(l)
t = gl(h
(l−1)
t ) l = 2, 3, ..., L
(3)
where each forward mapping gl(·) may consists of several fully
connected layers in series (Fig. 2). For the single-level attention
model, the prediction is produced by y(L) = y(hL) follows Equa-
tion (2) where h(L) =
[
h
(L)
1 , ..., h
(L)
T
]
.
In the proposed multi-level attention model, each l-th atten-
tion module produces a prediction y(l) = y(h(l)). Each prediction
y(l) ∈ [0, 1]K . Then, all the predictions are concatenated to a vector
u ∈ [0, 1]KL:
u =
[
y(1), ..., y(L)
]
(4)
Finally, a fully connected layer followed by sigmoid non-
linearity is applied on the concatenated vector u to attain the class
probabilities z ∈ [0, 1]K of the audio classes.
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fc: (L*K, L), sigmoid
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2
L
output: ( , L)
embedded 
mapping
Figure 2: Architecture of the multi-level attention model
z = φ(Wu+ b) (5)
where the W ∈ RKL×K and b ∈ RK represent the weight ma-
trix and the bias, separately. Sigmoid non-linearity φ(·) is used for
multi-label classification.
6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1. Training details
We use the balanced together with the unbalanced data from Au-
dioSet [7] for training. We validated our model on the left out eval-
uation data of AudioSet. In order to comprehensively compare the
performance of single-level and multi-level attention models, we
implemented nine variants of single- (3-A, 6-A, 9-A) or multi-level
attention models (1-A-1-A-1-A, 2-A-1-A, 2-A-2-A-2-A, 3-A-3-A,
3-A-3-A-3-A, 5-A-4-A) which are shown in Table I. The model 2-
A-1-A represents two attention modules are applied after the 2nd
and 3rd fully connected layers. The model 2-A-2-A-2-A repre-
sents three attention modules are applied after the 2nd, 4th and 6th
fully connected layers. Each fully connected layer in all embedded
mappings consists of 600 hidden units followed by ReLU activa-
tion function [24]. Dropout is used to prevent overfitting [25] with
dropout rate of 0.4. Batch normalization [26] is applied to speed
up training and prevent overfitting. We used Keras version 2.0.8 to
implement our system. Adam optimizer [27] with learning rate of
0.001 is used. Batch size is set to 500. The setting of these hyper-
parameters follows the configuration in [10]. Code has been made
publicly available here 1
6.2. Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate our model, we use three metrics of the Google’s bench-
mark: mean average precision (mAP), area under curve (AUC) and
d-prime. The mAP is the mean of average precision over all classes.
The mAP is calculated by:
mAP =
1
K
K∑
c=1
N∑
n=1
pc,n∆rc,n, (6)
where pc,n is the precision at n-th positive sample of c-th class. N
is the number of positive samples for each class. ∆rc,n is equal to
1
N
.
The AUC is area under the true positive-false positive rate
curve. True positive rate (TPR) is a probability of correctly clas-
sifying a positive sample. False negative rate (FPR) is a probability
of incorrectly classifying a negative sample as positive.
The d-prime is a deterministic function of AUC used in [7]. The
d-prime can be calculated from AUC:
d-prime =
√
2F−1x (AUC) (7)
F−1x is inverse of the cumulative distribution function and de-
fined by:
Fx(x) =
∫ x
−∞
1√
2pi
e
−(x−µ)2
2 dx (8)
The larger AUC and d-prime indicates the better the audio clas-
sification performance.
6.3. Analysis
The first two rows in Table I show the results of Google’s bench-
mark [7] without attention model and Kong’s result with the single-
level attention model [10]. All of the multi-level attention models
outperform Google’s baseline and single-level attention model in
mAP, AUC, and d-prime. The best multi-level attention model is 2-
A-1-A with two attention modules on the 2nd and 3rd intermediate
layers. A mAP of 0.360 is achieved, outperforming the single-level
attention model [10] of 0.327 and the Google’s baseline system of
0.314 [7]. The reason for the good performance using multi-level
attention model is that the multi-level features extracted from the
intermediate layers provide various representations, and then each
attention module can filter the unrelated information of each fea-
ture. In addition, different classes may favor different layer of fea-
tures and the last fully connected layer of each multi-level attention
model can automatically select best feature for each class by the
weight parameters.
When comparing all variants of the single-level attention model
(3-A, 6-A, 9-A), it was observed that the performance notably de-
grades as the number of fully connected layers is increased. This
results from that the features extracted from a deep fully connected
layer (e.g. 6th and 9th fully connected layer) are worse than that of
a shallow layer (e.g. 3rd fully connected layer).
1https://github.com/ChangsongYu/Eusipco2018_
Google_AudioSet
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Figure 3: Average precision (AP) results of all single-level or multi-level attention models for nine randomly selected classes. The left black
bar-graph scaled by the y-axis on the left-side represents the relative AP to the lowest AP among all models on a class. For example, the
lowest AP among all models of the class "speech" is the AP of 9-A. The relative AP of 9-A of this class is 0 and that of 5-A-4-A is 0.04.
The right brown bar-graph scaled by the y-axis on the right side represents the absolute AP. For example, the APs of 5-A-4-A and 9-A for the
class "speech" are 0.730 and 0.690, separately.
Table 1: Comparisons of results of multi-level attention model
Model mAP AUC d-prime
Benchmark 0.314 0.9590 2.452
Kong [10] 0.327 0.9650 2.558
1-A-1-A-1-A 0.357 0.9693 2.645
2-A-1-A 0.360 0.9700 2.660
3-A 0.336 0.9668 2.596
2-A-2-A-2-A 0.358 0.9695 2.650
3-A-3-A 0.355 0.9690 2.639
6-A 0.311 0.9571 2.430
3-A-3-A-3-A 0.353 0.9687 2.633
5-A-4-A 0.340 0.9676 2.612
9-A 0.305 0.9388 2.185
6.4. Performance visualization of individual classes
In addition, we investigate all variants of our single-level or multi-
level attention model by comparing average precision (AP) of nine
randomly selected classes are shown in Figure 3. For each class,
the color bars plotted below is the relative improvement of AP and
the bars plotted above is the absolute AP. The APs of classes such as
speech and whoop are close to 0.7. In contrast, APs of many classes
such as breathing are lower than 0.2.
Figure 3 shows that the multi-level attention models do not al-
ways achieve better performance on all classes than the single-level
attention models. For the class "piano", the model 6-A outper-
forms the models 2-A-2-A-2-A and 3-A-3-A. We also observe that
different classes favor different models. For example, the classes
“speech”, “whoop”, “breathing”, “guitar”, “train” and “emergence
vehicle” favor the model 2-A-1-A. However, the class "groan" fa-
vors the model 3-A-3-A-3-A. Overall, we can ensure that the perfor-
mance of classification consistently increases on most classes when
the multi-level features are concatenated and 2-A-1-A is the best
architecture.
7. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced a multi-level attention model in address-
ing weakly labelled audio classification problem on AudioSet. The
experimental results showed the effectiveness of multi-level atten-
tion models and achieved a state-of-the-art mean average precision
(mAP) of 0.360 than the single-attention model and Google’s base-
line system. In future, we will investigate the combination of the
multi-scale and multi-level features for AudioSet classification.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe our solution for the general-purpose audio
tagging task, which belongs to one of the subtasks in the DCASE
2018 challenge. For the solution, we employed both deep learning
methods and statistic features-based shallow architecture learners.
For single model, different deep convolutional neural network ar-
chitectures are tested with different kinds of input, which ranges
from the raw-signal, log-scaled Mel-spectrograms (log Mel) to Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). For log Mel and MFCC,
the delta and delta-delta information are also used to formulate
three-channel features, while mixup is used for the data augmen-
tation.
Using ResNeXt, our best single convolutional neural network
architecture provides a mAP@3 of 0.967 on the public Kaggle
leaderboard, 0.939 on the private leaderboard. Moreover, to im-
prove the accuracy further, we also propose a meta learning-based
ensemble method. By employing the diversities between different
architectures, the meta learning-based model can provide higher
prediction accuracy and robustness with comparison to the single
model. Our solution achieves a mAP@3 of 0.977 on the public
leaderboard and 0.951 as our best on the private leaderboard, while
the baseline gives a mAP@3 of 0.704.
Index Terms— Audio tagging, convolutional neural networks,
meta-learning, mixup
1. INTRODUCTION
With the increase of smart mobile devices in recent years, huge
amounts of user generated sound recordings are uploaded to the web
every day [1]. Thus, the demand for analyzing these audio signals
is increasing dramatically, for example, audio scene classification
[2], automatic audio tagging [3]. Indeed, audio tagging task, the
problem of predicting the presence or absence of certain acoustic
events in the acoustic scenes, has drawn lots of attention during the
last several years, due to its widely applications.
Historically, audio tagging has been addressed with different
handcrafted features and shallow-architecture classifiers. The clas-
sifiers include: GMMs, HMMs, NMF and SVMs [4, 5, 6, 7]. Since
the developments are rapid in signal processing and machine learn-
ing domains, there is an increasing interest in applying deep learn-
ing approaches for the audio tagging task [8, 9, 10, 11]. However, it
remains challenging and falls short of accuracy and efficiency, and
no reliable automatic general-purpose audio tagging systems exists.
We argue that several factors lead to the phenomenon:
(1). Due to the lack of large-scale labeled data, the progress
of audio tagging is far behind the analogous problem in the com-
puter vision field. The audio-based approaches have been under-
explored, and the state-of-the-art audio-based techniques are not
able to achieve the comparable performance to its image/video
counterpart. In fact, audios can sometimes be more descriptive than
videos/images, especially when it comes to the description of an
event.
(2). For the sound data, the number of sound events is huge,
and the data quality is also of great diversity. Thus, it is important
to handle the noisy training data, as the reliability of annotations is
varying.
(3). Both shallow-architecture classifier using handcrafted fea-
tures and deep learning approach should be employed together,
which is under-explored. As demonstrated in many previous stud-
ies, efficient fusion between different models can boost the perfor-
mance dramatically.
In this paper, we aim to build an general-purpose audio tagging
system that can categorize an audio clip [12] as belonging to one
of a set of 41 categories drawn from the AudioSet Ontology [13]
(e.g., applause, bark, bus, animals, etc.). In more detail, our system
has two levels: single deep model in the first level and the meta-
learning in the second level. For single model in the first level, only
convolutional neural networks are investigated, and different net-
work architectures are tested with different kinds of input, which
ranges from the raw-signal, log-scaled Mel-spectrograms (log Mel)
to Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). For log Mel and
MFCC, the delta and delta-delta information are also used to formu-
late three-channel features. Inception, ResNet, ResNeXt, Dual Path
Networks (DPNs) are selected as the neural network architectures,
while mixup is used for the data augmentation.
For the second level, to improve the classification further, we
explore the use of meta-learning based method for the component
classifier ensemble. Moreover, we propose to add the hand-crafted
statistic features into the second level. In our experiments, this kind
of ensemble method can provide superior accuracy and robustness.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the data augmen-
tation method, while the brief introduction of the employed single
models is presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed
meta-learning method and the brief experimental results.
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2. DATA AUGMENTATION
The disadvantage of small dataset is that the model tends to overfit-
ting. Currently, most publicly available audio tagging datasets have
limited sizes [14]. To overcome this problem, we randomly extract
a snippet of the original audio signal with equal length, 1.5 seconds.
In this paper, we explore the use of mixup data augmentation [15].
In more detail, virtual training examples can be constructed by us-
ing the following formula:
x = α× xi + (1− α)× xj (1)
y = α× yi + (1− α)× yj (2)
where (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) are two examples randomly selected
from the training batch. α is the mixed ratio. In our experiments,
α ∈ Beta(3, 3). It is worthwhile to notice that the training samples
can be either the raw wave signal segments or the time-frequency
representations of the signal segment.
3. SINGLE MODEL
We used three kinds of inputs to train the network: raw wave signal,
log-mel of the audio segment, and MFCC of the audio segment. In
the papers [16, 17], we observed the complementarity of different
features, so different features are used to improve performance. We
select a 1.5s section randomly from the audio and input it into the
network. The selected section is different in each epoch. When we
take raw wave as input. We directly input 1.5 × 44100 = 66150
samples. When we take log-mel or MFCC as input, we extract a
64-dimensional log-mel and MFCC feature with a frame width of
80ms and a frame shift of 10ms, then we calculate the delta and
delta-delta features of log-mel and MFCC with a window size of 9.
Then we concatenate log-mel or MFCC with delta and delta-delta
features to form a 3×64×150 dimension input [18]. Two different
ways are used to train the model: using ImageNet-based pre-trained
model to initialize the weights, and training the weight from scratch.
For the neural network architectures, 6 different model architectures
are used.
3.1. Xception
Xception [19] is a deep convolutional neural network architec-
ture inspired by Inception, where Inception modules have been re-
placed with depth-wise separable convolutions. In our experiments,
Inception-V3 is employed with the log mel as input.
3.2. ResNet
ResNet makes the network deeper through a residual learning [20].
Instead of expecting each few stacked layers directly fit a desired
underlying mapping, ResNet explicitly let these layers fit a residual
mapping. Formally, denoting the desired underlying mapping as
H(x), the stacked nonlinear layers fit another mapping of F (x) :=
H(x)− x. The original mapping is recast into F (x) + x.
3.3. ResNeXt
ResNeXt [21] is a successful improvement based on ResNet. In
more detail, ResNeXt is constructed by repeating a building block
that aggregates a set of transformations with the same topology. Ex-
periments on image classification demonstrate that increasing cardi-
nality is a more effective way of gaining accuracy than going deeper
or wider, especially when depth and width starts to give diminish-
ing returns for existing models. The cardinality and the width of
bottleneck are chosen as 32 and 4 respectively.
3.4. SE-ResNeXt
By introducing a new architectural unit, which we term the
Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) block [22], networks could improve
the representational power by explicitly modeling the interdepen-
dencies between the channels of its convolutional features. The SE
block takes into account another relationship besides spatial rela-
tions: the channel relationship. It allows the network to perform
feature recalibration, through which it can learn to use global infor-
mation to selectively emphasize informative features and suppress
less useful ones. We apply the SE block on the ResNeXt, which is
denoted as SE-ResNeXt in Table 1.
3.5. Wave-ResNeXt
To process the raw wave-form, we use a one-dimensional convolu-
tion to simulate a band-pass filter to extract features. Moreover, In
order to obtain more complementary features, we use multi-scale
convolution to the original signal. Just like the multi-scale feature
extraction process we designed in [17], the backend network is re-
placed by the ResNeXt.
3.6. DPN
Residual Network (ResNet) enables feature re-usage while Densely
Convolutional Network (DenseNet) enables new features explo-
ration which are both important for learning good representations.
To enjoy the benefits from both path topologies, Dual Path Net-
work (DPN) [23] shares common features while maintaining the
flexibility to explore new features through dual path architectures.
The detail performances of different single models are given
in Table 1. The number following the network name represents
the number of layers in the network, for example ResNet50 means
ResNet with the configuration of 50 layers. As can be seen from
Table 1, we found ImageNet-based pre-traiend model can improve
the performances, but the generalization error between the train and
test data is increased. Further, the Log-Mel feature can achieve bet-
ter performance than waveform or MFCC generally. Moreover, it is
worthwhile to notice that mixup can boost the performance without
any exception.
4. META LEARNING-BASED ENSEMBLE AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
It is widely known that ensemble diverse classifiers can improve the
accuracy and robustness for the classification task. However, the en-
semble learning has been under-explored for the audio tagging task.
Previous efforts employ linear regression for the ensemble learning.
Here, unlike previous attempts, we explore the use of stacked gen-
eralization in multiple levels to improve accuracy and robustness in
this multi-class classification problem. The framework is computa-
tional, scalable and it have been tested on multiple machine learning
tasks. Fig. 1 shows the proposed stacking architecture used in our
task, which is composed of two levels. We randomly split the data
into 5 folds in our experiments. For each CNN, we run 5 individual
CNN models for each fold, and one model to predict the probabili-
ties for each sample in the validating set by using the whole training
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Table 1: Performance comparison between different single models
Network architecture Pretraiend Input Data augmentation Public mAP@3 Private mAP@3
Wave-ResNext Yes wave - 0.938 0.918
Wave-ResNext No wave - 0.910 0.902
Xception Yes log mel mixup 0.917 0.906
ResNet50 Yes MFCC mixup 0.932 0.914
ResNet50 Yes log mel mixup 0.950 0.932
ResNeXt101 Yes log mel - 0.935 0.924
ResNeXt101 Yes log mel mixup 0.967 0.939
ResNeXt101 No log mel mixup 0.921 0.887
SE-ResNeXt101 Yes log mel - 0.939 0.920
SE-ResNeXt101 Yes log mel mixup 0.950 0.927
DPN68 Yes log mel - 0.939 0.925
DPN68 Yes log mel mixup 0.950 0.922
DPN96 Yes log mel - 0.937 0.926
DPN96 Yes log mel mixup 0.964 0.936
DPN96 No log mel mixup 0.917 0.886
DPN107 Yes log mel mixup 0.957 0.938
Figure 1: Meta-features construction using CNNs.
dataset. The predicted probabilities of different classes will be con-
catenated to generate meta-features. For each classifier, the proba-
bilities for 41 classes will be used as the meta-features, which will
be concatenated to generate the new training dataset (as can be seen
in Fig.1), and the meta features will be used as the input for level 2.
In our experiments, the first layers are composed of 5 differ-
ent CNN architectures: ResNeXt using the log mel with mixup,
ResNeXt using the raw wave without mixup; ResNet using the log
mel without mixup, ResNet using the wave with mixup, DPN using
the log mel with mixup (as can be seen from Fig.2).
Except for the deep learning-based meta features, we also em-
ploy the traditional handcrafted features. In more detail, we cal-
culate the max value, min value, variance value, skewness for the
MFCC of the audio signal segment. And the statistical features are
also used as the meta-features.
For level 2, we employ the widely used method gradient tree
boosting machine for the multi-class classification task. The eX-
treme Gradient Boosting method (XGBoost) [24, 25] library, a tree
boosting machine based classification implementation, is selected
as the benchmark. It is because that compared to other approaches
(such as, linear regression, Support Vector Machine, Random For-
Figure 2: Meta-learning for audio tagging.
est [26]), XGBoost provides better classification performance in our
experiment, and its power has furthermore been validated on several
public machine learning challenges. We use the default hyper pa-
rameters for the XGBoost, and the maximum depth is set to 3 to
prevent overfitting.
Using the proposed meta-learning method, our solution
achieves a mAP@3 of 0.977 on the public leaderboard and 0.951
as our best on the private leaderboard, while the baseline gives a
mAP@3 of 0.70.
5. CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed an effective meta-learning system em-
ploying both deep learning architectures and statistic features-based
learners to achieve a successful solution for the general-purpose au-
dio tagging task in DCASE 2018. A comparative study of the per-
formance of several well-developed convolutional neural network
architectures with different types of input were conducted to obtain
excellent single models for the subsequent meta-learning. Mixup
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technique was also implemented in the training process which con-
stantly improves the model performance as expected. The XGBoost
approach was applied on a hybrid combination of meta-features in-
cluding deep-learning features and statistical features, which have a
superb classification performance. The final results put us in the first
place on the task public leaderboard with a mAP@3 of 0.977 and
the fourth place on the private leaderboard. In future, we would like
to further evaluate the performance of our method on the Google
AudioSet.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the techniques and models applied to
our submission for DCASE 2018 task 2: General-purpose audio
tagging of Freesound content with AudioSet labels. We mainly fo-
cus on how to train deep learning models efficiently against strong
augmentation and label noise. First, we conducted a single-block
DenseNet architecture and multi-head softmax classifier for effi-
cient learning with mixup augmentation. For the label noise, we
applied the batch-wise loss masking to eliminate the loss of out-
liers in a mini-batch. We also tried an ensemble of various models,
trained by using different sampling rate or audio representation.
Index Terms— Audio tagging, DenseNet, Mixup, Multi-head
softmax, Batch-wise loss masking
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio tagging is a research area to find one or more labels from
audio signals. It has been studied in various fields including mu-
sic tagging [1], domestic audio tagging [2], and acoustic scene
classification [3]. Similar to audio tagging, sound event detection
(SED) is another area of research to provide additional information
about temporal boundaries of sound events. Despite some differ-
ences such as the optimal size of audio input or integration process
of predicted values, their approaches are generally similar [4, 5].
Both of them have recently adopted deep learning-based approaches
such as convolutional neural networks (ConvNet) [1, 6] and con-
volutional recurrent neural networks (CRNN) [7, 8]. In Detection
and classification of acoustic scenes and events (DCASE) 2017,
ConvNet-based [4, 9, 10] and CRNN-based [5, 11, 12, 13] methods
outperformed conventional machine learning methods such as hid-
den Markov model (HMM) [14], non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) [15], and support vector machine (SVM) [16].
As the complexity of the model increases, preventing overfit-
ting caused by lack of audio data has become more critical. To
this end, data augmentation methods such as time stretching, pitch
shifting, background noise mixing [17] and mixup [18] have been
proposed. More recently, large-scale datasets such as Audioset [19]
and Freesound dataset (FSD) [20] have been released. While data
shortages have shown some improvements, there still exist difficul-
ties associated with ambiguous relationship between an audio and
its labels such as imprecisely labeled audio or many possible inter-
pretations of a single sound.
In DCASE 2018, among the various tasks, task 2: General-
purpose audio tagging of Freesound content with AudioSet labels
aims to recognize and tag sound events of diverse nature, including
musical instruments, human sounds, domestic sounds, animals, etc.
In total of 41 sound event categories are considered, and the audio
samples are provided from FSD.
The framework presented in this paper is based on ConvNet,
specifically a densely connected ConvNet (DenseNet) [21]. We de-
signed our models to have a single-block architecture, in which, all
layers from the very bottom to the top are connected densely. In
addition, we applied several techniques including mixup augmen-
tation, multi-head softmax and batch-wise loss masking, expecting
robust performance and efficient learning against audio-label am-
biguities. Trained models and their ensembles were examined by
using a variety of data representations, including low-level transfor-
mations and sampling rates.
2. DATASET
Freesound Dataset Kaggle 2018 (FSDKaggle2018) was provided
for the challenge [22]. It consists of 11,703 audio recording data,
where 9,473 recordings are for training and 1,600 are for evaluation.
Each data is labeled into one of 41 audio event categories such as
acoustic guitar, bus or laughter. All data is provided in a single-
channel format with a sampling rate of 44.1kHz, while the duration
is varied form 300 milliseconds to 30 seconds. The number of data
per category is not balanced from 94 to 300.
One of the important features of FSDKaggle2018 is that only
3,710 training data labels were verified manually. In case of 5,763
recordings with the non-verified label, some may consist sounds be-
longing to other categories, or not belonging to any of 41 categories.
3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
3.1. Preprocessing and batch generation
Except for data resampling, the proposed framework does not have a
preprocessing step. We tried several other techniques, including si-
lence removal and pre-emphasis filtering, but we have not found any
meaningful improvements. We applied 16kHz, 32kHz and 44.1kHz
(original data) for data resampling. Low sampling rates may lose
useful information at high frequencies, but its smaller data size al-
lows to analyze longer time ranges with less computation.
We designed the batch generation framework as follows. First,
we set each batch to have the same number of classes. In this work,
one batch had one recordings for each class, thus the batch size was
41. We expected that it helps to make the optimization process to
be stable and fast.
For efficient mini-batch learning, the length of input data in a
mini-batch have to be fixed. We set it to be 64,000 samples, which
is the same as 4s for 16kHz data and shorter for data with higher
sampling rate. If the original recording is longer than this, a 64,000
sample segment was extracted at random offset. If the length is
shorter, zero padding was applied to the beginning and end of the
data.
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3.1.1. Mixup augmentation
Mixup is an augmentation method which mixes two training data
linearly [18]. Let xi and ti are i-th raw input data and corresponding
binary labels in training dataset, respectively, then mixup generates
an augmented data xˆ which is a mixture of the two original data as
follows:
xˆ = λxj + (1− λ)xk, (1)
where λ ∈ (0, 1). Similarly, the label of the generated data is set to
be tˆ = λtj + (1 − λ)tk. Despite its simplicity, mixup has shown
meaningful improvements in image classification tasks.
We believe that mixup technique is also, or more, suitable for
audio analysis, since the captured audio signal in real-world can be
considered as a linear mixture of various ‘source’ signals. In this
perspective, classifying xˆ to tˆ could be thought of as a task which
detects multiple simultaneous sound events.
In this study, we set λ to be random variable of Beta distribution
of α = β = 0.4. In addition, we set λ > 0.5, so the data of target
class, which is evenly distributed in a batch, is always predominant
in the generated data. Another data class for mixup was randomly
selected. Finally, we also applied the scale augmentation, which
randomly scales the data. This process can be represented by the
following equation.
xˆ = wλxj/max(|xj |) + w(1− λ)xk/max(|xk|), (2)
where w is random variable with uniform distribution for the scale
augmentation.
3.2. Model architecture
While mixup technique meaningfully prevents overfitting and in-
creases validation/test accuracy, it also makes the minimization of
training loss to be difficult. Therefore, our model and learning strat-
egy are focused on efficient training against strong mixup augmen-
tation.
The overall architecture of the presented model is presented in
Fig. 1. And Fig. 2 shows the details of each module in the model.
It is noted that we tried 2 different models, which are ‘logmel-
based’ and ‘waveform-based’, while Fig. 2 only represents logmel-
based model. The minor changes for waveform-based model are
described in each subsection.
3.2.1. Low-level module
The logarithm of mel-scale spectrogram (logmel) has been widely
used as a preprocessing step of audio analysis. In this work, we
applied the logmel transform as a low-level module in our model
and implemented it using kapre. [23].
Detailed low-level module is described in Fig. 2 (a). First, the
input waveform of a size (64000, 1), which denotes (sample, fea-
ture), is normalized by using Batch normalization (BN) [24], then
transformed into a logmel domain with two dimensions, time and
frequency. For the logmel transformation, we used 1024 window
size with 128 shift and 64 mel-frequency bins. After applying BN,
considering the frequency bins as a filter, it is reshaped to a size
(time, frequency, 1) and considered as a grayscale image. As de-
scribed in the next subsection, we aimed to conduct a single-block
densely-connected architecture, so the output features of convolu-
tion layer is concatenated with its inputs.
Low-level-k0
DenseNet-k1
…
DenseNet-kh
n-head Classifier
‘Cello’
Waveform
h modules
Figure 1: Overall architecture of the presented models. Details of
each module are shown in Fig. 2
For the waveform-domain model, the low-level module is sim-
plified and modified as follows:
• Logmel and BN+Reshape layers are removed and input data
after BN is directly concatenated to Conv outputs.
• 3x3 Conv layer is replaced to 1x3 Conv.
3.2.2. DenseNet Module
We designed our model based on DenseNet [21]. Although the orig-
inal DenseNet model divided its architecture into several blocks and
applied densely-connected layer within each block, our model con-
sists of a single block architecture so the very first logmel or wave-
form can be reached even to the very last layer. In our experiments,
increasing the number of densely-connected blocks, or the number
of layer that disconnects the concatenation, slows down the training
speed.
Fig. 2 (b) shows the details of DenseNet module. Because the
size of the filter continues to increase over concatenation, 1x1 con-
volution is first applied to reduce it before 3x3 convolution. We also
applied Squeeze-and-Excitation Network [25] to support efficient
training by adding a few parameters. 2x2 max-pooling is applied to
the last layer of each DenseNet module.
For waveform-based model, it was modified as follows:
• 3x3 convolution is replaced by 1x3 convolution.
• 2x2 max-pooling is replaced by 1x2 max-pooling.
3.2.3. Classifier module
In general, the goal of classification task is to predict a binary target
output vector such as [1, 0, 0]. When mixup is applied, on the other
hand, it needs to predict the real values in the range of (0, 1) such
as [0.9, 0.1, 0] or [0.7, 0.3, 0]. When a stronger mix-up is applied,
the more target values tend to be close to 0.5.
To efficiently train the mixup model, we modified the existing
softmax output layer to have a multi-head architecture, where out-
put is obtained by averaging multiple softmax outputs as Fig. 2 (c).
We expect it will be helpful particularly in training with a strong
mixup augmentation for the following reasons. Since the target val-
ues of augmented data are in the range of (0, 1), the values of each
softmax can be varied even if these average is same as its target.
Moreover, because softmax output is bounded in the range of (0,
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(a) Low-level-k module
BN + Relu + 1x1 Conv (k)
(b) DenseNet-k module (c) n-head classifier module
BN + Relu + 3x3 Conv (k)
Dense (n Multi-Head)
GAP + Softmax
Average
SE
Concatenate
2x2 MaxPool
BN
Logmel
BN + Reshape
3x3 Conv (k)
Concatenate
Figure 2: Details of each module in the presented model. k and n denote the filter size of convolution and the number of softmax layer
respectively. BN: batch normalization, Concatenate: feature concatenation, Relu: rectified linear unit, Conv: linear convolution, MaxPool:
max-pooling, GAP: global average pooling.
1), more margin is allowed when the target is closed to 0.5. In ex-
periments using various n-multi-head settings, we found that larger
n helps to accelerates the training procedure, while its maximum
validation accuracy did not show the meaningful difference.
3.2.4. Overall frameworks
Our entire model is conducted by using above mentioned modules.
For the logmel- and waveform-based model, the detailed parameters
for each module is as follows.
• Logmel-based: Low-level-15, 8 DenseNet modules of k=(16,
32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 512, 512), 8-head Classifier. About 11M
trainable parameters.
• Waveform-based: Low-level-1, 15 DenseNet modules of k=(2,
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, · · · , 512), 8-head Classifier.
About 16M trainable parameters.
3.3. Optimization
Our experiment was implemented using Keras [26]. Adam [27] was
used for optimization. Although it adaptively controls the learning
rate (lr) by itself, we found that manual decay of learning rate helps
the optimization even for Adam. We set lr to be 10−3 for first 150k
mini-batch iterations, 10−4 for next 100k and 10−5 for the last 50k.
Note that the actual learning rate for each minibatch is based on this
lr parameter and adaptation algorithm of Adam.
Validation accuracy was evaluated for every 1k minibatch itera-
tion and the best model was saved for the evaluation. The computa-
tion time for 1k iteration was about 150 s (logmel-based model) and
200 s (waveform-based model) using NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU.
3.3.1. Batch-wise loss masking
Another consideration for optimization was label noise. The 3.7k
data was verified from the 9.5k data for training and validation and
the remainder was not guaranteed the true label. In this case, this
data with false labels may not only lead to lower classification per-
formance, but also disturb optimization because the model is trained
to handle those outliers. Therefore, we believed that it will be help-
ful if those noise data can be detected and eliminated.
In this work, we used an iterative detection strategy which is
called batch-wise loss masking in this paper. First, the conventional
loss function for a mini-batch is defined as
J =
∑
n
Cn, (3)
where Cn is cross-entropy for a single data in a mini-batch, which
is defined as
Cn = −
∑
c
tn,c log(yn,c), (4)
where tn,c and yn,c denote the label and classification results for
c-th class of n-th data, respectively. On the other hand, if we know
which data is labeled correctly and which is not, we can modify the
loss function to ignore the noise data as follows:
Jˆ =
∑
n
mnCn, (5)
where mn is 1 if the n-th data is correctly labeled and 0 if not.
Since the optimal m is not known in the real-world situations, it is
required to be estimated.
In this study, we used two factors to determine the values of
m. First, verified data can always be considered as a true label.
On the other hand, if some data show particularly high loss in the
current model, then it can be considered as an outlier with wrong
label. From these factors, we set m for each minibatch iteration as
folllows:
mn =
{
1 if vn = 1 or Cn < µ,
0 otherwise,
(6)
where vn denotes whether n-th data is manually verified or not. µ
is defined as follows in this work:
µ = α×max
n
Cn, (7)
where α was empirically set to be 0.8 in this work. This modi-
fication removes some data with the largest errors in the gradient
calculation. In addition, since the outlier data is selected in a batch,
it is expected that data with noise will be gradually found. In our
experiments, this masking technique improved the cross-validation
accuracy about 1 percent point.
3.4. Inference and ensemble
Unlike the training phase, the entire data longer than 64,000 sample
is fed directly into the model. The presented model can handle the
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Table 1: Comparison of MAP@3 scores for models using different
audio representations and sampling rates.
Model 16kHz, 4s 32kHz, 2s 44.1kHz, 1.45s ensemble
logmel 0.932 0.940 0.942 0.947
waveform 0.924 0.925 0.915 0.933
ensemble 0.944 0.949 0.948 0.954
variable length data and the output size is always the same due to
the global average pooling layer. However, we applied zero padding
for shorter data, because we believe that the length of zero-padded
region implies the information about the data length, which can be
an important clue for recognition.
For the ensemble of multiple models, we took the geometric
mean of the model outputs. The logmel-based model was given a
weight of 1.5, considering that it outperformed the waveform-based
model in our experiments. The ensemble process can be represented
as follows:
y˜ = exp(
∑
e
(pe log ye)), (8)
where ye and pe denote the output and the ensemble weight of e-th
model, respectively. The final output was obtained after normaliz-
ing y˜ to its l1-norm.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Comparison of the low-level modules, sampling rate and
temporal length
The first experiment evaluated classification performance at various
low-level modules and sampling rates. It is noted that changing
sampling rate directly affects to the temporal length of the analysis
window since the number of samples in the batch generation was
fixed.
Each model/sampling rate setting is conducted by using en-
sembles of 5 cross-validation models, and Table 1 shows those
MAP@31 score. From those results, we found that logmel-based
models outperform waveform-based ones, while those ensemble
shows meaningful improvements. Although the results were less
sensitive to sampling rate, however, it seems that the higher sam-
pling rate leads to better classification performance, particularly in
case of logmel-based models. Again, ensembles of models with var-
ious sampling rate/temporal length improves MAP@3 score. The
ensemble of all different settings achieved 0.954, which is the state-
of-the-art in this task2.
4.2. Effects of multi-head classifier
The main aim of the multi-head classifier module was to accelerate
the minimization of training loss. To observe the effect of the num-
ber of softmax layers, we compared the history of losses over mini-
batch iteration. For this experiments, we used the logmel-based
model and 44.1kHz sampling rate. Other settings were the same
as previous experiments (mixup, batch-wise loss masking, learning
rate, etc.). Fig. 3 shows the convergence of training loss for n = 1
1https://www.kaggle.com/c/freesound-audio-tagging#evaluation
2https://www.kaggle.com/c/freesound-audio-tagging/leaderboard
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Figure 3: Training loss convergence and validation accuracies of 1-
head and 8-head architecture. Loss over 1 and accuracy below 0.7
are clipped for visual convenience.
and n = 8 in the first 100k iteration. Although the number of pa-
rameters in 7 added layers is around 0.6M, which is only 6% of
n = 1 model, but the n = 8 model shows meaningful faster con-
vergence.
We leave the following discussions as future works. At first, the
effect of multi-head layer on the test data have to be verified from
more experiments. In addition, while the single-block DenseNet
architecture has many filters in the last hidden layer, we expect that
the number of parameters of 0.6M can be reduced by modifying the
model architecture.
5. DISCUSSION
The proposed framework has shown meaningful results in the chal-
lenge, but there is room for improvement. First, the presented
techniques, including single-block DenseNet architecture, Squeeze-
and-Excitation Network, multi-head softmax and batch-wise loss
masking, require further experimentation in various condition for
verify its effectiveness. Here, the various condition may include
applying to different models, datasets or tasks.
We also plan to improve the classification performance of
waveform-based model. Although the logmel operation is sim-
ilar to convolution layer except the squared and log operations,
the waveform-based model showed relatively a lower performance
compared to the logmel-based model. We believe that improving
waveform-based model will be also helpful for the ensemble result.
Another important consideration is minimization of model size,
which is currently 11M to 19M parameters for a single model. The
smaller the size of model is, the easier to be implemented in devices
with less power consumption and smaller size. Therefore, finding
the minimal model size maintaining the detection performance will
improve the usability in real-world applications.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper described the audio tagging system submitted in DCASE
2018 task 2. We primarily focused on finding a technique that effi-
ciently learns strongly augmented data. We presented a single-block
DenseNet model, multi-head softmax layer, as well as batch-wise
loss masking. We also tried to ensemble models of various low-
level modules and sampling rate, and it achieved the state-of-the-art
results.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the Brno University of Technology (BUT) team sub-
missions for Task 1 (Acoustic Scene Classification, ASC) of the
DCASE-2018 challenge are described. Also, the analysis of dif-
ferent methods on the leaderboard set is provided. The proposed
approach is a fusion of two different Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) topologies. The first one is the common two-dimensional
CNNs which is mainly used in image classification. The second one
is a one-dimensional CNN for extracting fixed-length audio seg-
ment embeddings, so called x-vectors, which has also been used in
speech processing, especially for speaker recognition. In addition
to the different topologies, two types of features were tested: log
mel-spectrogram and CQT features. Finally, the outputs of differ-
ent systems are fused using a simple output averaging in the best
performing system. Our submissions ranked third among 24 teams
in the ASC sub-task A (task1a).
Index Terms— Audio scene classification, Convolutional neu-
ral networks, Deep learning, x-vectors, Regularized LDA
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the problem of classifying scene or environ-
ment (see examples listed in Table 4) based on acoustic clues, which
are normally used by humans and animals to understand and react
on different environmental condition. Several methods have been
proposed for the Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC). Nowadays,
most of them are deep learning based. The winner of the last year
ASC challenge (i.e. DCASE2017 Task1) used Generative Adver-
sarial Network (GAN) for data augmentation and the combination
of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and CNN for classification [1].
The most used network topology in the previous challenges is CNN
proven to provide very good performance for ASC [1, 2, 3, 4]. The
winner of DCASE2016 Challenge Task1 [5] also used CNN fused
with an i-vector based method [6].
This report describes Brno University of Technology (BUT)
team submissions for the ASC challenge of DCASE 2018. We
proposed two different deep neural network topologies for this
task. The first one is a common two-dimensional CNN network
for processing audio segments as fixed size two-dimensional im-
ages. This network is fed in two ways: with single channel features
and 4-channels features. This type of CNN network is useful for
detection of audio events invariant to their position in audio sig-
nals. The second network topology uses a one-dimensional CNN
along the time axis and is used to extract fixed-length embeddings
of (possibly variable length) acoustic segments. This architecture
has been previously found useful for other speech processing tasks
such as speaker recognition [7], where the extracted embeddings
were called x-vectors. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we will
also refer to such neural embeddings of acoustic segments as to x-
vectors. These networks were trained with two feature types: log
mel-spectrogram and constant-Q transform (CQT) features. Our
submissions are based on fusions of different networks and features
trained on the original development data or using additional aug-
mented data.
The current ASC challenge has three sub-tasks: In task1a, par-
ticipants are allowed to use only the fixed development data for
training. Task1b is similar to task1a except that the test files are
from different mobile channels. Finally, task1c evaluation data is
the same as task1a but additional data is allowed for training. We
have participated in task1a only.
2. DATASET
In this work, the DCASE2018 data was used [8]. The dataset con-
sists of recordings from 10 scene classes and was acquired in six
large European cities, in different environments in each city. The
development set of the dataset consists of 864 segments for each
acoustic scene which means a total of 8640 audio segments. The
evaluation set was collected in the same cities, but in different en-
vironments and has 3600 audio segments. Each segment has an ex-
actly 10-second duration, this is achieved by splitting longer audio
recordings from each environment. The dataset includes a prede-
fined validation fold. Each team can also create its own folds, but
we used the single official fold for evaluation. The audio segments
are 2-channels stereo files, recorded at 48 KHz sampling rate.
3. DATA PROCESSING
3.1. Features
In this work, different features are used in single and multichannel
modes. All features are extracted from zero mean audio signals.
The main features are log mel-scale spectrogram. For extracting
these features, first short time Fourier transform is computed on
40 ms Hamming windowed frames with 20 ms overlap using 2048
point FFT. Next, the power spectrum is transformed to 80 Mel-scale
band energies and, finally, log of these energies is taken. The second
set of features is obtained as 80-dimensional constant-Q transform
of audio signals [9]. This features are extracted using librosa tool-
box [10].
We used the features in two modes, single-channel and 4-
channels. In single channel mode, the audio signal is first converted
to mono and single-channel features are extracted from it (these fea-
tures are indicated by “M” in the tables). In the 4-channels mode,
four sets of features are extracted from the signal similar to [2]
(these features are indicated by “LRMS” in the tables). Two feature
sets from left (L) and right (R) channels, one from the summation
of both channels (i.e. M = L + R) and one from the subtraction
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of both channels (i.e. S = L − R). We use these 4 feature sets as
a single input to the CNNs. This mode is similar to multi-channel
images (e.g. RGB channels), which are the typical CNN inputs in
image classification. In previous works [2, 5], each channel was
processed separately and final scores were obtained by fusion of
different channel scores. Here, the network tries to use all channels
at the same time to use all the available information.
3.2. Data augmentation
Different methods have been proposed for data augmentation in au-
dio processing. Based on the rules of the challenge task1a, external
data cannot be used for the data augmentation. Because of this lim-
itation and based on our initial experiments, we decided to use a
simple method based on the assumption that a combination of two
or more audio segments from the same scene is another sample of
that scene with more complex pattern and events. Two new seg-
ments were generated for each audio segment as a weighted sum of
the audio and several other randomly selected audios from the same
scene. This way, we have tripled the amount of training data.
4. CNN TOPOLOGIES
We have used two different CNN topologies for this challenge. The
first one is the common two-dimensional CNN known from image
processing and the second topology is a one-dimensional CNN for
extracting x-vectors – neural network embeddings of audio segment
as used, for example, in speaker recognition [7]. Both networks are
described in more detail in the following sections.
4.1. Two-Dimensional CNN
We followed the common CNN framework proposed in [4] with
some modifications. Table 1 shows the network architecture.
The network contains 3 CNN blocks. The first layer is a two-
dimensional convolutional layer with 32 filters with kernel size
7×11 and unitary depth and stride in both dimensions. This layer is
followed by batch-normalization and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
activations. The next layer is a max-pooling layer operating over
2×10 non-overlapping rectangles, which is followed by the dropout
layer at the end of the CNN block. The output of this block form
the input to the next block and so on. The filter and kernel sizes of
each layer are shown in Table 1. The last MaxPooling layer in the
network operates over the entire time sequence length (i.e. the out-
put of the layer has dimension one for the time axis). The next layer
after the third CNN block is a global average pooling (over the fre-
quency axis), which is followed by a batch-normalization layer. Fi-
nally, the last layer of the network is a Dense layer (fully connected)
with 10 nodes and the softmax activation function. Compared to [4],
where only one-channel features were used as the CNN input, we
also train another CNN with 4-channel features (as indicated in the
first line of Table 1).
4.2. One-dimensional CNN for x-vector extraction
The CNNs extracting x-vectors use one-dimensional convolution
along the time. Table 2 shows the network architecture. The
network has three parts. The first part operates on the frame-by-
frame level and outputs sequence of activation vectors (one for each
frame). The second part compresses the frame-by-frame informa-
tion into a fixed length vector of statistics describing the whole
Table 1: 2-Dimensional CNN topology. BN: Batch Normaliza-
tion, ReLU: Rectifier Linear Unit. The numbers in the parentheses
show the kernel size of convolution layer and the number before BN
shows the filter size of the layer. The numbers before MaxPooling
show the window size for this layer.
Input 80× 500× 1 or 80× 500× 4
(7× 11) Conv2D(pad=1, stride=1)-32-BN-ReLU
(2× 10) MaxPooling2D
Dropout (0.3)
(7× 11) Conv2D(pad=1, stride=1)-64-BN-ReLU
(2× 5) MaxPooling2D
Dropout (0.3)
(7× 11) Conv2D(pad=1, stride=1)-128-BN-ReLU
(5× 10) MaxPooling2D
Dropout (0.3)
GlobalAveragePooling2D
BatchNormalization
Dense-10-SoftMax
acoustic segment. More precisely, mean and standard deviation of
the input activation vectors are calculated over frames. The last part
of the network consists of two Dense ReLU layers followed by a
Dense softmax layer like in the previous topology. This network
has been used in two ways: In the first case, the softmax output is
used as before directly for the classification (i.e. we train end-to-
end ASC system). In the second case, the x-vectors extracted at the
output of the first affine transform after the pooling are used as the
input for another classifier.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) transformation is used to
precondition the x-vectors for the following ASC classifier (i.e. Co-
sine similarity classifier). More specifically, it is used to whiten the
within-class covariance and possibly reduce the dimensionality of
the x-vectors. For this purpose, the conventional LDA can be used,
however, the number of preserved dimensions is at most the num-
ber of classes minus one (9 in our case). Our previous works in the
text-dependent speaker verification [11, 12] and also the ASC ex-
periments here indicate that such dimensionality reduction impacts
the performance. For overcoming this limitation, we have proposed
to use Regularized version of LDA (RLDA), which enables us to
keep as many dimensions as we need. In RLDA, a small fraction
of Identity matrix is added to both within and between-class covari-
ance matrices giving the following estimation formulas:
Sw = αI+
1
C
C∑
c=1
1
Nc
Nc∑
n=1
(wnc −wc)(wnc −wc)T ,
Sb = βI+
1
C
C∑
c=1
(wc −w)(wc −w)T ,
where I is the identity matrix, C is the total number of classes (i.e.
scenes in this case), Nc is the number of training samples in class c,
wnc is the nth sample in class c, wc = 1Nc
∑Nc
n=1w
n
c is the mean
of class c, w = 1
C
∑C
n=1wc is the mean of the class means and
α and β were empirically set to 0.001 and 0.01, respectively. This
type of regularization makes the between-class covariance matrix
of full rank, which allows us to freely choose the number of dimen-
sions that we wish to preserve after the LDA transformation. In this
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Table 2: 1-Dimensional CNN topology for x-vector extraction. BN:
Batch Normalization, ReLU:Rectifier Linear Unit.
Input 500× 80
(3× 1) Conv1D(pad=1, stride=1)-128-ReLU-BN
Dropout (0.15)
(3× 1) Conv1D(pad=1, stride=1)-128-ReLU-BN
Dropout (0.15)
(5× 1) Conv1D(pad=1, stride=1)-128-ReLU-BN
Dropout (0.15)
(1× 1) Conv1D(pad=1, stride=1)-128-ReLU-BN
Dropout (0.15)
(1× 1) Conv1D(pad=1, stride=1)-256-ReLU-BN
Statistic Pooling, Mean and Standard-Deviation
Dense-128-ReLU-BN (x-vector)
Dropout (0.15)
Dense-128-ReLU-BN
Dense-10-SoftMax
work, we reduce the original 128-dimensional x-vectors to 100 di-
mensions. For more information about RLDA, we refer readers to
our previous papers [12, 13].
After applying RLDA, average class x-vectors are estimated on
training data and used as class representation vectors. Cosine simi-
larity is calculated between each test x-vector and each class repre-
sentation vectors and the class with the highest score is selected. Al-
ternatively, these similarity scores are fused with other scores from
the CNN outputs for the final decision making.
5. SYSTEMS AND FUSION
In this challenge, we fused outputs of different systems to obtain the
final results. For two-dimensional CNNs, both the single-channel
and the 4-channels variants are trained on both sets of features,
which gives us 4 different classifiers. Further, two CNN for x-vector
extraction are trained each on one set of features. These are trained
only for the single-channel variant. The softmax outputs of all 6
neural networks are directly used for classification. The two sets
of x-vectors produced by the two latter CNNs are further used to
construct another two cosine similarity based classifiers.
We trained these systems in two scenarios, the first one using
the data without any augmentation and the second one using aug-
mented data. The scores from the resulting 16 systems (8 for each
scenario) were fused to form the final submission. We used two
different strategies for system fusion: Multiclass logistic regression
classifier was trained on the scores from the different systems out-
puts. FoCal Multiclass toolbox [14] was used for the logistic re-
gression training. As an alternative fusion approach, we simply
averaged the scores from the different systems. We used this al-
ternative fusion strategies as we feared that the data available for
the logistic regression fusion training might not be sufficient. The
logistic regression classifier was trained on the validation set, which
was already used for the early-stopping of CNN training and for the
model selection (i.e. models performing best on the validation set
were selected). Also, this set is rather small, which might lead to
over-fitting during the fusion training.
The four final submissions to the challenge were system fusions
obtained with the two fusion methods. Each method was used to
fuse either 1) all the sub-systems trained only on the augmented
data or 2) all the subsystems (i.e. also including the subsystems
trained only on the original data).
6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
The experiments reported in this section were mainly carried out
on the official challenge validation fold, which divides the develop-
ment set into two subsets: training-set and evaluation-set. There
are 6122 and 2518 audio segments in each subset, respectively. The
training set was further randomly divided into two separate parts
with the portions of 70 and 30 percent. The bigger part of the train-
ing set was used for network training as well as classifier training
(for the cosine distance based method), the smaller part of this set
was used for stopping criteria in networks training, model selection
and also the fusion training. Finally, the evaluation part was used
for reporting the results.
In addition to the results on the development set, some results
are reported using Kaggle leaderboard system1 on a leaderboard set,
which has 1200 segments. This set was divided to public and pri-
vate leaderboard subsets by the organizers and we report the results
only for the public subset2. In this case, the whole development
set was used for training and validation: about 90% randomly se-
lected audio segments of this set were used for training and other
segments were used for validation. For the final system training,
the same data split was used as for the leaderboard results. The fi-
nal decisions for 3600 evaluation audio segments was submitted to
the challenge website. For final submitted systems, the results on
the evaluation set are also reported.
Similar to the baseline system provided by the organizers, our
networks training was performed by optimizing the categorical
cross-entropy using Adam optimizer [15]. The initial learning rate
was set to 0.001 and the network training was early-stopped if the
validation loss did not decrease for more than 20 epochs. Then,
the training was started again from the best model but now with a
reduced learning rate (half value). This training procedure is re-
peated 3 times until the learning rate reaches 0.00025. The maxi-
mum number of epochs and the mini-batch size were set to 200 and
64, respectively.
7. RESULTS
7.1. Comparison of Results
Table 3 reports the public leaderboard results for individual systems
as well as several system combinations. We separately report re-
sults for the systems using the two different feature sets in order to
compare their performance. For the four systems submitted to the
challenge, the table also provides the results on the evaluation set.
Comparing the results of the different features, we can see
that the mel-spectrogram performs better for ASC task in all cases.
However, the fusion of both feature sets improves the performance
considerably, which indicates their complementarity.
Generally, feeding the networks with 4-channels features im-
proves the performance as compared to the single-channel variant,
1https://www.kaggle.com/c/dcase2018-task1a-leaderboard
2The public subset has the same number of audio segments for each class
and also is included in the evaluation set. As organizers mentioned, the
results on the private subset are not valid because there are different numbers
of audio segments per class.
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Table 3: Comparison results between different methods and fea-
ture types as well as two different fusion strategies and using data-
augmentation or not. The star-marks on some fusion systems high-
light the systems which were submitted as four final submissions to
the challenge. M: single channel feature, LRMS: 4-channels fea-
ture, COS: cosine distance, MEL-All: all systems with MEL fea-
tures and similarly for CQT-all.
Method Public ACC [%] Eval. ACC [%]
Baseline system 62.5 61.0
Without data augmentation
Mel-2D-CNN-M 71.0
Mel-2D-CNN-LRMS 67.7
Mel-1D-CNN 65.3
Mel-x-vector-cos 64.8
CQT-2D-CNN-M 67.8
CQT-2D-CNN-LRMS 68.8
CQT-1D-CNN 60.3
CQT-x-vector-cos 60.2
Fusion-Average 75.0
Fusion-FoCal 71.5
With data augmentation
Mel-2D-CNN-M 68.2
Mel-2D-CNN-LRMS 71.3
Mel-1D-CNN 67.8
Mel-x-vector-cos 64.7
CQT-2D-CNN-M 64.8
CQT-2D-CNN-LRMS 68.5
CQT-1D-CNN 60.8
CQT-x-vector-cos 58.2
Fusion-Average ∗ 76.8 78.1
Fusion-FoCal ∗ 73.3 75.1
Fusions
MEL-All-Average 72.5
CQT-All-Average 71.3
All-Average ∗ 77.5 78.4
All-FoCal ∗ 73.0 74.5
especially when more training data is available by the data augmen-
tation. In some cases, this strategy, however, degrades the perfor-
mance. We believe it should generally improve it, so these cases
deserve a further investigation.
When comparing the results from the first and the second sec-
tions of Table 3, it is obvious that the augmentation helps in some
situations but degrades the performance of other ones. The results
are not consistent for all network types. As mentioned before, in
four-channel modes the augmentation improves the performance in
almost all cases.
The results from the two different fusion strategies show that
the simple averaging performs considerably better in all cases. As
we expected, the data for the fusion training were not sufficient.
The fusion training over-fitted to the validation data and did not
generalize well on other datasets.
The results on both leaderboard and evaluation sets show that
the fusion of the 8-systems trained on the augmented data already
achieves very good performance. When the systems with no data
Table 4: Comparison results between different scenes of the final
fused system.
Our system Baseline
Scene label Accuracy [%] Accuracy [%]
Airport 91.6 72.9
Bus 71.0 62.9
Metro 78.4 51.2
Metro Station 79.2 55.4
Park 88.4 79.1
Public Square 29.9 40.4
Shopping Mall 77.5 49.6
Street Pedestrian 75.4 50.0
Street Traffic 82.0 80.5
Tram 80.1 55.1
Average 75.3 59.7
augmentation are also added to the fusion, only slight improvement
can be obtained.
7.2. Results on the Official Fold
In this section, the results of the best final system (i.e. All-Average
system from Table 3) for each scene are reported. Table 4 shows
the performance of the system for each scene separately as well
as the overall performance on the official challenge validation fold.
The results indicate that our systems perform well for all the scene
classes except the Public Square class, which deserves a future in-
vestigation.
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have described the systems submitted by BUT team to Acous-
tic Scene Classification (ASC) challenge of DCASE2018. Differ-
ent systems were designed for this challenge and the final systems
were fusions of the output scores from the individual system. A
simple score averaging and logistic regression were used for the
fusion. The systems included 2-dimensional CNNs with single
and 4-channels features, one-dimensional CNNs trained on mel-
spectrogram and CQT features. Cosine similarity classifiers were
also used to compare x-vectors extracted using the one-dimensional
CNNs.
Our future work will include investigations into the failures of
the 4-channel CNN variants in some scenarios. We will also experi-
ment with other methods for data augmentation, which, in our opin-
ion, is crucial for the good system performance. Also, we would
like to investigate into using bottleneck features for ASC.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe our contribution to Task 2 of the DCASE
2018 Audio Challenge [1]. While it has become ubiquitous to uti-
lize an ensemble of machine learning methods for classification
tasks to obtain better predictive performance, the majority of en-
semble methods combine predictions rather than learned features.
We propose a single-model method that combines learned high-
level features computed from log-scaled mel-spectrograms and raw
audio data. These features are learned separately by two Convolu-
tional Neural Networks, one for each input type, and then combined
by densely connected layers within a single network. This rela-
tively simple approach along with data augmentation ranks among
the best two percent in the Freesound General-Purpose Audio Tag-
ging Challenge on Kaggle.
Index Terms— audio-tagging, convolutional neural network,
raw audio, mel-spectrogram
1. INTRODUCTION
For humans, it seems to be effortless to associate sounds with events
or categories that describe the perceived sound best. However, the
complex structure and the large amount of information transmitted
through sound makes it particularly difficult to extract that informa-
tion automatically.
Recognizing a wide variety of sounds has many applications in
our today’s life. These include surveillance [2, 3, 4], acoustic moni-
toring [5], and automatic description of multimedia [6]. Due to the
diversity of sounds belonging to the same category, a reliable recog-
nition of manifold sound categories is still under ongoing research.
Carefully hand-crafted features such as Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs) were the dominant features used for speech
recognition [7, 8] and music information retrieval [9], but the trend
is now shifting toward deep learning [10]. The approach of man-
ual feature engineering has drawbacks compared to deep learning
based methods because it requires considerable effort and exper-
tise to manually create features for a specific purpose. In partic-
ular, most of the engineered features, such as MFCCs and spec-
tral centroids [11], are non-task specific, whereas all deep learning
approaches are task-specific due to its formulation as a minimiza-
tion process on task-specific training examples. Since Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNNs) have shown a remarkable progress
in visual recognition tasks [12] over the last years, it has become
common to use CNNs for feature extraction and classification in
the audio domain [13, 14]. Several CNN architectures, such as
∗Both authors contributed equally to this work.
AlexNet [15], VGG [16], ResNet [17], and Inception-v3 [18], have
been proposed for image classification, which are also well suited
to the task of audio tagging.
The goal of Task 2 of the DCASE 2018 Challenge [1] was to
predict the category of an audio clip belonging to one out of 41 het-
erogeneous classes, such as “Acoustic guitar”, “Bark”, “Bus” and
“Telephone”, drawn from the AudioSet Ontology [19]. Training
and testing data contain a diverse set of user-generated audio clips
from Freesound (https://freesound.org) [1].
In this paper, we mainly focus on building an audio-tagging
system that uses both the raw audio data and the corresponding mel-
spectrogram rather than ensembling [20] or stacking [21] multiple
classifiers.
2. METHOD
Our audio-tagging system comprises two separately trained Convo-
lutional Neural Networks on raw audio and mel-spectrogram, re-
spectively. The learned high-level features are then combined by a
densely connected neural network to form the system. In the fol-
lowing, we describe each model in detail.
2.1. CNN on Raw Audio (cnn-audio)
For the cnn-audio model, we use an architecture similar to com-
mon architectures for image classification, like VGG16 [16] or
AlexNet [15], but with one-dimensional convolutions and one-
dimensional max pooling. As described in Table 1, we use four
blocks, each consisting of two convolutional and one max-pooling
layer. The number of filters is increased in each consecutive block,
while the kernel size is decreased. The pool-size of the max-pooling
layers is chosen to quickly reduce the large time dimension. After
each block and after the dense layer, we apply batch normaliza-
tion [22], as experiments have shown that it reduces the training
time and increases the model accuracy. To introduce nonlinearities
into our network, we apply a ReLU activation function [23] after
each convolutional layer and dense layer.
2.2. CNN on Mel-Spectrogram (cnn-spec)
The cnn-spec model is a two-dimensional convolutional neural net-
work taking mel-spectrograms as input. The architecture is again
similar to common image classification architectures and is de-
scribed in detail in Table 2. As with the one-dimensional model,
we apply batch normalization after each block and the dense layer
and use the ReLU activation function after convolutional and dense
layers.
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Layer 1sec shape 2sec shape 3sec shape
input (44100, 1) (88200, 1) (132300, 1)
conv1d, 11, 32 (44100, 32) (88200, 32) (132300, 32)
conv1d, 11, 32 (44100, 32) (88200, 32) (132300, 32)
max-pool1d, 8/16 (5512, 32) (5512, 32) (8268, 32)
conv1d, 9, 64 (5512, 64) (5512, 64) (8268, 64)
conv1d, 9, 64 (5512, 64) (5512, 64) (8268, 64)
max-pool1d, 16 (344, 64) (344, 64) (516, 64)
conv1d, 7, 128 (344, 128) (344, 128) (516, 128)
conv1d, 7, 128 (344, 128) (344, 128) (516, 128)
max-pool1d, 16 (21, 128) (21, 128) (32, 128)
conv1d, 5, 256 (21, 256) (21, 256) (32, 256)
conv1d, 5, 256 (21, 256) (21, 256) (32, 256)
max-pool1d, 16 (1, 256) (1, 256) (2, 256)
dense, 512 (512) (512) (512)
softmax, 41 (41) (41) (41)
Table 1: The architecture of the cnn-audio model. Note that for the
one-second model, the first max-pooling layer uses a pool-size of 8,
while for other models a pool-size of 16 is used.
The mel-spectrogram is extracted using librosa [24] with
the original sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz, 2048 FFT points,
128 mel-bins, and a hop-length of 256. The amplitude of the
mel-spectrogram is scaled logarithmically, and the scaled mel-
spectrogram is resized in time dimension to fit the model input size.
2.3. Joining CNNs (cnn-comb)
We remove the softmax and dense layer of both the trained cnn-
audio and cnn-spec model and then concatenate the output features
of the previous layer of both models so as to join them. The con-
catenated features are then connected to a densely connected neural
network with four hidden layers. The hidden dense layers have 512,
256, 256, and 128 neurons, respectively. The complete model is il-
lustrated in Figure 1.
We train cnn-audio and cnn-spec from scratch. Afterward, the
weights of these models are transferred to the cnn-comb model and
only the newly added dense layers are trained. The splitting of the
training of cnn-comb into three steps, facilitates the procedure.
2.4. Data Augmentation
To prevent our model from overfitting, we make use of exten-
sive data augmentation during training (time shifting, cropping,
padding, and blending clips of same and different categories). Each
of these augmentation techniques is applied to the raw audio wave
and the mel-spectrogram. In the remaining section, we explain the
augmentation methods based on the raw audio wave.
First, we apply a uniformly random time shift to the audio clip.
To ensure that the audio clips fit the size of the model input, crops
are taken from too long audio files and too short audio files are
padded. For audio clips that are longer than the model input size,
we use a crop with the size of the model input taken from a random
position. If an audio sample fits multiple times (n times) in the input
size, it is replicated such that it appears k ∈ {1, . . . , n} times with
Layer 1sec shape 2sec shape 3sec shape
input (128, 170, 1) (128, 300, 1) (128, 400, 1)
conv2d, 4×4, 64 (128, 170, 64) (128, 300, 64) (128, 400, 64)
conv2d, 4×4, 64 (128, 170, 64) (128, 300, 64) (128, 400, 64)
max-pool2d, 1×1/2×2 (128, 170, 64) (64, 150, 64) (64, 200, 64)
conv2d, 4×4, 64 (128, 170, 64) (64, 150, 64) (64, 200, 64)
max-pool2d, 2×2 (64, 85, 64) (32, 75, 64) (32, 100, 64)
conv2d, 3×3, 128 (64, 85, 128) (32, 75, 128) (32, 100, 128)
max-pool2d, 2×4 (32, 21, 128) (16, 18, 128) (16, 25, 128)
conv2d, 3×3, 128 (32, 21, 128) (16, 18, 128) (16, 25, 128)
max-pool2d, 2×2 (16, 10, 128) (8, 9, 128) (8, 12, 128)
conv2d, 3×3, 256 (16, 10, 256) (8, 9, 256) (8, 12, 256)
max-pool2d, 2×2 (8, 5, 256) (4, 4, 256) (4, 6, 256)
conv2d, 3×3, 256 (8, 5, 256) (4, 4, 256) (4, 6, 256)
max-pool2d, 2×2 (4, 2, 256) (2, 2, 256) (2, 3, 256)
dense, 256 (256) (256) (256)
softmax, 41 (41) (41) (41)
Table 2: The architecture of the cnn-spec model. Note that the
first max-pooling layer does not exist in the case of the one-second
model.
a probability of 1/n, and the remaining space before, after, and in
between replications is filled with zeros.
Additionally, we enhance the robustness of our model by blend-
ing multiple audio clips of same or different categories. This
method is referred to as mixup [25]. We blend them by assign-
ing a random weight to each sample (weights sum up to one) and
taking the weighted sum. If the blended samples are of the same
class, the model should still predict the common class for the newly
generated training sample. In the other case, if the blended samples
are of distinct classes, the model is trained to predict the weight of
each included class.
While the spectrogram is computed in advance, the computa-
tionally inexpensive data augmentation techniques can be computed
on-the-fly during training. This saves disk-space and guarantees a
large amount of diverse training data.
2.5. Implementation Details
We implemented the described method using Keras [26] in Python.
To monitor overfitting and the model performance during train-
ing, we exclude a part of the training data as validation data. To still
make use of all training data, we train five models on stratified folds
of the training data such that each training example is used once for
validation and four times for training. For the final prediction, we
accumulate the predictions of all five models using the geometric
mean.
All models are trained using the Adam optimizer [27] with a
fixed learning rate of 0.001 and a mini-batch size of 32 for a maxi-
mum of 300 epochs, but stopping earlier if the validation loss hasn’t
improved for 35 epochs. We use the categorical cross-entropy loss
function and weight the loss according to the distribution of train-
ing examples per class, thereby ensuring that the models pay more
attention to samples from an under-represented class.
Because many clips contain silence, we cut off silent parts at
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Figure 1: Illustrated architecture of the complete model.
the beginning and at the end of an audio clip that do not exceed a
volume of 40 decibel.
When predicting the test data, we have to take the varying
length of audio files into account. It is not sufficient to only pre-
dict on one crop of too long tracks because important features might
not be present in the selected crop. Therefore, we run the inference
on many crops of the audio file with a step size of 5120 frames,
which is approximately 0.12 seconds. For too short audio tracks,
the model might be able to better recognize class-specific features
in certain parts of the input. Therefore, we generate multiple inputs
by padding the audio file with zeros such that the real audio appears
at different positions in the input. Again, we use a step size of 5120
frames. Multiple predictions for one audio file are combined by
means of the geometric mean.
3. EVALUATION
3.1. Dataset
We evaluate our method on the dataset provided for Task 2 of
the DCASE 2018 Challenge [1], which comprises 9473 training
and 1600 test samples. The test data set has been manually veri-
fied, whereas the training data features labels of different reliability.
Each mono audio file has a bit-depth of 16, a sampling rate of 44.1
kHz, and is associated with one out of 41 classes of the AudioSet
Ontology [19].
The class distribution of both training and test set is not bal-
anced and ranges from 94 to 300 and from 25 to 110 samples per
class, respectively. The duration of the shortest audio file is 300 ms
and 30 seconds for the longest clip, while the average length is 6.8
seconds for the train set and 5.2 seconds for the test set.
3.2. Metric
The Challenge uses mean Average Precision at three (mAP@3) for
evaluating test results, which allows up to three predictions per au-
dio clip. Full credit is given if the first prediction matches the label
of the clip, while less credit is given if one of the other predictions
is correct. The evaluation metric is defined as
mAP@3 =
1
U
U∑
i=1
min(3,ni)∑
j=1
Jyij = yˆiK
j
,
Model Crop
length
Public
score
(mAP@3)
Private
score
(mAP@3)
Total
(mAP@3)
cnn-audio
1sec 0.920 0.888 0.894
2sec 0.921 0.884 0.891
3sec 0.935 0.889 0.898
cnn-spec
1sec 0.930 0.923 0.924
2sec 0.950 0.928 0.932
3sec 0.935 0.930 0.931
cnn-comb
1sec 0.955 0.939 0.942
2sec 0.966 0.944 0.948
3sec 0.956 0.944 0.946
Table 3: Evaluation results of the individual models on the public
(301 samples), private (1299 samples), and full test set.
where U is the total number of scored audio files, yij is the pre-
dicted label for file i at position j, yˆi is the ground-truth label
for file i, ni is the total number of predicted labels for file i,JTrueK = 1, JFalseK = 0. No label may be predicted multiple
times for one audio file.
3.3. Results
We have trained all models on inputs of one, two, and three seconds,
as described in Section 2.5, and evaluated the model performance
on the test set (see Table 3). We have observed that for each crop
length, the combined model performs significantly better compared
to models with a single input. Combined models with an input size
of two and three seconds, perform best and rank in the upper two
percent on the Private Leaderboard on Kaggle.
Additionally, we determined the per-category mAP@3 on the
complete test set showing that some classes are more challenging
to predict than others (see Table 4). Our model primarily struggles
with the classes “Squeak”, “Telephone” and “Fireworks”, but it still
beats the baseline system [1] in every per-category mAP@3 score.
To verify that the performance gain of the combined model re-
sults from combining the extracted high-level features from both
models, we compare cnn-audio and cnn-spec to the cnn-comb
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Name samples time mAP@3 Name samples time mAP@3 Name samples time mAP@3
Acoustic guitar 300 52.2 0.893 Electric piano 150 25.5 1.000 Microwave oven 146 25.1 0.966
Applause 300 58.2 1.000 Fart 300 18.6 0.944 Oboe 299 15.3 0.976
Bark 239 44.6 0.982 Finger snapping 117 5.9 1.000 Saxophone 300 33.7 0.942
Bass drum 300 12.8 1.000 Fireworks 300 48.2 0.786 Scissors 95 15.7 0.927
Burping or eructation 210 11.7 1.000 Flute 300 46.2 1.000 Shatter 300 26.1 0.960
Bus 109 28.4 0.953 Glockenspiel 94 8.4 0.856 Snare drum 300 17.9 0.912
Cello 300 37.3 0.951 Gong 292 41.8 0.968 Squeak 300 38.2 0.603
Chime 115 23.8 0.891 Gunshot or gunfire 147 11.1 0.950 Tambourine 221 10.1 0.975
Clarinet 300 34.7 0.991 Harmonica 165 18.6 0.970 Tearing 300 38.7 0.981
Computer keyboard 119 23.0 1.000 Hi-hat 300 18.6 0.957 Telephone 120 16.2 0.788
Cough 243 22.4 1.000 Keys jangling 139 18.8 0.929 Trumpet 300 28.3 0.959
Cowbell 191 10.9 1.000 Knock 279 19.6 0.957 Violin or fiddle 300 26.6 0.986
Double bass 300 16.9 0.946 Laughter 300 36.3 0.974 Writing 270 48.3 0.948
Drawer open or close 158 18.0 0.925 Meow 155 18.7 1.000
Table 4: Per category mAP@3 score of the cnn-comb 2sec model on the full test set and the number of samples along with time in minutes of
the respective class in the train set.
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Figure 2: Comparison of per-category scores of single input models, combined models with one input alternately set to zero, and the combined
model with both inputs. The mAP@3 score is reported on a single fold for each model.
model, where one of its inputs is set to zero (See Figure 2).
For categories in which the single cnn-audio model outper-
forms the single cnn-spec model, the combined model performs
better if the audio input is present and not set to zero. Otherwise,
if cnn-spec outperforms cnn-audio, cnn-comb has a higher score if
the mel-spectrogram is present and not set to zero. Setting either
the mel-spectrogram or the audio wave to zero forces the cnn-comb
model to make predictions based on a single input.
cnn-comb performs equally or better than cnn-comb with one
single input set to zero because it has learned to utilize meaningful
high-level features of both inputs jointly, which are not given by
zeroed inputs. For the same reason, ccn-comb with one zeroed input
usually performs worse than the corresponding model with a single
input.
We conclude that cnn-comb makes use of the learned high-level
features from both cnn-audio and cnn-spec, but it focuses more on
features belonging to the superior single model.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a method for audio-tagging that ex-
tends current Convolutional Neural Network approaches that only
make use of a frequency representation by adding a second input
that incorporates the raw audio wave. Adding the additional in-
put, has improved the mAP@3 score significantly. We have demon-
strated the capabilities of our model by competing in the Freesound
General-Purpose Audio Tagging Challenge on Kaggle and ranking
in the top two percent of all participants.
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ABSTRACT
General-purpose audio tagging refers to classifying sounds that are
of a diverse nature, and is relevant in many applications where
domain-specific information cannot be exploited. The DCASE 2018
challenge introduces Task 2 for this very problem. In this task, there
are a large number of classes and the audio clips vary in duration.
Moreover, a subset of the labels are noisy. In this paper, we propose
a system to address these challenges. The basis of our system is
an ensemble of convolutional neural networks trained on log-scaled
mel spectrograms. We use preprocessing and data augmentation
methods to improve the performance further. To reduce the effects
of label noise, two techniques are proposed: loss function weighting
and pseudo-labeling. Experiments on the private test set of this task
show that our system achieves state-of-the-art performance with a
mean average precision score of 0.951.
Index Terms— Audio classification, convolutional network,
recurrent network, deep learning, data augmentation, label noise
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio tagging is a classification problem that is concerned with
categorizing audio clips based on the presence of sound events.
These events could be domestic sounds such as a telephone ringing,
outdoor sounds such as a car passing by, and anything else that may
be relevant to an application. Historically, classifiers have relied on
domain-specific techniques to achieve good performance, such as in
speech recognition [1] and music information retrieval [2]. However,
with new applications such as smart homes [3] and smart cities [4],
there is growing interest in general-purpose audio classifiers.
The Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events
(DCASE) [5] is a recurring challenge with several tasks pertaining
to audio classification. DCASE 2018 introduces Task 2 [6], which
poses the problem of general-purpose audio tagging. This task uses
a subset of the FSD dataset [7], and is comprised of 41 audio classes
with labels from Google’s AudioSet ontology [8]. As this is a high
number of classes, it demands good discriminative abilities from the
classifier. A training set of 9473 labeled examples is provided in
order to use supervised learning methods. However, approximately
60% of the labels are unverified. Of these unverified labels, at least
65% to 70% of the labels are correct. The presence of incorrectly-
labeled examples can negatively affect training, so it is important
that the learning algorithm is robust with respect to such examples.
Another property of this dataset is that the duration of the audio clips
varies from 0.3 s to 30 s. This is a problem because many training
models expect a fixed-length input.
In this paper, we propose a system to address these challenges.
The system we develop is based on a number of convolutional neural
networks trained on log-mel spectrograms. We investigate different
architectures of convolutional neural networks and show that they
complement each other by ensembling predictions using a technique
called stacking. We also use preprocessing and data augmentation
methods to improve the performance further. To reduce the effects
of incorrect labels, two ideas are proposed: loss function weighting
and pseudo-labeling.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related
work. Section 3 details the preprocessing and feature extraction
methods. Section 4 proposes the convolutional neural networks and
training methodology. Section 5 presents the experiments and results.
Lastly, Section 6 concludes with a summary.
2. RELATEDWORKS
Deep neural networks have recently become a popular choice for
audio classification due to their leading performance in many tasks,
including general-purpose audio tagging [9]. Most, if not all, of
the neural network architectures that achieve state-of-the-art results
are based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) [10, 11, 12].
Hybrid architectures such as convolutional recurrent neural networks
(CRNN) have also been adopted with great success [13, 14, 15], but
more for tasks that also require localization. Given a training model,
an effective way to improve the performance further is to use data
augmentation, as observed in [16] and [17]. We use both CNNs and
CRNNs with data augmentation, but also consider label noise.
Learning from noisy labels is a problem that has several decades
of research behind it [18]. It was shown in [19] that neural networks
can converge to near-zero loss on training sets even when the labels
are completely random. This is problematic because it suggests that
incorrect labels can have a significant impact on the generalization
performance of a neural network. One way to mitigate the effects
of label noise is to apply a correction to the loss function as in [20],
which requires estimating a noise transition matrix. In [21], this is
done by incorporating an additional layer in the neural network. We
also modify the loss function, but make simpler assumptions and
hence propose a simpler method. Furthermore, we combine this with
a technique called pseudo-labeling.
3. PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
3.1. Silence Removal
In the dataset of Task 2, we observed that there is little background
noise present in the audio clips. However, some of the clips contain
segments of silence. Long sequences of silence are not characteristic
of the sounds themselves, and only indicate the start or end of sounds.
For this reason, we include in our pipeline an algorithm to extract the
non-silent segments of the audio signal. This discards the silence and
means that separate segments can be considered as separate inputs.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the silence removal process on the file
“071e836c.wav”, which is 13 s in length. The non-silent segments
that are extracted are highlighted in gray. These segments would be
considered as separate inputs.
Table 1: Log-mel spectrogram parameters
Parameter Configuration A Configuration B
Sample rate 32 000Hz 32 000Hz
Window size 1024 512
Hop size 512 256
Mel bands 64 64
To detect silence, we segment the audio signal into frames and
threshold each frame’s root mean square (RMS) energy. We define
“silence” to include very quiet background noise, so it does not
have to match the threshold of hearing. In our algorithm, a non-
silent segment is the span of non-silent frames that are within some
proximity (they do not have to be contiguous), and also includes
some excess silence to prevent over-cropping. This is exemplified in
Figure 1, where four segments are highlighted.
3.2. Feature Extraction
Following silence removal, the extracted segments are considered as
separate inputs. These are downsampled to 32 kHz and transformed
into log-scaled mel-frequency (log-mel) spectrograms. Log-mel
features have been shown to outperform traditional representations
such as mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs) in modern
neural network architectures [22], which benefit from the additional
information and do not need de-correlated inputs [23].
We use two sets of parameters to extract the log-mel features
– a standard configuration and a narrow-band configuration – the
values of which are given in Table 1. We selected these values
based on experiments on a validation set. In our experiments, these
configurations produced complementing results. Indeed, the different
resolutions appear to capture different characteristics.
After feature extraction, each feature vector is partitioned into
chunks of a fixed size, which resolves the problem of varying clip
durations. When the length of the feature vector is less than the chunk
length, it is padded. When it is greater, but not evenly divisible by
the chunk length, an additional chunk is added to align with the end
of the feature vector so that it includes the remainder.
The chunk size is an important parameter, as a chunk that is too
short may not encompass a sound in its entirety. On the other hand,
a chunk that is too long will mostly contain padding data for short
audio segments. We choose a chunk size of 128 × 64, where the
first axis is the temporal dimension. This corresponds to 2 s chunks
and 1 s chunks for configurations A and B, respectively (cf. Table 1).
Approximately 80% of the segments in the training set are more
than 1 s in duration, and 60% are more than 2 s.
4. TRAINING AND INFERENCE
In order to utilize the training set that is provided for this task, we
use two types of neural networks: CNNs and CRNNs. For each
type, we also use two variants: one using standard convolutions
and another using gated convolutions. Since there are two log-
mel configurations, this gives eight training models in total. In the
subsections to follow, we describe the architectures, learning with
label noise, data augmentation, and ensembling.
4.1. Neural Network Architectures
The neural network architectures are outlined in Table 2. Beginning
with the standard CNN, it is essentially equivalent to the “VGG13”
network proposed in [24], hence the name. Each convolutional block
consists of two convolutional layers followed by a max pooling layer
that halves each spatial dimension. The convolutional layers use a
ReLU activation function [25] as well as batch normalization [26]
as a form of regularization. After the convolutional blocks, global
average pooling is applied, i.e. each feature map is averaged across
both dimensions. Finally, a densely-connected softmax layer is used
to generate the predictions.
The CRNN architecture is an extension of VGG13. Instead of
applying global average pooling after the convolutions, only the
frequency dimension is averaged so that temporal information is
preserved. A bidirectional recurrent layer [27] is then applied to
output a vector, st, for each time step t ∈ [1, T ]. Averaging these
vectors gives s = 1
T
∑T
t=1 st, which is the output prior to the
softmax layer. The motivation for using a recurrent layer is to learn
the temporal dynamics of the input [13]. In our experiments, this
improved the overall performance by up to 0.5%.
The other two architectures are GCNN and GCRNN, which are
variants of VGG13 and CRNN, respectively. The difference is that
each convolutional layer is replaced with a gated convolutional layer
[28]. The idea of a gated layer is inspired by the gating mechanisms
found in recurrent neural networks [29, 30], and is used to control
the information that is propagated to deeper layers. This mechanism
has been shown to produce good results for similar tasks [15].
4.2. Learning from Noisy Labels
The presence of unverified labels poses a problem for learning, as
neural networks are susceptible to overfitting on incorrectly-labeled
examples [19]. On the other hand, training with verified examples
only means that a large number of unverified labels that are otherwise
correct are discarded. Our tests showed that performance dropped
by up to 5% when a model was trained on verified examples only.
Therefore, we propose two techniques.
The first technique is to weight the training loss function such
that its magnitude is lowered for unverified examples. The rationale
is that if an example is incorrectly labeled, the computed loss will
be incorrect and should be disregarded. Of course, we do not know
whether it is correct or not if the label is unverified. Let η ∈ (0, 1)
be the weight applied to unverified examples. Given a loss function,
L(y, yˆ), the weighted loss function is then given by
L˜(y, yˆ) := (η · 1XN (x) + 1XcN (x))L(y, yˆ), (1)
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Table 2: Description of the neural networks. Each convolutional
layer uses a receptive field size of 3, as in [24]. “GLU” refers to the
use of gated linear units, as described in [28]. “Bi-GRU” refers to
using bidirectional gated recurrent units [30].
Feature Size CRNN GCRNN
128× 64 Log-mel spectrogram
2× {conv 64,ReLU} 2× {conv 64,GLU}
64× 32 2× 2 Max Pooling
2× {conv 128,ReLU} 2× {conv 128,GLU}
32× 16 2× 2 Max Pooling
2× {conv 256,ReLU} 2× {conv 256,GLU}
16× 8 2× 2 Max Pooling
2× {conv 512,ReLU} 2× {conv 512,GLU}
8× 4 2× 2 Max Pooling
2× {conv 512,ReLU} 2× {conv 512,GLU}
4× 2 2× 2 Max Pooling
Bi-GRU, 512, ReLU (optional)
Global Average Pooling
Softmax (41 Classes)
where XN is the subset of the training set that is unverified and
X cN is the complement. The parameter η can be considered as
the confidence that the unverified labels are correct. It can be be
determined using a validation set or set to 1 minus the noise rate.
The second technique, known as pseudo-labeling, is to relabel
the unverified examples prior to training using a previously-trained
classifier. For pseudo-labeling to be effective, the error rate of the
classifier should be lower than the noise rate of the original labels,
because the error rate can be considered as the new noise rate. The
previously-trained classifier in this case is just the same system
described in this paper but without pseudo-labeling.
Another form of pseudo-labeling that we propose is to “promote”
examples from unverified to verified by corroborating the label with
the predictions of the previously-trained classifier. The examples if
promoted if the classifier prediction agrees with confidence greater
than τ . The confidence threshold, τ , should be high enough that the
false positive rate of the classifier is low.
4.3. Data Augmentation
When training a neural network, overfitting is a common problem in
which the network learns to predict the training examples with very
high accuracy but cannot generalize to new data. This is likely to
occur with smaller datasets, and was found to be the case with the
dataset of Task 2 by verifying on a validation set. To prevent this,
data augmentation is a popular approach [31] that increases the size
of the training set without manual intervention. In our work, we use
a method called mixup [32] to create new examples.
Mixup is a method that generates new data during training by
randomly mixing pairs of inputs and their associated target values.
Consider a pair of inputs, x1 and x2, and their one-hot-encoded
target values, y1 and y2. To mix these, a parameter, λ ∈ (0, 1), is
used to create convex combinations.
x = λx1 + (1− λ)x2. (2)
y = λy1 + (1− λ)y2. (3)
The output, (x,y), is then used as the training example rather than
the original examples. If loss function weighting is used, w(x) :=
η · 1XN (x) + 1iXcN (x) should also be mixed.
Table 3: Training parameters
Parameter Value
Batch size 128
Learning rate (LR) 0.0005
LR decay factor 0.9
LR decay rate 2
In the original paper [32], a different value of λ is used for
each mini-batch by sampling from a beta distribution, B(α, α). The
hyperparameter α controls the distribution’s shape, where a value of
1.0 reduces it to a uniform distribution. A lower value of α will be
more likely to produce values of λ that are closer to 0 and 1, which
weakens the effect of mixup.
Mixup has been used before for audio classification and has been
shown to be beneficial [17]. We ultimately followed the method
used in [32], but also experimented with a variation. This involves
constraining some or all of the example pairs to belong to the same
class. Unfortunately, this did not improve the performance of our
system and actually worsened it in the extreme case of constraining
all the pairs. This suggests that mixing inter-class examples is an
important aspect of mixup’s success.
5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1. System Setup
To train the various models, the training set was split into five cross-
validation folds, ensuring that there was a similar number of verified
examples in each fold. The cross-entropy function was used as
the training loss and Adam [33] was used as the gradient descent
algorithm. Refer to Table 3 for the values of the hyperparameters.
Decay rate is the number of epochs until the learning rate is decayed.
For loss function weighting, we used a weight of η = 0.7 when
pseudo-labeling was not used (to determine the pseudo-labels in the
first place) and η = 0.9 when it was. When promoting labels, we
used a confidence threshold of τ = 0.7. For mixup, the parameter α
was set to 1.0. All of the hyperparameters were selected based on
evaluations on a validation set containing verified labels only. This
includes the parameters in Table 3 too.
In terms of generating the predictions, the top four epochs were
selected based on performance on the validation set. The metric used
was the mean average precision (MAP) score. Recalling that the
inputs to the neural networks are chunks, and that the chunks are
from sections of the original audio clip (cf. Section 3), the chunk
predictions need to be merged to produce clip-level predictions. This
was achieved using the geometric mean, as this is less sensitive to
outliers than the arithmetic mean. With the clip-level predictions,
the top four epochs were merged using the arithmetic mean.
5.2. Ensembling
To combine the predictions of the different models, we used an
ensembling method known as stacking [34, 35, 36]. In this method,
the base model predictions are used as features to train a second-
level classifier. The output of a base model is an N ×K vector of
probabilities, where N is the number of data samples and K = 41 is
the number of classes. By concatenating the outputs of the models,
the result is an N × 8K vector; this is the input of the new classifier.
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Table 4: Training set results. Only the results of configuration A
models are given to highlight the difference in architectures.
Model MAP@3
VGG13 0.950
GCNN 0.951
CRNN 0.952
GCRNN 0.958
Arithmetic Mean 0.968
Stacking 0.972
Table 5: Test set results comparing the 8-model stacked ensemble
with a 4-model version that excludes VGG13 and CRNN models.
The results of the competition’s baseline system is also included.
Model Private Public All
Baseline 0.694 0.704 –
4-Model Stacking 0.948 0.956 0.950
8-Model Stacking 0.951 0.961 0.953
As the validation sets constitute the training set, the validation
set predictions were used to generate the features for the training set.
Similarly, the test set predictions were used as the test set features.
We used logistic regression with an L2 penalty as the second-level
classifier. It was configured to use class weights to compensate for
class imbalance and sample weights as described in Section 4.2.
5.3. Results
To assess the performance of our system, we evaluated the training
set and test set predictions. It was possible to evaluate the training
set predictions because we used cross-validation folds. We only
evaluated the manually-verified training examples. The test set was
split into a public set and a private set by the challenge organizers.
Therefore, we report results for both sets individually and also when
the two are combined. The metric used to assess the performance is
the mean average precision (MAP@3) score, which is defined as
MAP@3 =
1
N
N∑
n=1
min{K,3}∑
i=1
P (i), (4)
where N is the number of data samples, K = 41 is the number of
classes, and P (i) is the precision at cutoff i.
The results for the training set are shown in Table 4. The systems
that are compared are the single models (log-mel configuration A
only), an arithmetic-mean ensemble of the models, and the stacked
ensemble described in the previous section. It can be seen that the
mean ensemble performs much better than all of the single models
– by almost 2%. However, the stacked ensemble performs the best,
with a MAP@3 score of 0.972. The weight-learning capability of
stacking, with respect to model and class, appears to help.
In Table 5, the results for the test set are presented. We look at the
8-model stacked ensemble compared to a smaller 4-model version.
In the latter, the VGG13 and CRNN architectures are omitted. The
results of both systems are far superior to the competition’s baseline
system. Although the additional models in the 8-model version help,
the difference is minor. This can be explained by the lack of diversity
that the omitted models have to offer.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper described an approach to audio tagging in which the
audio signals to be classified were of a diverse nature. The approach
was based on our efforts in Task 2 of the DCASE 2018 challenge.
The challenges of this task include audio clips of varying duration
and incorrectly-labeled training examples. Our method involved
preprocessing the audio, extracting log-mel feature vectors, and
partitioning the feature vectors into fixed chunks to be considered as
separate inputs. To train on these inputs, a number of convolutional
and convolutional-recurrent neural networks were introduced. We
used mixup for data augmentation. Several techniques were also
used to resolve the problem of incorrect labels, including pseudo-
labeling and loss function weighting. In evaluating our system on
the DCASE 2018 Task 2 Kaggle private test set, we achieved a mean
average precision score of 0.951, placing us in 3rd place out of 558
in the Kaggle private leaderboard.
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ABSTRACT
The Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events
(DCASE) consists of five audio classification and sound event detec-
tion tasks: 1) Acoustic scene classification, 2) General-purpose audio
tagging of Freesound, 3) Bird audio detection, 4) Weakly-labeled
semi-supervised sound event detection and 5) Multi-channel audio
classification. In this paper, we create a cross-task baseline system
for all five tasks based on a convlutional neural network (CNN): a
“CNN Baseline” system. We implemented CNNs with 4 layers and
8 layers originating from AlexNet and VGG from computer vision.
We investigated how the performance varies from task to task with
the same configuration of neural networks. Experiments show that
deeper CNN with 8 layers performs better than CNN with 4 layers
on all tasks except Task 1. Using CNN with 8 layers, we achieve
an accuracy of 0.680 on Task 1, an accuracy of 0.895 and a mean
average precision (MAP) of 0.928 on Task 2, an accuracy of 0.751
and an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.854 on Task 3, a sound event
detection F1 score of 20.8% on Task 4, and an F1 score of 87.75% on
Task 5. We released the Python source code of the baseline systems
under the MIT license for further research.
Index Terms— DCASE 2018 challenge, convolutional neural
networks, open source.
1. INTRODUCTION
Detection and classification of acoustic scenes and events (DCASE)
2018 challenge1 is a well known IEEE challenge consists of several
audio classification and sound event detection tasks. DCASE 2018
challenge consists of five tasks: In task 1, acoustic scene classifica-
tion (ASC) [1], the task is to recognize the scenes where the sound is
recorded, such as “street” or “park”. ASC has applications in enhanc-
ing speech recognition systems and sound event detection [2]. Task
1 includes a matching device ASC subtask and a mismatching device
ASC subtask. In task 2, general-purpose audio tagging of Freesound,
[3] the task is to classify an audio clip to a pre-defined class, such as
“flute” or “applause”. Task 2 has applications in recognizing a wide
range of sound events in real world and is useful for information
retrieval. In task 3, bird audio detection, [4], the task is to detect
the presence or the absence of birds in an audio clip. This could
be used for automatic wildlife monitoring and audio library man-
agement. An important goal of Task 3 is to design a classification
system which can generalize to new conditions. In task 4, weakly
labeled semi-supervised sound event detection (SED) [5], the task is
to detect the onset the offset times of sound events where only weak
1http://dcase.community/
labeled audio and unlabeled audio is available for training. Task 4
can be used for monitoring public security and used for abnormal
sound detection. In task 5, the multi-channel audio classification
[6], the task is to use multi-channel recordings to identify the human
activities at home.
The first DCASE challenge was the DCASE 2013 challenge [7],
with only an audio classification and a sound event detection tasks.
The DCASE 2016 challenge [8] consisted of four tasks including:
1) ASC, 2) SED in synthetic audio, 3) SED in real audio and 4)
domestic audio tagging. The DCASE 2017 challenge [9] updated the
domestic audio tagging task to a large-scale weakly labeled audio
tagging task. The DCASE challenge series provide public datasets
for investigating audio related tasks. One recent dataset for DCASE
challenges is the AudioSet dataset [10]. Task 4 of both DCASE 2017
and 2018 challenge were subsets of AudioSet.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved state-of-
the-art performance in image classification [11, 12]. In this paper,
we investigate how different CNNs including CNN with 4 layers
originated from AlexNet [11] and CNN with 8 layers originated
from VGG [12] perform on Task 1 to 5 of DCASE 2018. We apply
the same configurations of CNNs across all task 1 to 5 to fairly
compare the relative performance across different tasks. Using the
same CNN model, the performance on Task 1 to 5 varies, which
indicates the difficulty of the tasks varies. The experiments show that
Task 4 sound event detection is more difficult than Task 1 acoustic
scene classification than Task 3 bird audio detection than Task 2
general-purpose audio tagging of Freesound and Task 5 domestic
multi-channel audio tagging.
We open source the Python code for all of Task 1 - 5 of DCASE
2018 challenge under MIT license. The source code contains the im-
plementation of CNNs with 4 layers and 8 layers. In complementary
to the source code published by the organizer [1], we investigated
that CNNs with more layers perform better in all of Task 2 - 5 in
DCASE 2018 challenge except Task 1.
This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 introduces related
works. Section 3 introduces CNNs. Section 4 shows experimental
results. Section 5 concludes and forecasts our work.
2. RELATED WORKS
Manually-selected features such as mel frequency cepstrum coef-
ficients (MFCC) [13], the constant Q transform (CQT) [14], and
I-vectors [15] have been used as audio features. Recently, mel
spectrograms [16] have been widely used as features when using
neural networks as classifiers. Mixture Gaussian models (GMMs)
[17] and hidden Markov models (HMMs) [18] have been used to
model audio scenes and sound events. Non-negative matrix factor-
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Table 1: Configurations of CNN4 and CNN8
feature map
size CNN4 CNN8
T × 64 log mel spectrogram
T/2× 32 5× 5, 64
[
3× 3,BN
3× 3,BN
]
, 64
2× 2, max pooling
T/4× 16 5× 5, 128
[
3× 3,BN
3× 3,BN
]
, 128
2× 2, max pooling
T/8× 8 5× 5, 256
[
3× 3,BN
3× 3,BN
]
, 256
2× 2, max pooling
T/16× 4 5× 5, 512
[
3× 3,BN
3× 3,BN
]
, 512
2× 2, max pooling
1× 1 Global max pooling
Classes num. fc, sigmoid or softmax
Parameters 4,309,450 4,691,274
ization (NMFs) [19] are methods to learn a set of bases to represent
the audio. Recently, deep neural networks have been introduced
to audio classification and sound event detection. For example,
fully-connected neural networks have been applied to DCASE 2016
challenges [20] and DCASE 2017 challenges [21]. CNNs have
achieved the state-of-the-art performance in audio classification and
sound event detection [22, 16, 23]. Convolutional recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) [24, 25] have been used to model the temporal
information of sound events. Attention neural networks have been
proposed to focus on sound events [26] from weakly-labelled data
[27]. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have been applied to
improve the robustness of audio classification classifiers [28].
3. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
CNNs, such as AlexNet [11] and VGG [12], have achieved state-of-
the-art performance in image classification [11, 12]. A CNN consists
of several convolutional layers followed by fully-connected layers.
Each convolutional layer consists of filters to convolve with the out-
put from the previous convolutional layer. The filters can capture
local patterns in feature maps, such as edges in lower layers and com-
plex profiles in higher layers [12]. In this work, we adopt AlexNet
with 4 layers and VGG with 8 layers as models, which we call CNN4
and CNN8. CNN4 consists of 4 convolutional layers and the filter
size of each convolutional layer is 5× 5 [11]. CNN8 consists of 8
layers and the filter size of each convolutional layer is 3 × 3 [12].
We apply batch normalization (BN) after each convolutional layer
to stabilize training [29] followed by a rectifier (ReLU) nonlinearity.
We then apply a global max pooling (GMP) operation on the feature
maps of the last convolutional layer [16] to summarize the feature
maps to a vector. GMP can max out the time and frequency infor-
mation of sound events in a spectrogram, so it is invariant to time
or frequency shift. Finally, a fully-connected layer is applied on the
summarized vector followed by a sigmoid or softmax nonlinearity
to output the probabilities of the audio classes. The configurations
of CNN4 and CNN8 are summarized in Table 1.
Table 2: Task 1 acoustic scene classification class-wise accuracy of
subtask A and B of development dataset.
SUBTASK A SUBTASK B
Scene label CNN
[1]
CNN4 CNN8 CNN
[1]
CNN4 CNN8
Airport 0.729 0.743 0.709 0.725 0.612 0.667
Bus 0.629 0.607 0.649 0.783 0.695 0.723
Metro 0.512 0.690 0.686 0.206 0.500 0.417
Metro station 0.554 0.687 0.741 0.328 0.472 0.584
Park 0.791 0.855 0.839 0.592 0.834 0.861
public square 0.404 0.486 0.472 0.247 0.361 0.389
Shopping mall 0.496 0.642 0.631 0.611 0.778 0.778
Street, pedestrian 0.500 0.583 0.567 0.208 0.333 0.361
Street, traffic 0.805 0.874 0.886 0.664 0.750 0.778
Tram 0.551 0.590 0.621 0.197 0.417 0.389
Average 0.597 0.676 0.680 0.456 0.575 0.572
Public LB - 0.693 0.707 - 0.578 0.568
Private LB - 0.628 0.630 - 0.615 0.672
Evaluation - 0.697 0.704 - 0.588 0.596
4. EXPERIMENTS
We open source the Python code of the CNN baseline systems of
DCASE 2018 challenge Task 1 - 5 source here23456. We convert
all stereo audio to mono for Task 1 - 5 for building the baseline
system. We extract the spectrograms and apply log mel filter banks
on the spectrograms followed by logarithm operation. We choose
the number of the mel filter banks as 64 because it is a power of two
which can be divided by two in max pooling layers. The mel filter
bank has a cut off frequency of 50 Hz. The log mel spectrograms
are standarized by subtracting the mean and dividing the standard
deviation along mel frequency bins. The same configuration of
CNN4 and CNN8 are applied on Task 1 - 5. We use Adam optimizer
[30] with a learning rate of 0.001 and the learning rate is reduced by
multiplying 0.9 after every 200 iterations training. A batch size of
128 is used for Task 1, 2, 3 and 5 and a batch size of 32 is used for
Task 4 to sufficiently use the GPU with 12 GB memory in training.
We trained the model for 5000 iterations for all of the five tasks. The
training takes 60 ms and 200 ms per iteration on a Titan X GPU for
CNN4 and CNN8, respectively. The results of Task 1 - 5 are shown
in the following subsections.
4.1. Task 1: Acoustic scene classification
Task 1 acoustic scene classification [1] is a task to classify an audio
recording to a predefined class that characterize the environment
in which it was recorded. The 10 predefined classes are listed in
Table 2. There are 10080 10-second audio clips in the development
dataset, including 8640, 720 and 720 audio clips recorded with
device A, B and C. Task 1 has three subtasks. Subtask A is matching
2https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/dcase2018_task1
3https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/dcase2018_task2
4https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/dcase2018_task3
5https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/dcase2018_task4
6https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/dcase2018_task5
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Table 3: Task 2 audio tagging accuracy and MAP@3.
Accuracy MAP@3
CNN4 CNN8 CNN4 CNN8
Fold 1 0.858 0.897 0.900 0.930
Fold 2 0.824 0.875 0.870 0.912
Fold 3 0.862 0.903 0.901 0.934
Fold 4 0.861 0.904 0.904 0.935
Average 0.851 0.895 0.894 0.928
Public LB - - 0.885 0.920
Private LB - - 0.862 0.903
Figure 1: Task 2 audio tagging class-wise accuracy.
device classification. Subtask B is mismatching device classification.
Subtask C is matching device classification with external data and
has the same evaluation data as subtask A.
Table 2 shows the accuracy of subtask A and subtask B. In
[1] a two layer CNN with a dense connected layer is used as a
baseline model. In development dataset of subtask A, CNN4 and
CNN8 achieve similar accuracy of 0.676 and 0.680 respectively,
outperforming the two layers CNN of 0.597 [1]. In subtask B, CNN4
and CNN8 achieve similar accuracy of 0.575 and 0.572, respectively,
outperforming the two layers CNN of 0.456 [1]. The subtask B
mismatching device classification is around 10% which is worse
than the subtask A matching device classification in absolute value.
Table 2 also shows the public leaderboard (LB), private LB and final
evaluation result. We did not explore the subtask C with external
data.
4.2. Task 2: General-purpose audio tagging of Freesound con-
tent with AudioSet labels
Task 2 audio tagging [3] is a task to classify an audio clip to one of
41 predefined classes such as “oboe” and “applause”. The duration
of the audio samples range from 300 ms to 30 s due to the diversity
of the sound categories. The development dataset contains 9473
audio clips. We pad or split the log mel spectrograms of audio
clips to 2 s log mel spectrograms as the input to a CNN. We split
the development dataset to four validation folds and only use 3710
manually verified audio clips for validation. Table 3 shows the
accuracy and the mean average precision (MAP) [3] on the four folds
and their average statistics. In development dataset, CNN8 achieves
Table 4: Task 3 bird audio detection accuracy and AUC.
Accuracy AUC
validation dataset CNN4 CNN8 CNN4 CNN8
freefield1010 0.551 0.630 0.645 0.799
warblrb10k 0.692 0.867 0.799 0.882
BirdVox-DCASE-20K 0.678 0.801 0.808 0.882
Average 0.640 0.766 0.751 0.854
Leaderboard - - 0.850 0.847
Evaluation - - 0.748 0.809
an average accuracy of 0.895 and a MAP@3 of 0.928, outperforming
CNN4 network of 0.851 and 0.894, respectively. Figure 1 shows
the averaged 4 folds class-wise accuracy of Task 2. Sound classes
such as “applause” and “bark” have 100% classification accuracy
but some classes such as “squeak” and “telephone” have accuracy
of only 50% - 60%. Table 3 shows the MAP@3 of the private
leaderboard is approximately 2% worse than the development and
the public leaderboard.
4.3. Task 3: Bird audio detection
Task 3 bird audio detection [4] is a task to predict the presence or the
absence of birds in a 10-second audio clip. One challenge of this task
is to design a system that is able to generalize to new conditions. That
is, a system trained on one dataset should generalize well to another
dataset. The development dataset consists of freefield1010 with 7690
audio clips, warblrb10k with 8000 audio clips and BirdVox-DCASE-
20K with 20000 audio clips. We train on two datasets and evaluate
on the other hold out dataset. Table 4 shows the accuracy and the area
under the curve (AUC) [4] of CNN4 and CNN8. In development
dataset, CNN8 achieves an accuracy and an AUC of 0.766 and
0.854, outperforming CNN4 of 0.640 and 0.751, respectively. The
result in Table 4 shows the classification of freefield1010 dataset is
more difficult than warblrb10k and BirdVox-DCASE-20K dataset.
Table 5: Task 4 audio tagging AUC and sound event detection F1
score.
AT (AUC) SED1 (F1) SED2 (F1)
Class CNN4 CNN8 CNN4 CNN8 CNN4 CNN8
Speech 0.889 0.936 0.0% 0.0% 16.9% 22.5%
Dog 1.000 1.000 2.6% 2.5% 8.3% 14.3%
Cat 0.980 0.991 3.4% 3.5% 10.3% 7.2%
Alarm/bell 0.964 0.975 4.2% 4.0% 12.5% 20.7%
Dishes 0.835 0.898 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.6%
Frying 0.945 0.939 45.5% 54.5% 2.1% 0.0%
Blender 0.839 0.883 18.9% 27.1% 8.3% 7.3%
Running water 0.930 0.943 11.8% 11.9% 7.9% 3.1%
Vacuum cleaner 0.972 0.956 57.6% 61.3% 9.4% 2.6%
Electronic shaver 0.944 0.957 45.0% 43.5% 18.9% 16.3%
Average 0.930 0.948 18.9% 20.8% 9.5% 9.8%
Evaluation - - 16.7% 18.6% - -
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Table 6: Task 5 multi-channel audio tagging F1 score.
CNN4 (F1 score) CNN8 (F1 score)
Scene label Baseline Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Average Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Average
Absence 85.4% 86.4% 90.5% 78.5% 89.9% 86.3% 90.5% 92.2% 80.5% 89.9% 88.3%
Cooking 95.1% 96.2% 94.7% 93.0% 96.6% 95.1% 98.0% 96.3% 93.8% 96.3% 96.1%
Dishwashing 76.7% 77.8% 68.6% 75.8% 80.2% 75.6% 83.3% 71.2% 76.0% 85.8% 79.1%
Eating 83.6% 79.7% 75.7% 85.4% 91.2% 82.3% 85.2% 85.1% 88.5% 94.5% 88.3%
Other 44.8% 43.3% 55.2% 56.9% 60.2% 53.9% 54.3% 54.5% 51.4% 62.2% 55.6%
Social activity 93.9% 95.5% 88.1% 90.2% 98.5% 93.1% 98.4% 90.1% 93.7% 99.3% 95.4%
Vacuum cleaner 99.3% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 99.4% 100.0% 100.0% 99.9%
Watching TV 99.6% 99.6% 99.7% 97.5% 100.0% 99.2% 99.8% 99.9% 99.0% 99.9% 99.7%
Working 82.0% 85.3% 86.3% 79.4% 90.5% 85.4% 88.7% 89.3% 81.4% 90.2% 87.4%
Average 84.5% 84.9% 84.3% 84.1% 89.7% 85.7% 88.7% 86.5% 84.9% 90.9% 87.8%
Eval. Unknown mic. 83.1% - - - - 82.4% - - - - 83.2%
Eval. dev. mic. 85.0% - - - - 86.2% - - - - 87.6%
Furthermore, an AUC of 0.809 is achieved in evaluation dataset
using CNN8.
4.4. Task 4: Large-scale weakly labeled semi-supervised sound
event detection in domestic environments
Task 4 is a weakly labeled semi-supervised sound event detection
task [5] to predict both the onset and offset of sound events. There
are 10 audio classes in Task 4, for example “speech” and “dog”. An
audio clip can be assigned to one or more labels. The development
dataset consists of 1578 weakly labeled audio clips, 14412 unlabeled
in domain audio clips and 39999 unlabeled out domain audio clips.
Each audio clip has a duration of 10 seconds. We only use the 1578
weakly labeled audio clips for training our systems. Different from
Task 1, 2, 3 and 5, to remain the time resolution of feature maps
in time axis, max pooling operations are only applied along the
frequency axis but not the time axis. In training, we average out the
time axis and apply a fully connected layer to predict the clip-wise
labels. In inference, we do not apply the average of time axis to
remain frame-wise labels. Table 5 shows CNN8 achieves an AUC
of 0.948 in audio tagging, outperforming CNN4 of 0.930. In sound
event detection, system SED1 uses the audio tagging result as the
sound event detection result. The onset and offset times are filled
with 0 s and 10 s. System SED2 applies thresholds to the frame-wise
predictions to detect sound events. The high threshold and the low
threshold are set as 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. Sound events such as
“Frying”, “Blender” have higher F1 score with SED1. Sound event
such as “Speech”, “Dog”, “Cat” have higher F1 score with SED2. In
development dataset, SED1 and SED2 achieve average F1 scores of
20.8% and 9.8%, respectively. In evaluation, a F1 score of 18.6% is
achieved using CNN8 and system SED1.
4.5. Task 5: Monitoring of domestic activities based on multi-
channel acoustics
Task 5 multi-channel audio tagging [6] is a task to classify the do-
mestic activities with multi-channel acoustic recordings. The target
of Task 5 is to research how the multi-channel information will help
the audio tagging task. The development dataset of Task 5 consists
of 72984 10-second audio clips. The audio classes including “Cook-
ing” and “Eating”, for example. The multi-channel audio clips are
converted to single channel audio clips to build the baseline system.
Table 6 shows in development dataset the CNN8 achieves a F1 score
of 87.75%, outperforming CNN4 network of 85.73%. In Evaluation
data with unknown microphone a F1 score of 83.2% is achieved
using CNN8 model. With unkown development microphone, a F1
score of 87.6% is achieved.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the performance of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) with 4 layers and 8 layers on Task 1 to
5 of DCASE 2018. We show the difficulties of the tasks varies.
Task 4 sound event detection is more difficult than Task 1 acoustic
scene classification than Task 3 bird audio detection than Task 2
general-purpose audio tagging of Freesound and Task 5 domestic
multi-channel audio tagging. We show CNN with 8 layers performs
better than CNN with 4 layers in Task 2 to 5. In Task 1, CNN with
8 layers and 4 layers perform similar. With CNN8, we achieves an
accuracy of 0.680 on Task 1, a mean average precision (MAP) of
0.928 on Task 2, an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.854 on Task
3, a sound event detection F1 score of 20.8% on Task 4 and a F1
score of 87.75% on Task 5. In future, we will explore more CNN
structures on Task 1 to 5 of DCASE 2018 challenge. We released the
Python source code of the baseline systems under the MIT license
for further research.
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